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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
How Many Valves ?
Radio Careers
AN increasing number of readers are THE question of whether or not a rectifier
should be included in the number of
turning their attention to the question
of radio as a career. The recent announce- valves employed in a receiver has again
up for consideration in America.
ment that the Royal Air Force were come
is customary to refer to a set as a
introducing a new trade to be known as It
four -valve plus rectifier, rather than a 5" Radio Mechanic " has re-awakenedinterest valver, but the use of dummy valves and
in this field of work, and accordingly this similar items has given rise to troubles in
issue carries a number of articles dealing the U.S.A., as they have been included in
with the question of radio as a career. the number of valves actually in use. The
Some readers are interested purely in the Trade

Commission

recently

operating point of view, seeing in the to the R.M.A. that "Refermysteries of the morse code a certain ences to rectifier valves, and
glamour or excitement. They wish to be to valves, devices or accesseated at the operating desk of a large sories which do not serve as
ocean-going liner or warship, or alter- signal -amplifying or detecting

reiterated

the B.B.C.'s Northern feature expert
produced a programme showing the racial
and cultural links between Norway and the

This programme, which
had a background of Norwegian music,
North -country.

was one of the most successful features of

its kind, and it is now to be revised and
broadcast again on March 8th.

Tunes for the Troops
TAN WHYTE inaugurates on February
1

28th a series of concerts of popular

natively in the wireless cabin of a modern valves or heterodyne oscillator
air -liner. Others are more interested in valves, should be, such as to

the production department of a

large

clearly avoid misunderstanding

modern radio manufacturer, whilst yet or deception of purchasers."
others would prefer to service receivers, This means that in any referseeing in the unravelling of obscure ence to the number of valve s

is
both in a set, rectifiers, tuning
which
something
faults
We have indicators, ballast or resistance
intriguing and interesting.
endeavoured in this issue to give valves, must either be indicated

same idea of the requirements of these separately or not included in
individual branches of the trade, and also the total valve count.

of the prospects, but with all of them it is
highly desirable that some specialised For the Forces
course of training be first adopted so that THE wavelengths for the
the experience gained will enable a higher
programme for the Forces

.

standard of efficiency to be attained. There will be, during the daytime,
are now many training colleges who 373.1 metres, which is marked
specialise in such training, and home - on many receivers " Welsh
correspondence courses are available for Regional," and, during the
those who cannot spend their time at evening, 342.1 metres, marked
" London Regional."
school during the daytime.
The time at which the change
a..
6,00
in wavelength occurs will vary

..

Editorial and Advertisement Offices :
" Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
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All correspondence intended for the
enclosed.

Editor should be addressed : The Editor, PRACTICAL

with the season of the year.
The following are the trans-

mission details for the period
February 18th to March 18th.
It will be noticed that during
that period the wavelength of
342.1 metres will broadcast 41.111111w

fro Home Service programme When Jimmy James was a lad in Chillicothe, Ohio, he used to
from 11 p.m., when the pro: thump a drum in the local band. Nobody knew that he was studying

gramme for the Forces ends,
until 12.15 a.m.

flute, then clarinet. It was the latter, however, and not the drums
which got him a jolt first with local orchestras, later with Hal Kemp

other times when the

His " rhythm against the strings

During this period, and at and Henry Thies, and finally, a spot as a band leader at WLW.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of
wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep our s

same as the Home Service

So warranty that apparatus described in our
columns is not the subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and

programme, listeners in Britain who find
difficulty in receiving the Home Service
on 449.1 metres or 391.1 metres, may find
it better to tune in to the wavelength

Reproductions or imitations of any of these are I

European Broadcast

readers to touch with the latest developments,we give

articles published in PRACTICAL WIRELESS i8
specifically reserved throughout the countries gym.. 4
tory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.
therefore expressly forbidden. PRACTICAL WIRE- I
LESS incorporates Amateur Wireless."
-

-

arrangements are heard over

gramme for the Forces is the that station every Monday and Friday at 7.30 p.m. E.S.T., on

WIRELESS, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

1

for the Forces programme.

countries very much in the news
TO
at the moment are Norway and
Sweden. Some months ago, D. G. Bridson,

" Four Stars To -night."

music by the B.B.C. Scottish Orchestra.
He believes that many listeners who

declare their objection to the classics really
enjoy many classical pieces of music without
being aware of it. His series, called
" Tunes for Everybody," the first of which
will be broadcast for the Forces on February
28th, is a non-stop collection of tunes taken

mostly from symphonic music, with the

names kept secret until the broadcast is over.
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A Universal

Valve -tester -2
Details of the Bridge Unit are Described in
this Article.

By F. DAY-LEWIS, A.M.I.R.E.

and when they are in place on the panel it
will be necessary to plot their individual
resistances for various rotations of the

knob. When this is done the constructor
will always have a complete resistance
value from a few ohms up to and slightly
above 100,000 ohms. This is obtainable
by placing an extra plug socket on the
panel (marked X), and connecting this as
shown. The resistances when required
for other purposes (such as substitution
testing) can then be isolated, and used by
connecting a pair of leads to the sockets
marked " A and " X."
The condensers are of the paper type,
and must not be electrolytic, and the L.F.
transformer is joined up as shown ; its
ratio is not very critical, but its primary
winding must not have too high a resistance-up to 800 ohms is recommended,
but the lower the better.
The wiring can be done with any
good wire, and good soldered joints are

TAIS bridge unit is used with the valve

There are a number of holes for the

possible to measure the mutual condugtance

connections to the master valve panel

necessity of complicated meter readings and
calculations.
The Unit is an adaptation of the common
A.C. bridge, and with the aid of headphones

generator, the two below these are for The Scales
The scales are cut from cardboard
phones. The three top sockets on the
right-hand side of the panel are connected covered with transparent celluloid, and

panel already described, and with sockets which are so placed on the panel
the two combined instruments it is that they offer convenient and neat

or " goodness " of a valve, without the

when placed alongside it. The two left- preferable.
hand top sockets are connected to a signal

and a L.F. signal generator (a number of to similarly marked sockets on the valve can be of any convenient size. A hole is
which have been already described in panel, and the two sockets below these are cut in the centre of the discs from which
PRACTICAL WIRELESS) we can conduct 'a connected with long leads to the sockets they are made, and this should allow them
to slip over the bushing around the spindle
real laboratory type test. The valve is similarly marked on the valve panel.
handling a signal from the generator, and
In the centre are three resistances, and of the resistances so that when the bushing
thus is operating under its natural working
condition ; this is totally unlike the
" static " condition mentioned when taking
characteristics by meters, as already
outlined.
As phones are used to obtain a " zero "
signal, it is also possible to hear any noises

these are so mounted that small scales
may be fitted on the bushing under the
knob and pointer for reading their value
at any point.

The Circuit and Wiring

The circuit is shown in Fig. 5, and from
we have an audible and visual test for the this it will be seen that the input signal
valve at the same time. If short-circuits from the generator is applied via the
or open -circuits are present, this method 1-mfd. condenser, and 50,000 ohm resist-

in the valve under test, and in this way

holding screw is tightened it holds the

in place. For the purpose of
calibrating, the celluloid should at first be
left off until the scale is marked.
Divide the scale into sections of
approximately equal length, as shown in
the diagram of the panel front, and arrange
scales

these as far as possible so that the equal
resistance values will fall upon a line of
division. The resistance values are found
as follows :

Figs. 4 and 5.-Front view of panel, and wiring diagram of the bridge unit.

will certainly show them up, and due to the
weakness of the applied signal to the grid
of the valve under test there is less likelihood

to the three variable resistances
which are in series. The signal also passes

Obtain either a Resistance Bridge meter '
of known accuracy, or a good ohm -meter,

valve in the test panel, and when the three

first marked line of the scale.

ance,

on to the grid of the valve under test via
of an arc -over of signal, as with a. high the 4-mfd. condenser.
The high -voltage inter From the other end of the resistances
voltage test.
electrode test cap, of course, also be used. the signal also passes to the anode of the

The Panel

and connect across the sockets marked
A and X. Rotate the knobs of all the
resistances so that with no resistance in
circuit their separate pointers fall on the
Now

gradually rotate V1 until approximately
The panel can be of plywood or ebonite, suitably adjusted, no sound, or a very the first line of division is reached, and
according to the constructor's liking, and much weakened signal is heard in the obtain the nearest whole number resistance
either will do equally well. It measures phones.
value there.
gin. square, and is drilled as shown in
The variable resistances are of the wire Fig. 4.

resistances (or perhaps

wound,

only one) are

straight -line -characteristic type,

(To be continued)
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VOLUME CONTROL METHODS
In This Article Various Points with Regard to the Correct Selection
of Volume Control for Particular Purposes are Dealt With
THERE are four principal points in a signal energy in order to prevent over- battery set, is a variable resistance in the
radio receiver at which volume con-

trol may be exercised. These *are,
first' in the aerial circuit ; second, in the
H.F. stages ; third, in the detector stage :
and fourth, in the low -frequency amplifier.

loarclineof the first valve.
We now come to volume -control devices,

filament circuit of the high -frequency valve.

By dimming the filament the amount of
amplification is correspondingly reduced,
but the grave disadvantage of this arrange-

ment is that considerable distortion

Each type of control can be achieved in
various ways, each has its own particular
advantages and disadvantages, and sometimes it is desirable to employ more than
one form in a single receiver in order to

introduced, especially on low volume.

is

A rather better device is to lower the

volume by reducing the screen voltage of
the screen -grid valve-usually achieved by
the inclusion of a potentiometer across the
H.T. supply, as illustrated in Fig. 3. This

obtain perfect control.

Volume control applied in the aerial

is fairly satisfactory for its purpose but,
of course, suffers front the disadvantage
that it still leaves the first valve liable to

circuit usually takes on9 of two main forms,

either a potentiometer or variable resistances connected across the tuning coil, as

overloading.

4

shown in Fig. 1, or a differential condenser,
connected in a similar way, as indicated in
Fig. 2.

The result in each case is to reduce the
(Left).-Using a potentiometer form of
effective strength of the incoming signal, Fig.
control. As an alternative, the arm of
and since the strength of the effective aerial input
the potentiometer may be joined to earth,
signal is operative on every valve in the instead
end, thus providing a resistance
receiver, this device controls the ultimate control. of one
Fig. 2 (Right).-A " capacity"
volume. of sound. There is a further point,
differential condenser as
however, in that these methods anew the potentiometer or input
control.
input voltage to the grid of the first valve
to be reduced on powerful signals, thus which are applied to the high -frequency
stages themselves and not to the incoming
HTt signal. The first two forms shown are not
1

much used to -day, but may still be found in
HT.+,

Better H.F. Methods
The only really satisfactory high -frequency volume control is the use of the

This form of control
has been described yery fully on so many
variable -mu valve.

occasions that it *ill suffice to remind
listeners that in a variable -mu stage
specially -designed valves are employed,
having the important characteristic that

their sensitivity is very high when operating
with zero or small grid -bias values, and is

gradually reduced as the negative bias
voltage is increased. Not only does this
give a smooth and conveniently applied
control of the ultimate volume of sound,
but, what is even more important, when

operating on increased grid bias the variable -

mu valve can handle without distortion
correspondingly greater signal inputs.
Fig. 4 shows one theoretical method for

applying volume control in this way in a

battery -operated -receiver, but an improved
circuit giving the same effect is illustrated
in Fig. 5. Here, instead of applying the

LI+

variable bias through the tuning circuit,
it is fed directly to the grid of the valve

L.T. -

H T-

GB*

L T+

LT.-

Fig. 4.-Theoretical circuit for battery variable -mu
valves.

avoiding any overloading of the valve with
the consequent introduction of distortion.

Fig. 3.-Variation of screen voltage for volume
control in H.F. stage.

older receivers built in the days when the
powers employed for broadcasting stations
were not so great as they are to -day.

through a grid leak of from 1 to 5 megohms

resistance, a small fixed condenser being
included in the lead between the grid and
the high potential end of the tuned circuit
to prevent the controlling bias being shortcircuited by the tuning coil.

A further refinement is indicated in

Fig. 6, wherein the aerial coil itself is
(Continued on next page)
H

A Serious Disadvantage
The most primitive of these control
Unfortunately, however, this form of devices, which can only be applied to a
control has a somewhat serious disadvantage, in that any adjustment which is made
alters the tuning constants of the circuit,

and thus upsets the calibration of the

receiver and also the ganging of the tuned
circuits. In spite of this, however, these
methods are quite widely used in circuits
employing ordinary straight high -frequency

valves, that is to say, valves which do not
possess the variable -mu characteristic and
which, therefore, are rather susceptible to
overloading when powerful stations are
tuned in.
An interesting variant of this device is
the local -distance switch which is sometimes fitted to a powerful receiver. This
usually takes the form of a resistor having
a value of 100 ohms or so, which is shunted
across the aerial coil when the local station
is tuned in, thus by-passing a portion of the

LT+
LT
H T-

G8+

Fig.

5.-Improved circuit
control.

or variable -mu

Fig. 6.-A still better form of volume controlcombined variable -mu and aerial damping.
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VOLUME CONTROL METHODS

the strength of the incoming signals and On the L.F. Side
the general sensitivity of the receiver.
Finally, consideration must be given to
This means that in order to obtain any
included in the circuit and is damped by volume greater than the minimum which volume control in the low -frequency
This form of adjustbeing shunted by apart of the bias potentio- the set will give with a given signal strength, amplifying stages.
(Continued from previous page)

ment

meter, this shunt being decreased in resistance as the negative bias to the variable mu valve is increased. This coMbination

HT+
ANODE

of variable -mu gain control and aerial

RESISTANCE

damping gives a more effective and uniform
action than simple variable -mu control.

111-3.- TO LE

43.451MFO

It has already been pointed out that

'0001 NFO

Readers should remember, how-

ever, that in A.V.C. the extra bias required
to control the variable -mu valves is provided by the rectified carrier voltage, either
direct or after amplification, with the result

a

across the pick-up terminals, as shown in
Fig. 8. Such a potentiometer can be ganged
conveniently with the

(28

4Mit

O
0

comprises

potentiometer connected

-

volume control, or A.V.C., in all its various

issues.

with a pick-up for the

reproduction of gramophone records. In such

circuit

smn

WO'

adaptation of the principle is automatic
circuits, as these have been given in recent

of the receiver is arranged
for use in connection

a case, the conventional

variable -mu control can be used to avoid
overloading the early stages in addition to
controlling volume.
A very important
forms. Here again, it is not intended to
describe in full detail all the various A.V.C.

course,

of

is,

essential if the L.F. side

variable -mu volume

5 Mil

cr+

control, so that both are

operated from a single
knob. In this case the
control

variable -mu

is

that the biasing voltage is proportional

operative on radio only,

therefore, given more control than weak
signals, and overloading is thus automatically avoided. In its best form, A.V.C.
ensures a fairly even volume level for all
signals above a certain maximum value.
Even so, however, many listeners prefer

is operative only when

to the signal voltage.

and

Strong signals are,

Fig. 7.-Simple A.V.C. for a battery set using

control

L.F.

gramophone records are

51.111

tecouPuNc)

TO H.F GRIDS

the

being played.

double -diode-

triode.

The control applied
direct to the low -frequency input in this

way is almost essential
to suit their personal raste, and this can reaction must be applied and the applica- if the gramophone pick-up is likely to
to have some means of controlling volume

be arranged easily in addition to the autoFig. 7 shows a typical
matic device.
A.V.C. circuit for a battery -operated
receiver employing one or more high frequency valves.

-

tion of reaction always introduces a certain develop an audio -frequency voltage greater
degree of distortion, although this is more than that which could be handled without
in evidence as reaction is applied to the distortion by the first low -frequency
limit. Any degree of reaction, however, valve-which is usually the detector.
Other positions where volume control
has a definitely deleterious effect on quality
which is only partly com- can be applied to the low -frequency ampli.T.+
pensated by the improved fier are shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11.

selectivity which results if

a reasonable degree of
reaction is used. Misapplied,

however, reaction is a definite menace, because in
addition to the normal

LT-

ENCYCLOPEDIA
6th Edition

amount of distortion

By F. J. CAMM

of the
receiver bursting into oscillation to the utter destruction of entertainment
and to the possible annoy-

Wireless Construction, Terms,
and Definitions explained and illustrated in concise, clear language

one
there is

LT+

The PRACTICAL WIRELESS

would expect,
always the risk

ance of listening neighbours.

(Editor of "Practical

61-

Wireless")

Net

From all Booksellers or by post 6/6 from George

Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

H.T.+

Fig. 8.-Volume control for pick-up in radiogram
combination.

The Detector Stage
Volume control can be obtained in the

detector stage by the very simple but

popular device known as " reaction." As
most listeners know, reaction consists in
returning to the grid circuit of the detector
valve a controlled amount of the unrectified
high -frequency energy present in the anode
circuit of that valve. The arrangement is Fig. 9.-L.F. volume control by variable anode
familiar to everyone-an H.F. choke is
resistance.
included in the anode circuit of the detector
to divert the H.F. energy through an alterMoreover, variation of reaction upsets
native path, consisting of the variable
reaction condenser and the reaction coil. both the calibration and the ganging of the
Reactimi control is now falling into receiver and this is a grave disadvantage
disuse quite rapidly for very many reasons. when accurate single knob tuning is deIn the first place, it has no effect what- manded on every hand.
Fortunately,
soever on the high -frequency stages, and however, the need for reaction becomes
so cannot be used to prevent overloading smaller every day, as the overall sensitivity
in that portion of the receiver. Then, it of the modern receiver fitted with high can be employed only to increase volume frequency pentodes is sufficiently high for
above the minimum value dependent upon all normal purposes.

PLATE
Fig.
11.-L.F. volume
control
by
potentiometer
across
L.F.
transformer
secondary.

Fig.

67B-

10.-L.F.

volume

control by variable gild
leak.

N
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ON YOU

VELENGTH

Careers in Radio

activities have been curtailed there are
many interesting fields which he can
explore if he is not otherwise engaged in

THE announcement over the wireless
that a new wireless trade has been

work of National Importance.

created in connection with the
Forces has aroused the enthusiasm of
keen wireless fans with the necessary
qualifications, and also the enthusiasm
of those who would like to possess

those qualifications. The cryptic reference in the broadcast speech of a
possibility for the resumption of television
has no doubt accounted for the jump in the
sales of our " Television and Short-wave
Handbook."
However, there are some excellent careers

in radio with good prospects for advancement, good pay, and with tenure of office.

Our postbag has bulged with letters of
inquiry regarding particular points concerning qualifications, rates of pay, etc.
To meet this demand I understand that
elsewhere in this issue there is a career
supplement, explaining the various oppor-
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Suggestion for Radio Clubs
is practically impossible to spend an
IT evening in any Club without becoming

By Thermion

painfully aware of the repetition of certain
" pet phrases." At first, sortie of these can
be mildly humorous, but aftEr a while they
lose

their wit, and become boring and

irritating. I would suggest that many
club secretaries could do much to save the
tempers of their members by adopting the
duplicated production, and is brightly system mentioned below.
The constant reiteration of the word
written. Apart from club news it contains
actually " so preyed on the nerves of a
some practical hints and kinks, and a list "squadron
at a Fighter Command
of members' bargains, as well as a circuit station that-leader
he suggested a fine of sixpence
diagram for a direct coupled amplifier.
for each use of this adverb.
The squadron agreed. The cash collected
Stereophony
in a fine box was to be devoted to brightenAREADER asks what this means. It is ing up their rest room.

tunities that are open. Excellent books
(we publish many) are available for the
At the end of the first week they had
term applied to the experiments
student, and these, together with the whichahave
taken place in an endeavour to enough to buy a new dart board.
postal radio courses, make study and obtain the illusion of depth in broadcast week there was hardly anything inNext
the
the obtaining of the necessary qualifica- reception. As at present known, the sounds box. The squadron had been cured of
tions easy.

are picked up by a single microphone, which,

Wireless is playing an increasingly im- of course, destroys all sense of " relief," and
are relayed from a single point in the room.
Experiments in stereophony have consisted
of using two microphones arranged at each
nation speaks hate unto nation. Germany end of a studio, and relaying the sounds
has practically no surface craft afloat. The picked up by one from one station and those
British Navy roams the seas, and its various from the other microphone from a different
units are able to keep in touch with one station. At the receiving end the two
another by radio. Ships are able to call for stations are received on separate receivers
the assistance of others when a submarine and two loudspeakers. Two loudspeakers
or a raider is spotted. Aircraft is able to arranged in different places will also give
keep in touch with our ships and our an effect of stereophony.
submarines by means of radio. The recent
tracking down of the Altmark would not

portant part in the war. If the war is,
unhappily, of long duration, it will play an
even larger part, especially now that

have been possible without the combination War -time Developments

of radio and aircraft, plus our remarkable
Navy. It was a tonic to me to read, once
the ship had been located, the classic order
to the Captain of the Cossack : " Go and
fetch our men." Once the Captain received
that order he lost no time in making fast

" actually."
So they invented rest -room " crimes."
There were fines of sixpence for using the
floor instead of the ash -tray for cigarette

ash, for leaving newspapers on chairs instead

of on the table, and for entering the room
in dirty boots.

The radio set, for which pilots subscribed

weekly sums, is naturally a precious
instrument. Anyone who mishandles it
must pay a fine of Is.
The rest room, where the pilots wait " at
the ready," is now a cosy place. It is close
to one of the hangars. The " fine fund " is

increasing fast. The men hope soon to be

able to buy a carpet, 15 feet by 20 feet. But
IT is a well-known fact that aircraft owed if someone should " actually ' make them
its rapid development to the last war, a present of a carpet the fines would be
and I am quite certain that there will be liquidated by the throwing of a party.
similar rapid development and change

in the field of radio arising from this
war. Extensive use is being made of Replacing Components
to the Altmark whilst its German crew the art in all branches of the services,
HOSE readers who have endeavoured
scuttled like a lot of anaemic rabbits.
and it is only natural to assume that
to repair a fairly complicated comThus a radio operator plays an important with the large number of experts who mercial receiver well know the difficulty of
part in modern warfare. They want men
with technical knowledge to help to play
that part. This journal and its associated
technical books exist to give it.

are engaged, various incidental inventions tracing the wiring-if access can be gained
will arise, and, who knows, perhaps the to it. In many cases it is reasonably easy
real cold valve will eventuate. This is to find that, say, a bias resistor has de-

undoubtedly the radio designer's dream,
and many attempts have been made to
produce a device which will perform like
The New Wavelength
modern valve, but which requires no
wavelengths for the progra,mme abattery
source. With aircraft radio
THEbroadcast to the Forces are: during size andsupply
weight is of considerable imthe daytime 373.1 metres, which corre- portance, and
maybe this will lead to some
sponds to the Welsh Regional wavelength,
and during the evening 342.1 metres, which new. technique. Secrecy is another important point-code not being regarded in
corresponds to the London Regional.
same category as a " secret ray " or
The B.B.C. announce that the time at the
which the change in wavelength occurs will some similar method of sending a signal
which can only be received by a listener
vary with the season of the year.
for whom the signal is intended. I expect

Club Journal

tests with a meter. But when you try to
find the resistor the- trouble starts. It is
sometimes necessary, for instance, to
remove two or three leads in order to reach

the faulty part.

To avoid difficulty in

replacing these it is a good plan to make a

rough wiring plan of that part of the set
that is being worked upon. Another way

is to mark the leads removed by attaching
pieces of stamp edging.
By the way, there is one good hint which

many constructors can take from com-

there are dozens of real experts engaged by mercial practice. I refer to the use of a
the Government in research and it would be detachable plywood or fibre panel at the

interesting to try to forecast the state in
the new club journal of the Romford which we shall find radio at the end of
Amateur Radio Society. The Editor is hostilities. The amateur can, of course,
Mr. A. J. Hallett (G3CQ). It is a foolscap play his part, and although transmitting
IHAVE received a copy of Topical Topics,

1

veloped an open circuit, by making standard

bottom of the cabinet. When this is taken
away the underside of the chassis is fully
exposed without the need for taking the
set out of the cabinet.
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

Beethoven's Key Preferences
Our Music Critic, MAURICE REEVE, Discusses the Frames

of Mind and Mood of the Great Master
ANYONE possessing an intimate asso-

Tragic Influences

ciation with the work of the great
Although Beethoven's life also contained
composers cannot fail to be struck many rays of sunshine, all of them faithby their distinct preferences for certain fully portrayed in such works as the
keys. The frequency with which a com- Pastoral and Eighth symphonies, and the
poser will select one certain tone colour, or G major Piano Concerto, the dominating
one nearly related to it, as the medium influences in his life were tragedy and
through which to present his work to the disaster. Seeing that he was a man of the
world, unquestionably proves that he has a greatest piety and moral integrity (this in
definite viewpoint, or psychological outlook spite of a few commercial lapses with his
on life and things which repeatedly " will publishers, and others, largely inspired by a
out." In a large number of cases it doubt- desire to get as much as he could for his
less expresses itself despite the composer's worthless nephew), the effect on his creative
volition : his'train of thought just takes him life was constant, from first to last. He
into it as a diner will turn to chicken or beef looked at the world in greys and browns,
instinctively for the majority of his meals, or except when his thoughts left it altogether
a lady to a certain colour for the majority and soared to higher realms.
of her frocks and hats. In few of the
It is generally agreed that the brightest
great composers can this be more illu- and gayest keys are to be found amongst the
minatingly illustrated than in the works of sharps, whilst the _more solemn, thoughtful
Beethoven. Not only did he show an and lofty moods are far better represented
unquestioned preference for a certain group by the flats. Also that minor tones are less
of closely related keys but his choice can suitable for expressing joy or vivacity than
be easily and interestingly associated with the major ones. At least this is borne out
his mentality, and with certain notable most conclusively by even a cursory perusal
events in his life. A brief study of these of the great composer's music. In programme
events, and of his favourite keys, should music, where the writer expresses his
serve as an excellent guide to the same thciughts and intentions at the head of a
problem in other composers' music.
work, a major sharp key is almost always

Philosophical Outlook

her younger children's maintenance. Intense

study made him a professional musician
before he was twenty. Fortunately he had
a lion's constitution. At about thirty came
the realisation, following a severe chill
caught after getting wet through, that he

questionably the favourite of all symphonies.

A flat was one of his favourite keys for

slow movements, and in these we find hifn

almost invariably in a mood of perfect

tranquillity and sweet reasonableness, free

from the storm and stress of the other

movements.
In C major he most always strikes a note

of extreme brilliance and proud triumph.
Witness the famous " Waldstein " Sonata,
as well as the very early one, the 33 Varia-

tions, the finale to the Fifth Symphony,
the First Symphony, the First Concerto,
and other pieces.

Varying Moods
Although Beethoven, as if purposely to
show the world that he could write great
works in almost all keys, used most of them,

this collection of great compositions in
one little closely related group of keys
clearly proves that those keys definitely
represent frames of mind and mood which

were amongst the most powerful in the
selected through which to express the master's make-up.
liveliest feelings, with perhaps the most
In the key of F we always find him in his

Beethoven was probably the most philo- beautiful key of? all-C--heading the list.
sophical of all the great musicians. From Mendelssohn's Wedding March is in C, and
the earliest age life dealt him the heaviest Wagner's in CT, whilst Chopin's Funeral
blows. Tragedy succeeded tragedy through- March is in B flat minor. These are typical
out his agonised life of fifty-eight years. A of the unfailing associations of key with
drunken father placed on his shoulders the emotion and experience.

responsibility for his mother's, and her

concerto is in C minor, and the beautiful
Pathetique Sonata, also the Passionate
Piano and Violin Sonata. Above all,
perhaps, is the Fifth Symphony, opening
with its challenge to the world, and un-

Typical Phases
A study of Beethoven's works reveals

moments of complete peace with the world.
No troubles beset him, and even happiness

would seem to have entered by the front

door, even though for a brief visit. Never
a cloud crosses his pages when in this key.
Witness the ineffable Pastoral Symphony
and the eighth, an early piano sonata,
the Andante Favori, the string quartet

Op. 18, the Rassoumowsky Quartet, the

the most extraordinary partiality for a Violin and Piano Sonata, etc. All tell the
little group of keys which, commencing on same tale.
E flat, flows to right and left as it were and,
D major seems to denote religious exulembracing many of his most famous compo- tation, judging by the Missa Solemnis, and

was to be deaf for the rest of his life. Seeing sitions, seems to prove satisfactorily that the finale of the Ninth Symphony. The
that he had already produced sufficient work they typify the great master in his noblest Missa, of course, passes through many keys
on its divine journey. A major might be
to mark him out clearly as the legitimate and sublimest phases.
The focal point is E fiat. From there associated with some wild carousing.
successor to Haydn and Mozart, he must
he
proceeds
in
one
direction
to
A
flat,
and
Tovey calls the Seventh Symphony a
have been overwhelmed by the news. He
was, in fact, so profoundly moved that it in the other way to C minor (relative minor " bacchic orgy," whilst the Kreutzer
of
E
flat),
and
to
C
major-the
tonic
major
Violin -Piano Sonata is very similar The
made him the great introvert he became for
the rest of his life, and caused the com- to C minor. What wonderful works he slow movement of the latter, however, might
wrote
in
these
keys
!
The
Eroica
Symphony
point to a " breather " between the storms.
mencement of that series of master works
which, for passionate depth of human feeling has three of its movements in E fiat, and It is in the key of F, and as tender and
the
fourth,
the
sublime
Funeral
March,
in
romantic as any of the works in that key
and, later, for spiritual and eternal affinities,
C minor. The Emperor Concerto is also just mentioned.
have never been equalled before or since.
in
E
flat,
as
are
the
"
Les
Adieux
"
Sonata,
G fiat and D flat, with their corollaries
Of an intensely romantic nature, this
deafness became one of the chief preven- and two others. The most tempestuous in sharps, were strangly neglected, though
of
all
his
sonatas,
the
noble
last
one,
is
in
C sharp minor owns the immortal Moonlight
tives of his ever marrying. Many love
affairs were denied fruition because of this, C minor and C major. The third piano Sonata, and the great quartet, Op. 129.

G major, too, always portrayed happiness
which was allied to good spirits rather than

and a grinding poverty. The adoption of
his nephew, the son -of a dissolute brother

and an equally worthless wife, brought
further torment to the harassed master's
soul, culminating in the young man's

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS

attempted suicide over some petty frustra-

TABLES AND FORMULE

death rings like the tragedies of ancient

By F. J. CAMM

tion. The crowning tragedy was when
total deafness finally closed in on him. His

(Second Edition)

Greek drama. Although in abject poverty, he
refused to touch a little money he had saved

3/6, by post 3/10 from

have been able to purchase sufficient to trans-

George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2.

for the ingrate nephew although it might
form the misery of his last days on earth.

the " peace of mind ' mood portrayed in
F. The Fourth Concerto, and the sonata
are typical.
Beethoven faithfully presented himself
to the world in this way, mood by mood,
and facet by facet. Even his fluctuating
material circumstances can be traced.

His thoughts and mental states are there
to be read by all. He had no secrets, he
pictured life as he himself experienced it.
Keys were his medium as colours were to

Rubens. That is the secret of his greatness.
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Practical Hints
A Novel Meter Fitment
POSSESSING a 1,000 o.p.v. meter, and

wishing to construct a multi -range
tester, it occurred to me that whilst this
tester would meet the majority requirements which prompted its design, there

would be occasions when I should require

the use of the meter separately, as, for

example, in H.F. tests where it is important

to take into consideration the length of

[1.1..011141.14141!11.11111414MININO.011114=0111.11411

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !
Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE-

LESS" must have originated some little dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
not pass it on to us ? We pay Z1.10-0 for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item

published on this page we will pay half -a.
guinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
" PRACTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
sent in must be original. Mark envelopes
" Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hints.
4041i11.114/8.0.011M4 NOOK

,111141111.0.1)4110.114=011MIN I

mfds., and having as low a minimum as
possible), the linking being so carried out

that there is # 5° action, that is to say,
provision is made in the method of linking
for a 2i° movement either side of the
tuning condenser position.

On referring to my sketches, it

will

be seen that to obtain this function there
5/B WITH EBONBOITEREROD

tfir

Wive8aEr,,A,EyT

C
A

FIXING HOLE

3/4 BRASS

NIIIMMNIMNIMO1
SOLDERED
TOGETHER

SPECIAL NOTICE
All hints must be accompanied by the
coupon cut from page iii of cover.

FIXING HOLE

THIN RUBBER GLUED
TO BRASS AS SILENCER

X0100.1.11.M.0011114111011.1M041110.04110401.11.=0414111.1./Z
TUNING CORD

STRONG BUT
FLEXIBLE BRASS
CONTACT CLEATS

A meter holder which allows for the quick removal
of the instrument, when necessary.

provided by the fitment of the element.
The element is fitted with two screws
(optional size), indicated by S and SI ;

length of trouble, would be a decided
advantage, and I therefore carried out the
arrangement illustrated. At first I tried two

clips without filing to engage the meter
terminal stems, but this did not provide
ahy means for retaining the meter in its

correct position, there being a tendency for

it to turn with any degree of vibration ;
the slot overcame this admirably, and as
my tester is of the simple baseboard and
front panel type not housed in a case,
removal is facilitated by easing the clips,

EgTHE4ri.ED,

The rest of the detailing will be clear
from the pictorial and inset diagrams.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE
WIPER CONTACT
SOCODL1

VOLUME CONTROL
ELEtilENT

A novel fine-tuning device.

a separate linking device which fits
on to the original driving shafts of the
tuning condenser and the fine-tuning or
spreader condenser, the dial drive being
taken to the protruding " ganging " shaft
of the additional condenser. The details
in the illustration are fully explanatory,
is

and an important advantage in the scheme

is that the actual condensers themselves
need not be interfered with in any way.L. E. OLIVER (Eltham).

NSULATED

PI TIL/

Voltage Tappings

WHEN using A.C. supplies for test

purposes, the experimenter often

requires voltages not available from a

standard mains' transformer and, being

turning, and withdrawing the meter-

placed in this predicament myself, I found
that I was able to utilise an old transformer
in the following manner.
When the primary is fitted with tapping

s. E. FARNHAM (Melksham).

A Volume -control Headphone
Attachment

AS

DRIVE

one connection only is made to the element,
and this is by Si.

There is one point, however, which should
be mentioned, and this is with regard to the
control K,
leads.
Consequently, a scheme which wiper
switch
arm
from an old electric light twowould permit the removal of the meter way adapter,
the 6BA c'sunk screw
from the tester panel without going to any

FINE SPREADER COND.

points for different supply voltages, it is
possible, with certain makes, to make use
of these to obtain various output voltages

I use a single earpiece for listening -in

when in bed, and in view of the

within a limited range.
With American valves, however, which
required 6.3 volts for their heater supply,

receiver not being conveniently accessible

from the bed, I have evolved the single

headphone volume control illustrated in the
accompanying sketch.

A single headphone volume -control device.
From an old volume control I obtained
the 50,000 ohm resistance element R,
and before fitting this to the earpiece as securing this control to the slip ring should
depicted. I hunted amongst the odds and be well recessed, the countersinking being

this variation was not 'sufficient so the
procedure given 'below had to be adopted.

Two four -volt windings were available,

each centre -tapped, so one complete wind-

ing was used in conjunction with half of

ends of the junk box for a suitable means to finally filled with wax, thus affording the second. The latter gave two volts
protection to the element.-G. M. LEMOCK when the connections were taken to one
effect the wiper movement.
end and the centre tap, but a word of
Discovering an odd earpiece cap, and with (Otley).

a little sawing and filing, I cut an ebonite

warning is necessary, as the connections

devised a further system of fine tuning,
A guiding block Gb similarly fitted as illustrated in the accompanying sketches.
to the ebonite 'phone case, but with 6BA In this arrangement a small -capacity
screws, serves -to retain the slip ring in variable condenser is linked with the

wrongly connected, it will be found that

between the two windings must be such
slip ring Er, and to this ring I fitted a A Fine-tuning Device
phosphor bronze wiper W by drilling, IN addition to the normal bandspreading that the outputs are in phase. This may
in my short-wave receiver I have easily be checked with a good meter, and if
tapping and using round -head SBA
screws.

position in conjunction with the channel

the voltage is lower than a single winding.
By using the windings delivering a large
current, the additional .3 volts was easily
tuning condenser (one of about 15 to 20 obtained.-P.. W. WELLING (Glos).
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The Importance of Sound
S0 much attention is devoted to the
vision side of a modern television
service that the dual nature of the trans-

f.

No. 192.

kept out of sight, exact panning has to be
undertaken to ensure that the pick-up is

programme requirements.

Once this has been done- according to the
particular channels that are to be employed
for the forthcoming programme, the entire
installation is controlled remotely from the
sound control desk unit which is housed in
the production control -room. All the
cueing and signalling to the studio staff is
carried out from this desk, and its appearance can be gathered from the desk featured
on the right-hand side of the photograph.
The specially shaped fader knobs are seen
on the sloping panel, while the appropriate
key switches are just below the meter. The
needle -kicks on this meter must be kept
within limits during the course of a transmission so as to prevent overloading and
distortion, and this is where the skill of the
operating engineer becomes apparent.

natural, and in the proper direction ; jerky
motion has to be avoided, while the cables
mission is apt to be overlooked, or, in other must in no way foul other operations that Line and Frame Impulse Separation
being carried out with the camera. The
words, the extreme importance which must are
on film as used in the telecine
VERY many schemes have been tried,
be attached to the sound side is forgotten. sound
so essential in the complete
and abandoned, in an effort to find
The authorities responsible for the service machines,
make-up
of
the
programme,
will
be
taken
cannot be classed in this category, however, off the film track through the medium of what can be regarded as the ideal method
and details which have been released of the usual form of standard film sound for separating the frame impulses from the
late; concerning television broadcasts in heads using a photo -electric cell and small line impulses in a television receiver so that
other countries, prove conclusively that projection lamp. In addition, it is usual to they can be applied to their appropriate
circuits in the time -base generator, and
the sound which accompanies the radiated find that two gramophone
desks are trigger the saw-toothed oscillator. In one
pictures is being made the subject of employed, each of these being fitted
with
a
careful research, to ensure that it becomes pair of turntables and a central change- of the latest schemes it is proposed to give
something more than an unconscious back- over fader to ensure continuity when a the same amplitude to each set of impulses
ground to the interested viewer. Due to musical background or special effects are but allow them to be of different duration,
the much wider side -band available on the needed during the course of the trans- and also arrange for them to be superimposed on the radiated carrier wave in a
ultra -short waves, it is found with many mission.
sense opposite to that of the picture modulainstallations that from microphone input
to radiated output, the amplifier characteristics are such that they exhibit a perfectly

level amplitude curve from zero to 20
kilocycles. This ensures that overtones
and all the true nature of the studio or
outside broadcast sound are inherent in the

sound signal, and any mutilation that

occurs before the final sound waves reach
the ear of the viewer is brought about by
the poor efficiency of the sound receiver
and its associated loudspeaker. It reveals
a very short-sighted policy on the part of

the manufacturer who tries to effect a
saving in works cost by " cheese -paring "
the sound side of the set, for it not only
annoys the user, but nullifies all the good

14.

work which has been devoted to the problem

by engineers responsible for the sound at
the transmitting end. It is therefore a
matter for congratulation to those con-

cerned to find that abroad, where television

services are still being maintained, an

economical receiver policy in so far as the
sound is concerned is more the exception
than the rule.

A Typical Example
REGARDING the problem on broad lines,

A typical example of

it is found that on the transmitting
side the equipment used is somewhat Control

a high fidelity sound installation used for a modern television service.

similar in its characteristics in the various
ALL the different sources of sound needed
installations, and it is useful, therefore, to
for the complete service are fed
study a typical form in order to obtain a straight into their respective initial ampliclear idea of what is done. First of all, it fiers, which are similar in design but have
is usual to find that two complete chains slightly different electrical constants so as
of amplifiers and control equipment is to correct for any differences in the signal

tion.

The idea behind the scheme is to
transform the difference in duration into

a corresponding difference in amplitude for
triggering purposes, without the necessity

for passing the impulses through a filter
circuit which is the more usual practice.
For this to happen, the mixed signals, after

employed, the design of the individual characteristics of the varying types of sound the vision modulation has been removed,
units being of such a nature that they are source that is, sound on film, fixed micro- arc fed to the triode section of a standard
rapidly interchangeable, a factor which phones, boom microphones and gramophone form of triode-hexode valve. From the
safeguards or reduces to a minimum delays pick-ups. All the amplifiers, control equip- anode circuit of the' triode, the line and
arising from possible breakdowns. In the ment and meters, with the exception of the frame impulses are fed back through a
studio itself it is quite common to find that gramophone apparatus and the control resistance -capacity combination to the
four microphones are provided, three of desk housing the different fader controls control grid of the hexode section of the
these being in fixed positions, while the and programme monitoring instruments, same valve. By joining the triode grid to
fourth is mounted on a universal boom. are accommodated in vertical racks. A the inner grid of the hexode, it is said that
The operation of this boom in relation to reference to the illustration on this page the output taken across the anode and
artist movement in the studio is of extreme will make this clear. On the left are the cathode of the hexode will contain the line

importance, and it is only after months of
training that personnel are fully qualified
to handle the boom without marring the
transmission. The microphone has to be

racks with their uniform sized metal panels impulses at one amplitude, and the frame imand measuring instruments. An engineer pulses at a greater amplitude. Each impulse
is shown carrying out tests with a jack can then be made to trigger directly its own
field and jumper plugs to set them up separate saw-toothed oscillator generator.
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Career

THERE are several different opinions

as to what constitutes a modern

radio serviceman. Some listeners
think that he is merely a radio dealer who
carries round a universal type of meter and
with a few mysterious tests can put right

a receiver which is out of order, whilst others

look upon him as a sort of magician who
carries a bag full of weird and wonderful
apparatus. Actually, of course, neither

of these conceptions is correct-the ser-

A typical scene in
the service department of one of the
big radio firms.
A modern receiver
being lined up.

viceman is neither a magician, nor a man
who with the aid of one small instrument
can diagnose and put right a modern receiver. A very good analogy ma'y be made
between him and the modern doctor. If

you call in the doctor it is true that he

usually only brings a therthometer and a

stethoscope, and that his first task is to take
your temperature. He may then use his
stethoscope, but he has to ask you whether
you have any pains and for other symptoms
to enable him to diagnose the likely cause of
your illness. He does not bring with him a

perience, it is far better to take a course of
training from a school or institute which
specialises in the training of service
engineers. As in all trades, some people
complete surgical outfit, and he cannot, are gifted with a sort of ." second sight,"
merely by taking your temperature or just as in the case of the doctor who upon a
sounding your heart, tell you what is wrong. more or less superficial examination sends
So with the serviceman-he must have some you to hospital suspecting something interindications from you as to what is wrong, nal which he is not able to determine without
and these, in conjunction with preliminary X-ray examination. A more or less cursory
tests with a meter may enable him to get examination of a receiver, plus a list of
down to the cause of the trouble, and then " symptoms " may enable some people

soldering equipment, replacement resistors

and condensers in all ranges, valves, and
perhaps some coils and transformers for
replacement purposes. In addition it is
necessary to hold sundry repair apparatus
such as wire, insulating materials, cabinet

repair accessories, such as polish, plastic
wood or similar material, glue, etc. Manu-

facturers can supply replacements for most

of the components in their receivers, and
these should be obtained where possible,
rather than make substitutions, and thus
he can4get out the equivalent of the doctor's instantly to lay their hands on the fault, it may also be desirable to make a study of
surgical apparatus.
where others would have to make further the principles adopted by individual manu-

Knowledge Necessary
It will be seen from the above, therefore,
that, just as a doctor may not practise as a
surgeon but must have a working knowledge

of the subject taken in his student days, so
must the serviceman have a full working
knowledge of radio, although he may not

tests.

facturers.

Apparatus Required

sections of a receiver, and so on.

These include colour -coded
wiring, special arrangement of various

After a course of study has been decided
upon there is the question of the equipment Making Business Pay
required. For the fully -equipped service
Apart from these problems there is finally
depot, obviously elaborate apparatus such the question as to how the business should
as a cathode-ray oscilloscope would be be run. There are shops where you can take

intend finally to carry out actual repairs. needed, although it is possible to service a receiver to be " seen to " and you get it
He may employ mechanics for this purpose, even television equipment without such back in a few days looking the worse for

if he intends to carry on a large scale an instrument. Among the apparatus which wear. The cabinet may be scratched,
business, carrying out his diagnosis and may be regarded as essential are meters for screw heads torn, and an inquest may be
instructing the mechanics as to the pro- all voltage and current readings ; valve held when you collect the set as to how much
cedure to be adopted for repair. Or, on the

tester ; signal generator for lining -up super- it will cost. This is the way to lose custom.

other hand, he may intend to Tun a one- hets or Other tuning purposes where an A small van in which the receiver may be

man business and do all the work for artificial signal is required ; L.F. oscillator, collected from the customer's house, and a

himself. In any case, the first and most
important requirement is a good working
knowledge of radio and radio valves, and
although there are many servicemen who
have obtained such a knowledge by ex -

for testing the L.F. section of a receiver printed receipt form giving full details of
if the signal generator does not include a the receiver will go a long way to winning
suitable circuit ; and all the tools which are the confidence of the customer, and a
necessary in making the repairs. These will receiver which is then returned, not only in

include all kinds of pliers and cutters,

(Continued overleaf.)

Learn Code at Home
CANDLER TRAINED OPERATORS HAVE NO
DIFFICULTY IN QUICKLY SECURING GOOD
POSITIONS.

Whether you decide to learn code as a profession or as an interesting hobby,
there is no method more satisfactory than that taught to thousands by Walter
H. Candler.
The Candler System of Code Instruction has been in operation for 27 years,

GET THIS FREE BOOK
For those who are already

and, year by year the method has been improved so that all unessentials
are omitted and all essentials placed before' students in such a way that to
those of average intelligence, the Candler Junior Code Course is definitely

the Advanced

the quickest, easiest and most satisfactory way of becoming an accurate and
speedy operator.

places one in the championship class and adds considerably to their earning
abilities.

Junior Code Course.
Operators with consistent sending and receiving speeds of 12 to 30 w.p.m.
will find the Advanced Code Course and High Speed Telegraphing Course
exactly what they need for all round improvement.
The Candler Touch -Typewriting Course is invaluable to all who prefer to
record their messages by using a typewriter.

skilled,

Course will give them that
additional " speed " which

Beginners and holders of A.A. Licences are advised to take up the

IN THE COUPON AND LEARN A -L.
ABOUT THE CANDLER SYSTEM OF CODE
FILL

TRAINING.

Book of Facts."I

Please send me Free and without obligation a copy
of the Candler

I NAME
11 ADDRESS
Post coupon in Id. unsealed envelope to

(ROOM 5.L0), 121, KINGSWAY, LONDON,
W.C.2.

CANDLER SYSTEM CO.

-----------

Candler System Co., Ashville, North Carolina, U.S.A. I
2340.
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RADIO AS A CAREER
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BRITAIN'S
LARGEST

" rubbed up " will do a lot to enhance your
reputation as a good man for service work.

It does not take long to go over a cabinet
and take out scratch marks with suitable
materials, and give it a polish up, and the
cost and labour involved is practically

SUCCESSFUL

TRAINING CENTRES
Students trained for appointments
in all branches of Radio.

Boarders accepted

in

(Continued from previous page)

working order, but with the cabinet obviously

and most

negligible, but it does put the finishing
touch to a job of work and creates the

impression that any servicing work in the
receiver may have been as conscientiously

carried out. A duplicate of the receipt

label attached to the receiver, and indicating
the work done and the charge will create a
business -like atmosphere.

both

Colleges.

New students

accepted in
May, September and January.

Prospects

So far as the prospects are concerned,

Licensed by H.M. Postmaster -

there is ample scope for many more reliable

trained servicemen in the industry. When
television returns there will also be a need

General.

On Air Ministry List.

1

Appointments Guaranteed.
Organised sport at both Col-

leges ; own Swimming Pool.

Low fees.

Write to either College for fully descriptive
Prospectus, post free.

The WIRELESS COLLEGE
CALM ORE, SOUTHAMPTON

The WIRELESS COLLEGE
COLWYN BAY, N. WALES

-U

for men who can service television receivers,

and thus any training which is undertaken
should include television. A carefully planned

scheme will enable a good foundation to be
laid which will result in a very comfortable
position, especially if a small shop can be

taken in one of the " new " districts. In
America, of course, the service branch of
the industry is very extensive, and there is
great competition, resulting in the intro-

and the trade which results will keep a man
fully occupied and bring in a very comfortable income. The initial outlay for equip-

ment will, of course, have to be covered
before any profit is shown.

pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are
not content merely to teach the prin-

ciples of radio, we want fo show our
students haw to apply that training in

practical, every -day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!
INTERNATIONAL. CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

listening on the air, you must use Ericsson Supersensitive Telephones for first class results. " Sen-

Dept. 94A, International Buildings,

Very light and comfortable in wear-a

Please explain fully about your Instruction in
the subject marked X.
Complete Radio Engineering

ERICSSON TELEPHONES, LTD.
22, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.2,
TO..

Lborn C936.

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Complete Radio
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio
Television

If you wish to pass a Radio examination.
indicate it below.
Inst. of Wireless Technology

P.M.G. Certificate Tor Wireless Operators

Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Aircraft
City and Guilds Telecommunications

SUPER-

SENSITIVE
TELEPHONES
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THERE is undoubtedly an air
glamour

surrounding

the

of
radio

operator as he sits at his desk and

takes down messages coming from various

parts of the world. Whether on a ship,
air -liner or in a land station, he is the main

link between the station and every other
part of the world, and he is relied upon
to despatch and receive messages faultlessly
during his hours of duty. To many people,

of course, this branch of radio is of much
greater interest than the building or
servicing of equipment, although it is
necessary for the operator to know something about his apparatus. On some
stations, he will have to know sufficient
to keep it in good working order and make

repairs as they are called for, whilst at
others such work will be left to maintenance

engineers and mechanics.

The first and

most essential item for the would-be operator

is a sound knowledge of the morse code,
and this may be acquired at home without

and in this connection there are several

be built up at home, and two or more

readers may practise together and acquire
the necessary speed.

to send and receive at 20 words per minute

The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, com-

one price,120,2,000 and 4,000 ohms,17s. 6d.
At all good radio dealers.
If you have any difficulty apply:

Necessary

Speeds Required
The speed at which it is necessary to
send -and receive signals varies in the
different branches. It may be necessary

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER

big point during long spells. Three resistances-

is

alternative fields. Gramophone records
are available, special training courses may
be taken, or small suitable apparatus may

thOR THE

hand.

Code

time to time, and other ideas are adopted,

custom. Circularising of the residents,
weekly or monthly visits, 'phone calls from

Morse

sitivity marvellous, tone very pure," says an old

A Sound Working Knc

any difficulty. The acquisition of the
necessary speed is another story, however,

are essential for

Whether learning on the buzzer or by actual

The Radio

duction of ingenious schemes for obtaining

Good Phones
learning
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in straight language or at 15 or 12 words
per minute in code. On the other hand,
in some branches of the service a speed of
about eight words per minute may suffice.

Radio

,

.

in tt

THE recent appeal of the R.A.F. for
men for a new trade to be known as

" Radio Mechanic " has re -awakened

the interest of all radio enthusiasts who
would like to join the Services but who
would prefer to make use of their knowledge

of radio rather than to serve in a non-

technical capacity. There is, of course, room

for radio experts in all branches of the

Services-Navy, Army and Air Force. The

widest field is undoubtedly that of operator,
but for this a really sound working knowledge of the morse code is essential. This
is dealt with elsewhere in this issue. Some
branches of the Services will, of course, train
men for this purpose, if they have a suitable

preliminary knowledge, and the special
requirements of the apparatus used in all
branches necessitates also the need of a

AMMIIMEM

FOYLE

New and second-hand books on all technical

113-125, Charing Cross

Telephone: GERRAR

All
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RADIO IN THE SERVICES

Operator

(Continued from previous column)

apparatus, and the majority of it operates
on short wavelengths. Telephony as well
as code is employed, and aerial design is a
very important item. Mobile units also

We can train you for a well -paid position.
Without interfering with your present occupation, you can study at home in your spare time

expert in radio as such will obviously be

Speed can only be obtained by constant
practice, and until thoroughly familiar
with the code it will be found that should
the practice drop for two or three days a
considerable loss in speed will take place.
Therefore constant practice is essential
during the initial stages of speed acquisition,

and although it is possible to hear morse

signals on a standard receiver and use

Engineers, Inspectors, Instructors and Technicians are urgently needed by Radio Firms

In the R.A.F.

that after the discs have been played

text, and thus a certain amount of guess-

work comes into play. The records,
incidentally, are supplied by Columbia

Nos. 3262/4 (three discs) and by F. L.
Masters.

In addition to these methods of obtaining

speed there is also the Candler System,
which is designed to enable students to
obtain the necessary speed to pass the
P.M.G.'s " Special Examination," which
is the only one being held at the present
time. For this transmitting and receiving

at 20 w.p.m. in plain language, 16 w.p.m.
code, and 12 w.p.m. figures are necessary.

The course offers a junior section for

beginners, which teaches all the necessary
code fundamentals scientifically ; an
advanced high speed telegraphing section
for those who wish to increase their speed
and improve their technique, and a
telegraph touch -typewriting section for
those who are interested in the teleprinter
and similar work. This course originates

in U.S.A., but there is a London bran&

There are also excellent opportunities for
spare -time money -making.

and the technique improved and there is
every opportunity for advancement for

Our Home -Study Courses are praised and
recommended by leading Radio Authorities.
Hundreds of students of all ages who are now
in welt -paid positions owe their success to our
training. Many of them knew nothing about
radio before they joined our College.

able to service such equipment rapidly.

LOOK TO YOUR FUTURE.
Even it
you are satisfied with your present position,

now in use will be very greatly expanded,

Unlike the ordinary broadcast service trade,
time is the essence of the job in the Services.

several times one becomes familiar with the

such men will continue and increase.

and thus the aerial radio equipment is taking
on a very elaborate nature. The systems

phone records previously mentioned are,
and thus the work may be checked. Against
this advantage must be set the disadvantage

and the Government, and the demand for

Direction finding is being employed to
a very large extent in modern air technique

those who have sufficient knowledge to be

however, supplied with a printed key,

and become a qualified Radio Engineer.
Radio Electricians, Mechanics, Service

employed on the radio side.

these for practice, the fact that no key is
available will in many cases render this
The gramo-

YOU

in Radio

employ radio and thus there is a possibility
of combining various trades, although the

wiedge of the Morse
the Radio Operator

form of practice undesirable.

MONEY

There is,

you cannot be sure of your future.
rained man.

however, no scarcity of test

If you are liable for military service, you can
get higher pay as a Radio Engineer.

apparatus, and all of the apparatus reaches
the highest standard. In the Army and the
Air Force it is not necessary for the radio
technician to remain in the ranks. Every

POST COUPON NOW for full details
of our Modern Home -Study Courses and learn
how you can get better pay or profitable spare time work.

opportunity for advancement is offered,

and commissions may be obtained by those
who are so fitted. Apart from the actual
work which is carried out during service in
the forces, there is also the important factor
that a trade is being developed and that on
the cessation of hostilities the knowledge

which has been gained may be of the
greatest use in obtaining a position in civilian
life. Radio is one of those trades which is

constantly developing, and if its develop-

ment is not consistently followed it is
possible to find that in a few months you
will be out of your depth if you have not

Safeguard

yourself against misfortune by becoming a

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
FAIRFAX HOUSE (PR),

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, yv.c.1
(Post in unsealed envelope, id. stamp.)
I Please send me free details of your Home -Study

Radio Courses.

NAME
ADDRESS

kept pace with it..

Spfb2.ct Moitia 3haining
McELROY The World's Champion Telegraphist'

at 121, Kingsway, W.C.2.

A system for training a single operator or a class of any
number has been developed by Webb's Radio in conjunction
with T. R. McElroy, using as a basis the New MAC AUTO

CODE TRANSMITTER. This equipment is operated
through a small audio oscillator and t-ansmits prepared

ie Services

training course. The operator on board ship
is expected to have a reasonable knowledge
of his equipment, andknow how to maintain
it. In the Army there are various branches
and in some mechanics are available for the
necessary servicing work, although, again, a
fair working knowledge of the apparatus is
expected. In the Air Force, as already
mentioned, the operator mechanic will be
distinct' from the radio mechanic, the latter
seeing to the installation, maintenance and
repair of the apparatus.

The Royal Corps of Signals is the field
for those who wish to join the Army in this
connection, and some of the apparatus used

is very interesting-when compared with
standard broadcast equipment. Portability
is a very important item in such modem
(Continued in next column)

morse code signals at any speed up to 40 w.p.m., feeding
either a loudspeaker or any number of headphones. The
tape is supplied in a range of 50 types covering plain language

in English, French, Polish, etc., code and figure groups,
Naval and Military procedure.
The price of a complete Auto with valves £9 4s. Od.
Tope Puller £3 17s. 6d.

Mac Auto
The McElroy Recorder designed to print tape for use
in the Mac Auto or wherever a printed record is required.

It may be coupled direct to the output of any good
communication type receiver requiring approximately
2 watts audio to operate. Tape may also be prepared
with a hand key and dry cell. The standard model
will produce excellent copy at speeds up to 35 w.p.m.

Price complete £9 4s. Od.

A pamphlet has been prepared describing the entire
scheme developed by McElroy. This will be sent together
with a list of morse keys, oscillators, headphones and other
telegraph equipment on request.

BOOKSELLERS TO THE WORLD
subjects.

Quick, efficient postal service.

Road, London, W.C.2.
5660 (16 lines)

MINS.

WEBB'S RADIO

Mac Recorder

14, SOHO STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1.
Open front 9 a.m to 6 p.m.

Saturday

1

o'clock.

Telephone : Gerrard 2089.
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ELECTRAD IX BARGAINS
in Morse Sets, Keys, Buzzers, etc.
LEARNERS'
MORSE
PRACTICE
SET.
No. 3A Duplex with Key and Buzzer and Lamp for sound
and visual, line plug is on base, 7/,
BUZZERS, small type, with cover, 1/6. Power Buzzers,
with screw contact and adjustable spring armature, 2/6.
Heavy Buzzers in Bakelite case, 3/6. Siemens Morse
Transmitters, with key and brass -cased Power Buzzer,
17/6. Magneto Exploders. 25/-. Field Telegraph Sets
with Sounder, Relay and Galvo. etc.
KEYS. Morse Signal Keys, Dummy
Practice Keys, 3/-. 1, T.X. Practice
Key on black moulded base, a good
small key, 3/6. la, Long Bar Type
Practice Key, T.X.2, with cranked
bar, 5/6. 2, Superior model B.2,
with back contact, a well finished
key on polished wood base, 7/6. 3, Operators' P.F. plated
pivot bar and terminals, mahogany base, 9/6. 4, Type
I.V. Superior ditto, nickel -plated pivot bar and fittings,
on polished base, 10/6.
MORSE INKER. Tape Strip Recorders ; portable or
table. Cheap. Wheatstone Strip Hand Perforators.
15/-. Paper Tape for Morse and Wheatstones. green or
white, 6d. reel. Brass Tape Reels in mahogany case, 2/0.

HIGH RESISTANCE AND RADIO PHONES. The
finest always is the adjustable Browns A Reed Phone,

aluminium swivel headband, 4,000 ohms, 35/6. 1,500
ohms. 21/6. 120 ohms, 17/6. Cords, 1/9.
Second-hand HeadVarious Makes,
phones, in good order, 2,000 ohms and
4,000 ohms, 5/-, 8/6 and 7/6, with cords.
Western Electric. 2,000 ohms, 4/6.
FIELD PHONES & EXCHANGES.
Leather -cased or wood,
CORDS. Makers new price up to 2/- for head cords, but
we have in stock tough ex W.D. headphone cords that
will wear better at 1/6. Service 2 -pin plugs, 6d. 2 -hole
sockets, mounted, 6d. Supplied with phones.
G.P.O. TYPE B. TELEGRAPH RELAYS, with platinum points, Silvertown Horizontal Galvos, two jewels.,
51-, post 6d. Vertical needle G.P.O. teleg. Galvos., 4/6.
Weston 21n. dial centre -zero ammeters, read 1 amp. to

"Sparks

March 2nd, 1940.

Aloft and Aground

e PARKS," the wireless operator, is one
" J of the most valuable members of
any aircraft crew. WithoUt him,
air warfare ay.c1 reconnaissance would be
robbed of half their efficiency.
Every aircraft of the Royal Air Force is
fitted with wireless, and wherever one may
fly, communication can be instantly made
with the base by wireless. The aircraft
crew communicate everything of value and

working parts of the aircraft which are

electrically operated -petrol gauges, land-

ing lights, bomb release gear, and generators.
The wireless operator is also nowadays a
trained air gunner. At any moment,

" action stations " order may ring through
the aircraft, and " Sparks " will leave his
instrument to serve a machine-gun.

Ground Organisation
keep their base posted as to their own
Behind the wireless operator in the airmovements. The base may want to divert craft stands a highly efficient ground
aircraft out on patrol to intercept and organisation of wireless stations and wireless
attack a U-boat, or an enemy surface maintenance.
vessel that has been reported to the base.

Equipment
Wireless equipment plays a big part in
the navigation of aircraft on long-distance
flights and at all times in bad weather. By
getting a directional bearing on two transmitting stations, the operator can find the
exact position of the aircraft,. In fog the
wireless equipment enables a comparatively

In the event of a severe dislocation of the
ground communication of the country, this

organisation can provide a ready-made

alternative system.

Between the personnel of the wireless
ground organisation and the air -borne

wireless operator there is the wireless

electrical mechanic. His responsibility is
to see that the whole electrical installation

on board the aircraft is functioning at

safe landing to be made. The aircraft is maximum efficiency, and especially to look
guided by wireless in its approach to the for signs of potential trouble, which can then

be remedied.
Every day the electrical mechanic checks
the only apparatus for which the wireless carefully every part of the electrical equip20 m.a., 12/6. No. 4 2,000 ohms, 10 volts, 5 m.a..
No. 4n, 5 ohms, 2 volts, i amp.. 7/6. Heavier Current operator in the air is responsible.
In ment before the aircraft leaves the ground.
Relays for Transmitters, etc. Sounder type 5 amps., addition to being able to signal his base, Sometimes, after repair, he may fly, to give
15/-. American Ham Relays, 7/6. Ship Magnetic Key
15 amps., 51-.

SPECIAL LIGHT S.P. RELAYS for model control.

No. 3 type D 4¢ one blade " on -off " 10,000 ohms, 20 volts,

Relay, 15/-. Creed high-class polarised 2 -way Relays. 25/-.

SUPERSENSITIVE MOVING COIL RELAYS. -

These work on really tiny currents from photo -cells. etc.,
and a small rectifier can be used for A.C. For panel use,
the small 2in. flush Lesdix meter type W1 works on 50
micro amps. will handle 150 mills. on main contact, 55/-.
See further advertisement on page 507.
1940 Bargain List Free.

ELECTRADIX
RADIOS
218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
Telephone: Central 4611

,ITAYLORI
, PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
See "Practical Wireless" Test Report

on Taylor Model 40 Valve Tester. page 509

this issue.

UNIVERSAL METERS

70 Ranges of A.C. and D.C. Volts and Amps.. Ohms,
Strongly
Capacity, Inductance and Decibels.
constructed, well-balanced Moving Coil Meter, Band calibrated for extreme accuracy.
Model 80A. 2,000 O.P.V., Ac/DO
.. 11 Gm.
13 Gas.
80B.
5,000 O.P.V., DC
15 Ens.
80C. 20,000 O.P.V.. DC
..

32 Ranges of A.C. and D.C. Volts, Amps., and Ohma.
Hand incorporating
construction,
calibrated Moving Coil Meter.
58 15 0
Model 90. 1,000 O.P.V., AC/DC
17 Ranges D.C.
Model -95. 1,000 O.P.V.
.. 88 10 0
All -metal

VALVE TESTERS

Taylor Model 45 Valve Teeter accurately checks all
English, Continental and American Valves, from
0.25 milliamps. per volt and up to 24 MA/volt
Over 1,000 reading. : 17 Valve Holders 213 2 6
Portable Model

Bendh Model
Model 40 checks over 800

..

1113 18

0

13 Gnu.

English and American

Valves for elope, filament continuity, cathode, leakage
and shorts.
29 9 0
Standard Model
..
Portable

SIGNAL GENERATORS

Y Taylor Precision - Built, mains - operated Signal
Generator, covers 6.5 to 3,000 metres; 100 he. to
Z
46 mc. in 6 bands, directly calibrated. Almost
O
!I

constant output; low harmonic content. MODELS
POR

11 pna.

OSCILLOSCOPES

These instruments use a 3-1n. hard type Cathode Ray
Tube, have separate built-in amplifiers for both the
horizontal and vertical anodes, as well as a linear

_A.

.110

M

time base.
Model 30
Model 35
oscillator)

..
(with

18 Gm.
frequency

modulated

..

22

Gns.

TAYLOR INSTRUMENTS ARE BRITISH MADE
Full particulars of any instrument sent on receipt of your
name and address 'pinned to this advertisement.

I

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS, LTD.

419-422, Montrose Avenue,
TRADING ESTATE, SLOUGH, BUCKS.
'Phone: Slough 20011

aerodrome.
The radio installation of an aircraft is not

the pilot must be able to speak to other the apparatus an air test.
Whether he is working at an operational
members of the crew -which is done by
station, on aircraft installations, or staa special intercommunication system.
Moreover, the leader of a flight must be able tioned at a repair depot, the work of the

to speak to other pilots in the flight. For this,
low -power telephony is sometimes used.

electrical

mechanic

is

a

unique

ex-

perience which will be invaluable to him
" Sparks " is largely responsible for all in radio work when he returns to civil life.

Postal and Personal Tuition
THOUSANDS of students have obtained both of these sections. The age at which
technical training by post in the past training may be undertaken varies, and alfew years, not only in radio, but in though in the case of the Wireless College,

all trades and professions. At one time a for instance, the age at which students are
correspondence course was regarded with admitted is from 15 to 25 years, it is possible

suspicion, but it is definitely possible to
obtain a very high standard of knowledge
by this means, and diplomas and other
degrees testify to the efficacy of such

for a student over 25 to be admitted, and
since the war began, many elder men have

taken up the study in order to obtain a

post where they will be carrying out work
There are. to -day many schools of national service. It may be desired by
which specialise in postal radio training, some to brush up their morse code -old
and some which are devoted entirely to operators, for instance, who have been out
radio in all its branches. In addition there of practice for some time may still rememare colleges or training institutes which take ber the code, but are now unable to acquire
in students for a thorough training in all the necessary high speeds. The Candler
branches of radio. Of these, the Wireless System caters for such as these, and there is
College of Colwyn Bay, N. Wales, and of really no age limit from this point of view,
Calmore, Southampton, is probably the although some difficulty might be experinced in obtaining a situation if you are
widest known. The N. Wales college is able
to accommodate some 100 students in too old.
courses.

residence, and at Southampton there is

space for 150 students. Elaborately equipped
workshops and laboratories enable students

to obtain practical experience in all types
of the industry, and there are also sports

For those who do not wish to take' a

correspondence course, or attend a training
centre, there are many books on the subject
which may be studied with a view to obtaining the desired knowledge. Apart from

grounds and other recreation facilities. those published by us, there are various

On the postal side there are such colleges specialised books also obtainable, and
as the T. and C. Radio College, of High Messrs. Foyles, the well-known book -store,
Holborn ; The Bennett College, Ltd., of carry a wide stock, and should be visited
Sheffield, and others whose advertisements by all those who are in London.
It is not possible, of course, to give full
will be found from time to time in these

details of every course or source of study in
the space available, but brochures and handbooks may be obtained from the firms who
Specialised Training
are advertising in this issue to give some idea
In some cases it is possible to take a of the lines of study and the fees which are
special course, such, for instance, as for necessary. Remember that with many
radio operator, where the art of sending and of these colleges or schools the fees
pages.

receiving is of more importance than the

may be paid by deferred payments, and

'technical knowledge of receiver design. this is an important point where economy
Combined courses will, of course, embrace is a consideration.
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Design and Research
Necessary Preliminary Qualifications: Scope of the Work: What Must be
Learned : Gaining Experience : Courses of Study - By FRANK PRESTON
There is no doubt that home construc-

hand, he must have distinct mechanical

must be a very wide-awake person with a which have been cultivated as an amateur,
sound education and clear brain. What but it will always be found that the
is more, he must be a tidy and logical essential theory can be learned far more
thinker-and the person of untidy appear- easily after at least some preliminary
practical experience has been gained.
ance rarely has a tidy " mind.

practical experience in a workshop and

have become reasonably familiar with the
straightforward engineering workshop processes. Sometimes this important experi-

Necessary Qualifications
Possibilities
Assuming that a youth has matriculated,
What scope is there in this field ? is a
logical question. For the right man there is so interested in radio that he had been
is ample scope, but for the " dabbler " able to construct one or two receivers
there is no room at all. It is obvious that and has cultivated a knack for simple
there can be only one first-class research fault tracing, what other qualifications
engineer for, say, every hundred other should he have if he is likely to be success-

Further Study

IN the mind of the average person, a

research worker is inclined to be tion and experimental work provides an ability and should be able to make and
confused with the long-haired inventor excellent grounding. When more serious read working drawings ; resource and
who lives in an attic and dies penniless. study is commenced, preparatory to apply- adaptability must also be part of his makeBut the idea is as old-fashioned as the ing for a job as research worker, it may be up. Before he can take up his real work
coherer ; a modem radio research engineer necessary to discard mink of the ideas of designer, he should have gained some

persons employed in radio work. Consequently, there is little room for any other
than the right man. Another question
that will occur to the reader is : what
are the essential qualifications ? This
cannot be answered quite as simply. The
reason is that there are many sides to the

ence can be gained in a wireless factory

if he can convince the employment officer
that he has good ability in other
directions.
Taking these qualifications as

basic

ones, what remains for the prospective
research engineer or designer to learn ?
ful in commercial life (even research must Quite a lot, but if he is interested in his

work of the research engineer and designer.
For example, the work of research may be
confined to the development of valves and

other thermionic tubes, or it might be in
connection with tuning systems or with

amplifier and reproduction problems. Even

thermionics may be sub -divided, for the
research man might decide to specialise
in cathode-ray tubes and oscillograph
work.

On the other hand, a designer might
not be the type of person who would be

described as a research worker in scientific
circles.

His work might consist of pro-

ducing designs for receivers or components,

in which case he would have to operate
in close association with the production
manager. He would, nevertheless, find it

essential to

carry out research work,

although it would be of a more practical
nature.

Technical Research

Let us first consider the question of the
research worker purely and simply ; that

is, the man who is concerned primarily
with theoretical and highly technical
aspects. It is obvious that he must have a
fairly sound general education before he can

In the research laboratories of a radio manufacturer.

be considered as all part of commerce)
as a radio research engineer ? He must
successfully take up the serious study of certainly have shown sufficient interest
radio research. Many organisations and in magnetism and electricity to obtain
firms insist that the men they take on for good marks in his exam., he should have
work in their research laboratories should a good working knowledge of mathematics,
have a university degree. That is the preferably applied mathematics, he should

Bench tests being carried out.

subject he will not find the learning hard.
In the first place, he will require to gain
a complete understanding of circuit diagrams of every conceivable kind. He

should be able to read and interpret a
circuit diagram as easily as he can read
and paraphrase a passage from a book.

concern of the firm, but a degree is by no have taken chemistry in his matriculation, An understanding of the essentials of design
means a hall -mark of suitability for the he must have developed the habit of of every component used in a receiver is
work. Far greater success has in many logical reasoning, and he must be reason- necessary. The usual electrical formulae

instances been achieved by the radio ably resourceful. That catalogue of require- and calculations must be mastered and the
amateur whose school education did not go ments might at first appear formidable, function of the generally -used measuring
beyond the matriculation stage. Having but it must be remembered that the job instruments must be understood.
reached that stage it is not difficult for an in view 'is an important one.
If it is proposed to specialise in television
enthusiastic and intelligent youth to
The qualifications just mentioned apply
which branch there are sure to be
" complete his education " by spare -time especially to the person who is more -in
wonderful opportunities in coming
study, either at home or in an evening interested in the theoretical than the many
years-he must be familiar with the
school or college. Most people will agree practical side.
principles of operation of a televisio
that wireless amateurs have proved more
A man who proposes to concentrate on
time base and cathode-ray tubs;
successful than have the professionals. design, or " applied research," requires receiver,
should also have studied the technical
At least, this applies to those who have rather different qualifications. In the first and
development of the subject from the
started their career as amateurs-they place, his knowledge of physics, mathe- scanning
-disc days.
probably took up radio as a profession matics and chemistry need not have
later.
reached as high a standard. On the other
(Continued on page 507)
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Radio Production
For Those Interested in the Practical Side, the Production
Department Offers an Interesting and Remunerative Occupation
By
THE section of the radio industry which
would come within the meaning of
the word " production," is one
which offers genuine prospects to the radio

L.

0. SPARKS

about factory work. Quite a number of

These desirable features are, of course,

lads and young men have the idea that to be developed, together with others, as progress
associated with such work is something far is made, provided one has reasonable
below their schle in life. To those I would signs of these qualities, is quick' on the

enthusiast who has a flair for practical, say, shake up your ideas, examine the up -take, and is not afraid of hard work,
mechanical and electrical engineering com- careers of the majority of the key -men and then production offers a most interesting

This rather heads of our big industries, and then think field for advancement.
comprehensive combination may seem to the matter over again. The men that are
indicate that one has to be something of a now drawing big money have gained their What Positions Are There ?
superman but, although this article will skill and experience by starting at the
For a lad entering a works for the first
indicate that the qualifications mentioned bottom and working their way right through time, it must not be expected that he will
are very desirable, the would-be production the business, and they will tell you that this be able to pick and choose the work he
man must not be discouraged by the can only be done by hard work, perse- would like to do. He will, no doubt, be
general statement, as that, naturally, verance, and the determination to learn put on various jobs, according to the work
applies to one who has reached a position everything possible about the work being in hand and the demand, but if he is smart
9f responsibility and, incidentally, one undertaken.
at whatever job he is given, he will soon be
carrying a worthwhile salary.
For anyone considering entering into marked up for more advanced work. The
Production engineering covers a multi- production work, it is not absolutely thing to remember is, find out all you can
tude of trades and products, and while it is essential to have a sound technical know - about each task you have to undertake;
quite reasonable to assume that a fully qualified production engineer could tackle
most problems generally associated with
such work, it must be appreciated that one
bined with organising abilities.

invariably specialises on one particular
industry and, therefore, becomes fully

conversant with, and master of, those
problems directly connected with the trade
concerned. In this article, we are solely

interested in matters relating to radio but,
unfortunately, space will not allow this to
be covered in detail, owing to the fact that
it is built up of multitudinous sections or

branches, each of a different character,
but all of which are embraced within the
rather unromantic term " production."
Let us, therefore, now enumerate the

chief sections, as these will give some indication of the class of work with which one
entering this part of the industry will have
to contend.

The following could be stated to be the
chief or most familar products : Radio

receivers, television apparatus, transmitters,
valves, loudspeakers and components.

These bare items alone do not present a
very complicated array, but if one thinks
for one moment of all the closely related
and allied work, such as that involved in
the making of mains transformers, condensers, coils, resistances, cabinets and
metal parts, to mention but a few of the
items, then it will be seen that the chief

products are but really the finished or

completed article depending on the efforts

A view of a section of one of the bays in a modern radio factory.
conveyor tracks.

Note testing equipment and roller

of several less conspicuous, but equally ledge of the subject but, if one does already it is part of the education of the production
important, industries.
possess the foundation of such knowledge,

What Qualifications are Required ?

and takes the trouble to add to it as time

man.

The practical knowledge thus gained is,

goes by, then it will become a very valuable in itself, not sufficient if one is going to
When speaking of production, one asset, and stand him in good stead. While make progress, and make the business his
naturally thinks of factories, and at the on this item, it should be noted that a livelihood. One might say; and I am sure
same time, unfortunately, is inclined to science degree does not carry much weight records would prove it, that it is absolutely

think of " dead-end," jobs, unless actual in production work, unless it is backed
production experience has been gained. with practical experience.
While the authorities responsible are doing
It is really essential for one to have a
all in their power to eliminate such un- flair for things practical, electrical and
desirable problems from modern production

mechanical. By this I mean that happy

concerned, and the view, interest, ambition,

the ability to use one's initiative to the

methods, it cannot be denied that a very knack of being able to see the best way of
great deal depends on the actual person making things, the procedure to adopt, and

essential for the lad and the young man
to build a good solid foundation for, and,
of course, increase his knowledge of, the
work he is undertaking, by undergoing a
recognised course of training, either by
correspondence or evening classes. The
value of this procedure cannot be overrated. The chief trouble is that when we
are young, we are all loath to give up a

or call it what you will, they have in their improvement of the product, the eliminwork.
ation of waste of both time and material certain amount of our spare time but,
Speaking as one who has had many and, last but by no means least, the faculty as years go by, and, perhaps, as we see
years production experience, there still which allows one to plan ahead and make other fellows getting the better jobs, we

'exists far too much false pride and snobbery

one's plans accurately.

(Continued on opposite page)
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stay with the same firm for years or should
one change frequently ?

ELECTRADIX

The question is too involved for me to
realise that the time devoted to the improve- give
advice, therefore the following must
ment of one's knowledge is well worth

SIGNAL GEAR.

men.

with cord, 1/6. W.E. 1.000 Ohms.
with cord, 2/-. 2000, ohms Ear-

be taken only as a personal opinion. A Practice Sets, Buzzers, etc.
while.
deal depends on the firm. If they L.R. SOLO PHONES. The
Once one has had some works experience, great
receiver you want on your
progressive in methods, and if progress extra
Phone line. For use with buzzer
or, in certain instances, connection with are
morse. A circuit tester with a
is
open
to
those
who
show
the
necessary
other branches of the trade, the follow- qualifications, then there is much to be said pocket cell. Single Earpiece,
40 ohms, metal hook loop, with
ing positions will be open to capable
for sticking to them, provided one does not cord, 1/3. Ditto D.3 60 ohms.
Wirer, assembler, tester, charge hand,

lose the opportunity of making an advance.

Morse Keys,
(See also page 504.

with cord, 216.
fact that one has served with a well- piece,
L.R. DOUBLE HEADPHONES.
shop foreman, manager, and finally, works The
Pilot Signallers 120 ohm, Phones.
known
firm
for
several
years
is
usually
a
manager. The order in which these
leather headbands with slide
Moho.
good testimonial but only provided All
adjustment chin strap and 4ft.
positions are given can be taken as a rough very
cord. Comfortable 3/6. Sullivan 120 ohms, aluminium
one
can
also
prove
that
during
that
period
headbands, 3/9, cords 1/6 extra.
indication of their value as regards salary, progress has been made.
but it must be appreciated that there are
LUCAS FIELD SIGNAL
On
the
other
hand,
the
young
man
is
LAMPS. 13/10.
ALDIS
other appointments, of rather a different often tempted to secure positions, proTRIGGER TYPE. 13/10.
RADIO ROTARY CONnature, which are closely allied to the actual gressively, in various firms for reasonable
VERTERS. For A.C. Reproduction shops.
ceivers on D.C. mains to
with the sole object of gaining
230 v. A.C. output. In silence
For those more inclined towards records periods,
cabinet, with filter. All sizes
experience. This has many points
and figures, there are such positions as greater
in stock from 15 watts upwards: 30, 50, 100, 200. 400 and
store -men store -keeper, chasers, costing - in it's favour, provided the prospective
SITS.

A

clerks and buyers, and it is usually possible

employer can always be given a sound

why one has left the other firms.
to make progress through these positions reason
Unless this can be done, there is the great
in the order shown.
danger of creating the impression that one
cannot hold down a job, either by reason
A Common Problem
of being unsuitable, or because of a too
Space does not permit dealing with the roving disposition.
work involved by all these individual jobs,
Like all the other branches of the radio
but as their titles are more or less self- industry, which by virtue of infancy has
explanatory, it is hoped that they will give been swamped with workers from all sorts
a general indication of the various activities of trades, there are good positions open to
open to the right sort of person in a modern the radio enthusiasts who are prepared to
factory..
prove their worth, gain a sound knowledge
Often the question is raised, should one of the industry, and work.
DESIGN AND RESEARCH
(Continued from page 505)

The necessary practical experience cannot

be gained as easily in this sphere, since
television does not come as easily within
the scope of home construction as does
sound radio. It is therefore desirable to
attend practical classes, unless there is an
opportunity to enter a television firm in

taking a course which will enable them to

pass the matriculation exam., or to take
an external B.Sc. (preferably in Engineering). Instead of studying for a B.Sc.,

the objective might be the A.M.I.E.E.
or

Or again, there are the
various electrical and radio examinations
of the City and Guilds Institute. All of
the examinations mentioned, as well as a

few others, are recognised in the radio
It would not be advisable to
were able to obtain work of this nature, concentrate too much on some of the
other examinations which are held by -bodies
and opportunities are sure to arise again.
with little standing in the radio world,
for they might take up valuable time which
Reversing the Process
could be better occupied in studying for
order to gain the necessary experience.
Before the war, many good radio engineers profession.

800 watts : 1 kw.. 11
kw., etc. Also battery
operated 50 -watt size
in 12 volts and 50 volts
input. T.V.T. Sets 6

volts to A.C.. 25/,

H.T. BATTERY SUPERSEDERS.
85v. at 6 m/a
for H.T. from your 2 -volt
battery, no H.T. batteries.
Tin. x 41in. x lin. Bakelite
finish. Vibrator and Metal
Rectifier. by S. G. Brown.
Sale 37/6. Full guarantee.
Type S, for larger sets. Can

NEDE

1.3.

be supplied for either 2 -volt, 4-vol

,

or 6 -volt battery.

Model 10, output D.C. 120 volt, 10 m a, 2 taps, 65/-. Model
6201,2o vuot 1ptut carD C
354voalint ,r20
701-. VIBRATORS.
1ELECTRIC type,.

m1 01'4 3 taps.

THAWING. L.T. High current transformers for frozen pipes. 90/,
A.R.P. PETROL ELECTRIC GENERATING SETS

AND
FOR LIGHTING
CHARGING FOR £16 ONLY.
A 500 -watt, single cyl..2-stroke,
water-cooled, self -oiling Stuart
Turner engine : mug. ign.
coupled to 50/70 volts, 10 amps.
shunt dynamo, 1,000 r. p.m..
£18. No increase in price, these
are £40 sets ready for immediate
delivery.
FOR £12. A 150 -watt engine
and dynamo on similar lines but coupled to 25/30 volts,

6 amps. dynamo.

MAINS CHARGERS.
TUNGAR
CHARGERS. Two models of
these famous sets. One for 70
volts 6 amps. with meters and
controls, etc., will handle 100
cells a day, 17/17/6. Another fine
A.C.

Tungar for two 5 amp. circuits
with meters and variable volt
controls, 70 volts, 10 amps., for

200 cells, bargain, £12/15.
A.C./D.C. DAVENSET, Type G.C. House, Garage Wall
Type Charger, 3 circuits. output D.C. 25 volts 6 amps.
Trans. tapped for 15 volt, 20 volt. 25 volt. Two independent circuits, max. cell capacity 40 radio cells, 16/5.
PHILLIPS Model 1087 with valve for 24 volts 10 amps.

Regardless of the barticular branch which the better-known qualifications ; these
it is proposed to follow, practical experience are generally more difficult to obtain, but
case. £7/10.
in the use of measuring instruments will that is because they are of better Steel
DAVENSET A.S.C.4. 4 circuit charger for up to 80 cells.
be necessary. This can only be obtained standing.
List Price £32. Four sets of Auto -charge regulators
indications on panel with switch volt control.
by attending classes, although it is possible
Those who are in any doubt as to the and
Four circuits of lamp., 1 amp.. 2 amps., and 2 amps. or

to " break the ground " by reading good most suitable examination, or as to the
books and by taking correspondence best starting point for their studies, are
courses. Many of those who are already advised to write confidentially to the
employed as service engineers will have principal of one of the colleges specialising
gained as much experience in the use of in home study. These gentlemen are in an
meters as is essential in the initial stages. ideal position to offer sound advice, and will

They will also be familiar with most of the do so free of charge. In many instances,
practical and semi -technical aspects of the it may be possible to arrange a personal

Consequently, they might find it interview, when the matter can be fully
necessary to start at " the other end " by discussed.
work.

A COMPLETE LIBRARY OF STANDARD WORKS. 1,
By F. J. CAM M.

:

I
i

PRACTICAL WIRELESS ENCYCLOPEDIA 6/-, by post 6/6.
EVERYMAN'S 'WIRELESS BOOK 5/-, by post 5/6.
TELEVISION and SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK 5/-, by post 5/6.
SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS 2/6, by post 2/10.

I
1

t
t

MAKE THEM 2/6, by post 2/10.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL 6/-, by post 6/6.
WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS, TABLES & FORMULIE 3/6, by post 3/10.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK 6/-, by post 6/6.

I

48MiInliE., 187.00R STANDS, 26in., 1218:37in.

15/-

POWER ALTERNATORS H,F.. 50 cycles, 20 amps..
10 volts, £3110. Ditto, double, type W, 500 cycles,
100 volts, 3 amps. and 70 volts, 3 amps. D.C.. 15/10.
E 6 fGr oEmR Sie /11000 volts. 200 volts, 500 volts, and 1,000
voltsM

Ultra -sensitive moving
RELAYS.
coil Relay, 1,000 ohms, coil closes
micro amps.. 60/-. 2,000
Rcierlacuiy,t
ohms, 5 ma. lightweight magnetic

51- EMERGENCY PAR-

CELS of useful stand-by
electrical and radio repair
material and apparatus, 7 lbs. for 5/ Post Free.

1,

t
t
t MI obtainable from or through Newsagents or ham Geo. Nereus, Ltd., Tower House. Southampton St., Strand. W.C2. :
1

gAllaAssrbEraTsIsC b1ol-diny: COMPASS with Plain Scale. Bevel

MOVING COIL MIKES. Torpedo P.M. moving -coil
mike, model T.M. needs no battery. directional correct
frequency response, ideal for P.A. and recording, 55/-.
Table stand, 7/6. Transf.. 7/6. Epoch type ditto, a robust
and handsome P.M. M/C. mike, 35/6: with table stand,
42/6. Transformer, 7/6.

t

WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES and TRANSFORMERS and HOW TO i

I

three of 1 amp. 2 amps. and 24 amps., or one of 50 volts
6 amps. Fine steel clad set complete in details that will
quickly earn its cost. 114/10.
D.C. CHARGING OFF D.C. MAINS, £14. Davenset
DC2 steel -cased 200/250 volt charger, large meters, wheel
controls. 2 circuits. 1 amp. and 3 amps., as new. Sale
Price 15/10. Charging resistances, all sizes in stock.
State load required.
230/230 volts MAINS CONVERSION UNITS. For
operating output,D.C.fom£21A1oC. mains screened and filtered,
120 watts
TELESCOPES. Navy Telescopes, small gun type, 25,-.

........;

Send for 1940 Bargain List " P.M."

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4
Telephone : Central 4611
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in letters published in the " Open to Dis-

cussion " section the fact that they are
willing to exchange cards.

Open toi Viicuiltan
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the name and address
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

"Practical Wireless" with
the B.E.F.: Pocket Receivers
SIR,-I am at present on leave from the
B.E.F., and being an ex -amateur

transmitter, anything in wireless interests
me. I have PRACTICAL WIRELESS sent out

every week, and I can assure you it is in
great demand after I have finished with it.

In your February 3rd issue you have a
few words by " Thermion " on Pocket
Receivers.

I use a

1 -valve short-wave

1 p.m.: VLR, VLQ, VUD2, KZRM, while
in the afternoon PMN was a good signal.
The aerial is a doublet, running north and
south.-K. I. BROWNE (London, S.W.).

Although I

agree with his remarks concerning the
class of SWL whose sole reason for exchang-

ing cards is to give the impression that
better results have been gained with his
" rig " than is really the case, I am not in
agreement with all his remarks. The fact
that a SWL exchanges cards with other

enthusiasts means more than just sending

a card, and then waiting for an answer.
Most fellows mention on their cards the

receiver in use, also details of the antenna,
and what is more, the number of countries
heard. Surely, then, the exchanging of
cards has served a purpose if only to enable

the SWL to compare the results obtained
at his QRA with those gained at that of
fellow with whom he has exchanged
SIR,-As a reader of your journal from the
card. In the same issue as the letter in
the first issue, I have built several the
I noticed one from Mr. J. Green receivers with success. In a recent issue I question
who mentions his willingness to
saw a letter from R. Robertson on freak well,
exchange cards. I think his DX log is one
reception, and I think the answer is to be of the finest I have seen for some time, and
found in the fact that it was a programme obviously this SWL really searches the
from America for Norway, Sweden and bands for DX. Now, finally, a request. I
Denmark, relayed by them on both long would like to correspond with any SWL
and medium wavelengths. The station using a " Bush Model BA53 " in order to
received by your reader may have been " swap " experiences with the receiver in
Falun, Sweden, on 1,086 kc/s, with an question. - A. HART (16, Ash Street,
output of 2 kW. I am uncertain about the Ilkeston, Derbyshire).
date, but the time coincides. The RX
used by me was the " Admiral Four." I

Freak Reception

set with a 4 -pin plug-in coil up to 520
metres. The set measures 4in. wide,
7in. high, Bin. long to fit in my carrier ;
headphones and coils fit inside the set. I
have an H.T. and L.T. battery as supplied
to portable sets in France, and my
reason for keeping down to one valve
is that the L.T. side of the battery
usually runs out first. The alternative also am a short-wave listener, and a Wireless Class in South London
would be a transformer wound for 230 B.L.D.L.C. member. Hoping you will
shall be very grateful if you will
volts and 110 volts, with a metal rectifier, carry on with the good work.-W. BUGG SIR,-I
draw the attention of readers resident
to charge a 2 -volt semi -dry battery. (Churwell).
in South London, to the Radio Class at
The 230 volts and 110 volts are about
the Walworth Men's Institute, John
the usual voltages I have come across so
Exchanging QSL Cards
Ruskin Street, S.E.5, on Monday and
far. I could think of quite a lot of arrangeappears that the QSL situation Friday evenings.
ments, but one has to carry one's house SIR,-It
It affords an ideal opportunity for those
requires clarification. First, definitions
on one's back here, so to speak. In closing are necessary.
I want to thank you for many happy hours
A QSL card is a verification. It verifies
with PRACTICAL WIRELESS, and wish your that the recipient has heard (in the case
paper every. success.-J. E. THOMSON of a listener) or contacted (in the case of a
(G3RY) (Stockport).
" ham ") the station that issues the QSL.
An SWL card is used for sending reports
to stations in order that as a result of the
A Reader's Thanks
information supplied thereon, these stations
SIR,-With reference to my appeal for may issue QSLs.
a back number of your interesting
The exchange of QSLs, except when they
paper, giving constructional details of the verify a contact, is to be deprecated. The
Universal Hall Mark," might I state person who possesses QSLs that were not
that I have been inundated with copies, issued to him may be only the victim of a
and to reply and thank them all I should collecting mania, but he is almost certain ,
have to employ a secretary.
to be suspected of dishonourable intentions
May I through your valuable paper It must be clearly realised, however, that
thank all the kind people who have been so the majority of those who offer to exchange
good and prompt in acceding to my request. QSLs are merely making a nomenclative
-I. D. HARRIS (Beaufort, Mon).
error.
They do not mean QSLs, but

The exchange of SWLs, except
between friends, is rather pointless, but it
is quite harmless.
I wish to raise another point: It is my
°billion that there are certain moral
SWLs.

Regeneration on an A.W.
Superhet

found conditions for DX obligations binding both parties.
The
short-wave listening none too good listener, in addition to providing the
SIR,-Having

during the last few weeks I was reduced to necessary information so that his reception
the medium waves for entertainment ! of the station may be proved beyond any
About a week ago I picked up an old copy shadow of doubt, should also include every
of PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS for

detail that can help the station operator,
April 23rd, 1938, in which is described or engineer, to judge the performance of
among " Readers' Wrinkles " a method of the station. Exaggeration of signal strength
obtaining regeneration on an all -wave cannot be excused. The average SWL card

superhet. As I had a one -valve battery set is defective in so far as it does not provide
handy, I tried this idea, and after a little sufficient space for all these details. The
practice in tuning the two receivers, and in station, similarly, should carefully check
applying the reaction control on the one - the information submitted, and should

valve set, j was astounded at the results. refuse to issue a QSL where reception of the
The following is my log for the week station is not adequately proved.-H. W.
ending February 3rd, all stations on DARVILL (Enfield).
loud -speaker :

14 mc/s-WI9 ; W2IXY,

JEH ; W4DSY, BMR, DAA ;

'VV7ESK ;

PY4BK ; CE3CB ; CX2C0 ; C060M. The
following broadcasting stations were re-

notice in a recent issue of
PRACTICAL WIRELESS a letter from

ceived on Sunday, February 4th, on the Mr. F. W. J. Cooper commenting on the
9 me/s band, between 9.30 a.m. and increasing number of SWLs who mention

interested to learn the Morse Code, and for

individual practice up to 30 w.p.m.-of
great value for work in the Forces, or for
DX contacts " later on." Instruction in
radio theory is also given.
All enthusiasts, beginners included, will
be most welcome on either or both evenings

at 7.30 p.m.-J. H. PAYTON (G2JB),
Instructor (London, S.E.).

cla06/0/25
PROBLEM No. 389.
I

GREENAWAY built a small A.C./D.C.
receiver of the superhet type which on
test proved very satisfactory. After using the
set for two or three days, he decided to fit a new

dial with wavelength markings, and obtained a
, suitable component which had two dial -light
/ fittings for illumination purposes. He mounted
the dial and fitted two standard six -volt dial lights, which he connected across the nearest
;

i

a

1

t

heater terminals, but when tested again the I
receiver failed to give the same performance as
originally. He tried re -ganging the condenser

but could not get the same high standard as

when the set was first tested. Why was this ?
Three books will be awarded for the first three
, correct solutions opened. Entries must be

i
;

1

addressed to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
, Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Envelopes I

, must be marked Problem No. 389 in the top
/ left-hand corner and must be posted to reach

i

1

1

this office not later than the first post on Monday,
March 4th, 1940.

Solution to Problem No. 388.
The receiver which Jerome built had an H.F.

transformer coupling the first two stages, and thus it
failed to pass the L.F. signals when a pick-up was
connected in the H.F. stage.

The following three readers successfully solved

Problem No. 387 and books have accordingly been
forwarded to them : V. Lamb, 52, Ingiemere Avenue,
Hull ; H. Coble, 21, Canning Road, Southport,
Lancs. ; L. Sharp, 213, Amberley Street, Bradford.
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Taylor Model 40 Valve Tester MODERNISE
ARMSTRONG
Review and Test Report of a New British Test Unit
QUALITY CHASSIS

451 with

ONE of the most valuable accessories or

testers for the modern serviceman
is a valve tester, especially if this is

simple to operate, and carries only a moder-

ately simple indication which can be read

system has been grasped. The valve is
plugged into the appropriate holder, the
filament voltage selector switch set to the
voltage suitable for the valve in question,
the lower switch set to ampl. or rectifier

by both the dealer and the customer. according to the type of valve and the unit

switched on. The meter will then indicate
ter, and which, when a customer brings the condition of the valve, the dial being
in a valve, may instantly show him on a marked " replace" over part of the scale
dial that the valve needs replacing, will gain and " good " over the rest of the scale.
his confidence and at the same time remove To take the slope of the valve the rightA small unit which may be kept on the coun-

those doubts which are sometimes expressed

hand switch is adjusted until the needle of

by the inexperienced listener that the the meter takes up a zero setting (actually

dealer has sold him a new valve when the in the centre of the scale), and then the slope
old one was not really in need of replace- test button is depressed. The needle then
ment. The Taylor Valve Tester, (Models rises to a higher setting and the slope may
40, 40P and 40B) is an instrument be read off from the slope test scale above
of this type, but in addition it has the meter., The short -test is carried out in a
several features which, whilst not of use similar manner, the button being depressed
to the ordinary customer, enable the dealer and the neon lighting up if a short exists.
or serviceman to ascertain accurately the If, of course, the needle fails to give any
condition of any valve, giving an electrode reading when the valve is inserted, the
short-circuit test, a cathode leakage test, a filament button is depressed and failure
filament continuity test and measuring of the neon to light will indicate a broken

filament. The cathode short test will
be carried out in a matter of seconds. show the actual cathode leakage 'resistance
The top panel carries a dozen valve -holders, on the meter scale which is marked in

the slope of the valve, all of which tests may

it neon lamp, a meter, five selector switches megohms, and the instructional booklet
and four press -buttons, in addition to gives an indication as to the tolerances
the on/off switch. A mains selector panel which may be peiTaitted.

is mounted on the side of the cabinet,

which measures 12in. by 1 lin. by 4in. and Test Report
weighs 11i lbs.
We tested one of these units within about

Circuit Arrangement

five minutes of receipt, the instructional
details being exceedingly clear, and valves

The instrument is A.C. operated, the of all types were tested with the greatest

input being taken to a mains transformer, facility. Multi -electrode valves are just as
the secondary of which is tapped and taken simple to test as simple triodes, and dealers
out to the voltage selector switch, giving and servicemen will find this a most
voltage supplies for the filaments or heaters valuable instrument for the purpose and the
from 2 to 50. Multi -contact ganged switches price very reasonable at £9 9s. If desired,
are used in these selector units so that any it may be obtained in a small carrying case
desired electrode combination may be
picked out, and a book is supplied with the

with room for tools, etc., or in a bench

model designed for mounting on the back
instrument giving full details for setting of the service bench. All models are fully
for upwards of 800 different standard British guaranteed for six months and may be

and American valves. The process is ex- thoroughly recommended. The makers are
tremely simple and the book need not, in Taylor Electrical Instruments, Ltd., of
fact, be referred to when once the working 419-422. Montrose Avenue, Slough.

RADIO CLUBS & SOCIETIES
THE CROYDON RAOIO SOCIETY
Hon. Pub. Sec.: E. L. Cumbers, 14, Campden Road,

South Croydon.
MR. H. G. MENAGE, of R. A. Rothermel, Ltd.,

addressed the Croydon Radio Society for its
monthly meeting on Thursday, February 1st, in St.
Peter's Hut, Ledbury Road, South Croydon, and Mr.
P. G. Clarke presided. The subject was : " The Latest

Developments in Piezo Crystals," the lecturer recalling

first of all some interesting facts about the growing
of crystals of Rochelle Salts. He then went on to
discuss new uses of these crystals. The society was
familiar enough with the 45 degree, or " bender,"
type in pick-ups, and a development on this was the
90 degree, or tortional crystal. As its name implied,

movement came from a twisting action, and altogether
was much more robust than the other. A new type of
Piezo pick-up used a sapphire jewel needle, its great
advantage being record wear was much reduced, 2,000

playings without deterioration of the record being
possible. Many other applications of crystals were
mentioned, such as their full use in recording studios,
and finally Mr. Ménage indicated his keenness to
co-operate with the society in its next pick-up night.
The next meeting is on Thursday, Marchs7th, when
Mr. Nixon, of the General Electric Company, will
speak on: "Latest Valve Developments." He will
accompany his remarks with lantern slides, a demonstration, and a new film on the subject.
EASTBOURNE AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.: T. G. R. Dowsett, 48, Grove Road,

Eastbourne, Sussex.

AT the meeting of the Eastbourne and District

Radio Society, held on Tuesday, February 6th,
Mr. J. A. Peufold gave a lecture entitled " Problems
of the Superheterodyne."

MODEL 8810
"n
IIEBRHET
valve
STRAIGHT

These Chassis incor-

chassis,

most expensive sets.

High Fidelity Radiogram
porating
circuits,

All -wave,

incor-

independent
Superheterodyne
2

and Straight, haring R.F.

pre -amplifier, R.C. coupled
push-pull Triode output
capable of handling 8 watts.
CASH PRICE 213.4.0 or
WITH ORDER
and 10 monthly

porate many refinements

usually found only in

* WRITE

Full
FOR
Specifications, Price Lists and

Most Favourable Terms for
tot 1940 Armstrong Range.

451-apayments of 28/-.

WE SUPPLY

on most favourable terms

LONDON

or
C.O.D.
ment. Cash
orders sent by return.

RADIO SUPPLY

Sets,
well-known
all
Speakers, Valves,
etc..
domestic Electric Equip-

SUNBEAM Electric

SHAVEMASTER

with the new ' 475' Head

E=COMPANY1_91
Late of 11, Oat Lane, London, E.C.2.

All communications to
a perfeet shave.
evacuation address100-250 V., A.C. or D.O.
at-. post free, or 10/ - " WINDER," A RDINGLY RD.,
down and 8 monthly
BALCOMBE, SUSSEX.
payments of 10/,
goal get it QUICKER mid um BETTER TERMSlmweLltS
gives

ARMSTRONG

Apologise for delay in delivery of soma models,
this unfortunately has been unavoidable owing to

the present great difficulty in obtaining raw
materials. However, we are pleased to announce

that we are now in the position to give immediate
delivery of our popular model, AW38. illustrated
below.

First of all he spoke on second -channel interference

and the removal of it by using one or more H.F.
stages of amplification before the first detector, or by
using a cathode rejector coil in the tuning circuit of

the first detector. Valve noise was then dealt with,
and the use of special valves for short waves, and the
importance was stressed of stray capacities and the
effect they had on the circuit. The use of a separate
oscillator, the intermediate frequency, iron cored
coils, oscillator problems,

and frequency -changer
valves were dealt with. Adjustment of oscillator circuits

was also dealt with. Lastly the aerial connection,
regeneration, and A.V.C. and delayed A.V.C. were
studied.

BRISTOL EXPERIMENTAL RADIO CLUB

Headquarters :21, King's Corridor, Old Market Street,

Bristol, 2.

Publicity Manager : D. J. James, 40, Robertson Road,

Eastville, Bristol, 5.
Alternate Tuesdays, at 7.30 p.m.
THE Bristol Experimental Radio Club now holds
meetings at the above time and place. Recent
agendas have Included a demonstration of a Public
Address amplifier, a talk on the theory of this type of
Meetings :

apparatus, and details of frequency meters and similar
instruments.

It is anticipated that the principal item of interest
at the next meeting will be a description and demonstration of an amplifier with an unusual though simple
circuit by the designer, Mr. W. White.

The committee are hoping shortly to complete
arrangements for a demonstration of a Hallicrafter

"Super Sky Rider." Mr. R. Griffin (Pre-war G51111)
has promised to give another of his interesting talks
in the near future.
All experimental radio enthusiasts, including those
temporarily billeted in the district, are heartily

invited to attend the club meeting on Tuesday,
March 12th.

MODEL AW38.

8 -valve

All -wave

Super-

heterodyne chassis. This All -wave Radiogram
chassis has resistance capacity coupled push-pull
output capable of handling 8 watts, and gives good

quality reproduction on both radio and gramophone, for an economical price of 8 gns. Plus

5% war increase.
Armstrong Push-pull Speaker to match AW38
chassis, 01 :1 : 0. Plus 5% war increase.
We suggest Model AW38 together with matched
speaker at 89 : 9 : 0, plus 5% war increase, com-

plete, represents the most outstanding value on
the market to -day.

ILLUSTRATED ART CATAL,OBUE ON REQUEST

ALL CHASSIS SENT ON 7 DAYS' APPROVAL

ARMSTRONG MAN FG. CO.
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7.
(Adjoining Holloway Arcade)
Phone NORth ?211

r
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PRACTICAL

WIRELESS

-

SPADES
For Every Purpose

Small, No. 414
I id.
Large, No. 415
...
2d.
Heavy Wiring, No 416 3d.
Keyhole, No. 418 ... 2d.
Hook, No. 419 ... 2d.

Qaa

Practical Wireless

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL

WIRELESS

Date of Issue.
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, ed. each.

1937 Crystal Receiver ..
The "Junior " Crystal Set

Usual colours and engravings

STRAIGHT SETS.

..

-

PW71
PW94

27.8.38

-

Blueprints, ls. each.
All -Wave Unipen (Pentode) ..
Beginners' One-valver
.. 19.2.38

The "Pyramid " One-valver (HF

..

Pen)

No. of

Blueprint.

Battery Operated.

One -valve :

British Mechanical Productions Ltd.
1, Church Road, Leatherhead, Surrey.

March 2nd, 1940

Two -valve :

Blueprint, 1s.
The Signet Two (D & LF)

..

(Trans))

NGINEERING
OPPORTIINITIEf

FREE!

Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 LF
(RC dt Trans))
.
Leader Three (SG, -1), Pow)
..
Summit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
All Pentode Three (HF Pen, D,
(Pen), Pen)
Hall -Mark Three (SG, 13, Pow) ..
Hall -Mark Cadet (D, LF, Pen (RC))

27.8.38

PIV93

24.9.38

PW76

Aare.

Mesh., Elec., Motor,
Radio and Television

Engineering, Bulldog, Government Employment, etc.
Write for this enlightening Hand -book to -day FREE and post free.

British institute of Engineering Teohnologlr,
409. Shakespeare House, 17, 18, 19, Stratford Place. W.1.

against careless talk is a
timely reminder, and here
is a book which furthers

the good work, and

provides endless laughs.

WAR RUMOURS
By Reginald Arkell
With Hilarious Illustrations by Edgar Norfield

brightest of all war

books shows how silly
rumour - makers are.

By

means of hilarious rhymes
and diverting pictures it tells
fantastic " untruths " of the

war.
Get a copy nowthis breezy volume is the
most zestful exposure of

"rumours" since the
Russians

marched

through

England with snow on their
boots
*
I

22.5.- 37

PW35
PW37

29.5.37
12.6.37
16.3.35

PW39
PW41
PW48

Availableat all booksellers or by post 1/2
from the publisher,C. Arthur Pearson,
Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House,

NET Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

Push -Pull)

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets : Blueprints, is. each.

..

£5 Superhet (Three -valve)

PW47

PW40
PW52

5.6.37

F. J. Camm's 2 -valve Superhet ..
Mains Sets : Blueprints, la. each.

PW53

" Qualitone " Universal Four

..

PW60
PW73

The D onitor (HF Pen, I), Pen) ..
The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) 21.3.- 36
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P)
14.8.37

PW55
PW61
PW62
PW64

Push Button 4, Battery Model ..

PW95

Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
31.10.36
The " Colt " All -Wave Three (D,

PIV69

One -valve : Blueprint, is.

18.2.39

PW72

Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

4.12.37

PW82

28.8.37

PW78

-

Battery All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF

-

F. J. Camm's Record All -Wave

F. J. Camm's Oracle All -Wave
Three (ILF, Det., Pen)
..
1938 " Triband " All -Wave Three
(HF Pen, D, Pen)
..
F. J. Camm's " Sprite " Three
(HF Pen, D, Tet)
The " Hurricane " All -Wave Three
(SG, D, Pen), Pen)
_
F. J. Camm's " Push -Button "

Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), Tet)..

PW49

Sonotone Four (SG, D, LF, P)
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)

Beta Universal Four (SG, D,
CI. B)

Nucleon Class B Four (SG,

1)

(SG), LF Cl. B)
Fury Four Super (SO, SG, D, Pen)

Battery Hall -Mark 4 (HF Pen,
Da Push -Pull) _
F. J. Camm's " Limit " All -Wave
Four (HF Pen, D, LF,
" Acme " All -Wave 4 (HF Pen,
(Pen), LF, Cl. B)

The " Admiral " Four (HF Pen,
HF Pen, D, Pen (RC))

Mains Operated.
Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
A.C.-D.C. Two (SG, Pow)..

Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two
(D, Pow)

..

Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

Double -Diode -Triode Three (HF

Pen, DDT, Pen)

D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen)

..
..

Souvenir Three(HF Pen, D,Pen)

" All -Wave " A.C. Three (D, 2
LF (RC))..
A.C. 1936 Sonotone
Pen, HF
Pen. Westector, Pen) ..
Mains Record All -Wave 3
Pen, D, Pen) ..
Four -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

A.C. Fury Four (SO, SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,
Pen)

(HF Pen,

D,

Battery Operated.

.. 23.12.39

-

Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen).
The " Fleet " Short-wave Two
(D (HF Pen), Pen)
27.8.38

PW87

30.4.38

PW89

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and
Trans)) ..
.
The Band -Spread S.W. Three

3.9.33

PIV92

1.5.37
8.5.37

PW4
PW11

(SG, D, Pow)

..

(HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)

..

30.7.38

-

PW34B
PW34C

" Imp " Portable 4 (I), LF, LF,
(Pen))
..
..

12.2.38

PW83

3.9.38

PW90

---

-

11.5.35

24.7.37

PW19

-

PW65

3.6.39

PW77

19.3.38

P33'86

MISCELLANEOUS.

Blueprint, Is.
S.W. Converter -Adapter (1 valve)

-

PW4 8A

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, ed. each.
Four -station Crystal Set ..
23.7.38
AW 127

..

STRAIGHT SETS.

One -valve : Blueprint, ls.

----

AW 144
AWLS()

Battery Operated.

B.B.C. Special One -varier
Two -valve :

PW23
PW25
PW29
PW35C
PW35B
PW36A

Pw-63

Four -valve : Blueprint, ls.

1934 Crystal Set
150-mlle Crystal Set

PW18
PW31

PW30A

PW68

F. J. Camm's ELF Three -valve
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..

PW17

PW67

PW91

PORTABLES

Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen)
..
..

26.9.36

PW38A

1.10.38

Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

PW46

PW88

Three -salve : Blueprints, ls. each.

PW84

A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen) A.C. Leader (HF Pen, D, Pow) ..
7.1.- 39
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
Unique (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) . 28.7.34
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,.
Pen)
F. J. Camm's A.C. All -Wave -Silver

SHORT-WAVE SETS.

Simple S.\1'. One-valver

26.3.38

-

PW44
PW59

31.7.37

Push Button 4, A.C. Mains Model }22,10.38

22.1.38

--

PW43
PW42

16.1.37
Four -valve : Double -sided Blueprint, is. ed.

Experimenter's Short-wave Three

Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

A.C. Hall -Mark
Push -Pull)

x

--

Universal Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D

PW51

Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans)) ..

2 LF (RC & Trans))

POSTER CAMPAIGN

unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes. Ltd. Tower House, South-

A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
Universal £5 Superhet (Three valve) ..
..
..
..
F. J. Camm's A.C. Superhet 4 ..
F. J. Camm's Universal £4 Super-

The " Rapide' Straight 3 (D,
2 IF (RC & Trans)) ..

THE NATIONAL

PW10
PIV 34A

1936 Sonotone Three -Four (HF
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen)

of Civil,

This

-

WE GUARANTEE-

NO PASS-NO FEE."

cription appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS
A.W. to Amateur Wireless. W.M. tb
Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a puistal order to cover the cost
ampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

F. J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (HF
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All -Wave
Three)
13.4.35

Details are given of over 100
Diploma Courses In all branches

indicates that the issue is out of print.
Issues of Practical Wireless ... 4d. Post Paid
Amateur Wireless ...
... 4d.
Wireless Magazine
1/3
The index letters which Preced.e the Blueprint
Number indicates the periodical in which the des-

of the blueprint, and the issue (stamps over 6d.

This unique Hand -book shows
the easy way to secure
A.M.1.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.MJ.A.E.,
A.M1.W.T.,
and

similar qualification..

of the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint Number
.

PW31A
PW85

Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LF

These Blueprints are drawn full size.
Copies of appropriate issues containing descriptions of these sets can in some cases be supplied at
the following prices which are additional to the cost

Blueprints, Is. each.

Melody Ranger Two (D, Tram) ..
Full -volume Two (SG, det, Pen)..
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) ..
A Modern Two-valver

AW 387

AW338
AW392
AW t26
WM109

Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

£5 5s. S.G.3 (SG, 0, Trans)
..
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans) ..
£5 5s. Three : De Luxe Version
.
19.5.31
(SG, D, Trans) ..

AW412
AW422

PW54

Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
Simple -Tune Three (SG, D, Pen) June '33
Economy -Pentode Three (SG, D,

W31271
W31327

PW56

" W.M." 1934 Standard Three

PW38

PW50

PW70
PW20
PW34D
PW45

-

Lucerne Straight Three (-D, RC,
Tram) ..
Pen)

..

(SG, D, Pen)
..
£3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)

..

--

Oct. '33

-

.. Mar. '34
1935 £6 6s. Battery Three (SG,
D, Pen) ..

--

PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen) ..
Minitube Three (SO, D, Trans) .. Oct. '35
All -Wave Winning Three (SG, D,

AW435
AW437

WM337
WM351
WM354
WM371
WM389
WM393
WM396
WM400
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In reply
'6tryour letter
Short-wave Adapter
" I have made up a simple short-wave
adapter but apparently had made a failure
of it because I find that unless I include a
grid leak to the adapter plug I cannot get a
sound from my set and when I do add the
leak I can get S.W. signals only by using

my broadcast set tuner and only on the

medium -wave band. I am sure I have
followed every detail on the circuit diagram.

My set is a commercial superhet and I use
the frequency -changer in the adapter.
I

which I wish to carry out. I do not want a
10 or 15 watt unit, as the dances take place

In this case the tuner in the

you tune your broadcast receiver to
medium waves. This tends to indicate that
the adapter is working as a converter and

that the intermediate frequency being

developed is somewhere in the medium wave band. We do not know what circuit
you can employ with a frequency changer
in the adapter circuit, but in the circum-

stances we suggest that you consider a
modification of the adapter so that it
becomes a proper short-wave converter,
and when this is joined to your broadcast
receiver aerial terminal it should work
properly.

Valve Tester

transformer, and should like to use material
which I have on hand. I have two old L.F.
transformers which are burnt out, and

is whether the material is the same as
this, when added to my commercial about
used in mains transformers, and should
What design can you that
glad of your advice on this point of the
recommend from your blueprint list ? "- be
question."-B. R. E. (Ilford).
K. E. (Martham).
general stalloy stampings are used for
THERE is not a design in our Blueprint IN mains
and L.F. transformers, but some
list which will answer your require- types of the
latter component are made
ments, but in the near future, probably
for

5 -valve superhet.

out many times in these pages, an adapter is

broadcast receiver is inoperative, and all
tuning is carried out on the adapter. The
valve which should then be used in the
adapter is a simple triode. We note that
you have to include a grid leak and that

Transformer Rewinding
" I wish to make up a small mains

some records and want a really good output

r1.111.11111.01111.01114

receiver.

Claricoats. The registered head office is at
53, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

in a very small hall, and are purely local wonder if it would be possible to use the
village affairs with very small attendance. cores of
and perhaps the existing
On the other hand, I wish td try cutting bobbins. these,
The only thing I am not sure

shall be very grateful if you can tell me
where I have gone wrong."-T. F. (Craig- next week, we shall describe an A.C.
amplifier which is ideal for the purpose.
millar).
THERE are several confusing points in This is a three -stage unit with two Cossor
your arrangement. iFirst, as pointed

intended to replace the detector stage in a

address, for the Radio Society for Great
Britain, but I cannot trace the number in
question and should be glad if you could
give me the address."L. E. W. (S.E.).
present temporary head office of
THEthe society is 16, Ashridge Gardens,
London, N.13, and the secretary is Mr. J.

RULES
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only

for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing

in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons-

(1) supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers
poraries.

described

in

our

j

contem-

!

from special alloys to maintain a high

inductance with a minimum of core material.

These would not be suitable for your
proposed mains transformer, but if the
stampings are of stalloy you could no doubt
use them. The main point is that a
fairly substantial core is necessary in a
mains transformer, and in most L.F.
transformers the core is not only fairly

thin, but the width of the various pieces of
stalloy are rather on the narrow side which
would not permit you to build up a satisfactory core. However, we refer you to our
book on Coils, Cokes and Transformers,

and also to the series of articles now running

on the subject.

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to

commercial receivers,
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.

(5) Grant interviews to querists.

A stamped addressed envelope must be /
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear !
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed

with queries as they are dealt with by a

REPLIES IN BRIEF
abbreviated form either because of non-compliance
with our rules, or because the point raised is not of

separate department.

Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
George Emma, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2. The Coupon must be enclosed
with every query.
NI11110041110411011411110.0.111.41M011.0101 /MEN 11=11 111

I

The following replies to queries are given in

/

general interest.

1.110014,...i

A101.1

We regret that we could not give
constructional details, but the theories of design were
R. J. C. (Yeovil).

covered in our companion paper, " Practical Mechanics"

valves in push-pull in the output for January last.
" I thank you for your reply to my query 41MXP
B. G. D. (Hereford). The potentiometer is connected
stage, and will be admirable both for the across
the reaction coil. A better idea is to use an S.G.
regarding the valve tester and am pleased dance work and for the home -recording.
valve and with fixed reaction coupling vary the H.T.
to note that you are going to describe the
on the screen by means of a potentiometer.
construction of such an instrument. I will Tetrode Connections
C. A. M. (Denton, M/c.). The wattage rating is dependent upon the current -carrying capacity of the
await the details, but in the meantime there
element.
you could have a very small 1,000 ohm
" I have just been looking at a circuit resistanceThus
is just one point I should like you to clear
which would only carry 1 or 2 milliarnps, and
up in this connection. Is it true that raw in which a tetrode valve was specified for yet have another still rated at 1,000 ohms, but of such
or size that it would carry 1 amp. You can
A.C. may be used for all the supply voltages, the output stage, but it appears from the material
it with resistance wires of different gauges.
even for testing the simple 2 -volt battery - diagram that the valve is used as a triode. compare
We have not published a book on the subject mentioned.
The screen is joined to the anode, and I
S. K. (Clapham). We regret that we have no details
type valve ? "-T. U. (Peckham).
coil mentioned.
TH hl standard types of tester make use of should be glad if you could let me know of J.theVan
P. (Southport). We regret that we are unable
raw A.C. throughout, although for what advantages, if any, this arrangement to trace an English agent of the firm in question.
R. S. M. (Halifax). The coils were specially designed
the home -constructor it is quite a satis- provides."-G. R. (Hull)a periodical not now on the market, and we have
factory procedure to use battery supplies. ' I 'HE usual arrangement with the valve for
no details of them.
The main drawback to this is that the supply 1 in question is to connect the screen
8. M. (Teddington). Push-pull would be satisfactory
sources will not be constant and thus com- grid through a 100 ohm resistance to the and the current available is just right. Use automatic
parisons will not be easily made. On the anode. The effect of this is to provide a gridR.-bias.
E. (Chelmsford). A wire -wound component would
and one of the special Bulgin components
other hand, with a mains transformer triode of low impedance which, although be suitable
found most satisfactory.
tapped to deliver given voltages, and used the mutual conductance may be higher than willY.be
A mains trangformer could
E.
W.
(Stalybridge).
with a given mains supply system one can when the valve is used as a tetrode, will be used, especially if the type
of component having
rely upon the output and thus test charac- take a slightly greater input voltage. The tappings at each 10 volts is employed.
T. (Perranporth). Test with a good milliammeter
teristics may be kept for checking valves at load impedance is, of course, increased, and andG.you
will find that the resistance has altered due to
any time, without the need for measuring the output wattage will be lower, whilst in overheating.
the supply source each time and if necessary addition the anode current will also be
L. R. (Uxbridge). The note Is undoubtedly above
frequency and this would account for the
adjusting this to given values. Incidentally, slightly greater than with the triode. The audio
peculiar effects mentioned.

the Taylor Valve Tester reviewed in this usual arrangement is to use these valves
issue employs the tapped transformer only in a push-pull stage as triodes, and
there would be little, if any, advantage in
system.

and the parts are definitely unsuitable. Special parts are,
of course, now obtainable.

A.C. Amplifier

r. -The coupon on page iii of cover

" I should like a design for a good ampli-

fier for use with pick-up for small dance

purposes and also for some home -recording

using one of the valves alone as a triode.

Address of R.S.G.B.

" I believe I saw a note some time ago

in your pages that there was a new war -time

K. 8. (Colchester). Portability is the first essential

I

must be attached to every query.

I

ll1=NNE11114,01
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classified Advertisements
RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES
ALL GUARANTEED. POSTAGE EXTRA.

5i -Parcel of useful Components, comprising
Condensers, Resistances, Volume Controls,
Wire, Circuits, etc. Value 25/-. 5/- per parcel.
Electrolytic
1 5 i_leozliceensMeras
Componentn

se

Controls,

Resistances,e1y

Tubular, Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc.

120 articles contained in strong carrying case, 9" x
7" x 7", 15/- the Kit.
reaedme rp' rs sli'eagr c eel ia f

21 /---SAirersielllesT

Components.

types

Birmingham.

BARGAINS.-Good stock of all
types of receivers, practically every type of
BANKRUPT
replacement valve, service goods, repairs. Keenest
prices. All new goods. Please state requirements.Butlin. 6, Stanford Avenue, Brighton. Preston 4030.

SOUTHERN RADIO'S BARGAINS.

Condensers,150

Valve Holders, Resistances, Chokes, Coils, Wire,
etc. Value 85/-. 21/- the parcel.

/ -100 Wire -end Resistances, assorted capacities.
1 and 1 watt, 5/- per 100.
ORMOND Loud -speaker Units, 2/6 ; Crystal
Sets, 5/6 ; Westectors Type W2, 2/6 ; Crystal

JI"

Detectors, 2/- ; Crystals, 6d. ; Marconi V24 Valves, 9d.
-Tool or Instrument Carrying Cases, ex
Government Stock ; Wood, 9" x 7" x 7", 2/-.
SOUTHERN RADIO, 46, Lisle Street, London,
W.C. Gerrard 6653.

2/

for all Radio and Electrical Components.
Unsurpassed for reliability, workmanship and
BULGIN
performance, investigate the complete range by
obtaining complete catalogue No. 162.-Bulgin,
Barking.

WIRELESS Gear, s -w components, etc. 11d. List.
BSWL89, 42, Cranbourne Road, Salt Hill,

Slough, Bucks.

Skeleton metal rectifiers, HT10,
Valveholders, 7 -pin, Gd. ;

11/ - ; HT9, 9/-.
VAUXHALL.

with switch, 3/-:
5 -pin, 5d. Volume controls, 2/ VAUXHALL.
T.C.C. cardboard containers
;

PORTABLE LIGHTING ENGI4E11,

2/ twin Douglas

special, air cooling, complete with all fittings, including

petrol tanks, etc., fully protected, condition as new,
512/10/-, C/F.
SPARK COILS, ex -Naval, 2in. spark, complete for
12 -volt working, 25/- each, post 1/6. '
SILVERTOWN HORIZONTAL GALVANOMETERS,
jewelled movements, 5/- each, post 6d.
EX -NAVAL HETERODYNE WAVEMETERS, 1 -valve,

transformer, 14/9. Other sizes in stock.
VAUXHALL. Bar type condensers, straight 0.000o
mfd., 2 -gang, 6/6; 3 -gang, 8/6, Full -vision
drives, station names, 6/-.
VAUXHALL. Iron -cored coils on base with switch,
terminals, circuit, 2 -gang, 12/6 ; 3 -gang, 19/6.
1 -watt resistors, 4d.

each,

LONDON CENTRAL RADIO STORES, 23, Lisle Street,
W.C.S. Gerard 2969.
PHILIPS Step-down transformers, input 200-240 volts,

output 6 volts, 3 amps., 2/9 each. B.I. Condensers
4 mfd., 450 volts working, resin oil filled, 3/3 each;

Phillips, 1 mf. 8,000 -volt test, 5/- each. T.C.C.,
2 mf. 1,000 -volt test, 1j- each. T.C.C., 2,000 mf.
12 -volt wkg., 2/- each.
WESTON (501) AND E. TURNER (909) 2in. DIAL
MOVING -COIL MILLIAMPMETERS, as new. 0 to 5
m/a., 17/6 ; 0 to 25 rn/a., 16/6 ; 0 to 50 m/a., 15/- ;
0 to 250 nt/a., 15/- each.
MULTI -CONTACT RELAYS, EX-G.P.O.,

as used in

automatic exchange, condition as new, small size,
suitable for automatic tuning for press -button control,
heavy platinoid contacts, 2/8, post 3d. ; 2 for 4/-,

post 6d. ; 3 for 6/-, post Gd.
VOLTAGE CHANGING TRANSFORMERS (Auto.
wound), 12 months' guarantee, 100/110 to 200/240 volts
or vice versa, 250 watts, 21 /- 500 watts, 26/- ; 750
watts, 32/6 ; 1,000 watts, 37/6; 1,500 watts, 50/-;
2,000 watts, 62/8.
HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS for Television,
Neon, etc., 200/240 v. 50 cy. 1 -ph. primary, 5,000 and

Guaranteed satisfaction. Prompt service.

L.S. Repair Service, 5, Balham Grove, London, S.W.12.
Battersea 1321.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
SPEAKERS from 6/6 each, P.M. and
energised 4in. to 14in., including several
3,
Epoch 18in.-Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney Terrace,

000

Copenhagen Street, London, N.1.

COMPONENTS FOR SALE
QCRAP your H.T. battery with Mallory vibrator
converter, 6/12v. 150v., 30m.a., 18/9; listed
Or Genemotor, 12v., 250v., 50m.a., 25/-.
Postage 1/3.-Aeronautical Radio, 47, River Road,
s..)

£5/5/0.

Littlehampton.

.25 mfd., 1,000 volt working, 2/3 each ; .1 mfd. ditto,
2/3. Valves, S.P.210, 4/3, Universal Pentode 35/20,
4/3 each.

Multi -Contact Relays used in automatic
exchanges, new condition, suitable for automatic
tuning. Complete with contacts, 2 3, post free.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES

EX-G.P.O.

.S.G.B. reduced war -time subscriptions.

CABINETS

MISCELLANEOUS

SURPLUS Cabinets from noted makers under cost
of manufacture.
RADIOGRAM Cabinets from 30/-.
UNDRILLED table,
cabinets from 4/6.
INSPECTION Invited.
H.

console

and

loudspeaker

24, Buxted, Sussex.

BE TALLER !
Inches put you Miles Ahead !
Details 6d. stamp.-Malcolm Ross, Height
Specialist, Scarborough.
!

Size : 5 in. x 41in. x 41in., 7/6 each, post 1/-.

skeleton type, 5/6, post 9d. All brand new.

Ditto,

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200/210 volts input, 12 and

24 volts at 4 to 6 amps. output (useful for model trains,
etc.), 15/- each. post 1/-.
EX-G.P.O. GLASS TOP RELAYS, Type B. Useful as
Keying Relays, 5/- each, post 6d. Also a few only that
needs points, which are easily fitted, 2/6 each. P/F.

MF. ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS,
50 -volt working (brand new), 5/- each, post 6d.
STANDARD TELEPHONE BELL WIRE, all brand
new, 150 -yd. coils, twin 22 gauge, 4/-, post 9d. ; 250 -yd.
coils, single 18 gauge, 4/-, post 1/-; 300 -yd. coils,
T.C.C.

2,000

single 22 gauge, 3/-, post 6d.
DYNAMOS

for charging or lighting, etc., all shunt

W.2. Tel.: Pad. 5891.

" Book of Facts "
Free.-Candler System Co. (L.0.), 121, Kings way, London, W.C.2.
VIRELESS CODE COURSES.

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
THE famous HALLICRAFTER SX23, released by

the makers only in July, 1939, can still be

supplied by Webb's Radio at

PRE-WAR PRICES.
We fortunately had good supplies delivered in August.
NO price increase on present stock of this model only,
£33 108., H.P. terms available. Write for descriptive

booklet.-P. Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS
AIR MINISTRY.
AERONAUTICALINSPECTION DIRECTORATE.
Vacancies exist for unestablished appointments

as Examiners in the General Engineering and W/T
and Instrument Branches.
QUALIFICATIONS.

All candidates must have good general education,
be able to read drawings, understand specifications,
use micrometers and other measuring instruments.
(a) Applicants for the General Engineering Branch

must have had practical experience in an
engineering works. An elementary knowledge
of materials testing is desirable.

(b) Applicants for the Instrument Branch must

have knowledge of physics and training in light
engineering or instrtunent snaking. Candidates
with knowledge of optical instruments are also
required.

'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
WEBB'S RADIO MAP of the World enables you to

Size 40" by 30"
locate any station heard.
2 -colour heavy Art Paper, 4/6. Limited supply on

WEBB'S RADIO GLOBE-superb
Linen, 10/6.
12" full -colour model. Radio prefixes, zones, etc.

Heavy oxydised mount. Post Paid, 27/6.-Webb's
Radio, 14, Soho Street, London, W.1. 'Phone:
Gerrard 2089.

MORSE EQUIPMENT
FULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. R.

Champion Telegraphist. Sole diswound and fully guaranteed. 100 -volt 10 amp., 4 -pole, McElroy, World's
: Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
1,500 r.p.m., 90/-; 50/75 -volt 15 amp., 1,750 r.p.m., tributors
'Phone:
Gerrard
2089.
W.I.
4 -pole, 90/- 30 -volt 10 amp., ball bearings, 1,500
70/-; 25 -volt 8 amp., 1,750 r.p.m.,
r.p.m.,
2 -pole, ball -bearing, 37/8 ; 50/75 -volt 25 amp., 4 -pole,
LITERATURE
1,500 r.p.m., 110/-.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, for sub -lettings,
200/250
-volts,
50
cy.
1
-ph.
supply
5,
MEW
EDITION.
American Amateur Relay League
garages, etc.
10, or 20 amps., 8/. each, post 1/-.
11 Handbook. 500 pages of up-to-the-minute
technical information, 7/-, post free. 1940 JONES
Terms : Cash with Order
ALL GOODS SENT ON THREE DAYS' APPROVAL Handbook ; approximately 700 pages dealing with
AGAINST CASH
GALPIN'S ELECTRICAL STORES, 75, Lee High Rd.,
Lewisham, London, 8.E.13. Telephone : Lee Green 5240

!

L. Smith and Co., Ltd., 289, Edgware Road,

MORSE TRAINING

W.1.

-1,000 Billheads 3s. 9d. -; Memos,
Samples free.-Creteway Press,
Cards, etc.
PRINTING.

;

7,000 volts secondary, enclosed in petroleum jelly.

Details

and current issue " T. and R. Bulletin," ls.1.
16, Ashridge Gardens, London, N.13.

A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.

25/ -

each.

to moving coil speakers.
Cones/coils
fitted or rewound.
Fields altered or wound.
REPAIRS
Prices quoted, including eliminators. Pick-ups and
speaker transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade invited.

UTILITIES, 163a, Strand, London,

post 1/-.

STANDARD TELEPHONE CONDENSERS, 1 mf.
400 -volt wkg:, 4d. each, or 4 for 1/- 2 mf. 400-v.
wkg., 6d. each. Muirhead, 1 inf. 4,000 -volt test, 2/ -

LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any

make.
24 -hour, service, moderate prices.Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen
Street, London, N.1.

W.C.2. Write for free list.
VAUXHALL

buzzer type, 200 to 24,000 metres, in solid teak case, 7/6
each, C/F.
A.C. INDUCTION MOTORS, 200/250 volts, 1 ph. 50 cy.,

approx. I h.p., 1,440 r.p.m., in new condition,

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

8 mfd. 500v., 2/-; 6 plus 4 mfd. 350 v., 1/9;
50 mfd. 50v., 1/9. Rola 8in. P.M. speaker with

/BARGAIN PARCEL comprising Speaker Cabinet,

2 Drilled Chassis, condensers, resistances and
many other useful components. Worth £2. Limited
Postage 1/ -.-Bakers Selhurst Radio, 75,
number.
Sussex Road, South Croydon.
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DANKRUPT BARGAINS. Brand new 1939 models,
IN makers' sealed cartons, with guarantees, at less
40 per cent. below listed prices; also Midgets, nor tables, car radio. Send 11d. stamp for lists.-Radio
Bargains, Dept. P.W., 261-3, Lichfield Road, Aston,

(c)

Applicants for the W/T Branch must have
pra'ctical knowledge of W/T and electrical
equipment with technical training in radio

communication equal to City and Guilds final
examination standard.
APPLICATIONS from candidates previously interviewed and declared unsuccessful will be considered provided the necessary additional experience
has been gained.

ACCEPTED candidates will undergo a period of
training in inspection as applied to the above
subjects, not exceeding three months, and will be
paid £3 10s. Od. weekly during training. Subsistence
allowance of £1 5s. Od. weekly during training is
payable to married men normally residing outside

the training area. On successful completion of training,
candidates will be appointed as Examiners at a salary
of £246 9s. Od. per annum (payable monthly in arrear)

if service is satisfactory, and must be prepared to
salve in any part of the United Kingdom.
NORMAL age limits 25 to 55.
CANDIDATES should indicate on their applications

for which vacancy they wish to be considereda, b or c.
APPLICATION must be made on Form 786, copies

of which can be obtained on application, by
every aspect of Short-wave Radio, 8/6, post free.- postcard only, to : The Inspector -in -Charge,
Webb's Radio, 14, Soho St., London, W.1. 'Phone : Training School (I.C.S./REC. 52), Brandon Steep,
Gerrard 2089.
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" Eddystone " products are made for outstanding performance. They are used by the Fighting Services-have
been employed in Arctic and Tropical Expeditions-in fact
whenever utter reliability and the highest efficiency is
essential " Eddystone " is used. You, too, will obtain the
best results if you insist on " Eddystone." Do so to -day.

Soho Street, W.I. & 58, Victcria Street,
:

St. Albans.
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IMPORTANT NEW WEEKLY

FOR ENGINEERS
THIS new weekly journal covers a very wide field.

It deals comprehensively with every type of

machine employed in engineering, and every modern

It also
mechanical process and development.
includes special features on such important matters
as works layout, time -saving methods, the systems
and methods of the drawing office, finishing pro-

equipment and inspection-in fact,
PRACTICAL ENGINEERING embraces every
cesses, test

sub -division of the mechanical engineering industry.

Leading authorities on specialised subjects have
been retained to contribute regularly, and to help

if

make this new weekly journal the most authoritative
of its kind published.

fll
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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
thousands of tons of shipping to and from
the ports of this country. This service,

Amplifier Design

has a much wider range of

carried out by the Royal Navy in con-

AN circuits
amplifierthan a standard broadcast

junction with the Mercl.ant Navy, is to be
made the theme of a special programme
which has been written by Captain Taprell
Dorling, R.N., who is perhaps better known
as " Taffrail."
This will be heard in the Home Service
programme on March 15th. It is a survey

receiver, although there are many types

of receiver. These may be divided roughly

into straight or superhet circuits, and beyond this there is very little with which to

the other hand, an
amplifier must be designed first to give a
experiment. On

certain output-according to the uses to
which it is to be put-and, secondly, to
incorporate a certain type -of circuit.
This may incorporate push-pull, trans,

which searches back through Britain' -s
maritime history. Naturally, it draws
upon the experiences of the Great War,

former

and it is documentary in so far as it
quotes the official naval history of the
Great War, words by the Pate Lord

probably only meet the requirements of a

Jellicoe

requests for amplifier designs for special
purposes. We. have, of course, described

Admiralty in the last war, and, more

coupling, resistance -capacity
coupling, or even mixtures of these. Thus,
when an amplifier is designed, it will

and the Rt. Hon. Winston
Churchill when he was First Lord of the

few listeners, and so we receive many

recently, quotations- from speeches made
during the present war by H.M. the King,
Mr. Chamberlain, and Mr. Churchill.

dozens of alternative designs, all embodying

various features, and in this issue we give

yet another, built from spare parts, and

employing a push-pull output stage. This
is regarded' by most listeners as the best
type of output, being simple to wire and
construct and giving the best quality fora
medium H.T. supply. It is reasonably free

Composer Cavalcade

RAY NOBLE will be the subject of the
next " Composer Cavalcade," to be
broadcast on March 7th- It is probably not
generally realised that Noble is an Englishfrom trouble, and due to the special working
man. He has lived for many years in the
of the push-pull valves hum and disUnited States, and for a long time his band
tortion troubles are reduced to a minimum.
been associated with the famous RainWe shall, however; continue to describe With a risk, in an air raid, of failure of the has
Room in New York.
various types of amplifier, and in a forth- electricity supply, battery portables have dLtinct bow
won a competition for orchestration
coming issue shall give details of a new advantages for A.R.P. work. This portable. in He
1927, and in 19,28 he started composing,
high -quality unit incorporating the direct - working 10ft. below ground level in the Ekco almost
at once joining the front rank of
coupled principle.
radio shelter at Southend-on-Sea, gave results song writers. He has been responsible for

Austria
ORAY McLAREN is preparing for

identical with those obtained in normal conditions
on the surface.

topical interest. This is the anniversary

of the day on which Hitler's troops marched
into Vienna. McLaren, who knows Austria

Editorial and Advertisement Offices
" Practical Wireless," George Newnes, *Ltd.,
ToWer House, Southampton Street, Strand, .T
W.C.2.
'Phone : Temple Bar 4363.
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. as a newspaper and
for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.

intimately, will show in this programme
how much of the real spirit of the country
has been destroyed since it was incorporated
in Hitler's Reich. The feature will include

1.

tributes to Austria by English;people who
knew it in its happier days, and the music
and the poetry of life in Austria of those
days will be strongly featured.

Nazi " series, in which W. A. Sinclair,

of Edinburgh University, is giving such
a telling exposure of Nazi propaganda
methods, will be repeated on March 7th,
following its first appearance

in

pro-

grammes on February 20th. It is entitled
" Some Tricks of the Trade "

"Convoy "

(\NE of

Britain's greatest war efforts
N./ since the commencement of hostilities

has been the successful convoying of many

cesses and film musicals, including " The

Little Damozel " and " Brewster's

March 12th a programme which is of

GoebbeLs Exposed
THE fourth talk in " The Voice of the

the scores of several famous stage suc-

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a

practical nature suitable for publication in

PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Such articles should be
written on one side of the paper only, and should
contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst I
the Editor does Sot hold himself responsible for
mannscripts, every effort will be made to return

them if a stamped and addressed envelope is
enclosed.
All correspondence intended for the z

; Editor should be addressed: The Editor, PRACTICAL

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of

wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep our

readers tit touch with the latest developments, we give f

I no warranty that apparatus described in our
columns is not the subject of
patent.
Copyright in all drawings,tt
lein photographs and

articles published in PRACTICAL WIRELESS is
specifically reserved throughout the countries signa-

tory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.
.geproduetions or imitations of any of these are
therefore expressly forbidden. PRACTICAL WIRELESS incorporates " Amateur Wireless."

" What More Can I Ask ? " and a score

of others.

Rawicz and Landauer
RAWICZ And Landauer, whose per-

formances in " Saturday at 9.30 "

`have been a highlight in that series, a
give a lighter programme with the B.Ii.C.
Theatre Orchestra, conducted by Stanford
Robinson on March 7th. This should be

of special appeal to younger listeners,

i WIRELESS, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
I Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
;

Mil-

lions." Probably his most famous number
is " Love is the Sweetest Thing." Many
listeners will also remember " Good -night.
Sweetheart," " The Touch of Your Lips,"

I

though it is expected that it will be appreciated by listeners generally.
-The programme will include such pieces
as Debussy's " The Golliwogs' Cakewalk,"
" The Teddy Bears' Picnic," by Bratton,

" The Parade of the Tin Soldiers," by

a selectiou from, " Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs," by
Churchill. The broadcast will be taken

Jessel, and

by the Home Service and For the Forces
programmes;

,AfftrrA737!"17,73.
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Flexible Leads an
Connectors
Some Practical Hints and " Safety -first" Measures which

RUBBER GROMMET

METAL CKASS.S

should be Adopted when Wiring Receivers and when
Making Mains and Battery Connections
By FRANK PRESTON

LEADS KNOTTED

IT is probably because of the apparent where it will be seen that the bared end

Fig. 2.-Methods of anchoring flex leads to prevent
them from being pulled away from the chassis.

Take, for example, the wiring of the wire laid over it after smearing with
the heater leads in a mains set. The flux, when the joint can be sweated. If
average constructor simply cuts off two the tag is intended to clamp round the
or three lengths of flex, scrapes the insula- wire, it can next be curved round by
tion off the ends and then either solders gripping with a pair of pliers. Finally,

chassis a small bridge is made from fiveply or a strip of hardwood, it is notched
slightly on the underside, so that when it
is screwed down to the chassis it grips the
battery -lead assembly or the separate
flexible leads. Sometimes it may be more

simplicity of the work that the making of wire is splayed out before being tinned.
of flexible connections is so often badly The metal eye should also be tinned and

done.

the sleeving can be drawn over it, or the convenient to make a bridge from strip
joint can be tightly bound with thread. brass, but the edges should be rounded
A slightly different procedure might be over so that they cannot cut into the
ance, but there is always a danger that better with some forms of connecting tag, insulation.
one or two strands of the flex will Make but the general method outlined is applicAnother method is also shown in Fig. 2,
contact with a nearby terminal and cause able in nearly every ease.
but this is more suitable when using a
a short-circuit.
metal chassis. A rubber grommet is fitted
The correct method is to measure the Mains Leads
in a hole in the side of the chassis and the
The above methods of dealing with the leads are passed through this before being
ends of flex can be applied to nearly all attached to the receiver components. A
leads, including those for batteries and knot is then made in the assembly of wires
mains supply, but especial care should be so that they cannot be pulled through the
them or forms loops which can be gripped
under the valveholder terminal nuts.
Not only does this give an untidy appear-

MIRE SPLAvE0 F. SOLDERED

Fig. I.-The best method of connecting a flexible
lead to a terminal: by soldering on a tag.

-

taken with leads for use in the mains grommet.
system. The chief precaution should be
that there is no exposed bare wire, the H.T. Connectors
shrouding of the plug, socket, switch or

other component covering the bared portion
and also some of the part which is insulated.

In dealing with mains -supply leads it is

impossible to be too careful. The first
lengths of flex carefully, then to push A little hint which is worth remembering point which should receive attention is
all " live " points should be so insulated
back the cotton insulation. The next
that if there are any loose threads of the that
that it is impossible to touch them without
step is to remove the rubber covering by is
cotton
sleeving
they
can
be
trimmed
off
using the blunt edge of a knife blade. flicking them through the flame of a dismantling the connector. An example
of what is meant is given in Fig. 3, where
When the connections are to be soldered match.
it is assumed that there is a supply socket
it is necessary to bare the wire for only
When
flex
leads
are
used
for
battery
about fin., but when a terminal loop is connections from the receiver, there are on the set and that a length of flex is used
to be formed the wire should be bared for various methods of dealing with them. to connect a plug fitting into this to the
rather more than fin. In any case, the One is to fit them with plugs at each end power point on the wall. It will be noticed
strands should be tightly twisted together so that they can be plugged into the that the pins of the power -point plug are
after baring, whilst if the wire is dirty batteries and also into terminal -socket exposed (since they are " dead " when the
it is wise to clean it before twisting; strips on the receiver. It is generally plug is removed from the point), whilst
the socket at the other end of the flex is
cleaning can be done by dipping the wire
completely insulated (since this is " live "
into methylated spirit or carbon tetrawhenever the mains plug is inserted),
chloride and then wiping with a clean
There is a wide variety of plugs and sockets.
duster-this is better than using fine glass
but whatever type is employed the rules
paper or scraping the wire.
just outlined should be carefully observed.

It is also important that the ends of the

Forming Looped Ends

When the wire is to be looped, curve
it round a short piece of rod or a pencil
point and make a tight twist at the neck

flex leads should be protected after being
joined to the connector. This can be done

iron, holding the iron in contact with the

end of the connector. Not only does the
tubing prevent the insulation from fraying,
but it strengthens the wire, preventing it

of the loop. Lightly smear the bared wire
with flux and then tin it with a hot soldering

wire for only two or three seconds.

When

making soldered joints the same general
procedure

should be followed,

without

-After the ends of the Fig. 3.-" Live" mains connectors should always
wire have been tinned, bind the ends of be insulated. Connectors with open pins or sockets
the insulated portion with strong thread.
should be " dead" when removed.
An alternative method is to slip a short
length of insulated sleeving over the wire more convenient, however, to attach the
before treating the end, and to slide this leads to the receiver in more permanent
along to the end of the insulation after- form. They can therefore be dealt with
in the manner described above. It is
wards.
It is in many respects better to fit tags rather important, however, that they
making the loop.

by binding with stout thread, although

it is still better to &It short length of rubber
tubing, if possible clamping this in the

from breaking due to constant bending

against the edge of the connector.

A similar arrangement

is

applicable

when two mains leads, or wires carrying
H.T., are to be joined together. An
example of this is sometimes to be found
where the receiver proper and combined
amplifier -mains unit are mounted on
separate chassis. Irreversible connectors
should be used, whether they are of two-,
three-, four- or multi -way types. That

to the ends of the flex when terminal should be anchored to the set so that, which is connected to the mains unit should
connections are to be used. A better should they be tugged, they will not come be completely shrouded, whilst there may
contact can often 'be obtained and there adrift ; if they .did a short-circuit might be projecting pins on the connector fitted
is less chance of the wire being damaged be produced-with expensive results. Two to the receiver.
or frayed when tightening the terminals. methods of anchoring the leads are shown
(Continued on page 532)
in Fig. 2. In the case of the wooden
The method suggested is shown in Fig.
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one of the resistances. This will show
which one to operate.

The headphone section of this tester is

also useful

for connecting

into other

circuits when set testing, and by using a
blocking condenser in one lead it can also
be utilised for the testing of L.F. anode
circuits.

The Power Supply Unit
This unit has been primarily designed

for use with the
described, but

valve tester already
the designer has also

remembered that in most experimenters'
experience an instrument with more than
one use is very handy, and thus it is possible
to utilise this unit in more than one way.

are A.C. filament outputs from
conductance of the valve. Without going 12There
volts in steps up to 40 volts, and the
into the mathematical side of the matter range
covers all the common heater voltages
it is found that the mutual conductance
the first resistance dial, Vi, should read in milliamps per volt is equal to 1,000/total found in all valves on the market ; it is
not likely that any valves will be designed
something like 100, 200, 300, 400, and so on resistance,
to 1.000, and the same with the second dial or mutual conductance 1,000 milliamps with heaters outside this range. Furthermore, for use with the tester this range is
V2. but this time in steps of 1,000 ohms.
resistance
very useful for a quick check of valve
Remember, of course, that when one per volt.
heaters (to see if they are lighting at all),
resistance is being measured the others
The
resistance
is
found
adding
up
by
(Continued on next page.)
must be at zero resistance, or otherwise
WIIEN all these values have been
obtained, erase the marks first put
on the dials, and if carefully done

the total resistances

the values would he hopelessly incorrect.

as shown on the dials
when the zero signal
point has been found:

Calibrating for Emission

For the purposes of testing valves we In this way we can
also plot by graph

rely on the well -tried mutual conductance

{mutual
conduct-

15

51

I

ance
against re-

sistance

52

14

value), and
also on the

13

Hr.

l

12

scales t h e

11

HI

10

direct read-

ing of muS3

tual con -

ON/OFF

duct an c e
A.C.

INPUT

for the total

resistance
in circuit.

OHT-

Opera-

+2

tion

H.T.1-2

0+3

Connect

F LS
H T1-3

up
the
phones,
signal
generator,

+1

and leads
to the valve
Fig. 6.-Punel layout for the power supply unit

.

The size

C5

panel.
From the

valve index

card apply
the correct
Fig. 7.-Theoretical circuit diagram for
te,t, and with our instrument it is found voltages to the valve
power supply unit.
that when the zero signal is denoted in the being tested. Switch
headphones, then the resistance in circuit on the signal generator
bears a constant relationship to the mutual and listen in phones. Rotate one resistance .....0.141.11MINI.M11.11OPIIINOM114M141411000.1M....0.7
of the panel can be made to suit require= nts.

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR THE BRIDGE
UNIT
$ Ten banana type plugs and sockets.
One 4 mfd. fixed condenser. Paper type.
I One 1 mfd. fixed condenser. Paper type.

One 50,000 ohm fixed resistance
IOne 1,000 ohm variable wire -wound square law 'a
resistance.
One 10,000 ohm variable wire -wound square law
; resistance.
I One 100,000 ohm variable wire -wound square law i
resistance.
I One 2 : 1 L.F. transformer.
Insulated wiring.

I Nuts and bolts.
9in. square panel.
IExtras to use : headphones and signal generator
(L.F. type).
Cabinet if requited.
- Pieces of stiff paper and celluloid.
$ Pointer knobs for var. resistances.
ANIPi

HMI.1 41111NHIMM.114

at a time. First take VI and rotating
slowly listen for zero signal, if not present
on whole scale, return to zero and try
V2.

If

still unsuccessful,

return to

zero and try V3. If still no zero, then
valve must be defective. When zero

is obtained (it should be possible to get it
on one resistance only) this gives the
reading corresponding to the mutual
conductance.

Again, as in all valve testing, tap the
valve as the test is conducted, and see if

there is any change in the sound or position
of minimum
It will be found that each of' the variable,

resistances will cover a certain range of
mutual conductance values, and then when

testing any valve it is only necessary to
see what the maker's stated value of this is,
and compare it with the range covered with

COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR POWER
SUPPLY UNIT.
Ten plugs and sockets.
One 15 -way switch or equivalent type.
Three toggle switches, single pole.
One filament transformer, as described, and mains
transformer.
Two 8 mfd. electrolytics, 600 W.V.D.C.

One 4 mfd. electrolytic, 600 W.V.D.C.
Two 2 mfd. electrolytics, 600 W.V.D.C.
One L.F. smoothing choke, Bulgin L.F.21.
Two 5,000 ohm fixed resistances, Bulgin PR9. I
Two 100,000 ohm var. resistances, wire wound,
4.5 watts.

One 300,000 ohm var. resistances, wire wound,
4-5 watts.

One 25,000 ohm var. resistances, wire wound, /
5 watts.
One 10,000 ohm var. resistance, wire wound /
(Bulgin MV14).
Panel, gin. square, plywood or ebonite.

Nuts, bolts, and connecting wire.
DW4 rectifier, and valveholder for same. /

0.111.=.1.01.1.11.0.1ME. 1.0.1.1 ,.1.11404141011.111141.1
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are for the input from the mains, or these
can be dispensed with, and the mains cord Impressions on the Wax
and the supply can also be used as a sub- led in directly at the back of the unit.
stitute for a set's filament winding of the
The bottom two sockets are from the
A Review of the Latest Gramophone
mains transformer (where this is suspected filament transformer, and their output is
Records
to be faulty).. Other uses will, no doubt, controlled by the filament selectoi;switch S4
Vocal
Variety
occur to the constructor.
(Fig. 7.)
(Continued from previous page.)

The filament transformer is quite separate
Si and S2 are shorting switches for
from the H.T. one, and this obviates inter- cutting out the voltage dropping resistances
action faults between the two, and makes V4 and V5. S3 is the mains on -off switch.
for safety in use.
A baseboard is cut to hold the two transThe H.T. section supplies three rectified formers behind the panel, and also the
and smoothed outputs for operating the rectifier valve and large filter condensers.
anodes, screens, and extra screen or There are no difficulties in the assembly, and
oscillator anode of the valve panel elec- the -usual precautions are necessary to
trodes. This supply can also be used for space the transformers well, and also away
other purposes as the outputs are variable from the choke_ which is screened and can
and very well smoothed. A large range of be earthed.
output voltages is possible with the aid of
the series of resistances and volume control Operation with Tester

a quite remarkable array,
of light vocal talent, there is a new
record by none other than Sophie Tuckei
this month. The coupling is a wise oneHEADING

a new tune, " The Lady is a Tramp,"
has been paired with an old Tucker favourite
-" Some of These Days "-Brunswick
0 2893. Jack Doyle and Movita, who

recently made a successful broadcast, have
recorded Speak to me of Love " and
" Romance in Rio," which comes from

Movita's film, on Decca F 7351.

Also in the Decca list there are new
records by Vera Lynn singing " I Shall
When using with the valve tester (or be Waiting " and I'll Pray for you "otherwise) always use VI before V2 and V3 Decca F 7330 ; Adelaide Hall singing " The
when adjusting the voltage of the Pos. 1
is a Tramp " and " Where or When,"
output. This is to avoid overloading the Lady
both
from
the film, " Babes in Arms "wattage resistances on a heavy
F 7345 ; Al and Bob Harvey with
currents ; it is dangerous to try and take a smaller
drain of current. It will be found that Decca
their version of Sing Hullabaloo Belay "
large current and damage may result.
these
give all the control and " You Never Miss the Old Faces 'This supply can also be used for sub- requiredresistances
over the Pos. 1 output, but if extra Decca F 7353, and Ben Lyon and Bebe
stituting the H.T. supply of a -set where control is
needed then the other two
is the large current
output for the plates of valves or other
purposes where a large current May be
drawn. Pos. 2 is for screens, and Pos. 3
similar, and these can only supply small
resistances.

Pos.

1

this is suspected, and for applying a large resistances, V4 and V5, can be brought into
voltage to test condensers.
circuit. The resistances are operated in' the
order : V1, V2, V3, V4 and V5. This is
Components and Parts
important, as they are then placed into
The filament transformer is specially circuit according to their power -handling
wound, and any good transformer winder capabilities.
can make it easily. The maximum current
The connections to the valve tester are
drawn is 2 amp. in the secondary, and the self-explanatory, and need little adding to ;

output voltages are obtained by tapping the filament supply to fils. on tester,
the winding for 2, 4, 5, 6, 6.3, 7.5, 13, 14, negative to negative, and the same with
20, 24, 25, 26, 30, 35 and 40 volts.
One end of the transformer is connected

the other outputs. The \valve being tested
is not inserted in its holder until the

directly to a socket, and the other taps go applied voltages have been roughly adto a multiple -contact rotary switch with justed, and then when it is in place the
15 contacts. In the writer's model this was voltages are accurately made.
one of the old rotary arms making contacts
The H.T. outputs are from practically
with studs, each separated enough to zero up to 400 volts at 60-80 milliamps for
prevent the switch arm from being on two poWer valves, etc., and smaller currents
studs at a time (and shorting the particular for the screens. The output voltages and
section there). The centre arm is connected currents will be found to satisfy the requireto the other socket.
ments of all modern valves. The H.T. outThe H.T. transformer is wound to take a puts can be removed from the valve tester,
Mullard DW4 rectifier valve, i.e, filament and with the aid of a neon lamp in series
winding for 4 volts, 2 amp., and H.T. with one of the leads we can test for shortwinding to deliver 400-0-400 volts, and circuits between the various electrodes (the
giving 400 volts D.C. at approx. 120 mA.
filament transformer meanwhile heating
The smoothing choke is a Bulgin L.F. 21,

or any other reliable component having
15 hys. at 100 mA will suffice.

Cl and C2 are each 8 mfd. electrolytic
type, C3 and C4 are 2 mfd. each, electrolytic, and C5 is 4 mfd. electrolytic.
V3 is a 300,000 ohm 3 'Watt variable resistance, V2 a 25,000 ohms 5 watt variable
resistance, and VI a 10,000 ohm resistance ;
a BulginiVIV14 is recommended. This last is
a power resistance, and if it is of the sliding

top bar type, then it will not be mounted
on the panel, as shown at V3, but can be
placed elsewhere or on top of the cabinet.
V4 and V5 are each 5,000 ohna, and
Bulgin PR9 were used.

R1 and R2 are each 100,000 ohms

variable.

Construction From the foregoing remarks a good idea
of the circuit will have been obtained. The
panel layout is depicted in Fig. 6, and the
panel itself can be of any convenient size,

about 9in. square is suggested, but the

constructor can suit his own requirements.
The D.C. H.T. sockets are placed on the
left for easy connection to the valve panel,
and the A.C. is on the right-hand side. The
top two sockets give the output from the
secondary of the H.T. transformer (useful
for a number of tests), and the centre two

Daniels-Decca F 7349-50.

Sidney Burchall-he was the first to

record There'll Always be an England "has now recorded a ballad hit of to -morrow

in the form of " Absent Friends " on
Decca F 7354. He has coupled it with
" The Old Lady of Armentieres."

Elsie and Doris Waters bring typical

Gert and Daisy touches to " Please Leave
my Butter Alone " and " Knees Up,
Mother Brown " on Decca F 7309.
Connie Boswell fans will be glad to hear
that this famous American singer, who has
been crippled since birth, is now able to
walk again. Connie has recorded a song
called " Stra-va-na-da," coupled with " At
Least You Could say ' Hello,' " on Brunswick -0 2891, and has also made a duet

record with Bing Crosby of " Start the
Day Right " on Brunswick 0 2890.

For Dancers
AMBROSE and His Orchestra have
made some attractive records this
month,- one of which introduces that

popular hit tune of the moment, " Scatterbrain." It is coupled with " Over the
the valves).
Rainbow " on Decca F 7348. His other
This finishes the complete outfit, and it records are " Give me my Ranch
can now be seen that the three units, " Bella Barnbina "-Decca F 7347," and
and
although primarily made to work together " Where or When " coupled with " Are You
for the testing of all valves, can also be very Havin' any Thin ? "-Decca F 7346. Jimmy
useful for other purposes. The cost of the Dorsey and His Orchestra have a really
whole is not heavy, and if made in stages grand tune in " Let's Make Memories
will be easier, and yet will not prevent the To -night " on Brunswick 0 2895, whilst
carrying out of very useful work with the Guy Lombardo leads his Royal Canadians
apparatus already assembled.
rIMPI NE041.1 4041M4)411141411041.110.0.11111.0.101 NUN 14111.11/MI
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through a typical version of " Faithful
Forever " on Brunswick 0 2897. Count
Basie and His Orchestra play " Jive at
Five " and

Evil Blues " on Brunswick 0 2894. Billy Kyle's solo piano record of
" Between Sets " probably has nothing to do
with tennis, but makes delightful listening.
On the other side is an opus called " Finish in' up a Date "-Brunswick 0 2898.

Brian Lawrence and His Lansdowne

Orchestra appear in the Rex list with two
new records. They are " Where or When "
and " Good -morning," both from the film

By F. J. CAMM

" Babes in Arms " on Rex 9711, and
" Are You Ravin' any Fun ? " from George

400 pages, 6f. or 6/6 by post

Laughed " and " You Never Miss the Old
Faces " on Rex 9712. Horace Finch at
the Empress Ballroom plays a number of
popular tunes on the organ in " Finch
Favourites, No. 5 "-Rex 9709, whilst
Billy Cotton and His Band play " Red,
White and Blue " and "Massed Bands of
the Guards " on Rex 9699.

from

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.
TOWER HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON ST.,
STRAND, W.C.2

Black's show shop, " The Little Dog

.
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ON YOU

VELENGTH
if asked his -opinion of crooning-will automatically reply : ' It makes --me sick.'
" If, however, the dangerous word is not
mentioned, the selfsaine average customer

The Television Black -out
HERE is not, as was hoped, any possi-

bility at present of a resumption

of the television service in any shape

will listen to and enjoy many samples of
word itself which conjures
the art. It is
up the dislike complexes, not the actual

or form. I quoted the question which
Sir Reginald, Curry asked in the House of
Commons on January 1st, when he asked :
" What is the present situation with regard
to television broadcasting in this and other

crooning.
Of course, there is crooning and
crooning. Some of it is so bad that even

countries ; whether the Postmaster -General

will consider an early resumption of television broadcasting -as an encouragement

By Thermion

both to research work and to manufacturers of television sets enabling them to
establish a British product in' world mar
kets.", Major Tryon replied that he &mid
hold out no hope of its early resumption,
and although he agreed that television The chapters include : An Introduction to
services were in operation in other countries
he did not believe that they had passed the the Short Waves ; Operating Your First
experimental stage. Another spe,aker pur-
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Short -waver ; Band Spread Tuning ; Hand -

Effects Short and Ultra -short
sued the question some days later, and capacity
Wavelengths ; H.F. Amplification ; Tuned

rebeiyed the reply that the P.M.G. could H.F. versus the Superhet ; Metres, Kilosee little prospect of the provision of a cycles and Megacycles ; Mastering the
televisiori service during the war. The Morse Code ; Minimising Interference ;
Television Advisory Committee is, how- Tuning Short-wave Aerials ; Making a
ever, to meet representatives of the manu-

the strongest stomach will turn at it.
" But let us get qu ite clear in our minds
about exactly what ;s crooning. The dic-

tionary will tell yOu that it is to sing
softly, as a mother to her child ' and is

unconsciously near the modern definition,
which is to sing softly for microphone
purposes.'

" Before microphones were in everyday
use, a singer had to develop lung power or
be lost at the back of the hall. Who has
not seen a fifth -rate tenor goMg black in
the face and with bulging veins reaching
for his top notes ? Was it pretty to see ?
Or enjoyable to hear ?
" It is not fair to take the best of legitimate' singers and compare them with the
worst of crooners.' You might just as

Aerial -coupler ; Couplings for
facturers to probe the question of the Screened
More Aerial Couplings ; Reflector well base your opinion of Wagner on
Aerials
;
television
"
in
the
more
development
Aerials; Coil Design; _Measuitng Wave- pub -door comet player's rendering of
distant future."
lengths or Frequencies ; Ultra -short-wave
0 Star of Eve.'
Converters and Adapters ; Finding and
" Crooning, as I have said, came into
Nomenclature for Metallised Valves Measuring Wavelengths of Five Metres and
THEimportance of distintuishing be-

tween a valve with a clear bulb and
one with a metallised bulb is becoming
The General
increasingly appreciated.
Electric Company has, th$refore, decided
that in -certain existing, and in all new
types of Osram valves of the metallised
type, the suffix M shall be -included in the
coding.

It is felt that this step will do much to

obviate many of the difficulties encountered

by traders in making out their orders for
each type of valve.

It- is not intended that this distinctive
nomenclature shall apply to older type

It will, however, provide a safeguard in ensuring delivery of the correct
valves.

with the microphone-which is,
Two Simple One-valvers ; Two existence
magnifier of sound.' It was
literally,
the
An
A.C.
TwoSimple Two-valvers
found
that
a
lot
of people had a talent for
An
valver ; A Standard 'Three-valver ;
these popular ballads of the day
A.C. Four -valuer ; A Nine -valve Commu- singing
in ways which were amusing, entertaining,
nications Superhet. The book contains unique
just appropriate-but whose
valuable tables, a list of world short-wave voices or
not strong enough for the
stations, and is fully illustrated. It costs public were
Who has not had a
5s or 5s. 6d. by post from The Publisher, talentedplatform.
friend who can entertain the
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, drawing -room circle for hours singing at
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
the piano or with a ukulele to accompany
It is attractively bound.
? Why waste such talent ? Before
By the way, those of my readers engaged himself
advent of the mierophone such people
in the engineering trades may also be the
to be wasted by reason of sheer lack
interested in our new volume " Dictionary had
of Metals and Their Alloys," which is also of carrying power.
" Following these natural ' but untrained
published at 5s. one. 6d. by post.
Below ;

artists came those who grew up with
the microphone, who were born into
the microphone age. Singers and artists
What is a Crooner ?
morio spent their periods of study not
plain or metallised type will be specified
MOST of my readers know my attitude in learning how to reach the back of the
in the manufacturers' instruction bookto crooners, and the following is an hall, but in learning how to master the
lets.
finish of valves in the case of new receivers,
where the new reference number indicating

interesting discourse on the subject which I
For, make no mistake, the
The types involved in this change are came across in the Voice. I give it for your microphone.
mike ' is a merciless critic and will magnify

DH63, KTW61 and X63 with plain bulbs,

attention.

which will be specified as DH63M," Let's have a few facts about crooning.
KT W61111, and X63M when required with Even if you're not very interested in the

Types Osram X73M,
KTW73111, KTZ73M and - DH7311 are
available only with metallised bulbs:
Most traders will appreciate that there
is no difference in the list price between
plain and metallised valves.
metallised bulbs.

the slightest weakness.

" It is not the crooner's fault if the
songs he or she is paid to sing are banal
subject, a lot of people are-violently for and trivial. But it is his fault if his
or equally violently against. Yet I'll diction is bad, his intonation faulty or his
guarantee not one in a thousand of them treatment inappropriate. These are the
could give you a definition of it.

points on which you should judge a crooner

" If one were to believe the stories in -not the sentimental words he sings.
the papers, crooning can be regarded as a And within these limits he meets the
substitute for ipecacuanha, for, on being ' legitimate ' singer on equal grounds, and
" Newnes Short-wave Manual"
asked his opinion, the Average Reader often beats him. The only points in which
THERE has just been published from the (we are told) invariably replies : It makes he can't compete are volume (which
doesn't matter for microphone singing),
-Offices of this journal " Newnes me sick.'
" And such is the power of suggestion by
Short-wave Manual "-a complete treatise
on the design, construction, operation, and newspapers: music -hall comedians, weekly
adjuStment of short- and ultra -short-wave funny' papers and others whose selfreceiversc aerials and equipment with appointed task it is to raise a smile, that
designs 'for, eight short-wave receivers. sure enough the average record buyer-

tone (which is usually a natural asset with
the crooner, otherwise he seldom gets as
far as making a record) and technique in

vocal tricks (which are not required f6r
the singing of `pop' galads)."
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Designing Mains Transformers

-2

The Question of Determining Suitable Wire Gauges, the Winding

Space Required, and Voltage Regulation are Discussed in this Article

THE next consideration is what gauge
of wire can be used for the various
windings, bearing in mind such
factors as winding space available, current
flowing and the number of turns required.
The selection of the most suitable gauge
for any given section of the transformer
often causes some little worry to the
constructor, as the items mentioned above

By L. 0: SPARKS

wire table, its resistance determined. This
resistance will produce a certain voltage
drop in the effective primary voltage,
formed by a, b, c and d represents what is depending, of course,
current flowing
known as the window of the stampings, and, as it is necessaryontothe
know how much
while the shaded portion is intended to is dropped, the following formula
is applied.
indicate the cross-sectional area of the Vd = resistance of winding multiplied
by
core. The length of the window space current flowing
in primary (in amps.).
is
that
indicated
by
"
d,"
but
the
actual
involve a certain amount of calculation length available for winding purposes will It is usual to express Vd. as a fraction of
which, if not accurate, will upset the whole be " d " minus twice the thickness of the the primary voltage. Supposing Vd came

of the constructional work and/or results walls of the bobbin which is going to
obtained.
carry the windings. The safest way is to
As the current flowing is of prime import- take the measurement between the insides
ance, it is first necessary to consider the of the walls of the bobbin, as this
value for each winding. These are usually vents the calculations being upset by preany
pre -determined by the output require- variation due to the making of the bobbin.
ments, but in the case of the primary winding this has to be determined, and this can
readily be done by the following method.
We have already calculated the wattage

to 20 volts and the applied mains voltage
to the primary was 200, then the fraction

are expressed as current multiplied by
voltage, we can apply a simple twist and

windings. With the latter, owing to the
heavy gauge wire usually employed, the
actual resistance of the winding will be
of a very low

-

of the input or, in other words, the primary,
therefore, knowing this and that watts

express the current flowing as watts divided

by voltage, which, in the example under
consideration, becomes go or .168 amps.
The value for the voltage, will, of course, be
governed by the voltage of the mains supply

would become 20/200 or, simplified, 1/10th.
The object of going to this trouble is
to correct errors which will be present, due

to losses, if the secondaries are wound
according to the rule of so many turns -per volt. The output voltages are likely to fall
below the calculated values when loads
are applied, if some allowance is not made
for iron and copper losses, especially
in the case of the low-voltage/high-current

order.

Fig.1.-(Left) De-

.

tails of the winding
area. Fig, 2. (below)
calculating average
turns length.

on which the transformer- is to be used.
Once the current value has been deter-

CROSS SECTIONAL.

mined, then reference can be made to a

AREA OF CORE

wire table to find out the most suitable gauge
to use.

OUTSIDE EDGE
OF WINDING

When examining a wire table, it will be
found that one column deals with the safe
maximum current value for any particular

.."::-'nPATH OF
AVERAGE

TURN
gauge of wire. The column is usually
headed " Max. Current in Amps. at
Knowing the number of turns required
Assuming that we have a
of
1,000 A. per square inch," but in some for the primary, it is not now a difficult 1/10 for Vd., it would mean figure
that the
tables, separate columns are provided for matter to calculate the number of layers number of turns- for the L.T. windings

different ratings, i.e., 1,500 A., 2,000 that will be necessary to complete the would be increased by 1/10th of the number
amps, etc.
Without discussing the winding. If, however, the wire gauge arrived at by the turns-per=volt, calculation.
actual meaning of this, it can be noted selected is stated to allow 30 turns per inch, When considering the H.T. secondaries,
that for most amateur transformers, the it is always advisable to allow a little it is not so essential to make this correction,

maximum current value can be doubled
with reasonable safety. For example, if
one looks up the safe maximum current
for, say, 22 s.w.g. wire, and finds that the

value is 0.6158 amps. (at 1,000 amps. per
sqnare inch), then it would be permissible
to use that gauge to carry 1.316 amperes.
For normal transformer constructional
work it is advisable to use the 1,000 amp.
rating and apply the above method.
Once the required wire gauge has been
determined, reference must be made to the
column which gives the number of turns
per inch for the wire selected, not forgetting
to note the difference between the space
required for D.S.C. (double silk covered),
D.C.C. (double cotton covered) and
enamelled. If any doubt exists as to which
form of covering or insulation should be
employed, it should be remembered that
the D.S.C. is the finest, especially where very
high voltages are concerned, although it is

latitude for imperfections in the winding.
Once the number of layers is known, the
thickness of the winding can be deduced,
but when doing this, it must not be over-

owing to the difference in characteristics
between this and the L.T. winding, but if
one is prepared to go to the slight extra
trouble and correct for losses, the
looked that insulation, in the form of will be in keeping with the calculatedoutput
value.
Empire cloth or dry brown paper, between In this instance, the actual resistance
of
layers will increase the calculated thickness; the secondary winding must be calculated
therefore, it becomes necessary to add, say, to determine its own voltage drop.
50 per cent. We will assume - that the
winding under consideration will occupy Voltage Regulation
the space shown by the dotted lines in
This is another item which causes
Fig. 1.
amateurs a little uncertainty. As mentioned
For a satisfactory product, one or two above, if the design is not good, the voltage
more calculations become essential. It is output of a secondary winding will vary
advisable to determine the resistance of according to the load applied or, in other
the wire used for the primary and the words, the current flowing. It is possible
secondary (H.T.) windings, as these have a to state the variation in output voltages
direct bearing on the accuracy of the output secured under the two conditions as a
voltages when the pre -determined loads are percentage of the calculated value. and it
applied.
is this figure which indicates the efficiency

Knowing the thickness 'of the primary of the transformer as regards voltage
wing, one can calculate or measure the 'regulation.

the most costly and, for that reason, the average length of one turn. This is shown,
other types are more widely used, particua simple plan view of the winding, in
larly the enamelled wire. The latter is in
Fig. 2, the turn concerned being the heavy
quite satisfactory, providing it is of reliable black dotted line.
make, that care is taken when handling
If the length of the turn is multiplied
it, and reasonable insulation is used between by the number of turns in the winding,
layers.
the total length of the wire used will be
If Fig. 1 is now examined, the rectangle obtained and, by further reference to the

PATENTS AND TRAD.E MARKS.

Any of our readers requiring information

and advice respecting Patents, Trade Marks or
Designs, should apply to Messrs. Rayner & Co.,
Patent Agents, of Bank Chambers, 29,
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A NEW

EXPANSION CIRCUIT

The Pros and Cons of Contrast Expansion, and
Details of a New Type of Circuit. By W. J. DELANEY
be boosted or attenuated as desired. In Modifications
The idea is very fascinating and to my
this way it is possible to pass on certain
represents one of the most interesting
gramophone record reproduction, frequencies for normal expansion, whilst mind
and the great interest which has been shown others may be stepped up to receive fields for experiment in modern radio. Too
attention has been paid to the reproby readers in the "Ideal " Radiogram circuit additional amplification, or cut down so little
which was recently published shows that the that they are not expanded. Obviously, duction of records and there have been very
changes compared with the vast
contrast expansion circuit haS a wide such a scheme necessitates that the operator little
developments in the radio side of receivers.
OWING to the restriction of broadcasting there is an increasing interest in

appeal. Many queries have been asked con- knows the musical score of the record being
cerning the arrangement, and. certain doubts played and must operate
su.
have been expressed in some quarters con- the controls to give the
cerning the advisability of using it. For the desired effects. It is claimed
benefit of those who are not familiar with that the result is a great
the arrangement it may be stated that it improvement on the normal
consists of a special amplifier so designed expansion circuit, but
that loud passages, or increases in volume on it is obvious t hat gxPANDER
a record, are given additional amplification, the results are in
whilst the amplification is cut down when a the hands of the
quiet passage is reproduced. In this way the operator and thus
balance of' the volume on a record is ex- personal preferences

panded and a more realistic effect

is

will

enter into the

obtained. The reasons for the use of such a reproduction. Man y NPUT
circuit are that the recording engineer has will prefer the auto-. °
tic reproduction
to reduce the contrast due to the deficiencies of the normal recording process and the of the disc: Howlimitations imposed by the -record material. ever, the arrangeNow the purist or musical critic argues that went utilises five

the arrangement is worthless for several valves, and we have
reasons. One claim which is put forward is not yet had an oppor-

that there is -a form of frequency distortion tunity of trying out
which unbalances reproduction and which the scheme in full.
cannot be tolerated in spite of the contrast
mprovement.

The Circuit
The signal is fed into
grid of the normal

Tonal Balance

the

to the increased input to the expander
amplifier the -gain will be increased and the
trumpet will sound appreciably louder.
But, at the same time, all other instru-

and rectifier of the

the overall gain has been so modified.
Therefore, says the critic, the expander
amplifier is spoiling the "balance of the
band, as all other instruments should
remain at the same level. Against this,

to the final amplifier or
output stage. The output from the ex- The L.F. amplifier has remained unchanged
pander valve is taken to the two grids of a since -the earliest days, and with the
double -triode, and in the cathode circuits improvements in records due to electrical
of this double valve the special discriminator recording it is desirable to take steps to

Another, and perhaps more important expander* type of valve
point, is that of tonal balance. Take, for in the usual way, and
example, a dance band which has been the output of this valve Theoretical circuit ' of the new expansion arrangement. It will be
recorded. Suppose that the trumpet sud- is regulated by signals seen that the signal passes from the expander stage and thence to the
denly takes a solo at full volume. Owing coming from the amplifier discriminator stage. Frbm here it is taken both to the driver or output

ments in the band will also be increased, as

expander circuit in the
normal

manner.

The

fifth -valve of the
circuit is

the input

valve and to the expander amplifier. The A.F. currents are stepped
up here, passed to the rectifier and the resultant rectified D.C. is applied
to the expander as control bias. At the same time the signal is taken
from the cathode circuits of the discriminator stage and through tone' control arrangements is also fed to the amplifier and driver.

however, one may argue that the balance or tone -selector circuits are arranged.
between the solo instrumentalist and other Adjustments of the ganged potentiometers
parts of the band will not be modified, and in these two cathode circuits attenuate of
thus, although the whole record is increased

in volume, one still retainsthe perspective
of the record and does not notice the

increased output of the rest of the band
--the soloist standing out. A great deal

thus depends upon personal taste, and some
listeners will prefer to hear the record with
expansion, despite this wrong balance due
to unequal amplification. However, this

improve the amplifier as the pick-up is

beyond the hands of the ordinary listener
from a development point of view'. The
boost bass or treble according to their ideal arrangement would, of course, be an
settings, and the output from each of these automatic discriminator which would not
circuits is split and taken to the grids of the operate beyond certain levels so that in a
output or driver valve and also to the grids case such as that mentioned earlier, where a
of the expander amplifier. This is "'alsoa soloist takes a lead at increased volume,
double -triode valve, and the grids are fed in that instrument would receive additional
push-pull, the output from the two anodes boost, but all others which were below a
also being taken- in push-pull to the anodes given level would remain unchanged. But
of a double -diode rectifier. The output whatever form of circuit is adopted one of

point seems to have created considerable from this stage is taken from the two
interest in America and a new circuit was cathodes (linked) round to the expander or
recently introduced in an endeavour to input valve. The output from the two
overcome the " defect," and in view of the anodes of the discriminator valve are also
wide interest in this type of circuit we give taken to the driver or output valve and thus
on this page a theoretical diagram of the there is a double mixing in this stage. It
expansion arrangement which has been will be seen from the explanation and the
developed by the Radio News of America. diagram that the idea is to select any
The thedy underlying the scheme is that a desired balance of high and low frequencies
special diScriminator circuit is provided in in the detector stage for subsequent rectifi-the expansion chain and this " sorts out " cation and this is fed back as control
the high and low frequencies, and each may voltage on the expander.

the most difficult things to eliminate is
frequency distortion or effects due to the

time lag of various condensers and similar
components connected in the circuit.

TELEVISION AND

SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK
5/- or 5/6 by post from
GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower
House, Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

Listening to Music
Ways and Means of Gaining Pleasure and Instruction from
Music is Discussed by Our Music Critic, MAURICE REEVE

.

T. a person of average intelligence, of becausq the voice's inability to make
good hearing and perhaps possess- harmony, together with its limited range,
ing an executive ability at some renders it almost, if not entirely, disfraninstrument, it may seem redundant, or even chised as a means for reading music.
inpertinent, to suggest that they may know
This is fundamental. Unless we can
little or nothing of the real meaning and develop the ability to hear all the notes in
content of the music to which they are our minds, just as we do the words on a
listening. Maly people listen to lots of good

page of English, we muse bring in our
music and sometimes play it quite well. instrument on which to produce their
They usually get good fun and intellectual sound.
And that instrument will of
recreation from it-or else, of course, they necessity be the piano or the organ, as
would naturally spend their time doing they are the only ones capable of repro-

something. else-and yet they 'may not ducing harmony.
" hear " more than a fraction of what they
Consequently we have the following
are listening to, in the same way that they do situation, at any rate, where the subject
whilst reading literature. It is therefore has no power to either read musical sounds
hoped that this and the following articles or retain them in his memory. The instant
will be of help and interest to those who, he passes on to one note from the previous
whilst spending much time and gaining one, that previous one passes completely
great pleasure from music, feel that there is

Get hold of this thoroughly, and the rest,
I am sure, will prove a much easier nut to
crack. Naturally no piece of music would

be possible if wholly maintained in its

original key ; at least its monotony would

cry out for vengeance. It is, of course,
largely the simple and " unsophisticated "
character of their modulations that causes
with " old " music
that is too prevalent amongst some of
the " bright young things " --of to -day.
" It lacks pep,' `it' ' or ' oomph,' " they

the dissatisfaction

will say. Well, everything comes bit
from his recollection. Coupled with the fact by bit, and great edifices are only reared
brick by brick. And the way that the master
musicians have built up their art forms no

still something in the music which has that he cannot anticipate what is coming,
not yet reached them, and which, if it were he is, as a reader of music, constantly
brought nearer to them, would greatly perched on one note, completely isolated

enlarge the scope of their horizon and add and divorced from the content of the music.
to their pleasure and instruction.
Musically he is in a perpetual black -out.
The first thing we must bear in mind is A similar effect in reading the newspaper

that music is a language which all but a

follow on as a natural sequence once the
former problem has been mastered. Our
ability to anticipate what is coming will
largely depend on the facility we acquire
in mentally judging which keys blend, or
match up, and which don't.

would be something like this : THE I FINNS

exception. Even such things as dominant
and diminished sevenths, or chromatic or
tonal sequences, were only introduced

after much experimenting and careful

To -day, they too are deemed old
very few of us do not commence learning ARE CONTINUING I THEIR I GALLANT I RE- thought.
and commonplace by some who
until we are many years older than we are SISTANCE I TO I THE I RUSSIAN I HORDES- fashioned
when we begin our study of English, with each word on a separate and plain possess more wit than learning.
and that when we do " take it up," we only piece of paper. Connected thought would
do so for about an hour a day, not giving be impossible ; by the time we reached the Musical Composition
it a thought during the other twenty-three. word " hordes " we should have forgotten
But all these things are only ingredients,
The result is obvious. While the constant whether we were reading about Finns or and though key in some modern composiuse of words, from the very dawn of our Poles fighting Russians or Germans, and tions is little more than a name, and is difficonsciousness and all day and every day, whether their resistance had been gallant cult to follow by any but the most enthuimplants in our minds an acquaintance or cowardly.
siastic listener (Shakespeare's " What's
with them which is intimate enough to
in a name ? A rose by any other name would
enable us to read them in silence without Sound in Relation to Key
smell as sweet," may form a text for some
our losing one atom of their meaning (all
modern writers), it is, nevertheless, still
Therefore,
the
very
first
thing
to
do
is
to
of us hear the words in our minds as we read
Just as the meat or the fish in cera knowledge of sound in relation to there.
the paper every morning at breakfast, or gain
' It is very easily done. Commencing tain dishes may be so garnished or dressed
going to our work in the train), few have key.
as to be almost unrecognisable from the
the ability similarly to hear the sounds of with some practice of singing single notes, mere namings on the menu, such as
notes or combinations of notes from the and checking up each one on a piano, " poularde duchesse," or " supreme de
mere sight of them, or the music or the key- we pass via careful scale practice on to bonne nuit," the poularde is there, neverboard. We have to strike them first. simply constructed pieces built on a tonic theless, lust as the C Major or theli. Minor
Consequently, when reading we gain the basis, with one or perhaps two of the sim- are in two pieces of music. They are the
full import of the text without having to plest modulations. It is most important to roots or jumping-off grounds and must be
mouth each word, and we can also antici- learn how a scale is made, as only by this properly understood for a full appreciation
pate the probable course the words we are means can we learn to separate each key of a musical composition.
another and make of it an independent,
reading are liable to take. We are so from
however, form only half of a work
familiar with all this that our minds also vital thing to us, b,s are colours. Everything of They,
music ; perhaps less. Next week I will
have the ability of almost instantaneously springs from these major and minor keys as inquire
into some other points which must
adapting and adjusting themselves to the founded in the scale and arpeggios. They be grasped
with equal firmness if a com-

should be practised until assimilated to
matter in hand, whilst they can also such
a degree that the titles " E Major " position is to be appreciated and undermaintain the closest contact with what

has gone before- our familiarity with the
medium being such that retention is
equally facile.

or " D Minor " strike up their " colour " stood to any extent. Sound (harmony and
(tone colour) in our minds as do the words melody) is so obviously the first thing we
red " or " blue." Also their relationships clutch when we dip our hand into the musical
and affinities, although this will very often bran pie, that we are apt not so much to

Reading Notes

With music, however, all is different.
Although recorded in a similar way to

other languages through the medium of an
" alphabet," plus many cabalistic signs and
orders, it cannot be spoken except through

PRACTICAL MECHANICS
HANDBOOK.

instrument. And here I may add that,
though the voice is the only medium with

By F. J. CAMM

the

interposition of a third party-an

which we can actually read notes off a
piece of music comparable to the way
we,..read words, the parallel ends there,

6/- or 6/6 by post from George Newnes, Ltd.,

Tower House, Southampton Street, W.C.2.j

give ft undue importance but to relegate
the other essentials too far to the background. " Sound " and " Music " would
seem to be synonymous terms ; so they

are, in some Ways. But we are not dealing
with them here, but with musical composition.
Just as sound, or a sequence of sounds,
must have rhythm to give it life, so must a
composition be written to a plan or, as it is

known in music, a form, if it is to have
a corporal existence. It is this side of the
question that I will discuss next week.

-

-
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Piracticdillints
A Colour -code Calculator
AVERY handy device that can

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !

be

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRELESS" must have originated some little dodge I
which would interest other readers. Why
not pass it on to us ? We pay £140-0 for the i
best hint submitted, and for every other item
published on this page we will pay half -a- i
guinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor, 1
"PRACTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, i

quickly and easily made is illustrated
herewith. It is drawn to scale and can

be made any size to suit requirements.
It consists of a base (either plywood or
card) on which are fixed spacers A B C D.

The pieces marked X are made to slide
between these spacers, and can, with
advantage, be slightly thinner for easy

Sotnraenvedr,yViit.C.2. PiPeuasteynouotrentrateeavnedryandoclasns

running.

em.

sent in must be original. . Mark envelopes
" Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hints.
i

These slides are marked as shown, and

it is important that they are of equal
width. The top part can be painted with

14MINAIIINNM.!11.1011MIN14114.114MINI1111.11.11

GUIDES
END

14=1.1141=1.4 1.1.(1.1=1.1111.0.111:

SPECIAL NOTICE
All hints must be accompanied by the
coupon cut frOm page 532.

DOT

BIacK

Brown
Red

A simple

Orange

Colour - code

7.1.01.0101,0=11,41,4=0.4110110110.114101) 411111....41411.11j.

Yellow

indicator.

Standard fin. bore brass bushes are
used for both extensions protruding through
the back of the receiver, and it will he seen

Green

Blue
Violet
Grey

White

a

that whereas in the case of
the winder, the bakelite extension sleeve retains the

U

anything which may prove of some use in

the future, I found a bakelite former, an
old valve base, some sorbo and another

former of ebonite, and with these I arrived
at a suitable scheme. As is shown by the

accompanying illustrations, the body of
the adapter comprises the bakelite former
B, the valve base being fitted into one

end and secured by means of a short
length P cut from the ebonite former,
screws S holding this assembly
securely by tapped holes made in the valve
6BA

base.

To the valve base is fitted a length of
ebonite rod internally E, this rod being
filed slightly to take the resistance tube,
whilst a little glue keeps this resistance
firmly in position. At the other end of the

bakelite former, and a short way down.
a wooden backilig ring is fitted by small
countersunk wood screws as is elea
depicted.
VALVE

P

BASE,

S

WOOD
Fs

BACK DISC

F'

SORBO

TIN LID

ic

correct distance between the

clock and the back of the

FELT

set to keep the winder
cleat in engagement, the
hand -setting extension rod

is permanently fitted to the
adjusting knob on the clock
by solder. The inset diagrams show the formation

NEON
LAMP
(5 W)

and details of the brass
engaging strips.-A. G. STORE

LIMITING

(Shenfield).

Adapter

to

remove

lower window.-I.

HASTINGS

limiting

the resistance

disc.

/

RUBBER

FPANERONT

SOLDERED

BACK OF RECEIVER
EXTENSION RODCI

the former by means of four small
wood screws equidistantly located.
From the inset circuit, it will be seen
that when a test is being made in which

BRASS
STR I P

(Mien -

ham).

the limiting resistance is required, the

A Receiver Time -piece Winder

corresponding valveholder sockets are

and Setter

front panel of my short-wave receiver
by adding a time -piece in the form of a
small chromium clock, a neat method of
winding and setting the hands had to be
I.

provided, so I made up the simple extension
fitment illustrated.

For the winder, I used a standard Eddy-

stone extension control outfit, slotting

SOLDERED
FILED

IA'BRASS

ROD

used, G. F, whilst for direct use of the
lamp without the resistance, the two

filament sockets are
T. A.. STEAK (Sudbury).

connected up.-

Vie
BRASS

Extension controls for a time -piece fitted to a
radio set.

both brass rods or shafts to take the two holder to protect the naked bulb, the prostrip fitments depicted, one serving as ject would more than likely result in the
the manual winder, and the other as the lamp being damaged or rendered useless.
attachment to the clock winder.
Through my practice of not discarding

4

A hole was cut in the tin lid

with a diameter less than the
limits of the bulb, whilst as a
further means of protection, a
felt ring, glued to the inside of
the lid, keeps the bulb in a state
of resilience. This tin lid is fitted to

ye BUSH

IN improving the appearance of the

vibration, a sorbo pad is glued to the

purpose of various tests, I realised that lid is finally fitted, the bulb is retained in a
semi -floating position, not being
pressed against the wooden back

when moved up and down to show

that particular combination in the

To preserve the bulb against excessive

the

unless some means
for re -introducing

Over the whole a piece of card or ply- were devised
wood is placed, fixed to the fixed rails, with a suitable
with two windows cut in it, one across the
particular colours; give the reading for

A dual-purpose neon adapter.

resistance in a neon lamp for the inside of the former, so that when the tin
WISHING

21in.

brown colour line and the other across
the No. 1 lines. The slides will then,

-REST STANCE

A Dual-purpose Neon

the actual colours (this has proved best)
or the colour merely written in. In the
specimen I have, the measurements used
were fin. for the fixed rails, in. for two
sliders, and lin. for the last one, the distance between horizontal lines being fin.,
the whole board thus measuring 51in. by

HOLE IN
TIN LID

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS, !

TA B LB S AHD FORMULA
By F. 161. CARIM
3/6, by Bost 3/10 from George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower Noose; Soathami,fturSt., London, W.C.2.
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ALTHOUGH we have published several
constructional designs in the past for

various types of amplifier they are,

like all published designs, incapable of satis-

fying every particular reader, and so we

give in this issue a further type of amplifier
which covers some of the points which have
previously not been incorporated in a single
design. Economy has been one of the main

keynotes in view of the present general

conditions, and at the same time a reasonably high output has been aimed at. The
amplifier was, in fact, designed primarily
for home -recording purposes, and many

EXPERIMENTAL 6 -WATT A,
Constructional Details of

General Features
This transformer is parallel -fed, and to
avoid all forms of instability in the out-

put stage, which in the original model

would have rendered it useless for recording

purposes, oscillation stoppers have been
included in the grid and anode circuits of

NIu 11

Unit

a

Self-contained A.C. Mains

for Microphone or Pick-up Work

next be drilled to accommodate the three

connection has not been shown on the

surface, and thus to simplify assembly and

wiring it is desirable to leave these three
items until last, when the chassis may be

most efficient screening and to reduce background noises.
The input terminals on the original

position and all parts mounted and wiring

insulating material, which was finally
bolted to the chassis, after the rectangular.

chassis, it is usually necessary to provide
an earth to the metal work to obtain the

items which are mounted on it.

There
are only the three components on the upper

placed upon the bench in an inverted

model were mounted on a small strip of

carried out so that the unit is practically

Si

2.000 n_

Fig. 1.-Wiring diagram of underside of chassis.

existing components were incorporated.

The amplifier is not critical in its design,
and any suitable parts which you have on
hand may be substituted for those which
we used, provided the main essentials are
borne in mind. The circuit which was adopted

included a single input stage feeding two

high -power triodes in push-pull in the output stage, and a valve rectifier was incorporated on the mains side. The input is,
as already mentioned, designed for a
microphone or similar input for recording

purposes, but there is no reason why this
should not be modified for normal microphone, and pick-up work, or for connection
to a radio unit for normal broadcast recep-

Fig. 3.-Theoretical circu t of the amplifier.

the two push-pull valves. The first stage is
adequately decoupled-the parallel -fed
transformer also assisting in this direction.

The valves in the amplifier are of the

been included in the H.T. negative lead,
and this is not operated until the valves
have been switched on for some minutes.

If, however, an indirectly -heated rectifier is

available this switch could be eliminated,

and the H.T. negative line joined direct
to the chassis. The latter is of the all metal type and carries on the front runner
the H.T. switch just mentioned, the input
put transformer. On the mains input side

the transformer which was used had plug-in

sockets and the mains lead was fitted
with suitable plugs and mains switching
wtts effected by the combined volume control switch.

components and holes.

tion. One of the main difficulties of using

only two stages is that of lack of amplification, so that the output stage is not fully

loaded, and in this design we have en-

deavoured to overcome this drawback by
using a high step-up transformer-actually
a Q.P.P. component.

Constructional Details
The chassis must first

4

be

drilled in

5, and although standard dimensions are
given for the valveholders, the remaining
holes may be modified according to the
components which are employed. The choke

should, however, be of the type specified,
and the output transformer should also be
identical.

Is

24'
6'4.

256

Fig. 4.-Drilling details of the front chassis runner.

position, and also that certain of the wires are screened.

It is also very important to
note that the metal case of
the volume control must also

be earthed, as it was found
that hum was experienced
until this had been carried

--11-1

3,

j

--e5- -,

1

out. The resistors, with the
exception of the large wirewound resistors, are sus-

.

'-

i 0

_0

pended in the wiring, and

accordance with the detailed drawing, Fig.

The front runner strip should

made.

have to be made to hold the electrolytics in

heated type, and, therefore, it was necessary
to take steps to avoid damage to condensers

input volume control. The
terminals
output leads are taken direct from the out-

Fig. 2.-Top of chassis showing position of main

are mounted. Note that a small clip will

indirectly -heated type, but the rectifier
which was on hand was of the directly -

and other components due to voltage
surge when the amplifier is switched on.
For this purpose an on/off switch has

opening shown in the drawings had been
Insulating bushes can, of course,
be used in place of the strip. A further

completed before the main three items

an insulated anchoring point
is provided for the H.T.
positive connection. This
could be dispensed with but
there is always a risk that a
short-circuit might develop
due to the metal chassis
being "live" and accordingly
the insulated anchoring point
is a worth - w h i 1 e refine ment. Although an earth
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Fig. 5.-Drilling details for the chassis.
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suitable out-of-the-way position in the hall

or other place, and the user of the microphone may actually operate the amplifier
at the same time.

MPLIFIER

If the amplifier is to be used in conjunction with a radio receiver, then no

additional amplification should be necessary

point concerns the 4 mid. fixed condenser

and the input circuit may be taken direct
from a detector stage where resistance capacity amplification may be included,

which, in the original model, was one of the
paper type which was available. These are

rather expensive and if condensers are

or, if a unit is being specially built, it would
be possible to use a choke -capacity filter.

being purchased for the amplifier it would
he preferable to obtain a multi -block

If headphones or speaker are at present

ejectrolytic condenser in which this also

joined in the anode circuit of a radio unit,

1,401111111*

4; 110110110

Fig. 6.-Compare this illustration with the diagrath in Fig. I.

was included. Thus, instead of obtaining
the type 0288 condenser, consisting of two
1

and this is to be used with the amplifier,

the two phone terminals should be bridged

8 mfd. and one 4 mfd. you should obtain
the type 317 which contains two 4 mfd.

by a good L.F. choke, and a 2 or 4 mfd.

fixed condenser joined to the anode terminal
and this may then be joined to the grid end

units in addition to the two 8 mfd. sections.
The output transformer should be selected

of the input volume control.

according to the type of speaker which is
going to be used, and this will govern, the
question of the ratio of the transformer.
It is possible to obtain them with a high
ratio or low.

r..,__......_.,_,.__,_.....,........_11
LIST OF COMPONENTS
a

I

One mains transformer -350-0-350 at 120 mA ; i
4 volts at 3 amps ; 4 volts at 2 amps.
!
iOne smoothing choke (Partridge).
;. One push-pull output transformer (sec text)I

Input Arrangements
A particularly important point to be
noted in crnection with an amplifier of

(Ferranti).
Three 5 -pin valveholders, chassis type (Clix).
! One 4 -pin ditto (Clix).
1

this type, or any equipment used for micro-

phone work, is that voltage fed to the

One .25 megohm volume control with switch

output stage is dependent upon the type
of microphone which is employed. As
already mentioned, the gain from the

(Dubilier).

single valve through the high step-up

I One Rotary on/off switch, type S.91 (Bulgin). I
Two large insulated terminals.
One 2,000 -ohm, 20 -watt resistance,. type PR.71

conditions- to load the output stage, and
for this purpose we assume an efficient

One 200 -ohm ditto, type PR.24 (Bulgin).
IOne Q.P.P. input transformer (any make).

transformer is sufficient under normal,

(Bulgin).

= Seven fixed resistors :
I
Two 100 ohm.
Two 25,000 ohm.

microphone of the transverse -current type
matched to the input circuit by means of a
suitable microphone transformer. If other
types of microphone are employed it will

I

i
I

be necessary to add a further stage of

One .25 mfd. fixed condenser type 4608/S

amplification, and this may be built as a
separate self-contained unit or included
on the same chassis. Many operators of
amplifying equipment prefer a separate
amplifier built into the base of the micro-

(Dubilier).

One 50 mfd. electrolytic condenser, type 3,004 j
(Dubilier).

One 25 mfd. electrolytic, type 401 (Dubilier).
I

!One 442 BU.
One 41 MH. valve
!

amplifier, which may then be placed in a
1

11

11

0

11

0

1.

1

11

(Dubilier).

j One 4 mfd. fixed condenser (see text) (Dubilier).

this it is possible to have ready at hand
means of controlling the output of the
11

I

One block electrolytic, 8-8-4 mfd., type 0288 .

phone and the necessary mixing or volume
controls are mounted on this. By doing

.01101(0.114111.1.1

Half watt type (Dubilier)
One 50,000 ohm. j
One 700 ohm.
One 10,000 ohm, one watt type.

0

(Cossor).

Two 41.MXP valve

LIIII10(=00111111.11..1111.11111(11(1111101=111.1141111111(111111J1
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frequency involved, deviations from the

frequency of operation cannot be tolerated
if a satisfactory service is to be provided;

and that is why crystal controlled transmitters are employed having a performance

factor better than 0.01 per cent. in carrier
stability. Other problems alluded to in
this same review made reference to the
commercial application of scientific discoveries, and in the examples furnished
they all had a direct bearing on television
March 9th, 1940.

Vol. 4.

Renewed Activity

No. 193.

equitable basis. Not only the large halls

and theatres need be involved, but the
in the television front line, hi spite smaller ones as well, for compact interof the Postmaster -General's recent state- mediate -sized television receivers could
ment in Parliament that he could hold out be developed for this purpose. As an
no hope of an early resumption of the example of what could be expected in the
television service. Although nothing is way of equipment capable of giving a good
heard of their activities or deliberations television picture up to, say, 8 or 10ft.,
in committee meetings, there is still in reference can be made to the accompanying
existence the Television Advisory Com- illustration. It shows one of the earlier
mittee, and it is known that a meeting was model receivers employing a projection
THERE is every sign of renewed activity

held by them a few days ago. Following past

practice, however, there is little hope of
any statement being issued by them, but
many conjectures are being made as to
the possible renewal of some form of
television service, in spite of war's activi-

The fluorescent
type cathode-ray tube.
screen can Be of the direct

and its associated ramifications. They were
visual direction finding, penetration of fog
by the reflection of electric magnetic rays,

remote frequency control, applications of
television and variable frequency modulation. It was said that the field of research
in this subject was wider to -day than ever
before, not only because of the youth of
the subject, but also because every day a
new tool or instrument -is being forged for
commercial use. How invaluable it would
'have been to British ships working in fog,
mist and darkness if apparatus had been
developed to. a commercial stage whereby
the captain on his bridge would have
been able to " see " his way by some form
of noctovisor ? There is no doubt at all

type, in which the built-

up picture is projected

right through the screen
on to a remote screen, or
ties. Even if it is accepted that the radiation use could be made of the
of signals into the ether is impossible for later types, in which the
a variety of reasons, the. fact that vision picture was projected
and sound can be sent over cable keeps directly from the front
cropping up as an alternative. It cannot face of the fluorescent
be dismissed solely on the score of expense, screen set at an angle to

many far-seeing people the scanning beam of elecassociated with the television industry, in trons. Suitable for front
one form or another, who have pinned theatre projection with the
for there are

their faith in a rediffusion of television receiving set, time -base
signals through the medium of a wire generator, scanning equipconnection.

cathode-ray tube
and lens complete, the

Originally, it was proposed ment,

to have a series. of main receiving ..centres

from which the radio signals would be unit can be built up in a
redistributed .by means of cable links to compact form and provide
houses willing to pay renta.l fees, the idea a satisfactory service for

being an elaboration of present-day sound relatively small halls unable
rediffusion practice which is so popular to meet the expense inin many districts, Since these centres curred by the larger screen
cannot now obtain their signal as an prototypes. In' any case,
incoming radio link, the suggestion has, it will be interesting to
been put forward that these centres could watch the developments of
be connected to the main television station the present-day television
by coaxial cable, and then rediffused by agitation and to hope that
means of less expensive cable over rela- a satisfactory solution will
tively small. areas.

be found that in no way

interferes with vital defence
services which are essential

Big -screen Possibilities
TT is known that television signals, with at this stage of the war.

their very high frequency characteristic,
have been relayed jointly by the Post A Progress Review
Office and the B.B.C. over normal telephone IN a recently published
review of progress by
cable circuits, and the hope has been
1

expressed that carefully directed research
would enable this scheme to be developed
for home consumption. No question of
providing an ideal direction finding station
for enemy .aircraft would then arise, and
the rebirth of a badly hit industry would
be ensured. Quite apart from the home
entertainment angle, however, there is

always that important question of big -

the Institution of Electrical Engineers, in so far
as it applied to the trends
associated with the use of
electricity in ships, some
very interesting comments

A' good example of a conpacl big -screen televisor which is suitable for small halls for signal rediffusion.'

were made in relation to the
research problems which are now being investigated. It was pointed out that these

screen working which must not be forgotten. were largely concerned with the minute
Certain of the large London cinemas were investigations of innumerable problems,
installed with up-to-date big -screen receiver's which although in themselves could not be
before the outbreak of war, and first-class classed as those of major order, were capable
variety programmes could be rediffused of ultimately producing a matter of first-class
to these and other entertainment centres importance. As examples of this, mention
from a central studio, and thus add was made of the question of stabilised
materially to box office receipts which have frequency control for radio communication

been so seriously affected since hostilities purposes so that the most minute and
started. By accommodating the artists accurate adjustments could be made.

in one spot, and allowing their acts to be This same problem has a high degree of
seen 'in a number of theatres and cinemas, importance in the radiation of television
the costs involved would be shared on an signals, for with the very high carrier

that this is one of the most urgent needs of a
maritime nation, such as Great Britain, and

in many quarters the hope has been expressed that inventors will exercise their
ingenuity in this direction, and so remove
one of the terrors of those who go. down to
the sea in ships.
A New Book

NEWNES SHORT-WAVE MANUAL
A complete Treatise on the Design, Construc-

tion and Operation of all Short-wave Equipment.

Price 5/- or 5/6 by post

from George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street. Strand, W.C.2.
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NEW SERIES

RADIO ENGINEER'S POCKET -BOOK
No. 21

No. 19

To convert -

mega means a million times.
kilo means a thousand times.
hecto means a hundred times.
deca means ten times.
deci means a tenth part of.
centi means a hundredth part of.

Square kilometres to acres

Hectaies to acres.

.

Cubic centimetres to cubic
.
inches
Cubic metres to cubic feet
Cubic metres to cubic

micro means a millionth part of.

7,15'fleYA.
'
1 amp., 5 amps.,50 amps., 100 amps., 200 amps., cheap, 20/-,

MOTORS FOR A.C. MAINS. Repulsion, self-starting.
1/60 H.P. with pulley, Type 50, 1,500 revs., 18/6. Ditto,
Type 36, 1/25 H.P. G.E.C., 3,500 revs., 27/6. Enclo.
Induction 1/10 H.P. Motors 2,500 revs 35/-. Self-starting.

(2,150.42 cubic inches) x -2.84
Hectolitres to cubic yards x .131

Weight

=1 decagramnie.

=-1 hectogramme.

=1 kilogramme.
1,000 kilogrammes =1 tonne.
Capacity

=1 cubic decimetre.
-=1 decalitre.
=1 hectolitre.

=1 kilolitre.

Grammes
to
ounces
(avoirdupois)
.

x .035 or

.

Grammes per cubic cm.
to lb. per cubic inch

-;-

Joules to foot -lb.
.
Kilogrammes to oz.
Kilogrammes to lb.
.
Kilogrammes to tons .
Kilogrammes per sq. cm.

=1 kilometre.
=1 myriametre.

A.R.P. PETROL ELECTRIC GENERATING SETS for Lighting and Charging.
Half h.p. DIRECT COUPLED.
150 watts D.C. 1.300
r.p.m.,
2 -stroke water-cooled 1-cyl. EnOn
gine, magneto ignition.
bedplate with 30 volts 5 amps.
Dynamo, 812. 90 Larger size
i kW. Petrol Electric Sets.

x .737:3
X 35.3

x 2.2046

x .001
to lb. per sq. inch . x 14.223
Kilogramme - metres to
foot -lb.
x 7.233
Kilogramme per metre
to lb. per foot.
x .672

\ foot

=1 metre.
=1 decametre.
=1 hectometre.

28.35

27.7

500 watts, 2 -stroke water-cooled
1 h.p., 1-cyl. engine on bed plate direct -coupled to 50.470

volts 10 amps. D.C. Dynamo, magneto Ignition, fuel
and oil tank, tn.
250 NEON LAMPS. Standard size letter neon bulb

.

Kilogramme per cubic
metre to lb. per cubic

=1 Centimetre.
=1 decimetre.

H.P., 1,426 revs., 551-, etc., etc.

D.C. MAINS MOTORS. 1:40 H.P. 110 or 220-v. series,
Type K.B., 1,750 revs., 15/, Ditto, G.E.C., 230-v., 2,000
revs., 18/-. Croydon 1;12 H.P., 110 and 220-v. shunt, 1,700
revs., 30/,

26.42

.

'

Length

10 millimetres
10 centimetres
10 decimetres
10 metres
10 decametres
10 hectometres
10 kilometres

X 61.022

.

Hectolitres to gallons

1 litre
10 litres
10 decalitres
10 hectolitres

x 264.2

.

Litres to gallons .
.
x .2642 or÷3.78
Litres to cubic feet
28.316
Hectolitres to cubic feet x 3.531
Hectolitres to bushels

Square Measure
100 sq. metres
=1 are.
10,000 sq. metres =1 hectare.
10 grammes
10 decagrammes
10 hectogrammes

x 1.308

yards .
.
Cubic metres to gallons
(231 cubic inches)
Litres to cubic inches

16.383

x 35.315

.

milli means a thousandth part of.

full information. 1916.
3;9 MILLIAMMETERS.-New. Where
the job calls for something simple without calibration for tuning or galvo for
testing. Back of panel type, as illus.,
8 MA., full scale. Plain scale and lin.
needle with mica panel, back lamp
and bracket. Neat and compact. Can
be used as voltmeter with extra resistGreat bargain

x 247.1
x 2,471

x .06 or

.

with holder, 220/240 v., 216.

DIAL -TUNING. 10 -point Finger Switch

.062

.

.

of volts 0-7.5, 0-150, 0-300. (lead for
MILLIAMPS, reads : 12) //IA. and 75
m.a. In black bakelite case. Measures
only 21in by 21in. with pair of test
leads and plugs. Leaflet ' N " gives
:

METRIC CONVERSION FACTORS

List of Prefixes

DIX - MIPANTA VEST POCKET
TESTER .-A wonderfully versatile
moving -iron multi -range meter for
service on A.C. or D.C. jobs. No projecting terminals. THREE ranges

Dials, as illus.. used on G.P.O. Auto matte Telephones. These have spring

Kilogramme per eheval-vapeur
to lb. per li.p..
x 2.235
.
Kilowatts to h.p.
.
x 1.34
Watts to h.p.
746
Watts to foot -lb. per
second
x .7373
Cheval-vapeur to h.p.
x .9863
Gallons of water to lb. . x 10
Atmospheres to lb. per
sq. inch .
x 14.7

drive, governor, clutch and contacts
inside. Price 216.
WIRE. Secial Clearance Bargain
45 gauge Eureka 10 MA., enamelled,
108 ohms per yd. 3/. per /lb. 36 gauge Eureka 100 m,a.,

.

3.1.- per ilb. 33 gauge Eureka 250 MA. 1/- per lib.

.

gauge Eureka 1/- per lib. 27 gauge Eureka 500 m.a.
10d. per lib.

Morse Sets, Keys, Buzzers, etc.

.

No. 20

No. 22
TRANSFORMER DATA

METRIC CONVERSION_ FACTORS

To convert -

Millimetres to inches
Centimetres to inches
Metres to inches .
Metres to feet
.

.

,

.

Metres to yards .
Metres per second to feet
per minute
.
Kilometres to miles
.

.

Kilometres to feet
Square millimetres to
square inches
Square centimetres to
square inches.
Square metres .to square
.
feet

Square metres to square
yards

1 inch

.

.

.

x .03937 or
x .3937 or
x 39.37
x 3.281
x 1.091

x 197
x .6214 or

x 3,280.8693

1.6003

x .00155 or =645.1

x .155 or- 6.451
x 10.764
X 1.2

=2.54 centimetres, or

25.4 millimetres.
=30.4799 centimetres,
304.799

1 yard
1 mile
1 millimetre
1 centimetre
1 decimetre
1 metre

milli-

metres, or .3047
metre.
=.914399 metre.
=1.6093 kilometres =
5,280 feet.
=.03937 inch.
-=.3937 inch.
=3.937 inches.
=39.370113 inches.
3.28084 feet.
1.093614 yards.
=.62137 mile.

1 kilometre
1 decametre
(10 metres) =10.936 yards.

Dimensions.

1:'

'''.."g,
.:ti

Linear Measure Equivalents

1 foot

OF STALLOY CARE STAMPINGS.

DETAILS

25.4
2.54

4
5

28
-29
30

A

B

0

aq

in.

in.

in.

doz.

15/16 25/16
#
11
11 3

2

i

11
1#
1

41

it

-...
.I.,
.

oz,zn.

e..

N.,

F

.1

'.."?..

sq. in.

prs.
50
30

6
6
6

8

6

11-

12

250
300

6
4
8
8
8

3

1

51

ityla
6
45
i
31
1
31 1
6
100
23
32
1
23
1
6
75
11
33
11 27
1
6
125
6
2/
35
31 11
6
200
5
51
- This table covers most 'of the commoner sizes of stampings,

but some makers give different numbers to stampings of
similar size.

COPPER WIRE DATA

Max.
Standard
Wire
Gauge

Work-

ing
Current
(amps.)

ing
Turns

per sq.
in.

16
18
20
22

24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38

In

6.5
3.6
2.0
1.25
0.76
0.51
0.35
0.25
0.18
0.13
0.10
0.06

Double Cotton Covered

Enamelled
Wind-

226
392
685
1,110
1,770
2,560
3,760
5,370
6,890
9,610
13,500
20,100'

Wind -

Yards
per lb.

lad

Turns

per sq.

Yards

per

lb.

in.

26.3
46.9
83.3
137
221
330
488

173
297
472
592
977
1,280
1,630
1,990
2,550
3.020
4.100
5,100

25.5
45,5
79.4
129
203
294
422
587
755
1,024

691
915
1,202
1,840
1,4-77
2,810
2,287
t se above table the " 3tox. Working Current " an

amperes) is based an a figure of 2,000 am) eres per square Inch.

SET.
MORSE
PRACTICE
LEARNERS'
No. 3A Duplex with Key and Buzzer and Lamp for sound
and visual, line plug is on base, 7/-.
BUZZERS, small type, with cover. 116. Power Buzzers,
with screw contact and adjustable spring armature. 2/6.
Heavy Buzzers in Bakelite case, 316. Siemens Morse
Transmitters, with key and brass -cased Power Buzzer,
17/6. Magneto Exploders, 25/-. Plaid Telegraph Sets
with Sounder. Relay and Galvo, etc.
KEYS. Morse Signal Keys, Dummy
Practice Keys, 3/-. 1. T.X. Practice
Key on black moulded base, a good
small key. 3:6. la. Long Bar Type
Practice Key, T.X.2, with cranked
bar, 5/6. 2, Superior model B.2.
with back contact, a well finished
key on polished wood base. 7/6. 3. Operators' P.P. Plated
pivot bar and terminals, mahogany base, 9/6. 4, Type
I.V. Superior ditto, nickel -plated pivot bar and fittings,
on polished base, 1016.
MORSE INKER. Tape Strip Recorders , portable or
table. Cheap. Wheatstone Strip Hand Perforators,
15/-. Paper Tape for Morse and Wheatstones, green or
white, 6d. reel. Brass Tape Reels in mahogany case, 2/6,
HIGH RESISTANCE AND RADIOPHONES.
The
finest always is the adjustable Browns A Reed Phone,
aluminium swivel headband, 4,000 ohms. 35/6. 1,500
ohms, 21/6. 120 ohms, 17,6. Cords. 1i9.
Second-hand HeadVarious Makes.
phones, In good order, 2,000 ohms and
4,000 ohms, 5/-, 6'6 and 7,6, with cords.
Western Electric, 2,000 ohms, 4/6.
FIELD PHONES ,St EXCHANGES.

Leather -cased or wood.
CORDS. Makers new price up to 21- for head cords, but
we have in stock tough ex W.D. headphone Cords that will wear better at 1'6. Service 2 -pin plugs, 6d. 2 -hole
sockets, mounted, 6d. Supplied with phones.
G.P.O. TYPE B. TELEGRAPH RELAYS, with platinum points, Silvertown Horizontal Galvos, two jewels,
5/-, post 6d. Vertical needle G.P.O. telex. Galvos, 416.

Weston tin. dial centre -zero ammeters, read 1 amp, to
15 amps.. 5/-.
SPECIAL LIGHT S.P. RELAYS for model control.
No. 3 type D 4) one blade " on -off " 10,000 ohms, 20 volts,
20 ma., 12'6. No. 4 2,000 ohms. 10 volts, 5 m.a,., 10/-.
No. 4n, 5 ohms. 2 volts, ;amp., 7/6. Heavier Current
Relays for Transmitters, etc. Sounder type 5 amps..
15/, American Ham Relays, 7:6. Ship Magnetic Key

Relay, 151-. Creed high-class polarised 2 -way Relays, 25/.
SUPERSENSITIVE MOVING COIL RELAYS. These work on really tiny currents from photo -cells. etc.,

and a small rectifier can he used for A.C. For panel use,
the small 2in. flush Lesdix meter type W1 works on 50
micro amps., will handle 150 mills. on main contact, 551-.

5/. BARGAIN PARCEL of 71b.
1

of

components ; resistances, tubulars,
micas, variables, wire, sleeving, vol.
controls, coils, magnets, chokes, switches,

mouldings, terminals, etc., post free ;
71b., 5/-.
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the receiver, the disc being centred in the
various positions by roller 37 on arm 38
which engages detents such as 41. An exGroup Abridgmen s can be obtained from the Pa tent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, tension 42 of arm 38 may operate muting
W.C.2, either sheet by sheet as

LATEST PATENT NEWS

issued on payment of a subscription of 5s. per Group Volume or in
bound volumes price 2s. each.

Abstracts Published.
DIRECTIVE WIRBLESS SIGNALLING.Lorenz Akt.-Ges., C. No. 499708.
Relates to a radio-goniometer of the kind
described in Specification 477963 in which
an auxiliary coil
11

(Fig.

1)

When the spindle 10 (Fig. 2) is rotated balls

14 rotate and transmit movement of the
spindle to sleeve 20 to which the arm 26
controlling condenser shaft 27 is fixed. The
movement of the shaft 27 is slow at first, but
after rotation through a predetermined angle

is

mounted at

right - angles to

the search coil

6 and

is sub-

stituted for it,

in order to give

the "sense" of

the bearing.

contacts 43 when the waverange is being

According to the
invention, t h e

altered. The device is said to be particularly

suitable for mechanical remote control by

switches 9 and

Fig. 1.

means of a flexible shaft.

15 which control
the setting of
the " sense "

TELEVISION. - Radioakt, - Ges.

coil and insert pin 46 on shaft 10 engages a cam surface
it, first in phase 45 and the shaft moves axially against
and then in phase -opposition, are mounted spring 16, to replace the drive through
on the hand wheel of the direction -finder, balls 14 by a direct drive through sleeve
and may take the form of a push-button 15 so that the condenser shaft 27 can be
or press -ring.
rotated quickly. When the condenser

Loewe.

No. 501608.

D.

S.

The Specification as open to inspection

under Sect. 91 comprises the following

subject -matter. A scanning disc with spiral
scanning holes arid synchronising slots is

lighted by a lamp to form a ray of less
width than the sloth. A photo -cell is coupled

reaches its limit of movement, rotation of to an amplifier with oscillatory circuits
WIRELESS RECEIVING-APPARATUS.- sleeve 20 is prevented and further rotation tuned to the frame frequency and provided
Pye, Ltd., Butler, C. E. M., and Root, of the spindle 10 is transmitted through with screening grid tubes. The frequency
E. V. No. 500873.
sleeve 15 and balls 21 to disc 32. The reducer comprises a pentode to the outer
The waverange switch of a wireless disc carries the waverange scales and grid of which the amplified filtered slot
receiving -set is operated by rotating the contacts such as 33 (Fig: 3) which co- frequency is conducted. The anode circuit
tuning knob after the tuning condensers operate with stationary contacts such as is adjusted to one quarter of the slot
have been moved to a limit of movement. 34 and these may alter the waverange of frequency. The impulses are led to a circuit
r.M.0.11.1111.040041101.111041MIDNIMO.11.0411/.1 /.=1.11,11111,41400.111.041!1.M001(14104111.11M4141=.11!1)M11.10.1100M11.1i1V
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Specification as accepted.

NEW PATENTS

517578.-Marconi's Wireless Tele.graph Co., Ltd., and Brett, G. F.
These particulars of New Patents of interest
to readers have been selected from the Official
-Thermionic valves.
Journal , of Patents and pre published by 517579.-Marooni's Wireless Telepermission of the Controller of H.M. Sta..
tionery Office. The Official Journal of
graph Co., Ltd., Brett, G. F.,
Patents can be obtained from the Patent
Herriott, E. G., and Gratze, H. J.
Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
S.-Cathode-ray tubes.
W.C.2, price Is. weekly (annual subscription

ASTRONOMICAL TELEVISION
-

i

517555.-Harman, W. E.- Electric
sound -reproducing appliances for
deaf -aid or for small portable
2116.-British Artid Plastics, Ltd.,
£2 M.).

Latest Patent Applications.

wireless receiving -sets.
and Bamberger, M. 0.-Indicator
dials. February 2nd.
517627.-Standard Telephones and
2376.-Dalgleish, J. W., Durrant,
Cables, Ltd., and Newton, G.H. C. and Pye, Ltd.-Device for
Bearings, particularly for, the
tuning mechanism for radio attaching fabric screens, etc., to
cases, etc. February 7th.
receivers or the like.
2359.-Symonds, F. C:-Timing ap- 517636.-Marconi's Wireless Tele.

.

paratus for use on wireless receiving-sets.

February 7th.

,

graph Co., Ltd.
tuning systems
receivers.

- Automatic
for

radio-

Specifications Published.
Television, Ltd., and
517514.-Baird Television, Ltd., and 517597.-Baird
Tingley,
G.
R.-Deflecting means
Chapter, C. F.-Electron-discharge
for
use
with
cathode-ray tubes.
devices.
(Cognate
Application,
27367/38.)
517420.-Cooper, A. H.- Radio517602.-General Electric Co., Ltd.,
receivers.
and Espley, D. C.-Niplow discs
517427.-Baird Television, Ltd., Denifor use in television.
soff, A. K., and Spiers, J. M. S.Luminescent screens in cathode- 517605.-General Electric Co., Ltd.,
Jesty, L. C., and Sharpe, J.ray and like electron -discharge
Screens of material adapted to be
tubes.
excited to luminescence by the
517428.-Baird Television, Ltd., and
incidence of charged particles.
Bentley, L. C.-Television or like
receivers.
517607.-Associated
Press.- Scanning deyices.
517482.-Baird Television, Ltd., and
Jones, V. A.-Electron-discharge
devices for television and like
Printed copies of the full Published
systems.
Specifications may be obtained from the
517483.-Baird TeleVision, Ltd., and Patent Oflice,25,Southampion Buildings,
Jones, V. A.-Television and like London, 11".C.2, at the uniform price of

J.-

.

.

receivers.

-

ls. each.

tuned to the reduced frequency. This
subject -matter does not appear in the

i
2

1

-

I
I

j
I
I

I

THE application of television to astronon3pal studies has been advanced as
a serious possibility in many quarters, and
varying degrees of success have attended

the efforts of inventors who have built
apparatus to. assist in the study of the
heavenly bodies. One of the biggest difficulties seems to be associated with the
employment of the correct types of lens
to allow the objects to be focused on. to
electron

camera photo -electric surfaces
for synthesising purposes. In spite of this,

however, it was stated recently that in
America tele-Vision apparatus has been
built for the specific purpose of providing
aid to the study of the behaviour of the

sun. Except on those rather rare occasions
when a partial or complete eclipse is visible

in some part of the earth, the brilliance of
the sun's face prevents astronomers from
making an exact study of the corona of
flaming gas which surrounds the periphery.
In this new television equipment, therefore,

the sun's face complete with corona is
I.,.

I.

i
_

i

I

i
!

L.......10 p....0.10.114104,00.1INNMP0.10,0,4111.11.1.M..M.1,.1.......111.04.1.614 /4114=10111111001.041111.1 /410.1,....1

projected on to scanning equipment of a
mechanical type.
The circular image
corresponding to the sun's, surface is then
masked off, and the remaining flaming

corona ring is scanned and reproduced as a
television picture on the face of a cathode;
ray tube receiver to which the transmitter
is directly coupled.
An uninterrupted

study can then be undertaken, and the
higher the degree of picture definition used
for dissecting the picture the more accurate
becomes the resultant picture. When such
a course is found necessary it is possible to

make a film of the television picture or
alternatively static photographs.
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MAINTENANCE OF WIRELESS
APPARATUS IN THE R.A.F.

Interference
The engines of an aircraft generate a
mass of high - frequency currents, from
magnetos,- leads, and sparking -plugs ; all

these have to be completely screened.
Here the aero-motor engineer has to
co-operate with the radio engineer to
ensure clear speech.

The power for operating the aircraft
been remembered, and the designer has
obtained from a generator
R.A.F. is largely by landline and taken care that the soldering iron can transmitter isthe
engine. Generators do
driven by
teleprinter, there is still much reach most places.
Nowadays a great deal of work is done overtime work ; they have the stresses
wireless signalling between ground and
aircraft, as well as from aircraft to aircraft. on high frequencies, and the problems that of sudden acceleration and deceleration,
The maintenance work is carried out by arise from the use of these frequencies and the moisture and oil which inevitably
the wireless and electrical mechanic. The require a good knowledge of the principles seem to get into generators. They are
wireless operator uses the set, the wireless involved. Not only is morse code used really fine precision instruments, and when
and electrical mechanic, commonly called for communication of the air, but also on the workshop test bench and dismantled,
radio telephony. The latter is also used require careful handling and inspection.
the WEM, maintains it.
Between the men on the ground and the
In a transmitting station we may find a for inter -communication between members
number of transmitters working quietly by of the crew in large aircraft. The marvel men in the air there exists a close liaison.
themselves without any apparent cause. of being able to speak or hear someone Inevitably speoial wireless jargon has crept
The transmissions are made by a cable who is a mile or two overhead and perhaps into use. We all know what an amp or
laid from a distant receiving station, this travelling at something like 300 m.p.h., an ohm is, and that a " dis " or a " short"
method being termed " remote control." has now become commonplace, but the can cause a great deal of worrying, but
These transmitters, being of low power, man who has to look after the wireless sets other words have their!-:neaning, too, such
seldom require maintenance ; but when knows that upon his care of, the sets as " juice," " revs." using his foot "
they do, the replacing of a component is depends the results with the RIP. Faults (used to describe a bad morse sender), and
a fairly simple matter. A bank of con- are soon brought to light, when there is so on.
There is ample opportunity for the keen
densers may be giving trouble : fitting background noise, gruffness of speech, or
one or more new ones takes but a short merely a noise, and here the aeroplane wireless and electrically -minded man in
the R.A.F., and a practical one at that.
time. The adjustment of a relay, cleaning itself can often solve the riddle.
Every aeroplane used for radio has to He will undoubtedly learn a lot that will be
of a contact, checking up insulation, or
correct tuning adjustments indicated by be carefully bonded. By that is meant useful to him on his return to civil life.
readings in the indicating voltmeter, the joining -up of all metal parts of the
ALTHOUGH communication in the

.

ammeter, or milliammeter on -the front of
the transmitter can easily be carried out.
A red light shows that the current .is on.
If access is required to the interior of the
set, the opening of a door or panel
automatically cuts off the power. A

aeroplane by small pieces of copper wire,

so that there is continuity, and bad electrical
joints between members are short-circuited
by the bonding wire. , This is also a safety

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS

knowledge of relays 'is an advantage in potential, so preventing a discharge due
this respect, and is quickly gained in to a " static charge." This would often
practice. Remote control lines have to occur when flying through clouds or storms.
be tested for insulation and continuity

5!- or 5/6 by post from Geo. Newnes, Ltd.

BOOK
By F. J. CAMM

measure, to ensure that all metal members
of the airframe are maintained at the same

NEW EDITION.
(Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

periodically.

The Superhet
The type of receiver almost generally

in use is the superheterodyne, and the
many adjustments required to obtain
- maximum efficiency from this type of

receiver are carried out by referring to a
chart of readings for each frequency.
Lift the lid of this receiver and one finds
that screening is most efficient.

To remove

a valve is quite simple, testing of the

various valves is carried out by simply

plugging a milliammeter into the various
stages, a more thorough method of testing
the various circuits is carried out with an

LISTENERS
EVERYWHERE
Stentorian Baby Cabinet £1

Avometer.

With wireless sets installed in aircraft,
the problem- of maintenance is more
difficult and of the utmost importance.

Aircraft installation has to put up with

hard knocks and atmospherical changes,
for aircraft are sometimes left in the open
for days on end. Vibration is absorbed
by " slinging " the radio set on shock absorbers in a cradle, that may be bodily

Why miss the very items you particularly

Chassis Models

wanted to hear ? With Extension Speakers
installed in all the main rooms of your house

Senior
Junior

£2

6

3

£1

15

9

you can hear the best of the programmes

Baby

£1

6

0

19

3

wherever you are.

Critical enthusiasts are

Midget

removed from the aircraft to facilitate

buying STENTORIANS because they

be checked for efficiency of insulation.

appreciate how well economy of price has

Senior

£3

9

3

been combined with quality of reproduction.

Junior

6

Your Dealer will be glad to demonstrate.

Pendant

£2 14
£2 14
£2

3

6

£1,

I

6

repairs.

Aerial and earth systems have to

This is one of the chief problems of aircraft

wireless and electrical gear, as insulation
must be maintained up to certain standards.

Radio Workshop
Every hangar has its wireless work
bench, and in warmth and comfort the
WEM can carry out the overhaul and
testing of his sets and components. The

Avometer and Megger, most useful detectives

of circuit faults, mysteries in themselves to
the untrained amateur, become the
mechanic's most useful guides. Inside the

set. compactness and accessibility have

12 6

Cabinet Models

Cadet
Handy

6

Stentorian
The perfect extra speaker for any set.

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO COMPANY LTD.. MANS%IELD. NOTTS
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Open to Videuditan
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his
correspondents. All letters must be accothpanied by the name and address
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

reception
Marques.

of

and Lourenco
As these stations have already
been logged by me, I feel sure Mr. Davis
and possibly other readers would be
SIR,-I was very pleased to read the interested in the following information.
Manila : This station is KZRH and not
remarks of Mr.
Cooper
and
" Thermion " on the QSL exchange racket. KZRA, operating on 9,640 kc/s. It was

Exchanging QSL Cards
Desirable?

:

Is it

March 9th, 1940

WIRELESS

Manila,

FGIRJ, K4SKC, W3XFT, SM5VW,1
W2TAV, W1C00, LX1B0, 0M4, VE1IX,
ZBIL, 0H201 and P,Y2S. I operate on
the 20m. and 40m. bands, and would be
glad to exchange SWL cards. I would

also like to get in touch with anyone

interested in short-wave amateur reception
who resides in my locality.-R. PIKE,
Burlington, Albert Road, Parkstone, Dorset.

Freak Reception: DX Catches
SIR,-I started taking your excellent
paper about twelve months ago, and

all my knowledge of radio has been gained
from it. I very much miss the " Leaves

from a- Short-wave Log," and am one of
the many listeners who -wish for its return.

Referring to Mr. R. Robertson's letter,

I have been fed up with this situation loggqd on the 31st January from 15.10- I have picked the following out of my lists,

for some time and I heartily agree with 16.00 G.M.T. and the call is "KZRH-The the stations around 1,070 kc/s. : Charlotte
voice of the Philippines on a frequency of (N.C.) -1,080 kc/s, WTBT; Chicago (Ill.)
them..
I would like you to impress upon your, 9,640 kc/s." At 16.00 G.M.T. the station 1,080 kc/s, WMBI ; Cleveland (Ohio)
readers, many of whom are very hazy on closed till " 6 a.m. Manila time " (22.00 1,070 kc/s WTAM. I think WTAM would
amateur procedure, the idea of the QSL, G.M.T.). Incidentally it can be easily be the station heard.
I would like to correspond with any
and its value to the serious SWL and Ham, identified by the " wisecracking" announ-

S.W. fan living in the U.S.A., who is also
that a QSL is not a gaudy card which saves cer employed in the afternoon session.
Lourenco Marques was logged on the interested in stamp collecting.. My best
the, listener from buying wallpaper for his
" shack," but a card, sometimes very plain 9th February, from 20.30-21.00 G.M.T. DX catchea are Manila, KZRM (31.35111.),
The call is CR7BE and Georgetown, B. Guiana (48.92m.), Halifax,
indeed, which reflects his skill at the controls at Q5 R5/6
of his receiver, and is always well earned, operate on 9.64 me/s or 31.10 m. from N.S. (48.9). RX is a commercial 4 -valve
Full details are : superhet, antenna 75ft. long and running
but never exchanged through the post 19.00-21.00 G.M.T.
" The Radio Club of Mozambique--CR7BE N,W. to S.E.-D. WILLETT, Main Street,.
without radio contact taking -place first.
Also, for the above reason the exchanged -on a frequency of 9.64 me/s or 31.10 Bagworth, Leicester.
card cannot be called a QSL since it verifies m., at Lourenco Marques, Mozambique,
read with interest recent letters
East Africa," preceded by four
nothing, -and has little to do with radio at Portuguese
in PRACTICAL WIRELESS concerning
Address reports to P.O. 594,
all. It could be called an SWL card or chimes.
Marques, Mozambique, Portu- DX/ on the medium waves. Here is my
some other name to distinguish it from Lourenco
the genuine article. I am not suggesting guese East Africa. Reports are wanted. experience. On the morning of February
In conclusion, I would like to say that 24th, between 6.30 and 7.0 a.m. I heard a
that the serious SWL should not refer to since
taking P.W. I have gained many weak transmission at the bottom of the
his cards as QSLs. I
the Ham operator. It is the card exchange friends through the medium of " Open medium waveband giving the call W2JY.
Discussion," a column which I should According to the dial the wavelength was\
fiend who should be separated from the to
Furthermore, I 204- metres. The receiver was an old A.C.
rest. No Ham would be found guilty of like to see extended.
that " Leaves from a Short-wave 4 -valve superhet using an outdoor aerial.such an action, and most requests for a think
Log" ought to be reinstated as I, like many S. JOHNSON (Matlock).
card on the exchange basis, would;
readers, miss it very much.
think, go into the' waste -paper basket, other
Thanking you for a splendid magazine.and quite rightly so.
ROBT. WM. IBALL, Worksop, Notts.

Having got that off my chest, I would
like to say that I am a fairly new reader
of P.W. and I like it very much, although
I would like to see more mains circuits
given, for the advanced constructor as
well as the beginner, and the short wave
Section could be enlarged 'to include a
station- list, a review of conditions, new
stations, and photos of QSLs from real

Correspondents Wanted
SIR,-As a reader of your excellent

wireless paper, I should like to get
in touch with any other reader who, like
myself, is actively interested in home

recording.-P. LANDAUER, Burchetts Farm,
Ockley, Surrey.

DX stations.
SIR,-I have been a reader of your fine
I find the Club News and Open to Dispaper for over nine months, during
cussion columns very interesting, also
the Radio Engineees Pocket Book series. which time I have been interested in
reception. I have been logging
At present I am using a Pilot 10 -valve short-wave
stations on a 4 -valve all -wave receiver,
commercial receiver on short waves, but my
I have almost finished a communications and here are some of my best catches :
receiver using English, valves and having

1 RF stage, mixer, separate oscillator,
1 stage IF, and 2 stages LF, and BFO,

The Ideal Radiogram
CERTAIN queries have been raised
regarding the prices of the com-

using nine valves in all. To improve this
on the higher frequenciesq am completing
ponents needed for the Ideal Radioa two -stage pre -selector similar to the one
recently described in P.W. and using two gram, which was recently described in these
pages. Prices were quoted in the published
6K7G Octal valves.
My TX was 6F6 tritet, or CO: and lists of components, but in our issue dated
6L6 PA. with a speech amplifier-modu- February 10th we stated that these were

lator of 6C5, 6A6, 6L6, line-up, but of subject to modification due to war con-

course this is now laid up with all the, rest
of such gear.
I will be pleased to hear from any reader
of P.W. and to exchange views.-N. HORRocxs (2CUZ), 32, Sa,ndbrook Road, Ainsdale, Southport, Lanes.

ditions. It should therefore be noted that

Manila and Lourenco Marques

13s. 6d.

SIR,-In the issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS

PROBLEM No. 390.
had a four -valve battery set

BRADLEY
which had been in use for some time and
which was highly satisfactory. He decided
to apply some economy schemes to the
receiver and accordingly purchased a smaller
H.T. This worked quite all right, except
'

that it needed more frequent replacement.

He next considered the a ccunmlator and tried
to think of a way to avoid frequent recharging.

To this end, as lie did not wish to cut out
any wolves, he thought he would reduce the
total filament current drain and to do so he
connected the filaments in series instead of
in parallel. When he tried the set with this

modification, however, lie could only obtain
the faintest of signals. Why was this ?

Three books will be 'awarded for the first
three correct solutions opened.
Entries

should be addressed to The Editor, PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton 'Street, Strand, London, W.(.2.
Envelopes should be marked Problem No. 390

in the top left-hand corner and must be
posted to reach this office not later than the
first post on Monday, March 11th, 1940.

there are increases in the prices of certain
Solution to. Problem No. 389.
parts supplied by the Premier Radio ComThe method of connection which Greenaway adopted
pany, and . the - following are the ,com- resulted in the valve in question being partially shortcircuited by the dial. lights and accordingly the Valve
ponents and the current :prices
worked very inefficiently and resulted in the poor
Mains Transformer, type S.P.3524;15s.6d. performance.,
He should have connected the dial
Smoothing Choke, type C 150/185, lights hi series in the heater -circuit.
-

-

-

The following three readers successfully solved

Problem No. 388. and books have accordingly been
8 Triad Octal Valves at Os. 6d. each, 52s. fOrwarded
to them : N. Shirley. Nu Soldiers' Home
The Premier Radio Company can supply (Annexe), Whittington Heath, Nr. Lichfield, Stares;
Byfofd, 134, .111ile End Road. Colchester, Essex ;
a complete kit for this receiver and a quota- D.
" Noloniza."
N. R.

dated 10th February, I note a letter
from a Mr. R. T. G. Davis regarding the tion will be supplied upon request.

BrOadbear,
Teignmouth.

Pennyaei'e Road,
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PROMPT DELIVERY.

VALVES WHICH REQUIRE A LICENCE

45/-=

AS mentioned some time ago, it is now receiver it is first necessary to obtain the
necessary to obtain a special licence appropriate permit. This is quite a simple
for the purchase of certain types of procedure, and the form is obtainable from
valve. Under the Order issued under the any local Head Post Office. The form is
Defence Regulations, 1939, it is stated known as T990-, and is in three sections.
that " No person shall, except under the On each of these the name of the proposed
authority of a permit granted by the supplier must be filled in, together with the
Postmaster %General for the purpose, sell, other appropriate details, and it is then
purchase, let, hire, supply, dispose of, folded and is self-addressed to the Postal
Maker's
Name

10 W anode

dissipation, and up to ana
including 25 W

Brimar

7C5

Cossor

2XP, 4XP, 42SPT, PT41B

Dario

TL54, TD24, TF104, TF364

Ekco

OP41

Ediswan

MR75

Valves over 25 W anode
dissipation

-

PX25A, LS5A, LS5B,

-.

GDT4B, GDT4 405BU, 225DU

-

-

ES60,
ES75H,
ES75,
ES75X, ES100, ES250M,
MR300

KT33, KT33C, KT44,
KT66, PT16, PT25,
PT25H, PX4, PX25,

Rectifiers

4039A

420XP, 440XP

DA30, DA41, DA60,
DA100, DA250, DEM2,
DEM3

-

-

-

Ever Ready S30C, S30D, A70E
Marconi

Gas -filled Valves

GTIA, GUI, GU5, GU2,
GT1B, GT1C,
GU20,
GU21,
GT5E, GT25E GU8, GU9, U6,
U14, U15, U17,

GT1,

MR1, MR2, MR4,
MR6,MR7A,MR9
MR10,
CAR2,

1363

PASSED A.1. BY EXPERTS!
MODEL 5510 (Illustrated)
"SUPERHETSTRAIGHT " 10 - valve ARMSTRONG

QUALITY CHASSIS

High Fidelity Radiogram

All -wave, incorincludes many
porating 2 independent Advanced design
usually found only
circuits, Superheterodyne refinements
and Straight, having R.P. in meet expensive sets.
pre -amplifier, R.C. coupled
push-pull Triode output * 'NRITE FOR Full SpecifiPrice Lists and Most
capable of handling 8 watts. cation
CASH PRICE 213.4.0 or Pavon :able Terms for fall 1940
Armstrong Range.
WITH ORDER
and 10 monthly
SUNBEAM Electric
payments of 23/,

chassis.

45f.

SHAVEM ASTER
ith the new ' 475 ' Head
perfect shave.
100.250 V., A.O, or D.C.,
11

gives a

CAR4, CAR6

PA20, PP3/250, PP5/400,
AC6/Pen,
AC4/Pen,
Pen 44, Pen 46, PP3521,
ACP4

Mulford

AC042, AC044, D020, D 0 3 0, M Z 0 5 2 0,

D024, D025, D026,
P M 2 4 B,
P M 2 4 D,

P M 2 4 C,

P M 2 4 E,

Pen B4, Pen 428,
Pen 650, EL6, EL50
Osram

KT33, KT33C,
KT66, PT16,
PT25H, PX4,

KT44,
PT25,
PX25,

PX25A, LS5A, LS5B,

on

RG5-6000,

RG5-1500,
RG10-1500

DA30, DA41,
DA60
DA100, DA250, DEM2,
DEM3

All communications to evricual
WINDEN," ARDINGLY RD., BALCOMBE. SUSSEX.

GT1A, GUL GU5, GU2,
GT1B, GT1C,
GU21,
GU20,
GT5E, GT25E GU8, GU9, U6,
U15, U17, MR1,

GT1,

MR2, MR4, MR6,
MR7A,
MR9,
MR10,
CAR2,

6N7G, 50, 53, 79

P12/250,

P15/250S,
0-15/400
P25/450,
P26/500,
P28/500,
0S12/501,
APP4E

P 1 5 /2 5:0 ,
EL5, EL6,

0S-18/600,
P25/500,
P27/500,
0S12/500,

0Q15/600,

-

-

P469, K480, K433/10,
2A3, 6A6, 6L6G, 6V6G,

P 3 0 / 5 0 0 , 0P37/600,
0P38/600, P 6 0 / 5 0 01,
0P70/1000, 075/1000,
OQQ150/
P100/1250,

-

2A3, 2A5, 6A3, 6A5G,

6A6, 6B4G, 6B5, 6L6,

6N6G, 6N7,
6V6, 6V6G,
7C5, 46, 50, 53, 59, 79,

6L6G,
6N7G,

PV100/
2000, RG250/100,
10 0 0 ,

RG250/3000 ,

3000, 0- 2 4 0/ 2 0 0 0,
0-250/2000, OQQ15/
800,
OS 4 0/ 1 2 5 0 ,
OQQ55/1500, OQ 71/
1000, P 1 0 1 / 1 0 0 0,
0300/3000, 015 0 0 /

RG1000/3000

250, 2151

203A, 838, 845, 852,
RK38,

211,

Get back that PUNCH
in your Set ! with the D.C.

AV 0M11.1 OR
Regd. Tiade Af,tri

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT

This precision -built moving -coil D.C,

instrument, with 13 ranges covering

0-120 m/A, 0-600 volts, and 0-3

845, 842, 841, 807, 35T,
825, 300A, RK31, 756,

RK20, RK46, 20313,
830B, 203Z, ZB120,
WE242A,
WE284D,

Vaal' get it QUICKER and art BETTER TERMS fiata LAS

V21/7000, PV75/

5000
American
Types

-

805,

HD203A,I50T, HK354,
822, 250TH, WE212E,
300T, 849, 500T

megohms, provides adequate testing
facilities for checking valve performance, batteries and power units, etc.
It reduces trouble -tracking to its
simplest terms. In case with instruction booklet, leads,

interchangeable

acquire or distribute any of the under- Authorities One section is returned to
mentioned articles." These include trans- you and another to the supplier, and you
mitters, spark coils, crystals and many can then collect the valve without difficulty.
other items and " Electronic valves capable
of an anode dissipation exceeding 10 watts."

In this latter category come many output

most favourable terms

all
well-known
Sets,
Speakers,
Valves,
etc.,
domestic Electric Equipment. Cash
or C.O.D.
Late of 11,0at Lane, London, B 0.2. orders sent by return.

MZ1-70,
MZ05-60,
MZI - 75, MZ1 - 100,
MZ2.200,
MZ2-250,

CAR4, CAR6

Tungsram

payments of 10/-,

* WE SUPPLY

B63

Triotron

84/- post free, or 10/ down and 8 monthly

-

PA40

Mazda

testing prods and
crocodile clips.

For the benefit of those who are uncertain
regarding the valves which need this permit,

Voltage
v. 0-240 V.

the accompanying list gives the majority

valves, as well as mains rectifiers, and of the valves which are included and which
therefore when replacing such valves in a are in more or less general use'in commercial
receiver, or when using them in a new receivers or by the home -constructor.

0- 12 v.
-120

v.

Current
06 mfiunps.
0-300 v. 0. 30 na /snips.
0-600 v. 0-120 osIrunps.
Resistance
0-10,000 ohms.
0-60,000 ohms.
0-1,200,000 ohms.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL
By F. J. CAMM
From all Booksellers 61- net, or by post 6/6 direct from the Publishers,
George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

0-:13 megohms.

skill

Write for
fully
descriptive leaflet.

I,

Sole Proprietors & Manufarturs,$

0 --

Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.,
Winder House, Douglas St., London, S.W.1. 'Phone: Victoria 3904/7
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Date of Issue.
-CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, 6d. each.

1937 Crystal Receiver

.

..

The"Junior " Crystal Set

No. of

Universal Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D

PW71
PW94

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets r Blueprints, 1s. each.

-

27.8.38

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

All -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
Beginners' One -valuer

The " Pyramid " One -valuer
..
Pen)

..

PW31A
PW85

.. 27.8.38

PW93

24.9.38

PW76

Two -valve : Blueprint, 1s.
The Signet Two (D & LF)
Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LF

(Trans)) ..
Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 LF
(RC & Trans))
.
Leader Three (SG, 'D, Pow)

..

Summit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)

22.5.37

All Pentode Three (HF Pen; D,
(Pen), Pen)
..
29.5.37
.

Hall -Mark Three (SG, D, Pow) ..
Hall -Mark Cadet (D, LF, Pen (RC))

12.6.37
16.3.35

F, J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (HF
Pen, I) (Pen), Pen) (All -Wave Three)
.
13A:35

Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans)) ..
1936 Sonotone Three -Four (IF

Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen)
Battery All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF
(RC)

..

-

The Monitor (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) 2L3.36
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P) .. 14.8.37

F. J. Carlini's Record All -Wave
Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
..31.10.36
The " Colt" All -Wave Three (D,

..
..
The " Rapide " Straight 3 (D,
2 LF (BC & Trans)) ...
2 LF ( RC & Trans))

F. J. Camm'sOracle All -Wave

18.2.39
4.12.37

Three (HF, Det., Pen)
.. 23.8.37
1938 " Triband " All -Wave Three
(HF Pen, D, Pen)
..
.. 22.1.38

F. J. Carom's " Sprite" Three

(HF Pen, D, Tet)
20.3,38
The "Hurricane " All -Wave Three
(SG, D, Pen), Pen)
.. 30.4.38
F. J. Carom's " Push -Button "
Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), Tet)..
4.9.38

-

Four -valve :

Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LF,
Cl. B)

Nucleon Class B Four (SG, D

(SG), LF Cl. B)
.
Fury Four Super (SG, -SG, D, Pen)
Battery Hall -Mark 4 (HF Pen,
D, Push -Pull)

1.5.37
8.5.47

--

-

F. J. Camm's " Limit " All -Wave
Four (HF Pen, 13, LF, P)
26.9.36
" Acme " All -Wave 4 (HF Pen, *MI
(Peu), LF, Cl. B)
12.2.33
The " Admiral " Four (HE' Pen,
HF Pen, D, Pen (RC))
3.9.38
Two -valve :

Mains Operated.
Blueprints, 1s. each.

A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
A.C.-D.C. Two (SG, Pow)..

Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two

--

(D, Pow)

.

£5 Superhet (Three -valve)
..
F. J. Camm's 2 -valve Superhet

5.6.37

PW10
PW34A
PW35
PW37

PW39
PW41
PW48

Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

--

Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen).

The " Fleet " Short-wave Two
(D (HF Pen), Pen)

F. S. Camm's A.C. All -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three(HYPen, D,Pen)

" All -Wave " A.C. Three (D, 2
LF (RC))..

A.C. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HF
Pen. Westeetor, Pen) ..

Mains Record All -Wave 3 (HF
Pen, D, Pen) ..

-

11.5.35

PW49
PW51

PW53

PW55
PW61
PW62
PW64

Experimenter's Short-wave Three
(SG, D, Pow)
.
.
30.7.38
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and
Trans)) ..
.
The Band -Spread S.W. Three
(HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
.. 1.10.38

PW69

Four -valve : Blueprint, 1s.

PW82

PW37
PW89

PW92

PW4
PW11
PW17
PW34.B
PW34C

PW46

A.C.

Hall -Mark (HF Pen,

PW38A

1791
PW30A

PW63
PW68

-

PW65

8.6.39

PW77

(Pen))

..

Blueprint, 1s.

..

19.3.38

`PW86

MISCELLANEOUS.

S.W. Converter -Adapter (1 valve)

-

PW83
PW90

PW18
PW31

PW23
PW25
PW29
PW35C
PW35B
PW36A
PW38
PW50

PW54
PW56
PW70

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four -station Crystal Set
23.7.38
AW427
1934 Crystal Set ..
-AW444
150 -mile Crystal Set
AW450

--

'

STRAIGHT SETS.
One -valve : Blueprint, Is.

Battery Operated.

B.B.C. Special One-valver

Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Melody Ranger Two (D, Tram) ..
-Full-volume Two (SG, det, Pen)..
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) ..
A Modern Two-valver

AW387

AW388
AW392
AW426
WM409

£5 5s. S.G.3 (SG, D, Trans)
..
Lucerne Ranger (SO-, I), Trans) ..
£5 5s. Three : De Luxe Version
(SG, D, Trans) .
_ 19.5.34
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,
Trans
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
Simple -Tune Three (SG, D, Pen) June '33
Economy -Pentode Three (SG, D,
Pen)
Oct. '33

---

*

" W.M." 1934 Standard Three
(SG, D, Pen)
..

£3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)

.

Mar. '34

rAW412
AW422

AW435

PW20

D,Push-Pull)

PW45

Dept.. George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C.2.
'Mains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Consoelentric Two (D, Pen) A.C....
Economy A.C. Two (D, Trans) A.C.
Unicorn A.C.-D.C. Two (D, Pen)..

AW403
WM286
WM894

Three -valves Blueprints, Is. each.

Home Lover's New All -Electric
Three (SG, D, Trans) A.C.
Mantovani A.C. Three (HF, Pen,
D, Pen) ..
£15 15s. 1936 A.C. Radlograni
(HF, D, Pen)
Jan' 36

-

All Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) ...fitly '33
Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (IF
Pen, D, LF, P)
. May '35
Modern Super Senior

-

..

'Varsity Four.......Oct. '35

The Request All -Waver ..
...fune'36
1935 Super -Five Battery (Superhet) Mains Sets : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.

-

May'34

Holids,y Portable

class

QP21)

W31303
W.31307

SHORT-WAVE SETS.
Battery Operated.Ono4alve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
S.W. One-valver for America .. 15.10.38
AW429
Rome Short -Waver
AW452
Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

-

AW355

30.6.34

.AW438

Ultra -short Battery Two (SG, det,
Pen)
..
..
..
. Feb. '36
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) ..
Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

World -ranger Short-wave 3 (D,
RC, Trans)
Experimenter's 5 -metre Set
Trans, Super-regen)

(D,

The Carrier Short -waver (SG, D, P) July '35
Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

A.W.

Short-wave World-beater

-

(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans)
Empire Short -waver (SG, D, RC,
Trans) ..
Standard Four -valve Short -waver
(SG, D, LF, P)
.. 22.7.39

-

Superhet : Blueprint, 1s. 6d.

.

. Nov. '35

-

Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C.

Four -valve : Blueprint, 1s. 6d.

Standard Four -valve A.C. Short waver (SG, D, R,C Trans)
.. Aug. '35

Aug. '33

WM331

Radio'Unit (2v.) for WM392 (1/-) Nov. '35

LF, Trans)
..
..
£5 5s. Battery Four (HF, D, 2 LF) Feb. '35
The H.B. Four (SG. SG, D, Pen).
The Auto Straight Four (HF Pen,
HF, Pen, DDT, Pen) ..
. . Apr. '36

WM350
WM381
W31384

Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,
Class B)

Lucerne Straight Four (SG,

.
D*,

WM404

Super -quality Five (2 HF, D, RC,
Tram) .
Class 1 Quadradyne (2 SG, D,
Class B)

New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LF,
Class B)

WM320
WM344

wm440

W31300

AW436
WM313

wa383
W111397

AW453
WM380
WM352
W111.391.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)

-

WM402
AW410

Mains Operated.
Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

AW370
AW421

..

WM359
WM366

AW447

FaTetrilail3Ef's).FPort7iaobrIteabieliFa
(2

S.W. One -valve Converter (Pepe

65s. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
ULF Four (2 SG, D, Pen)

W31375
WM395
WM407
WM379

AWNS'

WM400

Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

WM386

(SG, D, LF,

Two -valve Mains Short -waver (1.),
Pen) A:C.
_
11.1.40
" W.M. Long -wave Converter ..
Three -valve : Blueprint, 1s.

WM393
WM396

WM329

PORTABLES.
Four -valve : Blueprints, ts. 6d. each.

W31337

W31371
W31389

W131401

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

AW437
WM271
WM327

W31351
WM354

AW383
WM374

Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. 6d. each.

Simplified Short-wave Super

Five -valve.: Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

PW34D

unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint

Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) ..
PW48A

Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each,

PWG7

of the blueprint, and the Issue (stamps over 6d.

" Imp " Portable 4 (D, LF, LF,

PW78

PW84

cription appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless. W.M. to
Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost

" 1.M." Radiogram Super A.C...

F. J. Carom's ELF Three -valve

PW72

indicates that the issue is out.of print.
Issues of Practical Wireless ... 4d. Post Paid Amateur Wireless...
4d.
Wireless Magazine
.
The index letters which precede1/3
the Blueprint
Number indicates the periodical in which the des-

Heptode Super Three A.C.

PORTABLES
Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Port able (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen)
..

Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

A.C. Fury Fqur (SG, SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,
Pen)

PW88

27.828

D, Pen) ..

-

PW95

23.12.39

PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen) ..
Minitube Three (SG, B, Trans) .. Oct. '35
All -Wave Winning Three (SG, D,

..

PW-73.

Battery Operated.

Simple S.W. Oue-valver , .

1935 £6 Os. Battery Three (SG.,

..

FW60

Thiee-valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

PW10

A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen) ..
A.C. Leader (1(F Pen, D, Pow) .. 7.1.39
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
Unique (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) .. 28.7.34
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,
Pen)
..

PW44
PW59

Push Button 4, Battery Model ..
Push Button 4, A.C. Mains Model )22.10.38
SHORT-WAVE SETS.
One -valve : Blueprint, 1s.

of the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint Number

PW43
PW42

valve)
..
F. J. Camm's
Superhet 4 .. 31.7.37
F. J. Carom's Universal £4 Super het 4
..
" Qualitone " Universal Four
16.1.37

Double -Diode -Triode Three (HF
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen)

PW40
PW52

--

A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
Universal £5 Superhet (Three -

Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Pen, DDT, Pen)

PW47

Four-valve : Double -sided Blueprint, 1s. 6d.

Blueprints, ls. each.

Sonotone Four (SG, D, LF, P)
FurY Four (2 SG, D, Pert)

Push -Pull)

Mains Sets : Blueprints, 1s. each.

19.2.38

..

(IF

-

Blueprint.

These Blueprints are drawn full size.
Copies of appropriate issues containing descriptions of these sets can in some cases be supplied at
the following prices which are additional to the cost

Listener's 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier

..

(176)

-

-

Harris Electrogram battery amplifier (17-)
.
. ,
De Luxe Concert A.C. Electrogram (17-)
. .
. Mar. '36
New style Short-wave Adapter
(1/-)
Trickle Charger (6d.)

.

The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con-

carter

, .

WA1387

WM392
WM398
WM399
WM403
W31388

AW462
AW456
AW457

Shat -wave Adapter (1/-)
Superhet Converter (11-) ..
A..
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Couvefter
(1/-)
Wilson Tone *Master (1/-)..

AW329

May '86
u ne '16

-

WM405
W31406
W31408
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regulating resistance, and it is usual to
wire the heaters in series with the detector
stage at the earth end of the line. Pilot
bulbs for panel. illumination are also in-

ln replyto

cluded in the heater circuit as a rule,

and to avoid interrupting the reception of
'radio due to the bulbs blowing they are
generally shunted by a low value resistance.

our letter

H

In place of the regulating resistance you
can use a special type of flex known as a
line -cord, if you can obtain one in your
locality.- We hope to publish a design in
the near future which may be of interest
to you.

Spares -box Converter

" Would an Eddystone Y coil do instead
of the home-made coil you describe for the
Spares -box S.W. Converter in your issue of
February 3rd ? I am nut much of a hand at
making coils, but have the Eddystone coil
and would like to use this."-N. F. (Hythe).
THE coil required for the converter must
have three windings-aerial coupling
coil, grid coil and reaction coil. The Eddystone Y coil is a four -pin, two -winding
component and thus would be. unsuitable
without modification of the circuit arrangement. This would not be difficult, the aerial

choke ? I believe this should be as large as
possible to exert its maximum choking
effect. In this case is there any limit, or

ImproVing Superhet Selectivity

(Uxbridge).

Service ,programme in the background.

" I have a home-made superhet which
can I simply take any suitable former I has been quite good until the new Services
might find and wind it full of -wire ? I have programme came on the air, and now I
plenty of this in my spares box."-J. R. find that I cannot get rid of the Home

What is the best way of improving the
of the set without going to too'
from using more than a certain selectivity
number of turns. There is a possibility much expense ? "-K. P. ,(N.W.11).
that beyond the effective point you may
AN H.F,stage is the usual' way of indestroy some of the properties of the
creasing selects '4y, but we presume
choke, due to the increased self -capacity from your final remarks that this would be
which might result. The best plan is to inconvenient. A small wave -trap in the
aerial circuit might prove effective and
series condenser merely being connected
to the grid end of the grid coil. The 6Y
coil would, however, be equivalent to the,
coil described and could be used without
altering the circuit.

Reflector Aerial
" I noted in one of your back issues a
referenee to a' reflector aerial for transmitting and receiving. There is one thing

I am not quite clear about in this type of
aerial and that is the spacing of the aerial
and reflector. I assume that the reflector
acts as an ordinary light reflector, but why
put the reflector a quarter wavelength
behind the aerial ? "-J. B. A. (New
Cross).

THE reflector must be of such a size

and in such a position relative to the
aerial that current will be induced into it.
In accordance with standard A.C. laws the

THERE will be little advantage gained

RULES

a

0
1
1
$

/2

./i

a
.1.

1

the wave radiated from it will tend to
cancel the aerial radiation. Actually this
is what happens in the reverse direction,

the aerial radiations cancel those of the

reflector in the " back direction," and this
gives rise to the directional effect.

Operator Handbook

Another idea which you might care to consider is to open one. of the I.F. trans-

for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
in our pages, or on general wireless matters.

formers .and separate the primary and

secondary windings. These may often be
opened wide so that there is practically no

We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons-

(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
content-

-

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to querists.

I

described

in

our

A stamped addressed envelope must be
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear

coupling between them, and then a small
variable

of low -loss design

connected

between the two windings. This may then
be adjusted to give any 'desired- coupling
and thus introduces a form -of variable selectivity device. The condenser could be

controlled from the panel through an

-

the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed

/

separate department.

I

with queries as they are dealt with by a

,,

Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2. The Coupon must be enclosed
with every query.

radiated from the reflector. It is essential
to so position the reflector that by the time

you place the reflector in the wrong position

We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only

receivers

current will lag 90 degrees and will be

the radiated wave has reached the aerial
the phase of the wave will have shifted so
that the radiations from the reflector and
aerial are both in phase. This means that
the reflector will assist radiation, and if

should not be expensive, consisting merely
of a coil and variable condenser in parallel.

r0.000.110.0404M.11.110MINI11ME11OMP1,MMI.O.M.110,111041/

LI4Mio(141.11041M.11.01N00.1.10.04=111.041111W101.14101.0

extension control outfit.

`011.1, 1.4=.1..0.041000.11111.0.1=111.04104M11.0411=004111.0411.011=1.01

REPLIES IN BRIEF
The following replies to queries are given in

I
I

abbreviated form either because of non-compliance
withOur rules, or because the point raised is not of
general interest.

1141.11.1.1.101.11111.14M4.1111=41410111104111/.01111P0.1111.1.0=µ141141S

make the winding in sectional form, that
is,

by splitting up the winding into a

R. A. N. E. (Chingiord). If a field winding to used in

Place of the choke, then a higher mains output must

number of separate sections. This will take be provided to allow for the voltage drop. You need
care of the self -capacity. Thnitactual at least 350 volts in this ease. The meanings of the

number of turns is not critical, provided

that you use a few hundred (assuming that
the chOke is for medium and long -wave
working). The gauge of the wire will, of
course, in conjunction with the number of
turns, affect the total resistance and thus
have an effect upon the H.T. voltage drop,
whilst the gauge must also be considered in

conjunction with the current which will
flow through the wire.

" I am thinking of taking up training as

a wireless operator, and have been told A.C.-D.C. Receiver Design
that there is a special book published which
" I wish to try my hand at building a
gives full details of the methods of procedure

small A.C./D.C. set, but I am not very
and other information relative to the opera- familiar with this type of apparatus, although
tor's work on ship or shore stations. I I have built two or three A.C. sets. Would
should be glad if you could give me any you give me any ideas as to the particular
details of this book and where it is obtain- specialities of this type of set, as distinct
able."-B. B. (Wealdstone).
from normal practice in, say, the A.C. sets ?"
WE think you are referring to the -L. G. (Ilfratombe).
Handbook for Wireless Telegraph FROM the point of view of normal radio
Operators Working Installations Licensed
technique, there is no difference,
by His Majesty's Postmaster -General. and the
only. departure in design is in the
This is available from His Majesty's wiring of
the heater circuits. There is, of
Stationery Office, and the price is 9d.

abbreviations will be found in our Encyclopaedia and
other handbooks.
A. R. L. (S.W.6). Any good medium -impedance
triode may be used. One of the so-called General
Purpose valves would be ideal.
P. D. M. (West Acton). You will find all the data
you require in last week's issue.

R. F. P. (Matfield). The trouble may be due to a
faulty light switch in the house, or to a defect in the
receiver. We suggest you have the set overhauled by
the makers or their nearest local service agent.
F. I. (Southgate). Use two similar coils and couple
them through a .0001. mfd. variable condenser.
D. E. M. (Bath). Ordinary carbon type resistances
may be used quite, satisfactorily.
J. D. (Glasgow). A mains transformer may be used
and should be capable of delivering 4 amps.
H. R. E. (Redcar). The aerial is obviously useless
and we suggest you try the effect of a mains aerial
before going to any further trouble.
L. C. S. (Harlech). The valves are very old, but, if
-

You are satisfied that the emission is all right you
could use them.

H. E. (Birmingham). It would be false economy to

try the scheme as the current would be greatly increased

and the accumulator would not last so long.
.T. P. S. (Hythe). The meter has insufficient range to
enable you to use it for the test in question. You could
not convert this particular instrument.
I. 0. (Durham). Both components may be used.
Connect them M series in the particular, .arrangement
you intend to try out.

course, no mains transformer in an A.C./

H.F, Choke Design

D.C. set and the mains input is taken

straight to a half -wave rectifier and to the
" I am trying to make up a few of my "earth " line. The heaters of the valves
own ettiriponents for quite a simple set, are also fed direct from the mains, through
but could you please help me in the H.F. a suitable voltage dropping or current

N1,11.1MINNIMIMMIHMEM.041=01310134104=.1.11MINI.M11411W11.1002

The coupon on page 532 must be
attached to every query.

Ii
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FLEXIBLE LEADS AND CONNECTORS
(Continued from page 514)

Screened Leach
Rather different methods must be followed

may be used for top -grid or top -anode
valve connections or for pick-up leads.

The screening braid should be pushed
back for an inch or so in the first place.
Then the cotton insulation can be pushed
back and the end of the wire bared.

If the
cotton is then slid along to the end of the
bared portion it can be bound with thread,
-

the binding being made so thick that it
effectively prevents the metal braid from
sliding along the lead so that it could
come into contact with the bared end.
For top -cap valve connections it is

nearly always best to use connectors of
the hooded type, since they improve
screening. They are generally provided
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements

when dealing with screened leads, such as

WIRELESS

are

accepted

for

columns at the rate of 2d. per word.

these
Words

in black face and/or capitals are charged
double this rate (minimum charge 2/- per
paragraph). Display lines are charged at
4/- per line. All advertisements must be

prepaid.
All communications should be
addressed to the Advertisement Manager,
Practical
Wireless,"
Tower
House,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
WEBB'S RADIO MAP of the World enables you to

locate any station heard.
Size 40' by 430"
2 -colour heavy Art Paper, 4/6. Limited supply on
Linen, 10/6.
WEBB'S RADIO GLOBE-Qmerb
12" full -colour model. Radio pretlies, zones, etc.
Heavy- oXydised mount. 'Post Paid, 27/6.-Webb's
Radio, 14, Soho Street, London, W.1. 'Phone:
Gerrard 2089.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

AIR MINISTRY.
AERONAUTICAL INSPECTION DIRECTORATE.

SOUTB_MIN RADIO'S BARGAINS.

ALL GUARANTEED. POSTAGE EXTRA.

Vacancies exist for unestablished appointments
as- Examiners in the General Engineering and W/T
and Instrument Branches.

5 / -Parcel

QUALIFICATIONS.

of useful Components, comprising
Resistances, Volume Controls,
Wire, Circuits, etc. Value 25/-. 5/- per parcel.
-Service Man's Component Kit. Electrolytic
Condensers,

1a/ '"

.11Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances,

All candidates must have good general education,
be able to read drawings, understand specifications,
use micrometers and other measuring instruments.
(a) Applicants for the General Engineering Branch

must have had practical experience in an

Tubular, Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc.

21 /all

with a small internal soldering tag, to which 120 articles contained in strong carrying case, 9" x

the ends of the lead can be attached and

7" x 7", 15/- the Kit.

f te;pmericronntdse.
also with two " ears " on the. outside
which can be clamped round the screening Valve Holders, Resistances, Chokes, Coils, Wire,
Value 85/-. 21/ -the parcel.
braid by gripping with a pair of pliers. etc./ -100
Wire -end Resistances, assorted capacities.
In addition to making conneZtion to the 5 /
and 1 watt, 5/- per 100.
braid in this way, it is best to apply a ORHOND
Loud -speaker Units, 2/6 ; Crystal
Sets, 5/0; Westectors Type W2, 2/6; Crystal
spot of solder between the cap " ears " ' Detectors,
2/- ; Crystals, 6d. ; Marconi V24 Valves, 9d.
-SmallArticles T r caodme rp' sr sT,nagr

le r5s0

engineering works. An elementary knowledge
of materials testing is desirable.

(b) Applicants for the Instrument Branch must
have knowledge of physics and training in light
engineering or instrument making. Candidates
with knowledge of optical instruments are also
required.

(c)

Applicants for the W/T Branch must have
practical knowledge of W/T and electrical.
eguipmeht with technical training in radio

communication equal to City and Guilds final
and the braid. This must be done' with a
examination standard.
-Tool or Instrument Carrying Cases, ex
clean, hot iron, and the iron must be kept 2 / Government Stock ; Wood, 9" x 7" x 7", 2/-, A PPLICATIONS from candidates previously inter viewed and declared. unsuccessful will be conin contact with the braid for only a couple SOUTHERN RADIO, 46, Lisle Street London, /A
sidered provided the necessary additional experience
W.C. Gerrard 6653.
of seconds ; if it is held longer than that,
has been gained.
the insulation beneath the braid will burn BANKRUPT Bargains. Good stock of new receivers
ACCEPTED candidates will undergo a period of

and dirty the metal so that the solder
will not adhere properly. In addition, the

insulation might possibly be impaired.
Earthing of the screening braid can be
carried out most easily by fitting a small
metal bridge over it, the bridge being
screwed to the metal or metallised chassis.

It is important that this earth connection
should be sound if the screening is to be
effective.

of all types. Most types valves, service goods,

speakers.

Please state requirements for quotation.-

Butlin, 6, Stanford Avenue, Brighton.

TRANSFORMERS for L.T. Rectifiers for charging
and safety, 12 -volt lighting, from, 12/6.Thonmsons, 176, Greenwich High Road, S.E.10.
Cou LPH ON E RADIO, 22, Grimshaw Lane, Ormskirk.

Collaro A.C. Motors, 12in. turntable, 25/- ; with

pickup, 40/-. Role G.12 energised speakers, 5216,
P.M. 65/-. Brand new goods. 13d. stamp list.
VAUXHALL.-All goods previously advertised are

RADIO IN THE DESERT
OFFICERS and airmen of the R.A.F.

" carrying on " in the' deserts of
western Egypt and Iraq, are specially

training in inspection. as applied to the abqve
subjects, not exceeding three months, and will be
paid £.3 10s. Od. weekly during training. Subsistence
allowance of £1 5s. Od. weekly during training is
payable to married men normally -residing outside
the training area, On successful completion. of training,

candidates will be appointed as Examiners at a salary
of £246 9s. Od. per annum (payable monthly in arrear)

if service is satisfactory, and must be prepared to
serve in any part of the United Kingdom.
NORMAL age limits 25 to 55.

should indicate on their applications

still available; send now for latest price list,

CANDIDATES
for which vacancy they wish to be considereda, b or c.

5/BARGAIN PARCEL comprising Speaker Cabinet,

APPLICATION must be made on Porm 786, copies
of which can be obtained on application, by
postcard only, to : The Inspector-iMCharge,
Training School (I.C.S./REC. 52), Brandon Steep,
Bristol, 1.

free.-Vauxhall Utilities, 103a, Strand, W.C.2.

2 Drilled Chassis, condensers, resistances and
many other useful components. Worth £2. Limited
number.
Postage 1/ -.--Bakers Selhurst Radio, 75,
Sussex Road, South Croydon.

interested in two things-the "inside MORSE EQUIPMENT
CLEARANCE, LTD.-All lines advertised
story " of the way the air -war is going, and RADIO
in last week's issue still obtainable.
FULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets,
the latest developments in Air Force equip- RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph
ment. These were the questions most W.C.1. Telephone: HOLborn 4631.
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. R.
frequently asked of Captain Balfour, Under - B
McElroy,
World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole disRUPT BARGAINS. Brand new 1939 models,
: Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
Secretary of State for Air, during his recent RANK
makers' sealed cartons, with guarantees, at less tributors
W.1.
'Phone: Gerrard 2089.
7,000 miles air tour of R.A.F. stations in 40 per cent. below listed prices; also Midgets, portables, car radio. Send lid. stamp for lists.-Radio
the Middle East.
Bargains, Dept. P.W., 261-3, Lichfield Road, Aston,
LITERATURE
The men's own ingenuity has added a Birmingham.

number of " home comforts " to those

officially supplied. Hot plates have been

made from old petrol -cans ; old aircraft

packing cases have been converted into
sports pavilions and " nineteenth holes

CABINETS
A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.

Cabinets from noted makers under cost
for desert golf courses. Open-air cinemas SURPLUS
of manufacture.
are run by the airmen themselves in these RADIOGRAM
Cabinets from 30/-.
remote spots out in " the blue," hundreds
of miles from a big town.
NDRILLED table, console and loudspeakerr
Modern air and radio developments have U cabinets from 4/6.
taken much of the monotony and risk out iNSPECTION Invited.
of desert life. Big load -carrying aircraft
Smith and Co., Ltd., 289, Edgware Road,
have ended the " canned food " era, since I 1. L.
W.2. Tel.: Pad. 5891.
fresh foodstuffs, as well as water and fuel

supplies, are now regularly flown to the
desert outposts. And although the health

of the men is remarkably good, it is a
comfort to know that in case of critical

illness a patient could be taken by air to a
modern hospital in a matter of hours:

A new use for the radio is to give warning

of approaching dust-storms-one of the

bugbears of desert life, and at one time a
menace to flying. Such a warning sent
Captain Balfour racing back from a desert
air. station ,to Cairo at 300 m.p.h. Half an

hour later the dust -storm arrived, with
"visibility -50 yards."

MORSE TRAINING
WIRELESS CODE COURSES.

" Book of Facts "
Free.-Candler System Co. (L.0.), 121, Kings way, London, W.C.2.

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

NEDITION. American Amateur Relay League
Handbook.
500 pages of up-to-the-minute
technical information, 7/-, post free. 1940 JONES
Handbook; approximately 700 pages dealing with
every aspect of Short-wave Radio, 8/6, post free.Webb's Railio, 14, Soho St., London, W.1. 'Phone :
Gerrard 2089.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any

make.
24-houri service, moderate prices.Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen

Street, London, N.I.

REPAIRS to moving coil speakers: Cones/coils
fitted or rewound.
Fields altered or wound.
Prices quoted, including eliminators. Pick-ups and
speaker transformers rewound, 4/6.- Trade invited.
Guaranteed satisfhction. Pr mpt service,
L.S. Repair Service, 5, Balham Grove, London, S.W.12.
Battersea 1321.

,...

COUPON

the makers only in July, 1939, can still be

PRE-WAR PRICES.
We fortunately had good supplies delivered in August.

NO priee.increase on present stock of this model only,
£33 10s., H.P. terms available. Write for descriptive
booklet.-P. Webb's-Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

,..11.11111.4.,..1101.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

THE famous HALLICRAFTER SX23, released by

supplied by Webb's Radio at

-

This coupon is available until March 16th,
1940, and must accompany all Queries and

f
!

Hints.
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ARMSTRONG

Apologise for delay in delivery of somd models,
this unfortunately has been unavoidable owing to

the present great difficulty in obtaining raw
materials. However, we are pleased to announce

that we are now in the position to give immediate
delivery of our popular model, AW38, illustrated
below.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

3
000 energised Dn. to 14m., including several
Epoch 18411.-Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney Terrace,

PREMIER

COMPONENTS FOR SALE

Special Offer of Record Auto -Changer Units for A.C.
Mains by famous manufacturer: Play 8 records.

SPEAKERS front 6/6 each, P.M. and

Copenhagen Street, London, N.1.

Q CRAP your H.T. battery with Mallory vibrator
converter, G/12v. 150v., 3thaLa 18/9 ; listed
Or Genetuotor, 12v., 250v., 50m.a.,
Y5,50.

Postage 1/3.-Aeronautical Radio, 47, River Road,
Littlehampton.

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
D.S.G.B. AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK. 300
pages, 3s., by post. -16, Ashridge Gardens,
London, N.13.

Latest type Magnetic Pick-up, Auto -stop, Start
and Rejector. Limited number only at B4;19/6,
Carriage Paid.

Special Offer

of

Dual Range Screened Coils

by well-known- manufacturer. Aerial or H.F.
Accurately matched suitable Band -Pass.
coil.
Complete
Medium and long -wave operation.
with full diagrams, 2/9 each.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS
Incorporating the Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil. 11-86
Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is complete
with all components, diagrams and 2 -volt valves.
3 -Band S.W. 1 -Valve Kit, 14/9. 3 -Band S.W. 2 Valve Kit, 22/6.

MISCELLANEOUS

DE LUXE S.W. KITS
Complete to the last detail, including all Valves and

coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions for
building and working. Each Kit is supplied with a
steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in Coils to
tune from 13 to 170 metres.

Billheads 3s. 95.; Memos,
Samples free.-Creteway Press,

PRIN TING.-1,000

Cards,

etc.

24, Buxted, Sussex.
MODEL AW38.

Super-

8 -valve -All-wave

heterodyne chassis. This Ali -wave Radiogram
chassis has resistance capacity coupled push-pull
output capable of handling 6 watts, and gives, good

quality reproduction on both radio and gramophone, for an economical price of 8 gns. Plus
5',/ war increase:
Armstrong Push-pull Speaker to match AW38

Inches put you Miles Ahead !
Details 63. stamp.-Malcolm Ross, Height

DE TALLER !

!

!

Specialist, Scarborough.

29;..
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

ARADIO CONSULTANT FOR ALL-" Everyman's

Wireless Book," by F. J. Camm, explains the

REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS

operation, upkeep, and overhaul of all types of Wireless
receivers. Illustrated., -Of all booksellers, 5/-, or by

EUROPA MAINS VALVES.

plete, represents the most outstanding value on
the market to -day.

W.C.2.

ILLUSTRATED ART CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

all 513 each.
A.C./H.P., A.C./V.H.P. (7 -pin), 76 ; A.C./PensI.H., 7/6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 713 ; Oct. Freq. Changers,
8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7;6 ; 350 v. F.W.

THE WHOLE AMAZING SCIENCE OF WIRELESS is contained in "The Outline of Wireless,"
by Ralph Stranger. The entire theory of reception
is clearly explained. Over 800 pages. Illustrated.Of all booksellers, 10/6, or by post Ms.:from George

chassis, £1 :1 : 0. Plus 5% wax increase.
We suggest Model A W38 together with matched
speaker at £9 : 9 : 0, plus 5% war increase, com-

post 5/6 from George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London,

-

ALL CHASSIS SENT ON 7 DAYS' APPROVAL

ARMSTRONG MANFG. CO.
W AR LTERS ROAD, -1OLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7.
(Adjoining Holloway Arcade)

'Phone NORth 3213
1

1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 2011 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit .. 23/1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter

The " Fluxite Quins" at work.

1

Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

A MATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICE /A MEN will find all their radio problems solved
in "The Practical Wireless Service Manual," by
Illustrated.-Of all booksellers, 6/-,
F. I. Comm.
or by post 6)6 from George Newnes, Ltd. (Book
Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

" THE MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS," by Ralph
I Stranger, deals simply and fascinatingly with

this essential branch of radio knowledge.-Of all

booksellers, 5/-, or by post 5/6 from George Newnes.
Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street
Strand, London, W.C.2.

TEWNES TELEVISION AND SHORT-WAVE
HANDBOOK," by F. A. Camm. Everything
about Drums, Neon Lamps, Short -Wave Receivers,
Straight and Superhet Types, etc., etc.-Of all booksellers, 5/-, or by post 5/6 from George Newnes, Ltd.
IN

(Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street.

Cried Oo, " What a beautiful tone
Not a whisper of crackle or groan."
Yes, my dear." replied Eh,
"There is only one way
To fix wiring. FLUXITE stands alone."

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the
house-garage.--workshop-wherever speedy soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in government works and by leading engineers and manu-

facturers. Of Ironmongers-in tins,
1;4 and 2;8.

4d., 8d.,

Strand, London, W.C.2.

11,40DERN CIRCUITS OF EVERY TYPE are
;VI described in " Sixty Tested Wireless Circuits,"
by F. J. Canon. It gives instructions for wiring and
assembling, details of components and notes on
operation.-Of all booksellers, 216, or by post 2/10

from George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE. SOLDERING SET-compact but substantialYour wheels will NOT keep
round and true, unless the voices are tied with,
fine u'ire at the crossings AND SOLDERED.
This snakes a much stronger wheel. It's simple
-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.
-

FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. W.P.). DRAGON WORKS
BERMONDSEY PT.. S.E.1.

FLUXITE

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

v., A.C. Types,

Rect., 516 ; 500 v. F.W. Rect., 616 ; 13 v..2 amps.'
Gen. Purpose Triodes; 5;6 ; H.F. Pens and Var.Mu. H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq.
Changers, 7/6 each. Full and Half -wave Rectifiers,
6/6 each.

TRIAD HIGH-GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, all types
in stock. Standard tubes, 5/6 each. Octal Base
tubes, 6/6 each.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for A.C.
Mains. Westinghouse Rectification complete and
ready for use. To charge 2 volts at I amp., 1119 ;

6 volts at 3 amp., 19/-; 6 volts at 1 amp., 22,6
12 volts at 1 amp., 24/6 ; 6 volts at 2 amps., 37/6.

PREMIER 1940 HIGH FIDELITY
AMPLIFIER KITS
Each Kit is complete with ready -drilled
specially
components,
selected
chassis,
matched valves and full diagrams and

instructions.

4 -watt A.C. Amplifier
4 -watt A.C./D.C.
6 -watt A.C.

8-10 watt A.C./D.C.
15 -watt A.C.

Kit of parts
with valves.
£2 - 6 - 6
12 - 6 - 6
£6 - 2 - 6
£5 - 5 - 0

Completely
Wired and
Tested.

£3 - 4 - 0

83 - 4 - 0
£7 - 0 - 0
-2-6

-2-6

16 - 14 - 0

Black Crackle Steel Cabinet 15)- extra.

PREMIER

Short -Wave

Condensers

all -brass

construction, with Trolitul insulation. 15 mud.,
1/9; 25 mmf.. 1110; 40 miff., 2j-; 100 woof.,
2/3; 160 mmf., 2/7; 230 mmf., 2/11.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin
types, 13-26, 22-47, 41-49, 78-170 metres,

21- each,

with circuit. Special set of S.W. Coils, 14450
metres, 4/9 set, with circuit. Premier 3 -band
S.W. coil, 11.25, 19-43, 38-86 metres. Suitable
any type circuit, 2/11.
Coil Formers, 4- and 6 -pin, plain or threaded,
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials.
Ratios, 4/3.

TO CYCLISTS /

ing and ask for Leaflet on CASE -HARDENING
STEEL and TEMPER ING TOOLS with FLUXITE

4

A.C.;S.G.
A.C./V.H.P. (5 -pin),

1/2 cacti.

complete with full instructions, 76.

The FLUXITE. GUN is always ready to put
Eluxite on the soldering job instantly. A little
pressure places the right quantity on the right
spot and one charging lasts for ages.. Price
1'6. or filled 2/6.
Write for Free Book on the art of "soft" solder-

A.C.1H.L.,
A.C.; H.P.,

ree

emtitaiermeie
Tills unique Handbook
shows the easy way to
secure

268

A.M.I.0 E.,

PAGES

A.M.I.W.T.,
A..M.I.A.E.,
A.M.I.R.E. and similar qualifications. WE GUARANTEE-"over
NO 150
PASS-NO
Diploma
FEE." Details are given of
Courses In all branches of Civil, Mech., Elec.,

Motor,. Aero, Radio and Television Engineering, Building, Government Employ-

ment, etc. Write for this enlightening Handbook
to -day FREE and poet free.

British
409,

Institute

of Engineering Technology,

Shakespeare House, 17. 18, 19. Stratford PI,. W.I

Direct and 100 :

1

Orders 5/- and over sent Post Free. Under 5; please add 6d. postage.

YOU MUST HAVE A
PREMIER

1940 CATALOGUE

PRICE 6d.
111 PAGES
- - GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY !

ALL POST ORDERS TO : Jubilee Works, 167,
Lower Clapton Road, London, E.5. Amherst 4723
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or our NEW
PREMISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C,4.

Central 28:33

or 50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4.

Macaulay 2381

iv
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

A Wonderful Work For All Engineers.
Newriesi

ENGINEERING
PRACTICE

publication of this valuable work you can now avail yourself of
the knowledge of 47 PRACTICAL EXPERTS. These men have written
clown in simple language the results of their years of experience, and at a
very nominal cost you can take advantage of this wonderful fund of expert
iriformation.
Hundreds of special photographs, line drawings and diagrams show in detail
all kinds of engineering operations, from the rolling of a locomotive tyre to
the packing of a gland, and to the correct method of fitting a driving pulley
on a shaft.

WITH the

Of supreme interest to Works Engineers, Charge Engineers, Motor.
Mechanics, Draughtsmen, Pattern Makers, Moulders, Fitters,
Turners and also Apprentices and Students.

This Great New Work includes :

Files and Filing. Driving Belts. Stationary
Petrol Engines. Surface Plates and Their Use.
The Transmission of Power. Operating Petrol
Paraffin Engines. Babbitting Bearings. Turning
a Crankshaft and Flywheel. Centrifugal Pumps.

Turning a Piston and Piston Ring. Measuring

Pressure. Pattern Making.- Turning a Phosphor

Bronze Bush and Valve Rod Gland Casting.
Pulsoitieter Steam Pumps. The Operation and
Maintenance of Power Hammers. Turning
Faces of Flanged Pipes. Turbines and Condensing Plant. Installation and Maintenance of
Oil Engines. Turning a Square Thread. Steam
Traps.
Installation of Lancashire Boilers.
Friction Clutches. Steam, Water and Gas

Piping. The Heat Treatment of Steel. Filtration
of Used Lubrication Oils. Locomotive Engineering, Ecohoinier Operation and Maintenance.
The Sliding, Surfacing -"and ScreW-Cutting
Lathe. Injectors. Blast Furnace Practice.
Hand Sawing of Metals. The Refrigerating
Machine. Worm Gearing. Drawing Office
Practice. Metal Spinning. Electric Arc Welding.
Spur Gear Wheels. Boring and Screwing Work
in the Bell Chuck. The Care of Steam Boilers.
Brazing. Governors. Chip Clearances on Cutting
Tools. Maintenance of Marine Motors. In the
Repair Shop. Electric Arc Welding. Finding the
I.H.P. of Automobile and Aero Engines. Special
add Alloy Steel. Boring Cutters and Counter bores. Machine Tools. Drills and Drilling.
Gearing Centres. Useful Codversion Tables.

Angle and Triangle Problems of Engineers,
Draughtsmen and Toolmakers.
Connecting

Materials by Means of Shrinkage. The Vacuum.
Brake as Applied to Railway Vehicles. Gear
Teeth Testing. The Rachet Wheel and Pawl.
Tooth or Positive Clutches. Refrigeration.
Accuracy in Mechanical Work. Gas Producers. Mechanical Testing of Engineering
Materials. Removable Foundation Bolts.
Geared Motor Units. Paper -making Machinery. The Electric Are Welding of Cast Iron.
Cutting Stranded Wire Cables. Rechucking.
There are many more subjects in this
invaluable engineering work.

POST THIS
COUPON TO -DAY At4
emsr rim row Es ow Ewa am
awl sr or me um Nu am game
To the HOME LIBRARY BOOK COMPANY

(George Newnes, Ltd.),

OWER HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON
I

LONDON, W.C.2.

I
II

ST.,

Please send me, without any obligation to purchase,
full particulars of ENGINEERING PRACTICE and

details of how may obtain this work for a small
initial subscription.
I

I

Name
Address

In 5 'Volumes, bound in

Steel Gr6 Cloth, and
littered with 22 - carat

611

Occupation

Age

If you do not wish to cut your copy, send post card
mentioning " Practical Wireless
AIMEE MI OMR 111111 PORI

IMIN

NIM NMI EIMI MIN

"

to above address.

P.W.9340
OM Milli WM 'MI MI MI OEM

Newnes, Ltd.
Published every Wednesday by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2,, and Printed
in England lay
THE NEWNES & PEARSON PRINTING CO., LTD., Exmoor Street, London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand : GORDON & GOTCII,
LTD. South
Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Practical Wireless can be sent to any part of the world, post free,
for 17s. 8d. per annum six months, Ss. 10d.
Registered at the General Post Office as a newspaper and for the Canadian Magazine Post.
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* PRACTICAL TELEVI S I0 NT *
e.
Mains Transformers

RADIO IN THE
SERVICES

Headphone Hints
Thermion's
Commentary

Practical Hints
Reaction Backlash and
Threshold Howl

Steps to High Quality
<7.

Practical Television
Readers' Letters

IF YOU WANT THE BEST SHORT WAVE SETS or COMPONENTS Eddystone " products are made for outstanding performance. They are used by the Fighting Services-have
GO TO YOUR DEALER n ,n
been employed in Arctic and Tropical Expeditions-in
fact whenever utter reliability and the highest efficiency is
essential "Eddystone" is used. YOU, too, will obtain the
AND INSIST ON
w
\
best results if you insist on " Eddystone." Do so to -day.

,Tn-\

LONDON SERVICE: WEBB'S RADIO, 14, SOHO STREET, W.1, 58, VICTORIA ST., ST. ALBANS. BIRMINGHAM SERVICE: WEBB'S RADIO, 41, CARRS LANE.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
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Hundreds of Laughs

64 PO

of WAR

1110101112
THE HUMORIST

By the World's Best
Artists and Humorous
Writers
E

'H

UMORIST
SPRING NUMBER

WAR F

1:iiifvORIStw.§IXPEttliklY

A GREATLY ENLARGED NUMBER !
ALL THE BEST ARTISTS

,LIBRAR
THE

WIT OF THE

humour of the
British soldier is proverbial

WORLD'S BEST
LAUGHTER -MAKERS
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Cheyney. He will be heard in the For the
Forces broadcast on March 14th.
" Lefnmy Caution Cann g," is the title of
the series, and the first episode is " The
Big Shot" The series should provide
some good, rousing dramatic fare for

ANY attempts have been made in the
past to obtain improved quality by

departing- from -normal methods of coupling
in the L.F. stages. Generally speaking
there are only resistance -capacity and transformer coupling, and although these may be

listeners in the vari an s Services, for they are

full of action and based on strong gangster
situations, with the celebrated Lemmy as

combined, the principles remain the same.

In each case the grid of the amplifying
valve is isolated from the H.T. supply,
either by a condenser or through the fact
that the two transformer windings are
electrically separate. Many years ago a

the " G " man whose aim is to bring the
criminals to the electric chair.

The Bing Boys

" THE Bing Boys are Here," " The Bing

system was developed in which the grid was

1

joined direct to a battery, and it was
claimed that a great improvement was
obtained, due to the lack of a time con-

Ayling and Reshe Bally programme, the

second in the series " The Story Behind the

Show," to be heard on garch 15th. The
collaborators have prepared a most inter-

it is properly made up, and we hope that the

details given will enable readers who are
interested in -this arrangement to try out the scheme,

Jimmy Leonard, W LW announcer, who makes

Licence for Valves

things not too easy and not too hard for con-

IN last week's issue we published a list of testants on " Marathon Melodies," radiated by
valves which can only be obtained when

that station to NBC on Fridays at 10.30 p.m.,

a licence form has been sent to the postal E.S.T. Leonard grew up in Florida, and made

authorities. The form in question was his radio debut with his good friend Red Barber,
previously only obtainable from Head Post the sports announcer. Others on the " Marathon
'Offices, but supplies have now been sent to Melodies" show with him are Sylvia Rhodes,

all branch- and sub -offices and it is thus

vocalist, and Josef Cherniaysk, orchestra.

possible to obtain the form from any normal
post office. This does not include the

smaller type of office which -is found in
conjunction with general stores, etc.

Editorial- and Advertisement Offices :

" Practical Wireless," George NeWnes, Ltd.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
W.C.2.
'Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. as a newspaper and

Gerald Cock

THE B.B.C. announce that Mr. Gerald

Cock, M.V.O., has been appointed its

North American representative in the

place of Mr. Felix Greene. The appointment
of North American Representative is made

Mr. Greene in the

normal course would have returned to

England last autumn, but his replacement

was delayed: by the war.
Mr. Cock, who is the B.B.C.'s Director of
Television, hired for some years in America
and revisited New York last spring. The
war -time suspension of the television

service has made it possible for him to
succeed Mr. Greene as the B.B.C.'s representative in New York.

Lemmy Caution Calling
BEN WRIGHT has been chosen to
create the radio character of Lemmy
Caution in a new series of short plays

specially written for broadcasting by Peter

Girls " and " The Bing Boys on

Broadway," three brilliant, colourful shows
of the last war, are the subjects of the Keith

stant in the grid circuit. Since those days
many attempts have been made to
improve on the arrangement. and in this
issue we give constructional 'details of an
amplifier in which the grid is actually
connected, through resistances of course,
to the H.T. positive line. This system,
known as direct -coupling owing to the fact
that the' preceding_ anode is joined direct
to the following grid, has advantageS when

,

W. J. DELANEY, FRANK PRESTON,
H. J. BARTON GRAPPLE, B.Sc.

HE WOR_D OF WIRELESS

Direct Coupling

for a limited period.

Staff

Nil
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Owing to the rapid progress in the design of
wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep our

readers.in touch with the latest developments, we give ;
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warranty that apparatus described in our
columns is not the subject of letters patent.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and

articles published in PRACTICAL WIRELESS is
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esting script, and it is hoped to have in the
studio George Robey, the Original Lucifer
Bing ; Violet Lorraine ; Clifford Grey, the
lyric writer ; and Nat D. Ayer, the
composer. They will revive some of the
high spots of the shows to which went the
fathers and mothers of men now in uniform.
" The Bing Boys are Here," was produced
at the Alhambra on February 12th. 1916.
and ran for 378 performances. The third of
the shows, " The Bing Boys on Broadway,"
was still running after the war was over.
Most people will have some outstanding
memories of these great productions.

At the "Black Dog"
"'Vthe 'Black Dog'," the popular feature

which started in the Empire Programme over two years a -go and which
ultimately became a regular fixture in the
Home Programme, will be revived for the

Forces on March 15th. Later on, it may take
its place in the Home Service. There n -as
always a wonderful feeling of spontaneity
about the series, and the friendly atmosphere
of a small pub was most successfully conveyed to listeners. No scripts were used,

and those taking part would probably
have an hour or so to get to know each
other before actually going on the air.
The Visitors' Book at the " Black
Dog" is a grand mixed bag and includes
the names of film stars, musicians, radio
artists, churchmen, writers, footballers and

people from every conceivable trade or
profession. Gracie Fields has been there,
and other famous names which come to
mind at random are A. F. Tschiffely, the
great horseman and writer ; Valerie Hob-

son, one of the best of our British film

stars ; George Allison, the well-known
football manager ; S. I. Hsiung, the author
of " Lady Precious Stream " ; Leslie
Howard ; Jean Batten, the airwoman ;

Primo Camera_; and F. S. Smythe of the
Everest expeditions.
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Designing Mains T ransformers- 3
How to Select Suitable Core Stampings, and How to
Assemble the Transformer By L. 0. SPARKS
Before starting the assembly, sort out marked points but itlalso removes the risk
erable to use those of a square the stampings into their respective groups of the original wires breaking off, usually
rather than a shallow oblong so that alternate shapes can be picked just inside the cheek of the bobbin, by the
shape, as the former will invariably give a up easily and quickly, although there is movement likely to be caused when conbetter voltage regulation figure. In addition no need to rush this part of the work. It nections are made or undone.
Fig. 2
to this important consideration, the com- is advisable to take a little time over the shows a simple method of mounting a
pleted transformer will be more rigid and matter and see that the stampings are terminal strip which should, of course,
the construction, generally speaking, more packed together in the proper manner be made front reasonably stout insulating
satisfactory. Insulation is one item which and as -tightly as possible.
Sufficient material.
Ebonite about tin. thick,, or
calls for particular consideration ; bearing material must be available, and used, to fibre *in. thick, are the most suitable
in mind the voltages developed across the fill the core aperture of the bobbin, and materials, as they are easy to work and
H.T. secondary windings, it is absolutely a little light tapping is permissible to get have good .insulating properties.
The
essential to see that adequate insulation is the last two or three stampings in position, example shown makes use of sockets for
provided between layers. It is not suffi- but don't go to the extremes and use the individual connections, but there is
ciently appreciated by many amateur sufficient force to cut into the bobbin.
no reason why terminals should not be
transformer constructors that a single
Once a compact body has been built, used, in fact they would, no doubt, provide
short-circuited turn can cause currents to clamping bars, preferably of metal, must an easier and quicker method for most
flow large enough to burn out the rest of be fixed in position across two sides of the experimenters.
the windings or, at least, ruin all insulation assembly, these being held in position
beyond repair.
Bobbins
One naturally thinks of the H.T. secondaries carrying 'high voltages, but the windAlthough these can be purchased, most
HEN selecting stampings, it is pref-

constructors prefer to make their own

ing used for the heater of a rectifying valve

is so often given no more consideration
than the other L.T. windings that a word
of warning would not be amiss. It must
be appreciated that the rectifier heater is

according to the core and stampings being

Providing a little care is taken in
the selection of the material, its marking
out and the actual construction, it is not
used.

the supply point for the H.T. positive line

and that the maximum voltage

so difficult as it might appear at first sight.
Cardboard, even when it is stiff and

(A.C.)

thick, is not satisfactory.

of the H.T. secondary winding will have
to be considered with respect to the heater
and the primary of the transformer.
When carrying out the winding opera-

is sheet prespahn or bakelised board, as

tions, try and maintain a constant examination of the wire, as any defective insulation

these are strong, rigid and easy to work.

The centre of the bobbin should be

must be made good, and on no account
should minute kinks be allowed to pass

marked out and cut as shown in Fig. 2,
the dotted lines indicating the folding

on to the bobbin. Tapping loops or points

points which, to obtain a neat bend, should
be scored with a penknife. Don't let the

also call for special care.
If they are
brought out through holes in the cheeks of

the bobbins, see that the wire does not
cut into other turns and that a strip of
insulating material is placed above and
below the tapping wire.

It does not

possess sufficient rigidity and, if it is thick
enough to be' strong, it makes a very
clumsy looking bobbin. The best material

Fig. 1.-Showing how the clamping strips
are made and fixed, and a suggestion
for a terminal board.

ends

overlap, otherwise a

pronounced

bulge will be produced.
If they butt
together and, when the former is folded
to shape, fit firmly into the cheeks, covered

with a layer of empire cloth, a neat and
by nuts and bolts as indicated by Fig. 1. strong job will be made.
cheeks should just fit on to the ends
In most modern radio transformers it is The bolts or threaded rod must be strong ofThe
the centre former, but it is essential to
usual to provide a screen between primary enough to allow a reasonable pressure to see
that all measurements are accurate.
and secondary windings to assist in pre-. be exerted, as it is essential for the clamps There
are several good adhesives on the
to
be
really
tight
to
prevent
any
possible
venting the passage of high -frequency
market for cementing all the parts together,
vibration
of
the
stampings.
Pronounced
currents between the two sections. It is
but don't be too impatient over this part
not a difficult matter to embody a suitable hum can be introduced into radio apparatus of the work, do give the adhesive time to
screen as this need only consist of a strip by failure to 'attend to this item. The set firmly.
of copper foil, the width of the bobbin, clamping strips can be bent at right angles

Screened Primary

long enough to go round the primary at one end to form feet for fixing purposes
winding except for, say, 1/16th' inch. In if so desired.
other words, the foil must not be allowed
to form a complete loop, a small gap being Terminal Strip
Most experimenters find it more adleft between its two ends. The primary

winding should be covered with empire
cloth or dry paper before placing the foil
in position, and another strip of insulating
material placed over the screen before

vantageous to fit a proper terminal strip

for the connections to the various windings
than to leave loose wire ends. This is to

Final Remarks
Whenever possible, meter tests should

be applied

to all windings, with and

without current loads, before putting the
transformer into active use. The voltage

and current of the various windings should
be checked and, if a meggar is available,

be recommended, as it not only allows insulation tests applied between all windings
When cutting frequent connections to be made to clearly and the core and all windings.
the foil, leave a narrow strip on one edge
winding on the secondary.

to be brought out to form its connection
to earth.

<

b

> '

c-±/2

General Assembly
When all windings are finished, it is
advisable to mark all leads with some

means of identification, thus preventing
any errors in that direction. Once they

are marked, they should be twisted together
lightly so that they form the least obstruc-

tion to the assembly of the stampings
around and through the bobbin.

Fig. 2.-The insulating material for the bobbin should be marked out as shown above.
Accurate dimensions are essential.
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Radio in the Services
A Refresher Course for the Radio Mechanic -1
By Frank Preston
THE announcement, made in these can be obtained at any R.A.F. recruiting
pages a fortnight ago, that the office. It will be better, instead, to consider
R.A.F. were encouraging applica- the matter of the type of questions which
tions from those wishing to enrol as radio may be asked. Quite naturally, it is
created a considerable
amount of interest among readers. Large
numbers have inquired about the test which
they will be asked to undergo should they
apply for enrolment ; most are anxious to
mechanics

has

questions and suggested replies it shauld

be found that many other points are
brought to mind. Those points also should

be settled without delay, preferably by

impossible to state what questions will be working out a suitable answer and then by
asked, or even what questions previous checking it by making reference to one of
applicants have been required to answer. the books referred to above.
But it is evident that a fair knowledge of

the superhet is necessary; at least the Some Questions and Answers
Let us start with a few fairly simple
was discussed laid emphasis on the superhet. questions ; others of a slightly more

have a fairly clear idea as to the standard recruiting officer with whom the matter
of radio knowledge required. It is suggested

that those who are interested should make

inquiries at their local [recruiting office,
but it is possible to pass on the information
obtained from representatives of the Royal
Air Force.

Keen Constructors Encouraged
The main requirement is for keen
amateurs and from those who have had
some experience as service engineers. It
is by no means essential that applicants
should have an extensive knowledge of

Those making application for enrolment as radio mechanics
are required to pass a test. Success in this may mean
immediate' promotion. At the end of this article are some
questions of a type which may be asked .(it is not suggested

that any of them have been asked) along with what can
be considered suitable replies
That fact will, I know, tend to upset a few advanced nature will be given in later
readers because there is still a small articles of this series.
minority who- look upon the superhet as a
How is grid -bias applied to an indirectly -

very complicated arrangement which is heated valve, and how can the value of the bias
difficult to understand. The majority know resistor be found when the characteristics of

1.-Connections that this idea is false.

Fig.

for a bias resistor in
the cathode lead of a

The cathode knowledge of superhet operation if a simple
a d e positive in " straight" circuit is not understood first,

pentode.
is

respect of the grid ; and if the underlying principles of design
precisely

the
same as making the

this is

grid (negative.

wireless theory, but they should have a
fairly sound understanding of the fundamental principles. An ability to reason and
apply logical methods of deduction are
essential, but that is tantamount to saying
that sound common sense, blended with a

certain amount of experience in radio

construction, testing and fault-finding, is

required. The recruiting officer approached
was anxious to make it clear that they are

prepared to give earnest consideration to
all applicants who can be classed as successful home constructors ; naturally,
additional ability is appreciated and will
greatly increase the possibility of rapid
promotion, with the consequential increase
in pay.
A point which should not be overlooked

is that all successful applicants will be given
a course of training in the particular type of
work which their duties will entail. This

means, in effect, that the keen amateur

will have an excellent opportunity to, learn
more about his hobby, so that he can turn

it to successful account as a profession-

first in the Services and later, no doubt, in
civilian life.

Knowledge of the Superhet

between the cathode of the valve and the

earth or H.T.- line, as shown in Fig. 1.

Since the H.T. current for the valve flows
of all the widely -used components are not through the resistor, there is a drop in
known.
It would therefore be almost voltage or potential across it. The voltage
useless to commence an intensive study of is proportional to the value of the resistor,
the superhet before making quite sure that in ohms, and the current passing through it.
you have a fair working knowledge of
It is generally necessary to by-pass the
simpler circuits.
resistor by means of a fixed condenser ; this

Helpful Books
H

the valve and its associated circuit are known ?

Nevertheless, it is a fact that it is imBias is obtained by making use of the
possible to have anything like a sound voltage drop across a resistor included

provides a free path for H.F. or audio -

currents. The condenser may
Obviously, it would not be possible in frequency
a value of about 1 mfd. for an H.F.
the course of two or three articles to pretend have
I.F. valve, but the value should be
to give a complete course in wireless, and or
increased
to, say, 25 mfd. (electrolytic)
it is therefore suggested that those who for an L.F.upvalve.
wish to " start at the beginning " should
The value of the resistor is found by
obtain a copy of " The Practical Wireless dividing
the required G.B. voltage by the
Encyclopaedia." Other books which will anode current
in amps.). Thus,
also be extremely useful are " Everyman's if the required(expressed
G.B. voltage were 10 and
Wireless Book," " Sixty Tested Wireless the total H.T. (anode
screen) current
Circuits " and " Coils, Chokes and Trans- were 8 mA. or 8/1,000plus
amp.,
the resistance
formers." Any or all of these can be obtained from any bookseller or direct from
The Publisher, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, London,
W.C.2, who can also supply a catalogue of
wireless books.
Instead of attempting to provide a
complete course of instruction in this series,

I shall simply ask and answer a number of
questions which are, in my opinion, of a
Fig. 2.-Essential parts of a superhet, where
type which may be asked by the examining
rectangles are used to indicate the stages.
officer. The questions will not be graded
in order of difficulty, or in any other order
for that matter, but will be taken almost at should have an ohmic value of ten times
random. It is not suggested that any 1,000/8, which equals 1,250 ohms.
reader who learned all the questions and
What is meant by the term "intermediate answers by heart would stand the remotest frequency amplification" ?
chance of passing the examining officer.
This term, used in superhet practice,
But I believe that any reader who can refers to amplification which takes place
make an intelligent attempt at them between the frequency -changer and the
would have excellent prospects. This is second detector (see Fig. 2). In a superhet

It is not necessary hero to go any more because to answer them the reader must the aerial or input circuit is tuned to the
deeply into the question of prospects and know far more of his subject than is wrapped frequency of the signal being received,
requirements, for additional information up in the actual answers. In reading the
(continued on page 13)
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

Listening to Music -2
Further Notes on How to Derive Pleasure and Instruction from
Listening to Good Music, by Our Music Critic, MAURICE REEVE
UNQUESTIONABLY the greatest aid begin to climb the ladder of, shall I say,
to the full understanding and com- musical sophistication, and its. ever -enlargprehension of a work of music of ing horizons, that these other subjects,
any pretension-next to key-is a grasp more especially form, enter.
of the plan, or form, to which it is written.
I would like to conclude this brief sketch
Nothing can be entirely formless and at by getting back to its title, " Listening to
the same time intelligent. And the ab- Music." What we have done so far, as
stract qualities of music render this problem necessary here as anywhere, is to gather
of even greater importance than usual- the material together essential for good,
great as it is in all things. Naturally, the keen and intelligent listening ; now enters
harmonic and melodic patterns and weav- that element which to many will seem the
ings are almost entirely ruled by the type most urgent, the complete enjoyment of
of framework into which they are going to great music. " For," they may well say,
be fitted. A composer sets out to write
although you have helped us to undera symphony or sonata just as a builder stand the niceties of a -symphony, and the
sets out to build a house. Not a -note of polyphony of a quartet, you have not given
the one or a brick of the other is laid until us any guarantee that we will enjoy these
the plan has been decided upon and studied things when we hear them. That is what

in the fullest detail. But owing to the we want the ability to do, rather than to
" concrete " character of a house, and to ' criticise and be scholarly." True, My
our lifelong usage of it, as opposed to the friends. You want to be like thousands
" abstract " qualities of music, the house are who watch cricket, who, whilst wishing
is to us as a language is, something which to intelligently understand what is going
we can understand, and of which we can on, don't wish to feel as though they were
use the amenities. With a major work of umpiring a test match. They want to
music, however, it is, for the opposite browse on the grass round the boundary,
reasons, impossible to find our way about quietly smoking, or drinking lemonade.
it with any reasonable prospect of deriving

either benefit or pleasure,
studying the " plans " with a modicum of
care.

Mental Attitude

This will depend on the correct mental

unless you are hungry for it, and it is the
same with good music.
Secondly comes the all-important ques-

tion of the proper frame of mind, or mental

state, in which we should try to be when
listening to good music. How should we
approach the music ? What should' we
look for in it or expect from it ? Should
we expect anything ? You may reply that
all this will depend on what the music is.

We couldn't avoid looking_ on Beethoven's
third symphony from even a slightly
different angle than the one from which we
view his seventh. And we certainly.
can't avoid thinking of Beethoven or Mozart
in a very different light from Tschaikowsky

-or Ravel, and expecting something quite
different from each.

Treating Music as Absolute

But I have, personally, .always adopted
the principle, and a few exceptions here
and there will only serve to emphasise the
general soundness of the idea. Treat all

good music as " absolute," as I defined
that word in a previous article. Certainly
do not look for stories and programmes
where none exist, or ever did exist. And
even in such classic examples of programme

music as Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony

state we approach great music in, no they are much more enjoyable and satisfy" Sonata " form is .a subject I hope to matter how advanced or elementary our ing
when divorced from their programme.
deal with shortly in a separate article. It knowledge of it may be. It seems there At least,
I find them so. I do not. suggest

is by far the most important of the forms, are two requirements here. Firstly, never
and is used for the construction of almost begin to listen to it in a totally unprepared
all the major works of music outside of frame of mind as you would always be when
opera and church music. Even a slight anything comes upon you unawares. Never
acquaintance with it will throw a beam- of be casual about it ; always try to ascertain
light on a symphony, sonata, or quartet beforehand that it is taking place at such
that will rescue it for us from a veritable and such a time, and that you will be
" black -out "and enable us to view it in there. For, I am afraid, it is not a " hardy"
the brilliant sunshine. plant which we can casually confront with
pleasure, like so much of the entertainment
Rhythm and Accent
we get nowadays. It is not entertainment
With form is linked up rhythm and accent, at all. It is a forced, -hot-house plant of
the construction of a phrase and of different the most exotic perfumes and colourings,
types of phrases (themes, melodies, sub- - and, like all such things, cannot stand the
jects; according to their character and frequent icy blasts of casuality and proallotted place in the scheme), and the recur- miscuity which surround many other art
ring rhythmic pulse and accents.
forms. The air which we frequently give

for one moment that it is not helpful, as it
is

certainly interesting, to know of the

story or motive which inspired the work.
Even such an extraneous and unnecessary
appendage as. the " Napoleonic dedication
to the Eroica Symphony " is helpful. But

what I mean is this : forget all about
Napoleon, cows, cuckoos or thunderstorms
when listening to either of those works.
Concerning the former, at any rate, the

pastoral loveliness pervading every bar of
it obtrudes itself with such an ample
sufficiency that there should be no possible
need for anyone to want to refer to their

programme notes to see what it

is all

about.
Of course some works must stand or fall

A knowledge of harmony would complete, to a radio item of " That sounds nice ; by the realism with which they portray.
or round off, our knowledge of key as we'll leave it on for a bit and see what it's what they set out to paint if for the very
discussed in the last article. It takes us like," is absolutely fatal. If, under such reason that they intended from the outset
far beyond the mere recognition, anticipa- conditions, you should succeed in obtaining to do little else. Operatic music comes
tion and blending of keys as -colours do any mental reaction to the work at all, it into this category. All Wagner's genius
the ability to trace a single line of notes would almost bound to be unfavourable. would not have been sufficient to place
(part or voice) through the texture. Then If, on the other hand, it should be favour- him in his pre-eminent position had he
we follow two lines together and so on, until able, this happy state would not be reached failed to 'sweep us off our feet with the
we hear the whole pattern as we would until the work was nearing its conclusion, marvellous realism of his canvases. The
see one if looking at a carpet.
upon which the effect would immediately Venesbury music, the " Ride -of Valkyriek,"
I think the facility for picking up these evaporate. The result would of necessity and a hundred other examples, are as
-branches of listening (also the faculty to be that, long before the next item had also vivid as any painting, providing we know
recognise the tones of the different instru- been brought to an end, your favourable the story they set out to portray. They
ments in an orchestra), will be greatly impressions of the former item would are the. supreme examples of programme
enhanced if the basic principle of key and almost, if not entirely, have evaporated. music, unmatched in their ability to
key recognition are first -mastered. The Certainly your ability to retain even a slight transport us to the scenes and, places they
will most certainly receive an recollection of a beautiful theme or other describe. But the fact that they do this
added impetus and encouragement, because, striking passage would be very small.
to millions of people whilst listening to
when all is said and done, key is music.
In fairness to the music, make adequate them in the concert hall, without any aid
It is the heart and the core, and in thousands preparation for listening to it, and be whatever from scenery, costume or words,
of cases it is the only thing that matters- certain that you will at least be in a mood is surely proof positive that all music can,
in the small forms such as songs, carols, and a frame of mind for appreciating it. and should, be listened to as I have tried
and ditties of all sorts. It is only when we You cannot enjoy excellent food or wine to advocate in this article.
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The QSL Exchange
VOU will remember that I raised the

question some weeks ago of the
I expressed the
opinion that it was unfair for a reader to
adorn his den with verification cards
QSL exchange.

which

he

had not

programmes from the stations represented,
and had obtained verifications. Thus the

whole value of the verification card was
lost.

Since that time both sides have expage, and we have received about an
equal quantity of letters from those in
favour and from those against. I am
pressed their views in the correspondence

asked to exercise my casting vote, and I
now say that- the motion that we should
continue to publish requests for QSL

exchanges is lost. Therefore, will readers
please note that we cannot publish further
offers to exchange. It is not my wish

that the QSL card shall have no greater
value than a cigarette picture.

Wireless as a Profession

THE recent broadcast appeal for those
with technical knowledge of radio
to join the new wireless trade created in
connection with the Services has produced to date nearly 15,000 applications.
Our recent survey of radio careers was a

()I

" sholidy " components

of its

Returning now to the question of
frequency distortion, the items chiefly

obtained in the

orthodox way, but merely by exchanging them with other short-wave fans.
I said that a den so adorned was
intended to give the impression that the
owner of the den himself had received

the use

of doubtful origin. Too often is a set
blamed for distortion when the fault is
located in the fact that it is being starved

responsible for this are the methods of

coupling between the valves and the
loudspeaker itself. Taking the first -named.

By Thermion

it must be remembered that if L.F. transformers are employed, the primary or

(input winding must have an adequate

primary inductance. ,This does not necessarily mean that the itransformer with the
size is going to r;ive the best results.
should certainly take each week our new largest
Modern development leas produced transcompanion weekly, Practical Engineering former
cores which are quite small compared
(4d. every Thursday).
to the early types. It is also necessary to
maintain the inductance high even when
Distortion
large anode currents from the valve
r\NE of the queries which frequently quite
pass
through
the primary winding, so in
arises in letters addressed to me this case it is necessary 1,, learn whether a
personally concerns the cure and forms of manufacturer guarantees the inductance
distortion. For perfect reproduction the in henries to be a certain value up to a
sound issuing from the loudpseaker should given current, and then take steps not to
be an aural replica 'of what is taking place exceed that current.
in the broadcasting studio. When this fails
With inadequate primary inductance in
to happen, as judged by a critical ear, transformers,
there will be a loss of the
or by movements of a tell -tale needle in- bass frequencies,
so that even if you hat
serted at correct points in the power the most perfect sound
reproducer coupled
feeds, distortiOn is taking place. It is to the set, if the bass frequencies
are lost
not generally believed that the high - they will not be heard from the loudspeaker.
frequency section of a wireless receiver
Those engaged in the manufacturing side

is often the cause of dikortion blamed Wireless for the Blind Fund
on the low -frequency side. The introis interesting to note that during the
duction of so many high-powered broad- IT ten
since its inception iii 1929 t,,
casting stations has made the question the endyears
of last October, nearly 1:1.66,00o
much -appreciated feature, and we are still of selectivity rather an acute one. When
receiving large numbers of letters from a station is sending out speech or music had been collected for the British Wireless
readers who want to enter the radio trade it broadcasts, in addition to the carrier for the Blind Fund. Of this sum,
as a profession, or to study for it. The wave, other frequencies which are known £151,500 was expended on sets and access-

suggestion has been made that we should
run a regular feature dealing with radio
careers. I -therefore invite the- opinion
of my readers on this suggestion so that
I can lay mass evidence, if any, before the
Editor.
I understand that a large number of those
who have already applied for the vacancies
which have been advertised are readers of
this journal, who have paid graceful and

grateful tribute to the Editor and for
the technical knowledge supplied by
PRACTICAL WIRELESS and the technical
books we issue in connection with it. Those
who wish to obtain a first-class knowledge

as sidebands. These are spaced equally ories for blind listeners, and there was a
of nearly £2,000 in hand.
on either side of the carrier frequency, balance
All sets provided by the Fund, says the
and may extend as far as 7,000 to 8,000 annual
report, are of modern loudspeaker
cycles either side.
A receiver of the ordinary type boasting

of razor -edge selectivity cuts off a large

section of these sidebands, or at least

type. Their distribution is carried out by
150 local welfare agencies.

reduces their amplification to such an extent
that they compare very unfavourably
with the amount of amplification accorded
to the lower frequencies. Anyone musically

B.B.C. Handbook for 1940

quality must to a certain extent be reducer?.

what is being said about Britain by others.

THE B.B.C. is taking its part in the
dissemination of news all over the

world in counteracting falsehood, in helping

inclined will realise that the higher fre- to make known the British point of view,
quencies bring about the brilliance or but there is another side to the radio War.
timbre, and if they are not present, then The B.B.C.'s war -time job is also to learn

of radio cannot do better than study our
If the constructor of a wireless receiver
series of handbooks which include The finds himself in a cleft stick, owing to his
Practical Wireless Encyclopaedia " (now, desire for adequate selectivity without
unfortunately, increased in price to 7s. 6d., cutting sidebands, he can adopt what has
but worth ten times the price), " The come to be known as band-pass tuning.
Practical Wireless Short-wave Manual,"
In the modern arrangement we have

It has to listen night in, night out, to the
"news" and the propaganda broadcast from

Germany and it has also to keep track of what
neutral countries are thinking. The B.B.C. is
not only the Voice of Britain ; it has become

the Ear of Britain. An article entitled " LisIn every case it will be tening Post, 1939," in the B.B.C. Handbook
Short-wave Manual" (a new volume), noticed that there are two tuned circuits, for 1940, which was published on March 4th,
" Wireless Transmission for Amateurs " and energy is transferred from one circuit traces the growth of the new Monitoring
'(now increased in price to 3s. 6d.), " Wire- to the other by a mutual magnetic inter- Service which records, translates, summarless Coils, Chokes and Transformers," action, a coil common to both tuned circuits, ises and distributes daily some two hundred
" Sixty Tested Wireless Circuits," " Tele- or a carefully controlled capacity coupling. broadcasts in twenty-five languages.
vision and Short-wave Handbook,' WorkThe frequency response of each circuit
Listeners who are interested in the story
shop Calculations, Tables and Formula?," is thus combined, and it is possible to make of events behind the microphone can obtain
and " The Practical Mechanics Handbook." the complete circuit accept frequencies the B.B.C. Handbook from booksellers and.
A catalogue of our technical books will be over quite a wide range and almost wholly bookstalls, or direct from the B.B.C.
sent free to any reader applying to the reject the others. In other words, brilliance Publications Department, The Grammar
Manager of the Book Dept.; George Newnes, and reproduction are maintained, together School, Searle Road, Wembley, Middlesex,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, with selectivity.
or on application to any Regional Office.
Strand, W.C.2.
Another very marked cause of distortion Its price is two shillings, or 2s. 4d. by post.
" Everynaan's

Wireless

Book,"

" The

three main types.
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Headphone
Listening
Precautions to be Taken When Using
Headphones with a Mains Set, and
Points About Matching
IN the earlier days of radio headphones Matching 'Phones To Set
were the only practicable means of
It is desirable for the apparent volume
reproduction, since the power output from the 'phones to be the same as that
of the set was too small for any other from the speaker, so that the two units
As loudspeakers became more may be used simultaneously. .it is more
means.
efficient and less costly, headphones passed difficult to match 'phones to the set than
out of general use. The disadvantage of it is to match extension speakers, where it
being tied to the set by 'phones con- is merely a question of matching imped-

tributed to their displacement, since several

EXTENSION
TERMINALS

EXTENSION
TERMINALS

LOW IMPEDANCE EXTENSION - STEP UP
HIGH IMPEDANCE EXTENSION - STEP DOWN

Fig. 2.-An alternative method of phone isolation,
with low impedance extension.

4,000 ohms to 1,000 ohms by changing
them from the usual series connection to
parallel.' In doing this care must be taken

that the two positive and the two negative
'phone terminals respectively, are connected together. Otherwise the sounds fed

to each ear will be out of phase, with

unpleasant results.
For high impedance extensions the
transformer ratio is roughlyI Z- and for
200,

low impedance extensions is
Z is the extension impedance.

200 where

z,

With 'phones the impedance does
high impedance a step-down, and
not concern us ; but only a fraction of the forFor
low impedance a step-up, transformer is
power output is required, and so if the
ances.

'phones are used alone the surplus power used.
The ratio is not very critical, and may
must be dissipated in some way. The even
be twice or half as much.
volume of the speaker and 'phones varies
2 MFD

500V

-HI
Fig. 1.-One method of phone isolation, with high
impedance extension.

people could listen simultaneously to a
speaker.
There are, nowadays, many circum-

stances in which the use of headphones is
an advantage. Some people may switch
off the set because of the nuisance caused

to others who may not want to listen.

Again, for a deaf person to hear in comfort,

the volume level of the set speaker must
be raised to a level unbearable for those
with normal hearing. As shown by the
Queries Section of this journal there are
many people wanting a safe and efficient
method of using headphones with their
sets.

Precautions To Be Taken

The connection of 'phones to any set is
subject to several important precautions,
especially if the set is mains operated.

with their sensitivities, and so the following

'Phones Used Alone

results with average units.
The most readily accessible place for any

It has been assumed so far that the load
on the output stage is being maintained by

details are not critical, but will give good

connection of either the set speaker,
connection to the set is the extension the
some -extension simultaneously with the
speaker socket. Here any output im- or
'phones. If the 'phones alone are to be
pedance from 1 ohm to about 20,000 ohms
may be encountered.
If the output is of high impedance, then
either a suitable step-down transformer

connected, as may frequently be the case,
some means of disSipating the unwanted
power is to be incorporated. The primary
secondary of the 'phone transformer is
between 'phones and the output, or else or
by a suitable resistance, and since
a high resistance in series with the 'phones shunted
must be capable of dissipating the full
will be needed to reduce the volume to this
output of the set; it is best placed
bearable limits. To give a typical case, a power
across
the
of the transformer. It
battery output pentode of impedance should beprimary
of
about
or 5 watts rating.
about 11,000 ohms would need a step-down Here again the value3of
resistance is
transformer of ratio 7-1 to match 'phones not critical, but it shouldthe
be about twice
of 4,000 ohms overall resistance. If the the extension impedance value.
A potentiometer, is used, this also serving as a volume
control for the 'phones. Fig. 3 shows a
suitable arrangement for both high and low
impedance extensions. This will give a
range of volume both below and above the
set speaker volume, whether speakers are
connected simultaneously or not. The
Fig. 3.-Volume control circuit for either high or 'phone transformer need not be expensive ;
low impedance extensions. For impedance Z value since its power handling capacity is small,
a midget type will be suitable.
of R =2 Z ohms.

Tone Control

Indiscriminate connection is highly danger.
ous and must be rigorously discouraged.

Since the normal tone controls of the
set will work just as well with 'phones as
with the set speaker, there is no need to fit
any additional control for the normal
listener. The frequency range of normal
'phones is not wide, but with a transformer

The chief precaution to be taken is

against the risk of shock to the wearer of
the 'phones, due to the contact of the metal

TRANSFORMER
SECONDARY

headband or other metal parts of the 'phones

with the listener's head. It is essential to
earth efficiently one side of the 'phones, so
that the voltage at the earpieces cannot rise
to a dangerous value. For this to be done
the 'phones must be isolated from the set.
The two methods recommended for this are
shown in)Figs. 1 and 2. Either condensers
are used, one 2 mfd. 500 volts working at
least in each lead, or, better still, a transformer of suitable ratio is fitted between the
'phones and the output from the set. Two
condensers should be used, since in some
A.C.-D.C. sets a mains leakage may occur
across some internal component in the set,
or it may not be possible to earth one side
of the speaker circuit. The transformer
method is the better : the transformer used
should be dependable and efficiently
insulated.

of suitable ratio most people will be satisfied

Fig. 4.-Simple type of tone control for use in
conjunction with Fig. 2.
C .01 to .1 mfd.
L .3 to 12 henries.

other method

is

by the quality of reproduction. If some
degree of tone control is required, however,

and deaf persons may need either bass or
treble lift, this is easily incorporated as
shown in Fig. 4. With low impedance
extension, a transformer of higher step-up,
and with high impedance One of lower stepan

used a 500,000 ohm down, ratio than usual is used, with

variable, resistance is suitable. This serves
as a rough volume control.

inductive or reactive network between the

'phones and the transformer secondary.

The extension impedance is commonly Experiment must determine the best values
of, the order of 5 ohms. For 'phones of of the components for individual require.
4,000 ohms a step-up transformer of ratio ments. The condenser capacity may be
about 3-1 will serve.
.01 to .1 mfd., and the choke .3 t) 12
If 7.5 or 15 ohm impedances are required, henries. The 'phones should be paralleled
then a transformer of ratio 1-1 will be suit- as described before to give a resistance of
able. Here it is advisable to reduce the 1,000 ohms, since then the effect of the
overall resistance

of the 'phones from inductive impedances will be improve:].
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SECTION

as, by earthing the grid of the valve, by

touching it with the finger, the oscillation
will cease and the meter needle 1611 rise

to the original reading, or a point very
Now from standard electric
formulae we know that the voltage drop
near it.

across a resistance is dependent upon the
current flowing through it, and the greater
the current, the greater the voltage drop,
or the difference in potential between the
SHORT-WAVE REACTION
ends of the resistance.
EFFICIENCY
From this it will therefore be obvious
Points Which Underline the Design of that under certain conditions there will be

an Effective Reacting Detector Circuit a given anode voltage applied

to the
detector valve, but as reaction is advanced

By W. J. DELANEY

and the valve passes into an oscillating
condition, the actual voltage applied to the
control
is
needed
to
take
the
set
out
of
MANYlisteners attempt to use a simple
anode will vary, the H.T. voltage increasing
single -valve set for short-wave work oscillation as is needed to take it into as reaction increases, due to the lowered

and succeed in obtaining only a few oscillation. This can be accomplished anode current and the consequent reduced
long-distance stations . Others, as may be quite easily. Before dealing with the voltage drop across the -anode load. There
seen from the extensive logs published in effects and the cure, however, there is is thus a double effect on the valve. Whilst
our correspondence columns from time to another trouble which is often experienced you are increasing the coupling between

time, succeed with a similar simple set in
obtaining signals from the farthest ends of
the earth. In many cases, of course, local
conditions and existing climatic conditions
will play a large part in the performance
of a receiver, but with a simple detector
stage the efficiency of the reaction circuit

in a reaction circuit, and that is where the anode and grid-or, in other words,
as soon as the set has broken into oscillation increasing reaction-the H.T. is automaticas already mentioned a high-pitched howl ally increasing and :the two combine to
also sets in, and cannot be stopped until produce the sudden bursting into oscillation
the set has been taken out of oscillation. already referred to. Turning back the
This, from the fact that you are trying reaction control does not reduce the
to work on the " threshold of oscillation," oscillation until a large adjustment has

is of the utmost importance. A detector and that a howl is set up, gives rise to the been made, as it has no effect on the H.T.
valve without reaction is very little better term " threshold howl," and also is fairly whilst the oscillation is taking place, and
than a crystal receiver, but when reaction easily cured.
is applied the results are comparable with
osca_t_ArioN

,k;

.TAKES PLACE
HERE

'14,

thus a relatively large movement is neces-

sary to produce stability, and this is at a
Detector Anode Circuit
To understand fully the causes of the
Ht-itwo effects just described, let us look at
the anode circuit of the detector valve. Fig. 2.- TypiThere will usually be an H.F. choke conFig. 1.-Reaction nected direct to the anode, and then, e a I anode
circuit indicatbacklash is shown
between the low -potential end of the
by an overlap of choke and the H.T. supply there will be a ing the components which
the control. Oscillation should cease

at the same point

as that at which
it commences.

the addition of a good H.F. stage to the
crystal. Owing to the peculiar working
of reaction circuits, however, very few
listeners realise how valuable this part of
the set can prove. The reaction control
should operate exactly the same as an L.F.
volume control in a receiver, building up

pair of 'phones, a transformer primary or a
resistance dependent upon the type of
receiver in use. Across the choke and the

anode component, whatever it may be,
there will be a voltage drop, dependent
upon the anode current of the valve. If,
now, you include a milliammeter in the

are found

there.
Th is
explains t h e

reasons for

threshold

H.F, CHOKE
REACTION
CIRCUIT

howl.

anode circuit of a valve which is provided
with a reaction control, you will see that

with no reaction there will be a steady point beyond that at which the set went
anode current reading dependent upon the

H.T. voltage and the particular charac-

into oscillation.

teristics of the valve. If, now, the reaction Cures

control is set hard over, so that the valve

The threshold howl is due to the fact
oscillates, you will find that the anode that when the valve bursts into oscillation
in
This
is,
current reading has fallen.
a momentary change in anode current

signal strength gradually, and just as fact, the method of testing for oscillation, takes place and this stops the oscillation,
smoothly taking the set out of oscillation
but the reaction control is in such a position
But how often is this effect found ? Try "WPM. NN.04111.41.111.14111111.114 PAIMI41.10.1.1.11.041111.11410. NORM
that the change in the H.T. voltage due
the control on your receiver, with the set
to
the cessation of oscillation again causes
timed to a very weak distant station. I A VALUABLE TECHNICAL LIBRARY !
a condition of oscillation, which just. as
What do you find ? Probably, as the
quickly ceases again. This oscillation and
PRACTICAL WIRELESS ENCYCLOcontrol is turned the signal builds up and
PADIA
stopping takes place fairly rapidly and
7/6, or 8/- by post.
suddenly there is a " plop " as the set 1
produces the howl already referred to.
EVERYMAN'S
WIRELESS
BOOK
goes into oscillation. What happens then ?
It is obvious from these remarks that the
W.., or 6/6 by post.
You turn the control in the opposite direc- I TELEVISION AND SHORT-WAVE HANDfirst and most important factor to be
BOOK
tion until the set comes out of oscillation,
watched is the H.T. voltage applied to
or
6/6
by
post.
15/and when this has been accomplished you
the anode. This must be of such a value
THE HOME MECHANIC ENCYCLOPEDIA
have a given signal strength. But on
3'6, or 4/. by post.
that the changes which take place clue i
SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS
advancing the reaction control again you
the oscillation have the least effect. The
2/6, or 2/10 by post.
can obtain an increase to the point where
voltage varies according to the valve.
COILS, CHOKES AND TRANSFORMERS
the oscillation occurs. But owing to the
2/6, or 2/10 by post.
and tests may have to be carried out
PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL
overlap, or backlash as it is called, you
find the best working voltage, although the
6/,
or
6/6
by
post.
find you have to try three or four times
valve -makers usually give the nece:isa ry
PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK
before you can get the reaction control to
6/-, or 6/6 by post.
value on their data sheets. Next, the
WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS, TABLES AND
the exact point where signals are at maxivalue of the grid leak and condenser must.
FORMULA
mum and oscillation or howling does not
be so selected that the working point on
3/6, or 3/10 by post.
set in.
SHORT-WAVE MANUAL

Threshold Howl
This overlap is indicated in Fig. 1, where

the point of oscillation on an imaginary
dial is indicated and the point to which

the control has to be turned to stop oscillation is also shown. The ideal condition is

that where the same movement of the

b
post.
WIRELESS TRANSMISSION FOR AMATEURS
I
pAN.D
DICTIONA RY 6OFr M/E0ALS
THEIR
ALLOYS

5/-, or 5/4 by post.

obtainable from GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
I All
Tower House,SouthamptOnStreet,Strand,W.C.2
LI Mil IMMC Fem. 1.0.11,1110.1 ?.11111,0011104

Him*,

the curve of the valve also takes up a

position where the effects just mentioned
are at a minimum. Thus, there are three
essential points to be watched-H.T.,

value of grid leak, and grid condenser.
A little experiment should enable suitable
values to be found where, with the particu-

lar valve in use, the valve goes smoothly into

oscillation and just as smoothly slides out:,
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NEW SERIES

RADIO ENGINEER'S POCKET -BOOK
No. 23.

No. 24.

INTERNATIONAL " Q " CODE
Abbrev.

Question

Abbrev.

Answer for Advice

QRB

What is the name of The name of my
your station ?
station is . .
How far approxi- The approximate
mately are you
distance is
from my station ? miles

QRD

Where are you bound

QRA

.

QRH

.

QSA

QSB

Your note varies.

QSD

Do you receive me

I cannot receive
you.
signals Your signals are
too weak.
Do you receive me I receive you well.
well ?
signals Your signals are
Are
my

badly ?
my
weak ?

GRL
QRM
QRN

good ?
Are you busy ?

QRO

QRP

decrease

CRC

QSL
QSM

good.

I'am busy. Please
do not interfere.
Are you being inter- I am being interfered with ?
fered with.
Are you troubled by I am troubled by
atmospherics ?
Shall I increase
power ?
Shall I
power ?

QSO

QSP

atmospherics.

Tricrease power.

QSV

Decrease power.

QSX

Shall I send faster ? Send faster ( .
words per min-

QRT
QRU

QTH

Have you anything I have nothing for

QTR

YOU.

varies.
Is my keying correct? Your keying is inAre my signals
distinct. Your

I sent you ?

sage) you have

dium of

medium of . ..).

sent me.
Can you communicate I can communicate
with . . . direct (or
with .
direct
through the meor through the

A

0SA2 .. Weak, readable now and then.

Fairly good; readable, but with difficulty.
QSA3
Good ; readable.
GSA1
QSA5 .. Very good; perfectly readable.
QRK CODE (Audibility)

F

K

L

N
O

P
Q

R

T

dis-

U
1,V

X
Y
Z

will retransmit

to .

.

.

of V's ?
V's.
Will you listen for .. I am listening for
(call sign) on .
. (call sign) on
kc ?
Shall I send each word Send each word or
or group twice ?
group twice.
What is your position My position is
in latitude and
latitude .
longitude 7...
longitude.
.

.

.

.

What Is the exact The exact time is
time ?

'"

.

.

.

station
AMATEUR ABBREV IATIONS
Abbrev.
Abbrev.
Meaning
Meaning
ABT ... About
FM .. .From
AGN ... Again
GA
.. . Go ahead, or 000
ANI .. Any
afternoon
BA
... Buffer amplifier GB .. Good-bye
BCL ... Broadcast listener GE .. . Good evening
.

... Bad
GM .. . Good morning
GN
Gpod night
... BY
... Break in
HAM ... Radio amateur
... Been
HI
... Laughter
... Check
HR ... Hear. or here
CKT ... Circuit
HRD .., Heard
CLD ... Called
XIV
.. . Have
CO
... Crystal oscillator LTR .. . Later
CUD ... Could
MILS.. Milliamperes
CUL ... See you later
MO
.. . Mater Oscillator
DX ... Long distance
ND .. Nothing doing
ECO ... Electron -coupled NIL .. . Nothing
NM .. . No more
oscillator
ES ... And
NR .. . Number
EH ... Fine
business NW .. . Now
(good work)
OB
.. . Old boy
PD ... Frequency doubler OM .. Old Man
OT ... Old timer
TNX .. . Thanks
PA ... Power amplifier
TPTG Tuned plate tunec'
PSE ... Please
grid
R
... Received all sent TX .. . Transmitter
U
.. . You
RAC ... Rectified A.C.
11CD ... Received
UR .. . You are
RX ... Receiver
VY
.. Very
SA ... Say
WDS .. . Words
SED ... Said
WKG .. . Working
SIDS
Signals
WL .. .Will
SIGN... Signature
WUD .. . Would
SSS ... Single Signal su- WX .. Weather
perheterodyne YE .. Wife
receiver
YL .. . Young lady
SKD ... Schedule
YR .. . Your
TKS ... Thanks
.. Kind regards
73
'FAIN ... To -morrow
88
.. . Love and kisses
BD
BI
BK
BN
CK

.

.

.

.

.

.

No. 28.

5
6

7
8

9

CALL -SIGNS

AC4

AR
CE
c51
CNI
CO

CP

dit dah dah
dah dit dit dah
dah dit dah dah
dah dah dit dit
dit dah dab dah dah
dit dit dah dah dah
dit dit dit dah dah

.....

dit dit dit dit dah
dit dit dit dit dit
dah dit dit dit dit
dah dale dit dit dit
dah dah dah dit dit
dah dah dah dah dit

dah dah dais dah dah
Note of interdit dit dah dab dit dit
rogation
Note of exdah dab dit dit dah dah
clamation
dit dah dah dah dab dit
Apostrophe
O

.. Extremely rough hissing note.
Very rough 9.C. note, no trace of musicality.
3
Rough, low-pitched A.C. note, slightly musical.
4 .. Rather rough A.C. note, moderately musical.
Musically modulated note.
5
6 .. Modulated note, slight trace of whistle.
7 .. _Near D.C. note, smooth ripple.
8 .. Good D.C. note, just a trace of ripple.
9 .. Purest D.C. note.
(If the note appears to be crystal -controlled add an
N after the appropriate number).

Tibet
Syria

Chile
Cuba
Tangier Zon.

FU

Y
C

CNI Morocco

clit dah cht
dit dit dit
dah
dit dit dah
dit di t clIt dah

..
..

2
3

INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR

INTERNATIONAL MORSE CODE.
dit dah
dah dit dit di t
dah dit dab dit
dah dit dit
dit
dit dit dab dit
dah dah dit
dit dit dit dit
dit dit
dit dah dah dah
dah dit dah
dit dah dit dit
dah dah
dah dit
dah dah dais
dit dah dah dit
dab dah dlt dab

4

1

Very weak signals.
Weak signals.
Fair signals.
Fairly good signals.
Good signals.
Moderately strong signals.
Strong signals.
Extremely strong signals.
(Tone)

I

.

Shall I send a series Send a series of

Number Code

..
..

.) ?

Will you retransmit

(Signal Strength)
.. Faint, signals barely perceptible.

..

.

E

J

RST CODE (Readability)

1

D

S

Unreadable.
Barely readable, occasional words
t inguishable.
Readable with considerable difficulty.
Readable with practically no difficulty.
Perfectly readable.

8

C

I

Weak signals ; barely readable.
1t3 .. Weak signals ; but can be copied. '
114 .. Fair signals ; easily readable.
Moderately strong signals.
165
Its .. Good signals.
Good strong signals.
11.7 ..
R8 .. Very strong signals.
R9 .. Extremely strong signals.
132

7

B

G
H

.. Faint signals ; just readable.

6

.

MISCELLANEOUS INTERNATIONAL
ABBREVIATIONS
.4bbrer.
Abbrev.
Meaning
Meaning
Yes
C
GA ... Resume sending
N
No
MN ... Minute minutes
\V
... Word
NW ... I resume transAA ... All after
mission
AR
... All before
OK ... Agreed
AL ... All that has just UA ... Are we agreed ?
been sent
WA ... Word after...
BN
WB ... Word before ...
All between
CL
I am closing my XS ... Atmospherics

No. 27.

QSAI .. Hardly perceptible; unreadable.

4
5

signals are bad.

Can YOU give me I give you acknowacknowledgment of
ledgment of rereceipt ?
ceipt.
Shall I repeat the last Repeat the last
telegram (message) telegram (mes-

No. 26.
QSA CODE (Signal Strength)

1

.

.

QSZ

Shall I send more Send more slowly
( .
slowly ?
. words per
minute).
Shall I stop sending ? Stop sending.
for me ?

.

being

called by . . . .
What is the strength The strength of
of my signals ?
Your signals is ...
(I to 5).
Does the strength of The strength of
your
my signals vary ?
signals

.

ute).

QRS

GMT.
You
are

distinct ?

Are

QRK

Who is calling me ?

call you at .

and where are you I am bound for
from . . . .
Will you tell me my
exact frequency in Your exact frekilocycles ?
quency is . . . kc
Does my frequency Your
frequency
vary ?
varies.
Is my note good ?

QRI
QRJ

QRZ

.

.

QRG

0.1LX

Question
Answer for Advice
Are you ready ?
I am ready.
Shall I wait -? When Wait (or wait until
will you call me I have finished
again ?
communicating
with . . . ) I will

QRV

.

.

No. 25.

INTERNATIONAL " Q " CODE

......

dah dit dit dit dit dah
Fractional bar dah dit dit dab dit
Brackets
dah dit dab dah dit dab
Inverted commas
dit dah dit dit dah dit
Underline
dit dit dah dah dit dah
Prelim. call
- dah dit dab dit dah
Break sign
dah dit dit dit dah
End message dit dah dit dah dit
Error
dit dit dit dit &It dit dit dit
Hyphen

-

-

CR4 Cape Verde Islands
CR5 Portuguese Guinea
CR6 Angola
CR/ Mozambique
CRS Portuguese India
CR9 Macao
CR10 Timor
CT1 Portugal
CT2 Azores,
CT3 Madeira Island
CX
Uruguay
D
Germany
EA Spain
EA6 Balearic Islands
EA8 Canary Islands
EA9 Spanish Morocco
EI
Irish Free State
EL Liberia
EP Iran (Persia)
EQ Iran (Persia)
ES Estonia
ET Ethiopia
(Abyssinia)
F
France
FA Algeria
FB Madagascar
FD French Togoland
FE French Cameroons
FP French West Africa
FG Guadeloupe
FI
French Indo-China
FK New Caledonia
FL French Somaliland
FM Martinique
FN French India
FO French Oceania
FP St. Pierre and
FQ

-

-

Cuba (tons)
Bolivia

FR
FT

Miquelon

British Isles
(G. -England ;

Scotland
01

HA

HB
HC

IIH
HI
HK

HP

HR
I1S
HZ

J

J8

JO

Ks

K6
K6
K6
KG

K7

KA
LA
LU
LX
LY
LZ
MX
NY
OA

OE
OH
OK
OM
ON

French Equatorial 005
Africa
OX
Reunion Island
OY
Tunisia

French
New
Hebrides
Guyane
(French
Guiana)

OZ

Wales)

;

North Ireland

Hungary
Switzerland
Ecuador
Haiti
Dominican
public
Colombia

EVERY THURSDAY.

Re-

Republic

Panama
Honduras
Siam
liedjaz

of

Italy
Japan
Chosen (Korea)
Formosa
Virgin Islands
Canal Zone
Hawaii
Guam

Samoa
Midway and Wake
Islands
Alaska
Philippines
Norway
Argentina
Luxembourg
Lithuania
Bulgaria
Manchukuo
Canal Zone
Peru
Austria
Finland
Czechoslovakia
Guam
Belgium
Belgian Congo
Greenland
Faroe Islands
Denmark
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beaker Volume Control

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !

URING my experiments I found the
necessity for a tone control, volume

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE-

control, and switch on each low -impedance

LESS" must have originated some little dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
not pass it on to us ? We pay .41.10-0 for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item

extension speaker, so I connected them as
in the diagram below.
I have not seen low -impedance speakers

published on this page we will pay hall.a.
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
"PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item Please note that every notion
sent in must be original. Mark envelopes
" Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hints.
guinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by

J

RECEIVER

r114=10 -,141110.0.M4

SPECIAL NOTICE
IAll hints must be accompanied by the
coupon cut from page iii of cover.

IAN
)111

EXTENSION
SPEAKER
VOLUME CONTROL

SW IT H
TO EXTENSION

Tat' §

An ebonite strip provides the mount for

the five bulbs which, by the way, are 2

volt .06a type : this ebonite strip is finally
secured to the housing by bending over the
tin lugs provided. and indicated by " N."
Each bulb holder is fitted with 21 613A
screw nut and shakeproof washer. the
connections 1-5 beIi.g made by soldering,
whilst a common contact " NV " is made by

soldering a length of heavy gauge copper
wire across all hollers. The housing is
secured to the. inside of the cabinet by two
brass angle strips, these being soldered
to the housing, as shown.

The knobs are rendered dummy by

pairs of bolts at F and G, which keep the
two outer bars rigidly connected, should be

speaker.

connected like this, and I believe it
volume

separating pieces of tin, as indicated by
a, b, (-and d.

using short lengths of fin. brass rod. brass

A volume control arrangement for an extension

original. The

111.114M11.1 hal041.41110.011.0. PM. 1.01041014 Isle

The housing for the bulbs comprises two

tin strips " A" and " B," these having
been bent to form a box when soldered
together. Into this box I soldered four

is

control can be

varied according to the impedance of the
speech coil.-R. JOHNSON (Yatesbury).

just enough to allow the middle bar to
slide smoothly.

The longest of the three

bars at the extreme end of the strip C

should be about an inch long and should
be rigidly connected at the middle to the
strip C, while the ends should be passed
through the bolt holes in the tin collars

Adjustable Nut Tweezers
ONE of the troubles that I find par- and anchored outside by bolts, the loosening
ticularly annoying when doctoring "
a wireless chassis is that when replacing a

compcinent on the chassis after testing,

and tightening of which controls the width
between the jaws.

The best way of making the inch -long

bolts are sure to slip and fall on to the slots at J, K, M, and N is to drill a row of

chassis, so that it either has to be turned holes close together after Which the burr
upside down or the missing bolts have to should be filed down.-J. R. WOOD (Aberbe fished for with a pair of long -nosed deen).
pliers, which, owing to their breadth, cannot always be used in the limited space in
a wireless chassis.

A Station

Indicating
Speaker System

Extension

I decided to cure this trouble and have
HAVING built a new radiogram, using
an instrument of reasonable
the original receiver chassis only,
efficiency; the design of which I enclose.
it occurred to me that it would be well
The instrument itself should be con- worth while converting the original restructed of some fairly thick metal which ceiver cabinet into a self -indicating extenhas some degree of springiness. The two sion speaker, retaining the original
pieces of metal marked D and E are of appearance by keeping the control knobs
thin tin, and are bent over the strips, so as they were.
as to form sliding collars.
To carry out this idea properly, I decided
The size of the holes drilled depends that some sort of remote control scheme
on the size of the threaded bar used, so was necessary with regard to the station
is not marked in sketch.
indicating lights, this being effected by
The width between the jaws is con- simply attaching an extension
shaft to the
trolled by the middle bar, which is moved receiver tuning condenser, a simple ebonite
backwards and forwards between the two cam and contact assembly being incorporouter bars. The distance between the two ated on this shaft.
A separate switch was fitted to
the receiver to interrupt the

RADIO -

evolved

extension lighting arrangement,
and in view of t short leads

between the receiver and the
METHOD OF

FITTING 'Of.
BOLTS
SLO

Adjustable tweezers

for replacing small
components,

etc., in

nuts,

awkward

corners.

{-3

extension speaker, very little
voltage drop occurred through,

the resistance of the flex, the
leads being taken through the
skirting boards and wall, as is

depicted in the inset drawing.
The diagrammatical illustration shows the method I adopted
for the station indicating lights
in the extension speaker cabinet,
and the following is briefly the
way it is constructed.

rt

A novel method of station indication for an
extension speaker system.

collars securing these internally, as illustrated. The use of thick frosted glass
gives

a

really

at tractive

appearance,

enhanced by the station lighting, the
names of the stations being printed in
indian ink on a Cellophane strip, as 111,
picted.-J. L. HAR111-N N

1., .tiAton).
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IT is refreshing to note that in war -time
a deep interest is still being taken in
high -quality reproduction, and that
designers are paying careful attention to

FURTHER STEPS 7

both the amplifier and the loudspeaker.

The object of this article is' to

call

attention to a simple yet effective method of
coupling low -frequency valves with a view
to attaining a really high standard of reproduction. For gramophone work I do not

A New Receiver Using Direct C
the following valve, so that the voltage

think it can be excelled, but it especially

applied to the anode of the first valve is the

commends itself to those who wish to obtain

same as that applied, to the grid of the

the best possible results from the B.B.C.

second valve. Since the grid of the latter

Home Service transmissions.
Before .describing the amplifier, I feel it

valve has to be kept negative in respect of

the cathode, it is necessary to apply a
positive voltage to the cathode. Thus

necessary to say a word on the subject of
linear rectification of radio signals. The

direct coupling is a method by which the
potentials of anode, grid and cathode are
carefully balanced. or proportioned to

diode is still very popular with high -quality
enthusiasts, but there are numbers of

listeners who are unable to load the diode
sufficiently ; that is, the signal input is not
enough to ensure linear rectification even

frequency amplifier. In order to accomplish
this it is usual to employ a potential voltage

frequency amplification.- If the high frequency amplifier is developed -beyond a

required voltages for each electrode. The

enable the valve to function as a low -

with the assistance of a stage of high -

divider or a number of potentiometers
connected in series, and to tap off the

certain point of

H.7: + 250 V.

distortion is inevitable.
The leaky -grid detector is sensitive
efficiency,

tion introduces its
own form _ of distortion. The nega-

resistances R6 and R7. It then follows that

120 volts are applied to the anode of V3.
If we connect the anode of V3 to the 'grid
of V4 (ignoring the grid -stopper R1I for

Hr+

the moment), then a positive voltage of
120 is applied to the grid of V4. It will
now be necessary to make the grid of V4

CATHODE

easily fall between

negative in respect of its cathode, in other

two stools, with

one hand overloaded and the

dropped through the auto -bias resistor and
the output choke. There must be quite a
number of amateur constructors who
already employ a similar output stage,' -and

voltage of 130 is dropped through the

and we may very

the crystal on the

output valve requires an anode voltage of
at least 360, after deducting the voltage

from a high-tension source of 250 volts a

us are still at-

not

purpose a Westinghouse metal rectifier
type H.T.15 is quite satisfactory. The

stage backwards. We will suppose that

to which many of
does

used for supplying the voltage to the highfrequency stage where such exists. For this

circuit it is necessary to plan from the output

GR/D

There is the crystal,

like a big input,

tension eliminator giving a maximum output
of 250 volts, and. this eliminator can also be

This shows the last two stages of the
amplifier, represented by V3 and V4.
When working out the direct coupled

circuit unduly.

crystal

The first two valves of the amplifier have
their anodes supplied from a small high-

I now feel less compunction in
describing the main features of the circuit.
Let us take a look at the diagram in Fig. 1.

Rri

skilful design and

tached; but the

two eliminators as indicated in the diagram.

early, ,

ANODE

tive feed -back
detector requires

left?

output stage, and this means employing

Having stated the disadvantages thus

=CB

anode -bend detec-

What is

have a separate high-tension source for the

simple alterations.

loaded, while

the

those who have access to electric light mains
supply can avail themselves of this method
of coupling. It is also most desirable to

these will only be asked to make a few

but is easily over-

complicates

//em/1,/cum//1/441/../0/// 1111110i 1s.,///),///1161.

Fig. 1.-The last two stages of the amplifier described in

diode on the other hand underloaded, if we

try one or the other. A complete solution

of the problem occurred to me about a year
ago, and this was to employ both crystal and
diode together in ,series. What could be
simpler ? It is almost impossible to over-

load this combination, and a small signal
input does not produce distortion. I have
accordingly adopted this method of detection in the receiver under consideration.

L.F. Coupling
The most generally used methods of
coupling low -frequency valves are transformer and resistance -capacity coupling.
In these methods the anode of the valve is

coupled to the grid of the next valve
through a core in the case of the transformer
or through a condenser in the case of
resistance coupling. In the latter case it is

not possible to get the best results except
by push -pulling each stage thus coupled,
as probably most readers are aware. Many
amateur constructors hesitate to build such

an amplifier because of the difficulties
involved. But even better results are
obtainable if a suitable form of whit is

called "direct coupling " is employed. In
this method, of coupling the anode of the
valve is directly connected to the grid of

this article.

maximum voltage may be anything from
400 to 2,000. The only resistances employed are those required for the anode
circuits of the amplifier. It is obvious
that such a system of coupling is beyond
the resources of the average amateur, and
I have worked out a simpler method which

I hope will prove attractive to readers.
The advantages derived from the direct
method are (1) the elimination of the
coupling condenser; (2) absence of the

words, to bias the valve sufficiently to
enable it to function on its straight line
characteristic. This is done by applying
to its cathode a positive voltage in excess of
the positive grid voltage. If we apply
approximately 150 volts to the cathode we
shall achieve our object, and the simplest

way to do this is to insert an auto -bias
resistor R10 in the cathode circuit of V4
in the usual manner. The value of R,10
must, however, be much larger than that

" time constant factor " ; (3) response to

a very wide range of frequencies ;
faithful reproduction of transients ;
a

(4)
(5)

straight-line response characteristic;,
(6) absence of harmonic distortion, and (7)
simplicity of design.

Z/

Disadvantages

It is only fair, however, to mention the

disadvantages from the constructional
point of view. It is necessary to employ

a high -voltage output stage; and the
circuit will naturally make a more direct

appeal to those who happen to possess an

output valve of the PX25 class, or who
obtain a permit for acquiring one. - The
second disadvantage is the necessity of
using indirectly -heated
valves in the
early stages of the amplifier, so that only

P.U.

Fig. 2.-Complete circuit diagram of the,
syste
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) HIGH- QUALITY
By N. A.

Ung.

current of 0.11 milliampere, and in the

circuit, otherwise we shall not get the

of approximately 120 at 0.34 milliampere,
assuming the valve is correctly biased.

V4 and a current of 50 milliamperes is
passed, then a bias resistance of 3,000

(employed for de -coupling) of a quarter
megohm must be added to the .network,

positive voltage required. Assuming that
'a voltage of 360 is applied to the anode of

ohms will be found to provide the desired
voltage for the cathode. The valve, which
IS a PX25,-or its equivalent, will have a
negative grid -bias of 30 volts. It must,
however, be borne in mind that these values
are calculated without the imposition of any

signal from a transmitting station. As
soon as a signal is applied the anode

current of V4 is increased according to the
,field -strength of the transmitter. This need

not worry us, as the other values alter

themselves in due proportion, so that the

;.-valve is still working on its correct charac-

In order to drop the required 225 volts
on the anode of V2 a further resistance
namely 11.3.

The condensers C3, C4, C6,
C8 are all by-pass condensers of 2 micro farad capacity. The anode of V2 is connected to the grid of V3. The biasing of
these two valves must not be effected by
the usual auto -bias resistor with high
capacity shunt to preserve the lower
frequencies.
Electrolytic condensers are
not suitable for direct coupling, as, when
the. current is switched on, the condensers
Ha:

35=64.41X

5.5o

50 H.

anode circuit of V3 to read a current

of 0.34 milliampere. The positive voltage
applied to the cathode of V2 is of the order

of two, and that to the cathode of V3 is
approximately 35.
Without the help of
these two meters it will not be so easy to
set the two sliders, though, of course.
it is possible to form a- passable judgment

by aural results, and by the reasonable
steadiness of the output meter needle
when signals are applied.

If a Westinghouse rectifier, such as the
H.T.15, is used for the smaller eliminator,

it will be necessary to shunt an Osglim
pilot five watt lamp across the output of
this eliminator as shown i, the diagram,
Fig. 3, as otherwise the current drawn will
be inkallicient, even

if a

teristic curve provided the signal is not so
great as to overload it.

or ML4.
For V3 a valve of the IVEHL4
type is recommended. The amplifier works

very satisfactorily if a voltage of approxipuately 25 is. applied to the anode of V2

and a voltage of approximately 120 is
pplied to the anode of V3.
If these
voltages are altered they must be altered
.in proportion and the output valve (V4)

metal rectifier should

`^-S:0¢

.V3 will then have a voltage applied to it
!),

74.7:4.

2.50 V.

550 V.

R

5

H.7:4
250 V.

R7

L.S.

-,)

(''

reading of the milli ammeter in the

anode circuit of V2
is 0.1 1, but the

LAMP

current passed

through the net work

R2, RS, II9 has to

H. 77-}

be added to this ; so
that the actual

e..any
To AvroRe:
C, /7 X. 25

current

passed

is

Fig. 3.-Mains section of the receiver, showing the separate H.T. feeds. 0.32 mA.

and R8 are 50,000 ohm potentiometers, their

sliders being taken to the cathodes of V2
and V3 respectively and each by-passed
to earth through the condensers C5 and

C7, which need not be more than 0.1 micro farad. The upper end of 115 is connected

to the junction point of 112, R3 ; while
the upper end of R8 is also connected to

R2, 150,000 ohms.
R3, R4, R7, R9, 0.25 megohm.
R5, R8, 50,000 ohms.
R6, 100,000 ohms.
R10, 3,000 ohms (50 watts). R11, 5,000 ohms.
Condensers : C1, 0.0005 mfd. (variable).
C2, 0.0001 mfd.

ii

working).
ii
C5, C7, C9, 0.1 mfd. (non inductive)/

or two 32 mfd. (320 volt type)

in parallel.
C10, 4 to 8 mfd. (500 volt working). i

VI (diode), any A.C. valve, e.g.,!
MHL4 ;
V2, AC/P or ML4 ;

V3, MHL4 or 411V1P ;

section using the direct -coupling

V4, PX25 or D024 or PP4/500.

01.1.101.1..143,41M414411W14114114411401HlauMMI4134.14*41,61MOMMIIJ

4rms4.4.444...../. ,e4o.444444 4443o. 4..sa. 1,221.41146.4 41440414,-.011444 1o0® polo

414M/O.11444.111NINSI ).=441)441M41141

normal 20 -henry inductance it is advisable

to choose an inductance of 70 henries at
60 milliamperes.
This will have a D.C.
resistance of approximately 650. ohms.
It is also a good plan to add in series with

this, i.e., between the high tension positive
and the output choke, a de -coupling choke

of 20 henries by-passed to earth by a 4
mierofarad condenser. I have not iul laded

the latter components in the oircuit diagram ofTig.-2, as it is not essential to the
regard the de -coupling choke as a refine
ment. If the large eliminator is designed
to give a maximum output of 550 volts.
there will be sufficient high tension voltage
for the two chokes in series and the bias
resistor between them to drop about 180
volts and leave 360 volts on the plate of
the P X.25 valve.
Another important
point is the omission of a large capacity
-

C3, C4, C6, C8, 2 mfd. (250 volt

MAINS

Stability
With further reference to the output.
stage. I would suggest that the choke
L3 should have a higher inductance than
that usually adopted.
Instead of the

working of the amplifier : in fact, one may

,./PIPICIIM.,41114.10.0.0411.1111.1111.1.,141e11,12NNI

Resistances : R1, 0.5 megohm

C/0

about 0.66 tnilliamt;A,,;, pere. T h e actual
i..

] '..r.::;
5 WArr
0.5s,ne

V

full

rated output. The
total current con sinned by the valves

V2 and V3 is only

Ns

LIST OF COMPONENT VALUES
43

c'30

I

are temporarily short-circuited and take
on the anode of each valve has to be very- an appreciable time to settle down. Nor
1 low, only a fraction of a milliampere. If is the result satisfactory even when they
Ita current of 0.32 milliampere is passed
are doing their work. It is far better to
',;an. the anode of V2 and 0.34 on the anode apply a positive voltage to the cathode of
fit' V3, then we must calculate the values each valve by means of a potentiometer
rc the, dropping resistances accordingly. connected to the high-tension line.
115
he value of R2 may be 150,000 ohms, and
that of R6 100,000 ohms.
The anode of

quarter of the

Sec..

must also be biased accordingly.

42esistances of high value in each stage, and
Ache value of 114 and R7 will therefore be
quarter megohm.
The current passed

of high

not give less than a

stages represented by V2 and V3 (see Fig.
2).
A valve of the small power class will

be found suitable for V2, such as AC/P

s, -,age

frequency is added.
the rule being that a

3

Input Stages
Let us now turn our attention to the

In order
.-to apply 25 volts to the anode of V2 we
.have to drop 225 volts from the 250 volts
supplied by the eliminator. To get the
.,best results it is necessary to use anode

1

which is a quarter megohm. The bottom
ends of the potentiometers are connected
o earth and high tension negative.
The sliders of R5 and R8 must be

meter in the anode circuit of V2 to read a

;

selected in an orthodox resistance -coupled

this point through the resistance R9,

adjusted to settings that enable the milliam-

Hunt

B.

,.=4.444.44 ,441.44.4 .44M. /441.1100411.01.141111441.1111411.17114111114,411141.4.1.1,4.11111114111.

shunt condenser across the bias resistor
RIO. If the loudspeaker lead is connected
to the cathode (or centre tap of the heater)
instead of to earth, there can be attenuation at low frequencies even if no condenser
is placed there. The frequency response is
linear using a plain bias resistance.
A
small capacity shunt is, however, desirable
(Continued on page 14)

.
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unless well versed in the intricacies of

camera technique they fail to convey any
real meaning to the lay mind. There is no

doubt that the choice of such terms is
unfortunate, but like many other radio

La'121/MOlf

terms that have become well established
both in conversation and literature, there
seems little opportunity at this juncture of
remedying matters. These two terms came
into use because of the graphical representa-

tion of certain inherent characteristics of
the iconoscope. Due to certain defects, it is

March 16th, 1940.
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found that when a picture is being .pro-

duced by this piece of electronic apparatus
there is a gradual change of illumination
keen experimenter will find an outlet for from left to right which had no relation to
IN every television service which provides his capabilities if he applies his skill to the light and shade changes of the picture
high -definition television pictures for building up his own caption scanner for itself.
datum line of the illumination
radiation into the home, the necessity for transparencies; using the standard form graph isThe
therefore inclined or tilted in an
some form of caption scanner will be of relatively small diameter cathode-ray upward direction.
This has to be rectified
immediately apparent. The visual an- tube. For home use, small interconnected at the transmitting
and since the
nouncement of items, names of artists and units are naturally to be preferred, and measure of tilt is notend,
constant, the only
so on are frequently interspersed with the some time ago apparatus of this character reliable method of countering
the defect
words spoken by the announcer, so as to was described in detail in these columns. is to electrically introduce a countering
add variety to the mode of presentation, It is as well to remember that with this effect so as to keep this line horizontal and
and the equipment necessary for such a home -built equipment, in addition to arrange for this degree of tilt nullification
purpose as this can take a variety of forms. transparencies -such as films or lantern to be undertaken manually. It is quite a
In the low -definition television days, slides, relatively flat solid objects can be tricky operation and the engineer charged
Broadcasting House had its simple caption held in position against the face of the with this responsibility has to maintain a
scanner built up from equipment resembling transmitter cathode-ray tube, and they constant watch on the picture to ensure
very much a mirror drum receiver. The will then appear as shadowgraphs on the that
his manipulation of the control is
beam of light from a small projection lamp receiver screen. Useful experimental infor- within
necessary limits.
Another
was directed against the mirrors of the mation covering a., very wide field can be inherent the
in the same equipment is the
revolving drum and then focused on to the derived from apparatus set up in this way, fact that defect
the illumination is greater or less
caption drawn in rough detail, because of and although very elaborate equipment in the middle
the picture than at the
the 30 -line picture dissection, and the would naturally prove somewhat costly, edges. A plottedofcharacteristic
will therelight reflected from the moving spot area, the home constructor need not be put to fore show a concave or convex line,
that is
as it traced rapidly over the caption, was much outlay if he uses components or one with a bend in it, hence the significance
reflected on to photo -electric cells to power units already in his possession. In of the term.
combination of the two
generate the required television signal. laying out the apparatus in units, it is is representedThe
a tilted, bent line and
A similar spot -light method has been used necessary to avoid the possibility of stray electrically this bybend
" has to be countvery successfully for high -definition working electric or magnetic fields upsetting the ered by manual operation in just the same
but the mechanical system has been regular
the scanning fields on way as tilt.
a suitable combination of
replaced by a projection type of cathode- the cathode-ray tubes. Furthermore, the these controlsBy
it is possible to ensure that
ray tube. This tube can be the straight

Caption Scanning

through projection type, where the light
area of the fluorescent screen formed by
the impact of the beams of electrons is
projected right through the screen and
focused on to the caption cards or solid

objects. A pair of photo -electric

cells

" collects " the reflected light or if a

transparency is being televised, then a single
cell placed behind serves as the light signal
convertor. As an alternative to this, the A neat pre -amplifier

cathode-ray tube can take the indirect

unit for extending the
range of reception of

envelope at an angle to the scanning beam.

a television receiver.

form, where the screen is an opaque
fluorescent coating mounted inside the glass

In this case a correction has to be applied
electrically to overcome any trapezoidal
scanning or focusing distortion.
Special Cells
UNDER service practical conditions the
caption scanner of this form, comprising cathode-ray tube, power supplies,
first stage amplifiers, scanning and focusing
circuits, object platform and photo -electric

cells, can be built into a single rack, or if

preferred, into smaller interconnection photo -electric cell and amplifier must be
general brightness of the picture is
units when transport from place to place accommodated in a metal screened case the
uniform over the area of the picture.
becomes necessary. To obtain the best and a reliable earthing system employed to - made
failure to attend to these two features
results from this apparatus it is essential remove any traces of hum that would A
would tend to spoil the received picture
to employ specially sensitive photo -electric otherwise be apparent on the screens if very materially, and it is a good thing that
cells, which have a mush or noise level due care was not taken.
the rectification of these , two points is the
very low in comparison with the main
onus of the transmitting engineers and
vision signal generated by the cells and The " T " and " B " Problems
not
of the viewers, otherwise the receive
scanning equipment. Then, again, it is
THE increased use of the iconoscope controls would be complicated and conadvantageous to make these cells sensitive
form of television camera has brought tinually need adjustment.
to the particular colour of the scanning into prominence once more the two terms
spot, as this improves the efficiency of the " tilt " and " band," to which- reference is
A New Book
combination. In some cases, it is found so often made but the significance of which
better to make up a caption scanner from is frequently lost sight of by those endeavNEWNES SHORT-WAVE MANUAL
an image dissector tube, but this is only ouring to understand the operation of the
A Complete Treatise on the Design, Construction and Operation of all Short-wave Equipment.
applicable to transparencies and cannot equipment at the transmitting end. The
handle the variety of subjects undertaken terms have come into common use as far as
Pricc 5/- or 5/6 by post
from George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
with the modern spotlight scanner. The television engineers are concerned, but
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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in the Philosophical Magazine, for Sep-

diagonal line, and therefore the joint resistance can be found by the empirical method
Mr. Walker uses. I gave a perfectly general

tember, 1885, or 55 years ago. I employed

this method in solving the cube problem
submitted to me. An empirical met hod,
works of conductors to the Physical Society able to deal only with a few cases, is of
of London in June, 1885, and it was published no value compared with a mathematical
method of dealing with problems in net-

.QIR,-As the unfortunate possessor of 'a
surnaine which Radio flow associates
with individuals of an inquisitive turn of

method which is valid for all cases. Take,

Dr. Fleming's article on " A Resistance

the bridge or galvanometer circuit when the

for iftstance, the problem of the When t stone's Bridge. Let Mr. Walker lind an
expression for the electric current through

mind, I cannot refrain from commenting on

resistances of the four arms of the bridge
are P, Q, R, S ohms and the voltage in the
Conjugate circuit is 1 volt.
My method, as described in the Paper
referred to, enables the expression for the
bridge current to be written down at once.
as the quotient of two determinants and I
doubt whether any empirical method will

Problem," which appeared in your Febrnary 17th issue, and which raises some
interesting points.

It is not necessary to introduce deter-

minants or even simultaneous equations to
prove the e*ample he gives.
As he states, the points a and b are, from

symmetry, at equal potential. Likewise
points b and f. Hence the current divides
so easily solve this problem.-Stu ArIIBROSE
equally at the- point A. Similarly the Mr. Walker's arrangement of the resistance cube. PLEATING.
currents in the three branches at B are
equal.
Also from these results, it follows that the

potential drop across ae is equal to that
across ac, hence the current also divides
equally at point a. Similarly for the
remaining points.

Thus assuming that the total current is
6i, the distribution is that shown above.
Considering the path AacB, the voltage

drop is 2ir+ ir+ 2ir= 5ir, and if R is the
equivalent resistance of the frame, this
=6iR, whence R=5r/6.

Another case besides those mentioned,
of course, is the one where connections are
made to opposite corners of the same face.
A more interesting problem arises where
the cube has sides of sheet metal with points

of current entry and exit at opposite,

adjacent or alternate corners.
Or if this is found to be too easy, some
readers may like to consider the case of a
solid cube, particularly for adjacent corners.
As my radio namesake might well say,
this last is " a fine old how-d'ye-do to bump
into."-R. C. WALKER (Caversham).
'IR. WALKER'S letter does not make any
point against me. The problem of the

resistance of a skeleton cu lle of unit wires
between diagonal corners happens to be one

in which the component resistances are
symmetrically placed with, respect to the
RADIO IN THE, SERVICES
(Continued from page 3)

while the oscillator circuit is tuned to a

frequency which is higher or lower than the
signal frequency by a definite amount. As

a result, the frequency of the received
signal is changed to one equal to the

difference between the input and oscillator
frequencies; This is the intermediate
frequency, and it is approxirtiately 465 kc/s
in' most modern superhets. The I.F.
amplifier is similar in all major respects to
an H.F. amplifier, with the exception that
it is pre -tuned.
If the loudspeaker was silent, despite the
fact that the set was switched on, how could
you tell whether the fault lay in the speaker
or in the set itself ?

With a battery -operated set, a rough
check of the speaker could be made by
discomiecting it and holding a lead from
one of its terminals against the negative
terminal of the L.T. accumulator, while
the other lead was touched against the
positive terminal. If the speaker was in

working order a pronounced click would be

heard as the contact was made, and again
as it was broken. Abeence of these clicks
would point to a fault in the speaker, its
built-in transformer or one of the connecting
leads.

-DO NOT CONCENTRATE ON WAR Do not concentrate your thoughts upon war subjects. You will find it very worrying
and very bad for the nerves.
Read, write, sketch, paint, study your vocation ; anything that will occupy your mind
and your time. Make use of the long dark nights by concentrating upon something
useful. During the last war many people learned how to write short stories, etc. ; to -day
a number of them are world -famed authors.
By becoming efficient in your vocation you can give the best service to your country
and to yourself. The more you increase your earning power the better it is for the country
and for yourself personally.

War or no war, earning power always brings its possessor to the front. It is no use
waiting for better times. The ideal opportunity never arrives. We have to make the
best of existing conditions. Therefore, delay is useless ; it is worse, it is harmful.
DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS INTEREST YOU?
Accountancy Examinations
Metallurgy
Advertising and Sales Management
Mining, all subjects
Mining, Electrical Engineerin,
Agriculture
Motor Engineering
A.M.I.Fire E. Exams
Motor Trade
Applied Mechanics
Municipal and County Engineer -Army Certificates
Naval Architecture
Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Novel Writing
Aviation Engineering Pattern Making
Banking
Play- Writing
Blue Prints
Police, Special Course
Boilers
Preceptors, College of
Book-keeping, Accountancy and Modern Press Tool Work
Business Methods
Pumps and Pumping Machines,
B.Sc. (Eng.)
Radio Communication
Builders' Quantities
Radio Service Engineering
Building, Architecture and Clerk o., Road Making and MaintenancWorks
Salesmanship, I.S.M.A.
Cambridge Senior School Certificate
Sanitation
Civil Engineering
School Attendance Offices
Civil Service
Secretarial Exams.
All Commercial Subjects
Sheet Metal Work
Commercial Art
Shipbuilding
Concrete and Structural Engineering
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Draughtsmanship. All branches.
Short Story Writing
Engineering. All branches, subjects Speaking in Public
and examinations
Structural Engineering
General Education
Surveying
G.P.O. Eng. Dept.
Teachers of Handicrafts
Heating and Ventilation
Telephony and Telegraphy
Industrial Chemistry
Television
Institute of Housing
Transport Inst. Exams.
Insurance
Weights and Measures Inspector
Journalism
Welding
Mathematics
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
Matriculation
Works Managers
If you do sat Beo your oa.a
attar act, l., c.r on any xrxdjert. Fun particulars fccr.
,

STUDY AT HOME IN

EVERY DEPARTMENT IS A COT&
PLETE COLLEGE: EVERY STUDENT

YOUR SPARE TIME

JOURNALISM

Short Story, Novel and Play
Writing.
There is money and pleasure in Journalism
and in Story Writing. No apprenticeship, no
pupilage, no examinations, no outfit necessary.
Writing for newspaper;, novels or pictures, is
not a gift ; it is a science that can be acquired
by diligent application and proper guidance.
It is the most fascinating way of making
pastime profitable. Trained ability only is
required, we do the training by post. Let us

tell you all about it.
DEPARTMENT OF LITERATURE 104

IS A CLASS TO HIMSELF

IF YOU ATTEND TO THIS NOW IT MAY MAKE
A WONDERFUL DIFFERENCE TO YOUR FUTURE

THIS
COUPON -CUT
OUT
IMMIX

MN OMNI OM

TO DEPT. 104, THE BENNETT
COLLEGE LTD., SHEFFIELD.
Please send me (free of charge)
VCroas out line which
Your private advice about J does not apply)

Particulars of

kijek 'j ETTERS
Name
Address
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ELECTRADIX

FURTHER STEPS TO HIGH
QUALITY

SIGNAL GEAR.

(Continued from page 11)

for reasons of stability, and a 0.1 micro Morse Keys, Practice Sets, Buzzers, etc. farad is quite satisfactory.
Should the constructor be troubled
L.R. SOLO PHONES. The extra
receiver you want on your phone with mains hum -and some mains are more
line. For use with buzzer morse. " noisy " than others
A circuit -tester with a pocket
-a complete cure
cell.

Single Earpiece, 40 ohms,
metal hook loop, with cord, 1/3.
Ditto D.3 60 ohms, with cord,
1/6. W.E. 1,000 ohms, with cord,
2/-. 2,000 ohms Earpiece, with

can be effected in 99 cases out of a 100 by

be supplied for either 2 -volt, 4 -volt, or 6 -volt battery.
Model 10, output D.C. 120 volt, 10 m/a, 2 taps 65/-. Model
20, output D.C. 135 volt. 20 inia, 3 taps, 70/, VIBRATORS,
6/12 volt car type. 4 amp.. 10/-.

A.R.P. PETROL ELECTRIC GENERATING SETS
FOR
LIGHTING AND

CHARGING FOR £16 ONLY.
A 500 -watt, single cyl., 2 -stroke,
water-cooled, self -oiling Stuart
Turner engine ; mar. ign.
coupled to 50/70 volts, 10 amps.
shunt dynamo, 1,000 r.p.m.,
£18. No increase in price, these
are 240 sets ready for immediate
delivery.
FOR £12. A 150 -watt engine
and dynamo on similar lines but coupled to 25/30 volts.
6 amps. dynamo.
A.C. MAINS
CHARGERS.

LESDIX

TUNGAR

CHARGERS. Two models of.
these famous sets. One for 70
volts 6 amps. with meters and
controls. etc., will handle 100
cells a day, £711716. Another fine

Tungar for two 5 amps. circuits
with meters and variable volt
controls. 70 volts, 10 amps., for

200 cells, bargain. £12/15.
A.C./D.C. DAVENSET, Type G.C. House, Garage Wall
Type Charger, 3 circuits, output D.C. 2.5 volts 6 amps.
Trans. tapped for 15 volt, 20 volt, 25 volt. Two independent circuits, max. cell capacity 40 radio cells, 26/5.
PHILLIPS Model 1087 with valve for 24 volts 10 amps.
Steel case, £7"10.

DAVENSET A.S.C.4. 4 circuit charger for up to 80 cells.
List Price £32.

Four sets of Auto -charge regulators
2 amps, or
three of 1 amp. 2 amps. and 2 amps.. one of
50 volts
6 amps. Fine steel clad set cOmplete inordetails
that will
quickly earn its cost, £14/10.
D.C. CHARGING OFF D.C. -MAINS, £14. Davenset
DC2 steel -cased 200/250 volt charger, large meters. wheel
controls, 2 circuits, 1 amp. and 3 amps., as new. Sale
price £5/10. Charging resistances, all sizes in stock..
State load required.
230/230 volts MAINS CONVERSION UNITS. For
operating- D.C. from A.C. mains screened and filtered,
120 watts output. £2/10s.
TELESCOPES. Navy Telescopes, small gun type, 25.'-.
MAGNETIC 11 in. COMPASS with Plain Scale. Bevel
glass, brass body, 9d.
MOVING COIL MIKES. Torpedo P.M. moving -coil
mike, model T.M., needs no battery, directional correct
frequency response, ideal for PA, and recording.
55/,
Table stand. 7/8. Transf., 7/8. Epoch type ditto, a robust
and handsome P.M. M/C. mike, 35/6: with table stand,
42/6. Transformer, 7/6.
MIKE FLOOR STANDS, 26in., 12/6: 37in., 15/- ; 481n..
18/8. POWER ALTERNATORS. H.F., 50 cycles, 20
amps., 10 volts, £3110. Ditto,
double, type W. 500 cycles.
I et1
100 volts, 3 amps. and 70
volts, 3 amps. D.C., £5/10.

and indications on panel with switch volt control.
Four circuits of l amp., 1 amp., 2 amps., and

-

RADIO ROTARY

'

VERTERS. For A.C.CONReceivers on D.C. mains to
230 v, A.C. output. In silence
cabinet, with filter. All sizes

switch.

A separate volume control must,
of course, be employed for the pick-up.
In conclusion, I hope that at least some
of my readers will be able to try out this
amplifier.
Its exceptional qualities will
help to cheer the listener during black -out

IMPRESSIONS
ON THE WAX
nNE of the most interesting records
N., issued by the Decca Company this

month is Decca F 7355. On to this single
10in. disc they have condensed the whole

again as required and applied to the of " Runaway Love," the musical show

rectifier valve.
that is now running at the Saville Theatre,
The transformers and chokes in my own London.
amplifier and eliminator were made and
This record was actually recorded in the

-

supplied to me by Mr. N. Partridge, of theatre and features the original artists
King's Buildings, Dean Stanley Street, George Gee, Luanne Shaw, Eric Fawcett
Westminster, S.W.1.
and Hal Gordon, ably abetted by Billy

The detector, as already explained,
consists of an ordinary crystal and a valve
in series. Any A.C. valve can be used
for the diode, the grid being strapped to
the plate. The crystal can be omitted,

or short-circuited by means of a switch,
when it is desired to use the diode alone.
The potentiometer Rl acts both as the
output load and a volume control. Its
value is half a megohm, and C2 is the
usual high - frequency by-pass shunt of

Mayerl and his Multitone Piano Orchestra.
No fewer than seven tunes are included on
the one record.

Irving Berlin Album
versatility of

Whiteman
THEis well displayed in aPaul
new Brunswick

album devoted to the music of Irving

Berlin.

The album has five records. The
first is by the full orchestra, the second by

his Swing Wing Group, the third by his
Bouncing Brass, the fourth by his Sax
and the fifth by his Swinging
I can recommend the traps made by Socktette
Strings.
each department of the
Messrs. Postlethwaite Bros.,, of Kinver, orchestra Thus
becomes a band of its own. To
Staffs. The object of the trap is to cut out pick out one
side only sounds unfair;
any one powerful interfering station by nevertheless, the large band record of
rejecting that particular wavelength. If " Alexander's Ragtime Band " is -,good.
" fading " is experienced; it is advisable
0.0001 microfarad. LI is a wave trap,
which may be necessary in some districts.

to use an indoor aerial and a stage of high frequency amplification. This, of course,
is said with particular reference to existing
conditions:

Making a Valve -tester

IN our

issue dated February 24th we
pUblished a wiring diagram for the
valve panel of this valve -tester. Two small

The Modernaires vocal quartet sing specially

written words which tell the life story of

the tune and by means of ingenious recording we hear the song as it was played in its
youth -Brunswick 0 2859-63.

and although in one or two exceptional

cases the filament sockets may not be those
shown, these are so rare that the use of the
separate panel would rectify the matter.
(F. D. L.).

-

draughtsman's errors occur in the wiring of
this, and will be found on the octal valve holder and on the holder immediately to
the right of it. There was an additional
contact on this latter holder which should

not be there, and this is indicated by the
broken lines on the corrected diagram

shown herewith. The octal valve base
should be wired as shown also in this
diagram.

The rest of the connections are correct,

in stock from 15 watts upwards, 30, 50, 100, 200, 400 and

Club Reports should not exceed 200 words in length
and should be received First Post each
Monday
'coining for publication in the following 'week's issue.

800 watts , 1 kw., 11
kw., etc. Also battery
operated 50 -watt size
in 12 volts and 50 volts
input. T.V.T. Sets 6
volts to A.C., 25/-.
MEGGERS. 100 volts, 200 volts, 500 volts, and 1,000
volts from £6/10s.
RELAYS. Ultra -sensitive moving coil
Relay, 1,000 ohms, coil closes circuit on
50 micro amps., 60/-. 2,000 ohms, 5 me.
lightweight magnetic Relay. 10/6.

CLAYESMORE RADIO CLUB

Hon. Sec.: A. W. G. Wilson, Clayesmore School,
1werne Minster, Dorset.

VERY little constructional work has been done
this term, as most of the members are now
seniors, and are finding themselves with plenty of
work of another kind on their hands. However, a
S.0.-Det.-Pen. mains set has been built
Coxe, and,
although it has only, as yet., worked on gramo owing
to the lack of a pair of coils, it should he working

EMERGENCY PARCELS
of useful stand-by
electrical and radio repair
material
and
apparatus,
10 lbs. for 5/ Post Free.
5/-

well shortly. The secretary has constructed, a 3i -watt
quality amplifier for use with microphone and

Send for 1940 Bargain List " N."

gramophone.

Other members of the Phil) and the secretary have

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

gained valuable knowledge in power amplifier practice
while operating the school cinema.

218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4
Telephone: Central 461

Provision has been made for the insertion

of a gramophone pick-up in the grid of
V2 by means of, the usual change-over

interposing between the mains and the hours, and I venture to predict a new
eliminator input a step-down transformer thrill for him.

with a screened primary, the screen being
connected to earth. The anti -hum transAll leather headbands with slide former has its primary winding connected
adjustment chin strap and 4ft.
cord. Comfortable 3/6. Sullivan 120 ohms. aluminium to the mains. If, for instance, the voltage
headbands, 3/9, cords 1/6 extra.
of the mains is 230 A.C., then the primary
H.T. BATTERY SUPER,,is wound to take this. The secondary is
SEDERS. 85v. at 6 m/a
6;0.
r
for H.T. from your 2 -volt
wound to step the 230 volts down to 210
battery. no H.T. batteries.
BATTON
7in. x 41in. x 3in. Bakelite
volts, and the lower voltage is that supplied
finish. Vibrator and Metal
to the eliminator transformer primary.
SME'"1§EPER
Rectifier, by S. G. Brown.
---.
Sale 37/6. Full guarantee. CT
The voltage can, of course, be stepped up
Type S, for larger sets. Can
cord, 2/6.
L.R. DOUBLE HEADPHONES.
Pilot Signallers 120 ohm. Phones.

March 16th; 1940

Corrected diagram of part of the valve -le ster.

A 15-25 watt amplifier is to be put under construction shortly for Speech Day, next term. It

should be finished shortly after Easter.
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A REGULATED AERIAL
AN

aerial -is for most people a
necessary inconvenience, .a piece
of any wire, thick or thin, connected

anyhow to the set. When listeners found
that modern sets could operate without
aerial and even earth, and when the announcements of Manufacturers told them
that " this need had disappeared," they
gave up all external aerials and earths.
So the local and most powerful nearer
stations come in because various stray
wires act as aerial ; far distant reception,
however, is very poor.

This gives 12 taps, including the
beginning and the end of the windings.
A standard rotary selector switch, single
turns.

pole 18 -way, meets the ;demands of the 12
taps. The remainder of six ways may then
be used for the taps of the short-wave coil.

for
reliable

This coil contains 28 turns of 18 s.w.g.
enamel covered wire with taps at every
seventh turn.

CHOKES

The coils, condensers,

switches, etc., can be bUilt into a small
plywood box.

Bulgin Chokes need no
introduction whatsoever. They are popular
and reliable, and have
an excellent record

The small variable (.0001 mfd.), being

not absolutely necessary, assists the regula-

People with an indoor aerial or short tion of the aerial and is also a very effective

outdoor aerials often have a lot of trouble
with distant stations. It is, therefore, a

and smooth volume control. The fixed .0001
mfd. condenser, however, is essential.
When the outdoor aerial is useful and not
good plan to " regulate " an inefficient
Al

A2

.

among radio experi-

menters, technicians
and service men.
Below is a small selection from our extensive range. The H.F.
range includes a choke
for practically every
need, from 400
to

too- bad, the whole

A3
TO AERIAL
AERIAL TERMINAL
OF RECEIVER

box
should
screened with

be

thin

copper foil and the
aerial lead to the

box and from the
box to the aerial
terminal of the set

EARTH

500,000PH, priced from

Is. 3d. upwards.
L.F. Chokes are also

should be made of
0001

MFD.

screened low -capacity
wire, all screening
well connected to

PRE-SET

-00005
MFD

500n

TOGGLE
SWITCH

2

well represented. All
Bulgin chokes have
mono -metallic windings and are wound

earth.

with the finest quality
Flexible leads
are fitted for connection, and all joints are

Components
The main point

wire.

is a first-class switch
with
silver-plated
self-cleaning contacts

3

-02

6

-0-- 03

A

120-

POLE
18 WAY

ilQ

QQ9

L. F. CHOKES

(Bulgin List No. 112).

io
8

ductances are at rated
currents.

No.S.205). The other
switch is a small
toggle switch only

0-

SI PIGL

with
core
tightly clamped against
vibration. Rated in-

List

(Bulgin

DC

5

welded,

Henries at

mA
0.25 750
0.25 500

This switch and the
watt 500 ohms

CI

Qo

resistance

8.5

earth terminal are

is

10
10

a small device

and is independent
12

SHORT WAVES

MEDIUM AND
LONG WAVES

Diagram of the aerial selector device.

aerial by means of a special filter, which
will " lengthen " or " shorten " the aerial
a -s needed.
Usually the success of this
little device is amazing, and the efficacy
of the coil can easily be tested by turning
the pointer of the rotary switch to different
taps of the coil. There will always be a
point where the volume of sound is absolutely sufficient with full rich bass and
realistic preservation of the high notes.

from the local
powerful.

are

too

To avoid

overloading of the first valve the switch
contacts should be closed. For distant
reception, the contacts must be open.

The device

W. F-

30
20

800
400

List
Nos. Prices
List

ELF.10s 3/8
H.F 355 3/6

ELF. 8 2/9

H.F.33 2;6
H.F.34 2j6

H.F.33 216

5.1.31 816

H.F.69 219
H.F.30 2/H.F.29 2/-

5.1.28 2,4,-

0.55 H.F.20

0.225 5.1.36 10,6

PLUS 10% WAR

INCREASE ON

ALL PRICES

adjusted by means of a screwdriver to the

,

700 L.F.16s 6.6

SCI

Le
500,000 1,000
200,000 400
198,000 400
80,000 400
75,000 180
30,000
90
18,000
60
15,000 360
8,000
30
5,000
30
2,500
10

Initially the pre-set condenser must be

be -connected with earth.

20

H. F. CHOKES

is made up with a coil greatest volume of sound of a good audible

50, 75, 90, 1-00, 120, 150, 1-75, 200 and 250

20
20
20
25
30
32

In PH

Put the plug of your aerial in Al or A2 and

of about 300 turns of d.c.c. wire (29 short-wave station, and further adjustment
s.w.g.), wound on a 2fin.. former. The is not necessary. The short-wave regulacoil may be tapped every 50 turns. This" tion should be tested on A, B, 0, D and E,
gives five taps and the end of the winding in the same way as the other coil. When
for use with, say, a single pole 7 -way rotary receiving short waves the- earth plug of the
switch. I -had better success, however, box should be removed. The earth terminal
by tapping .the coil of 300 turns at 30, of the radio set, of course, must always

100
35

Inductance ,-,

an earth plug in Earth " of the box and
turn the knob of the rotary switch from
point to point, after having tuned to the
station you desire in the usual way. You
will soon find a point where the reception
On short waves the efficacy is not so obvious, is better than usual. When using A2
will find that the volume of sound debut the regulation of the aerial will always you
when the vanes of the variable
make the tuning in and the steadiness of creases
condenser are turned out.
reception somewhat easier.
A3 is for short-wave reception only.

Constructional Details

45

15
15

7/6
210 L.F.67 841
250 L.F.68 6;3
400 L.F.39 7/8
320 L.F.18s 10;6
300 L.F.69 8,3
450 L.F.211 15;580 L.F.70 6:3

400 L.P.14s 9 6
660 L.F.71 0;9
750 L.P.40 7 6
25 1,000 L.F.72
15
900 L.P.208 7/6
32
30 000 L.F-15s 9,6
40
20 1,250 L.F.73 6 0
60
25 1,000 L.F.17s 10 6
50
15 1,500 L.F.74 6.9
100
10 1,800 L.F.32s 12 Max permissible
ecorrent
current over-

of the aerial regulation. It is a " local distance" switch for
use if the signals
station

60
50
80
80

5
7

not important. This

List List
Nos. Priors

6-7 L.F.47s 12/8-7 L.F.44 6;-

12 - L.F.43

3

between

the aerial and the

.(2

FOR ALL RADIO

COMPONENTS
Advt. of A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD., Abbey
Road, Barking.

Telephone: RlPpleway 3474
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Open

Pticuiltan

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

correspondents.

March 16th, 1940
" with other than S.W.Ls., as in fact the
Q.S.L. should not be used for other than
verification of wireless reception of the
other fellow's transmission.

trust, Mr. Editor, that I have made the

position as I see it, quite clear, and hope for

your valuable support to maintain the

value of a Q.S.L. used in the correct manner

by authorised persons.-F. W. J. COOPER
(Belmont, Middlesex).
[See note in Thermion's Commentary,

Listening Contest for Club
Members !
SIR,-I was at a local radio club meeting

recently when one of the members
suggested a listening contest between the
club's members. As some of us know, there

is a DX contest coming off soon in America,
which would be ideal for such a purpose. I

don't know whether any other club is

your invitation to put the matter " Open to
Discussion," in your columns, I find it
necessary to ask you to add a further instalment to my original letter. I do not wish to
commence an argument in writing with your
readers, but in view of Mr. H. W. Darvill's
letter, published in March 2nd issue, I
think that a few details will show that in the
majority of cases published, it is not one pf
a S.W.L. exchanging with a S.W.L. as he
suggests, or nomenclative errors.

On the left

page 5.-En.]

Correspondents Wanted

SIR, -I should like to correspond with
any reader of your, paper aged about

16-20 years who is interested in short-wave
radio My receiver, which is under con-

struction, will be a 5 -valve mains short waver. I should like to take this opportunity of congratulating you on your

excellent paper which I have only just

is

Mr. S. E. janes's

den-minus his

transmitter.

On the right is
seen Mr. G. B.

Cotton, of

Liverpool, in
his radio room.

doing anything like this, but I think it

During the last 13 issues of PRACTICAL
would relieve the monotony, and provide an WIRELESS I have noted 18 letters on this
opportunity for trying out the new receivers Exchange business. Six of these only are
which a lot of us have been building.
S.W.Ls. offering to exchange with S.W.Ls.,
What do other club members think of the which I also agree is harmless, though at the
idea ?-G. F. SWAYSLAND (Gravesend).
same time is a little off the true line.

Readers' Dens

SIR, -I enclose a photo of my den
taken on Saturday morning, March

2nd.

It is -interesting to compare this with
the one appearing in the January 13th issue
of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, and to note the

difference resulting from a visit by the
G.P.O. and the removal of my transmitter.
-S. E. JANES (Croydon).

SIR,-I have received my B.L.D.L.C.

certificate and am very pleased with it.
I enclose a snap of my den, which may
interest other readers. My RX is a
straight three using an Eddystone coil, and
the set runs off A.C. mains 230v. The aerial
points due south and is 40ft. long, and 26ft.
high.
Of late I have been experimenting with a

frame aerial, and have had fair results.

The first TX received was the Irish station
testing on 31.27 m. Several others came
through at good strength, but I could not
listen long enough to pick up the call sign.
In fact I did not think a frame aerial would
be of any use on the short waves.
If James Stitt should happen to read this
letter I would be glad to hear from him.
Wishing PRACTICAL WIRELESS much
success in the future. --Gm. B. COTTON

(Liverpool).

started reading.-J. M. GOYMOUR (24, Gor
ing Road, Ipswich, Suffolk).

SIR,-I would like to correspond with a
young reader of PRAC,TICAL WIRELESS
who is interested in short-wave wireless.However, of these six, two offer to Q.S.L. D. E. PARRISH (" Goodwood," Hadnock
100 per cent. in return which cannot or Road, Monmouth).
should not be done by a S.W.L. for no
" Ham " would call himself a S.W.L. in
error. If he does make this mistake why
does he not quote his call sign ? Then
again, I ask, can a Ham rightly send his
Q.S.L. in exchange for a S.W.L. without
having received anything, for the usual

eaZkfiis

S.W.L. does not transmit.

PROBLEM No. 391.

Moreover, of the 18 cases quoted, 10

wish to send their S.W.L. cards not only to

S.W.Ls. but A.As. and Hams in order to
get -a Q.S.L. in return. Out of these 12

I mention, 2 say they will Q.S.L. in return.
Now I think it would be much clearer if
these " fans " who wish to Q.S.L. in return,
would quote the call signs with their signatures and addresses, and if this was made a
rule we should all know where we stand.
On these grounds I venture to say that if
Mr. Darvill cares to examine his back issues
of PRACTICAL WIRELESS he will conclude

that 12 out of 18 readers could not make a

nomenclative error as he suggests and I

still contend that this Q.S.L. exchange business is not only a ramp but a dishonourable

action in the view of genuine S.W.Ls.,

-valve battery
MARSHALL
had a three
receiver operated
from dry batteries.
He decided to include auto -grid bias and
obtained an appropriate resistance and condenser which he joined between his H.T.

negative plug and 'the earth terminal of his

set.

When he switched on signals were very
distorted, but in spite of verification he found
that the resistance was of the correct value
and was not defective. What was wrong ?

Three books will be awarded for the first
three correct solutions opened. Entries must
be addressed to The Editor,- PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, Gco. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Envelopes must be marked Problem No. 391
in the top left-hand corner and must be posted

to reach this office not later than the first
post on Monday, March 18th, 1940.

Solution to Problem No. 390.

When Bradley connected the filaments in series
A.As. and Hams.
he restricted the current through the entire filament
I strongly appeal to all those readers who circuit and accordingly the valves were all under -

This would give the same effect as when using a
conscientiously work at their RX, furnish run.
run-down L.T. battery.
genuine useful reports to all parts of the
The following three readers successfully solved
SIR,-Referring to my letter, which you world, and who hope to get a Q.S.L. back Problem
389 and books have accordingly been
so kindly published in your issue of for their trouble, to put their heads together forwardedNo.
to them : F. Y. Fairhall, Canterbury Boll,
February 17th, 1940, on the ", Exchanging. with the help of our worthy editor to put a Sandhurst, Kent ; N. C. Hughes; 13, Broadway, Ketley,
Shrops ; T. Woodward, 50, Lillington
of Q.S.Ls. by post," and bearing in mind stop to this growing exchange business Wellington,
Street, S. W.1.

Exchanging Q.S.Ls.
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There's

LATEST PA!! !HAT NEWS

MONEY FOR YOU

Group Abridgments can be obtained frpm the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2, either sheet by sheet as issued on payment of a subscription of 5s. per Group Volume or in
bound volumes price 2s. each.

in Radio
We can train you for a well -paid position.
Without interfering with your present occupation, you can study at home in your spare time
and become a qualified Radio Engineer.
Radio Electricians, Mechanics, Service
Engineers, Inspectors, Instructors and Technicians are urgently needed by Radio Firms

parts in parallel may be used. The moving

Abstracts Published.

of the interrupter are spring ELECTRICAL MUSICAL INSTRU- contacts
on a vibrating reed F, Fig. 7,
MENTS.-Selmer and Co., Ltd., H., mounted
so that they dwell on the fixed contacts
and Davis, B. No. 501685.

the current produced in the
In a piano, with or without a soundboard, and this cause
parts Ll, L2, when the arrange and having electro-static pick-up means winding
operates on a D.C. source, to be of
feeding a loudspeaker, the pick-ups consist merit
wave form. Thus, when the
of screws 3 (Fig. 1) with flat plate -like rectangular
arrangement operates on an A.C. source
heads 3a opposite each string
of a frequency, not more thah half the
C or set of strings sounding
u frequency
of
n
a note. In an upright, some
the interrupter,
LF
of the screws 3 of the middle

range of strings may be behind
the strings. The screws 3
screw for adjustment into
insulating strips 2b on the
iron frame 1, or into a wooden

bar mounted on the piano

30.

Fig. 1.

and the Government, and the demand for
such men will continue and increase.

The& are also excellent opportunities for

spare -time money -making.

Our Home -Study Courses are praised and
recommended by leading Radio Authorities.
Hundreds of students of all ages who are now
in well -paid positions owe their success to our
training. Many of them knew nothing about
radio before they joined our College.
LOOK TO YOUR FUTURE. Even if
you are satisfied with your present position,
you cannot be sure of your future. Safeguard
yourself against misfortune by becoming a
trained man.
If you are liable f2/ Military Service, send

the voltage
produced in the --iff\i"-secondary of
a
the transformer
is equal to that
which is pro-

der'ails
oursefor
of our new RadioMechanic's.

when the
body, and are connected by a lead or a duced
arrangement
metal strip.
operates on a
Reference
Comptroller
2027074.

has
to

TRANSFORMERS ;

directed by the
U.S.A.
Specification

been,

age
COUPLING

-Michaelis, E. No. 507655.

COILS.

on.

co

D.C. source of
the same volt-

POST COUPON NOW and learn hew you

can get better pay or profitable spare. t M.? work.

as the

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE

R.M.S. value of
the A.C. source.

FAIRFAX HOUSE (P.W.),

Symmetrical

In inductively coupled oscillatory circuits tappings g, It
Fig. 6.
the coupling is adjusted without effecting may be prodetuning by move-ment of a magnetic dust vided on the winding parts Ll, L2 for
core in relation to the windings. The adapting the arrangement to different
voltages.

Reference

has been directed by the
Comptroller to Specifications 2824/08, [Class
38], 344, 948 and 359331.

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I
(Post -in unsealed envelope, id. stamp.)
I

Please send me free details of your Home -Study
Radio Courses.

I NAME
I

ADDRESS

12.W.

r4111=1.1.MMINIMMID-11.1111.114141.111111MH.IMIP110.1

NEW PATENTS

Pg. 2.

Fig_ 5.

coils 2, 3, Fig. 2, of a back -coupled oscillator,

for example, may be mounted on an
insulating former 1 within which the whole
of the core 4 or a part thereof is so moved
in relation to the windings that any

detuning arising from change in coupling

is compensated by change in self inductance
of the coil 2. In a modification in which a

I

1 These particulars of New Patents of interest 1
ito readers have been selected from the Official
Journal of Patents and are published by per- 1
mission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery
I Office. The Official Journal of Patents can I
be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price ls. 1
weekly (annual subscription £2 10s.).

Latest Patent Applications.

70 Ranges of A.C. and D.C. Volts and Amps., Ohms.
Capacity, Inductance and Decibels.
Strongly

, 3138.-Hazeltine Corporation.-Telesynchronizing -signal separators. February 19th.
I
13139.-Hazeltine , Corporation.-Television receiving -apparatus. Feb-

construction,
Incorporating
Hand calibrated Moving Cod Meter.
Model 90. 1,000 O.P.V., AC/DO
.. 88 15 0
17 Ranges D.C.
Model 95. 1.000 O.P.V.
.
86 10 0
Ail -metal

VALVE TESTERS

Taylor Model 45 Valve Tester accurately checks all
English, Continental and American Valves, from
0.25 milllamps.

1

PRACTICAL MECHANICS
HANDBOOK

Bench Model
Model 40 checks

Taylor

2
O

1

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,

1 Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2.

1

i

i

/0.=.01111110.1.111101.M....*/...1. NME.11.1100.(NEWO.M.1141.0414a

6
0

over 800 English and American

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Precision - Built,

Mains -operated

Signal

Generator, covers 6.5 to 3,000 metres, 100 Ise. to
46 me. in 6 bands, qtrectly calibrated.
Almo.t
constant output; low harmonic content. MODEL'i
FOR A.C., A.C.-D.C.
OPERATION
..

or

BATTERY

11 Ons.

OSCILLOSCOPES

!

1.

9

813 18

-

2

By. F. J. CAMM.
i 400 pages, 6/- or 6/6 by post from i

.

17 Valve Holders £13

Valves for slope, filament continuity, cathode, leakage
and shorts.
Standard Model
89 9 0
Portable
.. £9 19 6

...fn

1

per volt and up to 24 MA/volt

Over 1,000 readings:
Portable Model
.

pi

1

case, either one part alone or the. two

1 10.1

32 Ranges of A.C. and D.C. Volts, Amt.., and Ohmw.

37/414MI.1,011M111.NIMP.M1.0.11410.111.0.10.411111.11404,

either a D.C. or an A.C. source and
comprising a transformer and vibratory
interrupter, the transformer primary is i
L2 which may be connected at will either
through the interrupter P to a D.C. source
b so as to function alternately, or directly
to an A.C. source (Fig.. 6). In the latter

constructed, well-balanced Moving Coil Meter, Band calibrated for extreme accuracy.
Model 80A.
2.000 0.P.V., AC/DO
.. 11 Gas.
SOB.
5,000 0.P.V., DO
..
13 Gns.
80C. 20,000 0.P.V., DC
..
15 Gus.

vision

In an arrangement for supplyinga load

divided into two symmetrical parts Ll,

Our range includes :UNIVERSAL METERS

1

L. 0. I I I I I PI

such as a wireless receiver with A.C. from

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

1

part only of the core is moved to effect a I
ruary 19th.
change in coupling, Fig. 3 (not shown),
Specifications Published.
the remaining part is independently
518128.-Rudkin, E. P.- Wireless i
movable to serve as a " balancing, pin."
receiving system.
Fig. 4 shows the invention applied to a
frequency filter of adjustable band width I 518031.- Standard Telephones and
in which the coils are mounted on fixed
Cables, Ltd.-Indicator systems
cores 11, 12 and the movable part 14 is
for wireless apparatus or the like.
adjusted lateradly. In an alternative
Printed copies of the full Published
arrangement the fixed cores are axially
Specifications may be obtained from the
bored to receive independently and axially j Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings,
movable core parts. Fig. 5 shows Mother
London, W.C.2, at the uniform price
form in which movable core parts 14, 15
of ls. each.
are mounted for rotation with respect to
42 I M/H 1.M1.1./NIPINNIMIH,./.34111WIF011.1=141411
fixed parts 11, 12 carrying the windings.
CONVERTING.-Telefunken
Ges.
Fur
Dia,htlose Telegraphie. No. 504923.

'TAYLOR%

C
MI

11

00

These instruments use a 3 -In. hard type Cathode Roy
Tube, have separate built-in amplifiers for both th
horizontal and vertical anodes, as well as a lint al
time base.
Model 30
Model 35
oscillator)

..

(with

frequency

modulated

..

18 Gos.
22

Gns.

TAYLOR INSTRUMENTS ARE BRITISH MAGI:
AND FULLY GUARANTEED.
Full particulars of any instrument sent on receipt of your
name and address pinned to this advertisement.

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS, LTD.
419-422, Montrose Avenue,
TRADING ESTATE, SLOUGH, BUCKS.
'1.1Jone: Slough '20061
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BLUEPRINT SERVICE

No. of
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Date of Issue. Blueprint.
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, 6d. each.
1937 Crystal Receiver ..
..
PW71
The " Junior " Crystal Set
.. 27.8.38
PW94

-

STRAIGHT SETS.
Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

All -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
Beginners' One-valver

..

-

The " Pyramid " One-valver (IF

Pen)'

Two -valve : Blueprint, 1s.

..

The Signet Two (D & LF)
Three -valve

-

PW31A
PW85

27.8.88

PW93

24.9.88

PWT6

Blueprints, 1s. each.

-

(Trans)) ..
.
Sixty Shilling Three (I), 2 LF
(RC & Trans)) .
Leader Three (SG, 'D, Pow)

Summit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)

.

PW10
22.5.87

All Pentode Three (HF Pen, D,

(Pen),
Hall -Mark Three (SG, D, Pow) .. 12.8.37
Hall -Mark Cadet (D, LF, Pen (RC)) 16.3.35

-F. J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (HP Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All -Wave
,
Three) ..
13.4.35

Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 I's
(Trans)) ..
-

1930 Sonotone Three -Four (HF
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen)

Battery All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF
(RC)

-

The Monitor (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) 21.3.36
The Centaur Three (SG D, P)
14.8.37

F. J. Camm's Record All -Wave
Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
31.10.36
The " Colt " All:Wave Three (D,

..
The " Rapide " Straight 3 (D,
2 LF (RC & Trans)) ..
..
2 LF (RC & Trans))

F. J. Camm's Oracle All -Wave

Push -Pull)

PW47

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets : Blueprints, 1s. each.

..

£5 Superhet (Three -valve)
F. J. Camm's 2 -valve Superhet

5.6.37

-PW4O

PW52

..
..

A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve)
D.C. £5 Supethet (Three -valve)

PW43
PW42

Universal £5 Superhet (ThreevaiVe)

PW44
PW59

F. J. Camm's A.C. Superhet 4 .. 31.7.37
F. J. Camm's Universal 14 Super het 4
..
" Qualitone " Universal Four .. 10.1.37

PW60
PW73

Four -valve : Double -sided Blueprint is. 6d.

Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LF

18.2.39
4.12.37

PW34A
PW35
PW37

PW39
PW41
PW48

SHORT-WAVE SETS.
One -valve : Blueprint, 1s.

Battery Operated.

Simple S.W. One-valver

23.12.39

-

Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen).

The " Fleet" Short-wave Two

-- (D (HF Pen), Pen)

PW95

..

PW88
PW38A

27.8.38

PW91

PW49

Experimenter's Short-wave Three

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF .(RC and

30.7.38

PW30A

PW51
PW53

The Band -Spread S.W. Three
(HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
.. 1.10.38

PW88

PW(11

PW62
PW64

(SG, D, Pow)

Trans))

..

..

..

.

.

F. J. Camm's ELF Three -valve
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen)
.

Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen) ..

PW72

Four -valve : Blueprint, 1s.

Mains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) A.d...

Economy A.C. Two (D, Trans) A.C.

Uniconi A.C.-D.C. Two (0, Pen)..

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

3.8.39

..

..

Three (SG, D, Trans) A.G.

Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (HF
Pen, D, LF, P)

..

Mains Sets : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.

PW65
PW77

Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF,
Class B)

PW88

19.3.38

QP21

.

S.W. Converter -Adapter (1 valve)

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four -station Crystal Set
.. 23.7.38 AW427
1934 Crystal Set ..
AW444
150 -mile Crystal Set
..
AW450

Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

STRAIGHT SETS.
One -valve : Blueprint, 1s.,

Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Sonotone Four (SG, D, LF, P)
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)

Beta Universal Four (SG, D,

..
.

1.5.37
8,6.37

Cl. 13)

(SG), LF Cl. B)
Fury Four Super (SO, SG; 'D, Pen)

PW34B
PW340

Battery Hall -Mark 4 (HF Pen,

..

'W11

PW17

Nucleon Class B Four (SG,
D, Push -Pull)

PW4

.

F. J. Camm's " Limit " All -Wave
Four (HF Pen, D, LF, P)
.
26.9.36
" kerne " All -Wave 4 (HF Pen, 'D
(Pen), LF, Cl. B)
12.2.38

The " Admiral " Four (HF Pen,
HF Pen, D, Pen (RC)) ..

A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
A.C.-D.C. Two (SG, Pow)..

PW90

PW18
PW31

Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two
Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Double -Diode -Triode Three (HF

Pen, DDT, Pen)

D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen).

7.1.39
28.7.34

F. J. Camm's A.C. X11 -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three(11F Pen, D,Pen) 11.5.35

Mains Record All -Wave 3 (IF
Pen, D, Pen)

Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,
.
Pen)
A.C. Hall -Mark .(HF Pen, D,
..
.
Push -Pull)

-

Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans) ..
Full -volume Two (SG, det, Pen)..

--

Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) ..

Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

..
..
£5 5s. Three : Be Luxe Version
(SG, D, Trans)
_
Lucerne- Straight' Three (), RC,
Trans) ..

19.5.84

Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
Simple -Tune Three (SG, D, Pen) June '33
Economy -Pentode Three (SG, D,
Pen)
Oct. '33

" W.M." 1934 Standard Three

D, Pen) ..
PW1.8 - £3 (SG,
3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)

(D, Pow)

LF (RC))..
A.G. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HE
Pen. Westector, Pen)

Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

£5 5s. S.G.3 (SG, Dt; Trans)
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans)

Mains Operated.

" All -Wave " A.C. Three (D, 2

B.B.C. Special One-valver

PW67

PW83

--

.

3.9.38

PW23
PW25
PW29
PW350
PW35B
PW313A

PW38
PW50

PW54
PW56

pw70

-

.

---

Mar. '34

1935 £6 13s. Battery Three (SG,
D, Pen)
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen)
Minitube Three (SG, D, Trans) . Oct. '35
All -Wave Winning Three (SG, D.,
Pen
Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

65s. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
2HF Four (2 SG, D, Pen)

Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans)
PW48A

Battery Operated.

A Modern Two-valver

Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen) A.C. Leader (HF Pen, D, Pow) ..
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
Unique (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) .*
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,
Pen)
..

MISCELLANEOUS.

PW46

..

..

Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,
Class B)

Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,

Aug. '33

LF, Trans)
.
.
£5 5s. Battery Four (HF, D, 2 Li) Feb. '85
The H.R. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen).
The Auto Straight Four (HI' Pen,
HF, Pen, DDT, Pen) ..
Apr. '36

AW387

AW388
AW392
AW426
WM409
AW412
AW422
AW435,

PW34D
PW45

Super -quality Five (2 HF, D, RC,
Trans) _
Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LF,
Class B) .

New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LF,
Class 13)

SHORT-WAVE SETS.

S.W. One-valver for America
Rome Short -Waver

-

.. 16.10.38

Ultra -short Battery Two (SG, det,
Pen)
..
Feb. '36
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen)

World -ranger Short-wave 3 (D,
RC, Trans)
..
Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen)
30.6.34

The Carrier Short -waver (SG, 13, P) July '35
Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

A.W.

-

Short-wave World-beater
(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans)
Empire Short -waver (SG, D, RC,
Trans) ..
.
Standard Four -valve Short -waver
(SG, D, LF, P)
22.7.39

-

Superhet : Blueprint, 1s. 6d.

. Nov. '35
AW437
W31271
Mains Operated
WM327 . Two -valve :
Blueprints, 1s. each.
Two -valve Mains Short -waver (D,
WM337
Pen) A.C.
13.1.40
" W.M. Long -wave Converter ..
WM351
WM354 Three -valve : Blueprint, 1s.
.

-

Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C.

WM371
WM389
WM393
W31396

Four -valve : Blueprint, 1s. 6d.

W31400

S.W. One -valve Converter (Price

AW370
AW421

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)

WM331

Radio Unit (2v.) for WM392 (1/-) Nov. '35

WM350
WM381
W31384
WM404
WM320

WM344
WM340

W31374
W31401
W31329

W31386

WM375
WM395
WM407
WM379

WM359
W31366

A W393

AW447
W1.1303
W3.1307

Battery Operated.

Ono -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

Simplified Short-wave Super

Five -valve : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

PW20

--

Family Portable (HP, D, RC,
Trans) _
Two H.F. Portable (2 SG, D,

PW87

PW92

May '35

..
Oct. '35
The Request All -Waver
June '38
1935 Super -Five Battery (Superhet)
'Varsity Four

PW84

PW89

.AW383

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

Modern Super Senior

(HF Pen, D, Tet)
26.3.38
The " Hurricane All -Wave Three
(SG, D, Pen), Pen)
30.4.38
F. J. Camm a " Push -Button "
Three (BF Pen, D (Pen), Tet)..
8.9.38

J. Carom's " Sprite " Three

-

All Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) . .July '38

PW78

F.

AW403
WM286
WM394

Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

Three (HF; Det., Pen)
.. 28.8.37
1938 " Triband " All -Wave Three
(HF Pen, D, Pen)
..
22.1.38

Blueprint, 1s.

-

Mantovani A.C. Three (HF, Pen.
D, Pen)
£15 15s. 1936 A.G. Radiogram
(HF, D, Pen) ..
Jan' 36

PORTABLES.
Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.

" Imp " Portable 4 (13, LF, LF,
(Pen))

cription appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless. W.M. to
Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost
of the blueprint, and the issue (stamps over 6d.
unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House. Southampton Street. Strand, W.C.2.

Heptode Super Three A.C.
May '34
" W.M." Radiogram Super A.C...

PORTABLES
Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

PW69
PW82

indicates that the issue is out of print.
Issues of Practical Wireless ... 4d. Post Paid
Amateur Wireless... ...
4d.
Wireless Magazine
113
The index letters which Precede the Blueprint
Number indicates the periodical in which the des-

Home Lover's New All -Electric

Push Button 4, Battery Model ..
Push Button 4, A.C. Mains Model }22.10.38

Three -valve: Blueprints, 1s. each.

PW55

of the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint Number
.

Universal Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D

Mains Sets : Blueprints, 1s. each.

19.2.38

These Blueprints are drawn full size.
Copies of appropriate issues containing descriptions of these sets can in some cases be supplied at
the folibwing prices which are additional to the cost

Standard Four -valve A.C. Short waver (SG, D, R,C Trans)
. . Aug. '35

AW429
AW452
WM402
AW440

AW355
AW438
WM390
AW436
WM313

WM383
W31397

AW453
WM380
WM352
WM391

MISCELLANEOUS.

-Listener's 5 -watt A.C. Ampli er .. Harris Eleetrogram battery amDe Luxe Concert A.C. Electro6d.)

.

(1/6)

plifier (1/-)

gram (1/-)

New style Short-wave Adapter

Mar. '36

(1/-)

Trickle Charger (0d.)
Short-wave Adapter (1/-).
Superhet Converter (1/)
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter

10.
May'38
Wilson Tone 'Master (1/-)..
.. June '36
The W.M., A.C. Short-wave Converter (1/.)

AW329
WM387
W3,1392

WM398

WM399
WM403
WM388
AW462
AW456
AW457
W31405
WM406
W111408
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PROMPT DELIVERY.

in reply

45

biltrof;rfour

-with
order

letter

Auto -grid Bias

details regarding short-wave aerials will be
" I wish to fit auto -grid bias as recently found in our new Short -Wave Manual,
described in your pages but am doubtful --price 5s.
about one point. In my set H.T.- leads
to a fuse -bulb, which in turn is anchored Battery Connections
to the metal chassis. Will this affect the
" I wonder if you have ever published
scheme in any way ? To put it another any hint or suggestion for simplifying
way, am I right in assuming that the battery connections? I have a four-yalve
resistor would be in parallel with the fuse - battery set which has four separate H.T.
bulb, and would this be in order ? "- positive connections, and one negative conE. J. W. (Liverpool, 4).
nection, and I use a- multi -cable battery
THE bias 'resistor must not be in cord. Unfortunately, one of the plugs is

parallel with the fuse. In your case always coming out, and as the battery is
you must disconnect the_ fuse -bulb holder - underneath the set in a cupboard I find it
from the chassis and _connect it instead to
one side of the bias resistor and condenser.
The other side of the resistor and condenser
is then joined direct to the chassis. The

awkward when getting no signals to have

to grope down and find the battery and

PASSED A.1. BY EXPERTS!
MODEL SS10 (Illustrated)
"SUPERRETSTRAIGHT " 10 - valve ARMSTRONG
Higlt Fidelity Radiogram
chassis.
All -wave, incor-

porating
circuits,

2
independent
Superheterodyne

and Straight, having R.N.

QUALITY CHASSIS

Advanced design includes many
refinements usually found only
In most expensive sets.

pre -amplifier, R.C. coupled
WRITE FOR Pull Specifipush-pull Triode output
capable of handling 8 watts. cations, I lice Lists and Most
CASH PRICE 8,18.4.0 or Favour*, Terms for full 1940*
Armstrom: Range.
WITH ORDER
10 monthly
- 451and
SUNBEAM Electric
paymenta of 231-.

SHAVEMASTER

see which plug is out. I wonder if you can
assist me, therefore, to overcome this little

nth the new 475 Read
w perfect shave.
100-250 V., A.C, or D.C.,

cicee

grid return lead, that is, the grid leak or difficulty? "-L. E. R. (Watford).

G.B. terminal of the L.F. transformer,
is Then connected to the junction of the

We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only

for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers

Resistance Wattage Rating
" I am fitting up a small mains unit and
am rather doubtful regarding the wattage

of the two resistors which I have to include
for H.T. dropping. Can you tell me how
to work out the rating so that I' shall obtain
the correct types of component and avoid

burning out ? "-A. F. (Amersham).
THE wattage of a resistor -is calculated

from the current which flows through
it and therefore your first task is to ascertain

connected in series when using a battery
supply. The value of the resistor is then

calculated by taking the voltage 'to be

dropped and dividing this by the current
in milliamps and multiplying the answer
by 1,000. The wattage is then calculated
in either of two ways. Firstly, ydu can

multiply the current by the voltage dropped

84/- post free, or 10/ down

RULES

fuse and bias resistor.

the current at each part of your circuit.
, You
can do this with a milliammeter

it
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described in our pages, from articles appearing

/

in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons-

I
!
I
I

(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers

described

in

our

coutem-

LONDON
RADIO SUPPLY
EECOMPANY{g

and 8 monthly
payments of 10;-.

* WE SUPPLY

on most favourable terms

all
well-known
Sete,
Speakers, Valves, etc.,
domestic Electric Equipment. Cash or
C.O.D.
Late of 11,0at Lane, London, E.C.2- orders sent by tv- lots
All communications to evacuation
WrNDEN," ARDINGL* RD., BALCOMBE, SUSSEX

WNW Oct it OUICKB? sold us BETTER.

RN% bwIRS

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to querists.
A stamped addressed envelope F must be
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and

drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed

with queries as they are dealt with by a

tOR

separate department.

Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower "loose, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2. The Coupon must be enclosed
with every query.
ANIO011..114Ms104 Frillias04111Dil 141 NinsINEIMPOIMIN

THE trouble should not arise if you use
good plugs.
The standard split
plug may be opened with a penknife blade

THE

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER

across the resistor, or you can multiply
the -resistance in ohms by the current so that it fits tightly, although perhaps
squared.
In each case the current is you have obtained the solid type of plug

The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, com-

amps.

not content merely to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in

expressed in amps., 1 milliamp being .001

Doublet Aerial

which is intended for a slotted socket, not
the solid socket found on batteries. The

only hint we can offer for battery con-

nections is to mount a strip of ebonite near

pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are

" I wish to put up a doublet receiving the set, and connect the leads to this,
aerip.1 for use mainly on 30 metres. Could making the strip with plugs and fitted
you give me some measurements for a sockets to the receiver so that the entire

practical, every -day, radio service work.
We train them to be successfulr

that it will also operate on 15 metres and connections are needed.. This saves -taking
multiples of the fundamental, and I should out each plug separately when tests are
be glad if you would confirm this."- being carried out, but your trouble is
undoubtedly due to the unsuitability of
J. H. (Birmingham).
the plugs you are using.
THE exact measurements need not be
rigidly adhered to as they will be Unusual Components
in odd inches. We suggest you try an
" I have recently had a small set given
arrangement consisting of two lengths of to me and I have dismantled it to use up
25ft. of standard stranded wire, with a 6in. the parts. I am familiar with most of them,
supporting rope in the centre. Each end but there are two items which I have never
of each wire must, of course, be well in- seen before and which I cannot understand.
sulated. From the centre ends of the two
is a small thing like a hollow cone
wires take a twisted leader to the receiver, One
wires at each end and it is enamelled.
and ordinary flex may be used for this with
is about lin. in diameter and lin. overall
purpose. The aerial will operate quite It
length. The other is a small, bell -shaped
well on 15 metres and so on, the efficiency metal thing with a rubber across one end,
dropping off below 15 metres. Further
(Continued on following page.)

Dept. 94A, International Buildings,

horizontal aerial of this type ? I understand

strip may be plugged in when battery

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDEN E SCHOOLS

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Please explain fully about your Instruction in
the subject marked X.
Complete Radio Engineering
Complete Radio
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio
Television

it you wish to pass a Radio examination,
indicate it below.
Inst. of Wireless Technology
P.iti.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Aircraft
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Name

Address

Age
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IN REPLY TO YOUR LETTER
(Continued from previous page.)

and there are no tags or wires: attached to it.

March 16th, 1940

Classified Advertisements
ADVERTISEMENTS

accepted for these columns
I should be glad if you could help me to at the rate of 2d. perareword
(minimum charge 2/identify these items."-J. G. T. (Kentish eAch paragraph), Series discounts of 5 percent. for 13,

Town).

ALTHOUGH the descriptions are brief,
we think we identify the two com-

ponents as a small ceramic type fixed
condenser and a grid -bias cell. We imagine

that the set is of American origin, and the
Small condenser would have a capacity of
a few mmfd. The other item is a Mallory
grid bias cell, which is generally mounted

in a small clip near a grid terminal and

applies a bias of 1.5 volts or thereabouts.

American Valve Data

I have one or two American valves

and I am not certain regarding the connections. Is there any book available in this
country which gives the connections and
data relative to various American valves ?

10 per cent, for 26 and 15 per cent. for 52 insertions
are allowed: AU advertisements must be prepaid.
EACH paragraph will commence with the first word
printed in bold face capitals. Additional words in

bold face capitals are charged at 4d. per word.
ALL communications should be addressed to the

Advertisement Manager, "Practical Wireless," Tower
House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

CABINETS

Tel.: Pad. 5891.

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
THE famous HALLICRAFTER SX2S, released by the

If so, could you tell me where I could" obtain -'makers only in July, 1939, can still be supplied by

Webb's Radio at
one ? "-J. M. (Ilfracombe).
PRE-WAR PRICES.
ATA and base connections for a large We fortunately had good supplies delivered in August.
NO price increase on present stock of this model only,
number of American valves may be £33
10s., H.P. terms available. Write for descriptive
found in the back of the catalogue issued booklet.-P. Webb's Radio, 14, Soho
Street, London,
W.1.
'Phone : Gerrard 2089.
by the Premier Radio Company, price 6d.

Messrs.

Holliday & Hemmerdinger, of

Speakers from 6/6 each, P.M. and energised tin.
including several Epoch 18in.-Sinclair
Pulteney Terrace. Copenhagen Street,

Speakers
London.

'

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS
AIR MINISTRY.
AERONAUTICAL

INSPECTION

DIRECTORATE.

VaCancies exist for unesta Wished appointments as
Examiners in the General Engineering and W/T and
Instrument Branches.

All candidates must have good general education,
be able to read drawings, understand specifications,
use micrometers and other measuring instruments.
(a) Applicants for the General Engineering Branch
must have had practical experience in an engineering
works. An elementary knowledge of materials testing
is desipable.

(b) Applicants for the Instrument Branch must have
knowledge of physics and training in light engineering
or instrument making. Candidates with knowledge
of optical instruments are also required.
(c) Applicants for the W/T Branch must have practical
knowledge of W/T and electrical equipment with
technical training in radio communication equal to
City and Guilds final examination standard.
APPLICATIONS from candidates previously inter-

viewed and- declared -Unsuccessful will be considered
provided the necessary additional experience has been
gained.
ACCEPTED candidates will undergo a period of
training in inspection as applied to the above subjects,
not exceeding three months, and will be paid £3 10s. Od.

74-78, Hardman Street, Manchester, 3, can

CONVERTERS

ssued by the Radio Corporation of America,

E.D.C. Rotary Converter, 200-250 D.C. to 200-250 A.C.

also supply the receiving valve manual

to

QUALIFICATIONS.

A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose. Surplus
Cabinets from noted makers under cost of manufacture. Radiogram Cabinets from 30/-. Undrilled
table, console and loudspeakw cabinets from 4/6.
Inspection invited.
H. L. SMITH AND CO., LTD., 289, Edgware Road,
W.2.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
3,000

weekly during training. Subsistence allowance of
£1 5s. Od. weekly during training is payable to married
men normally residing outside the training area.
On successful completion of training, candidates will

watts in silence, cabinet with filter, perfect £5/15/-.
and this gives the characteristics and con- 120
180 -watt ditto, £7/15/ -.-Johnson Engineering, 86, be appointed as Examiners at a salary of £246 9s. Od.
per annum (payable monthly, in arrear) if service is
nections of all their valves, which are Great Portland Street, W.1.
satisfactory, and must be prepared to serve in any
standardised throughout America.
part of the United Kingdom.
NORMAL age limits 25 to 55.
LITERATURE
.01110414

Edition. American Amateur Relay League
Handbook. 500 pages of up-to-the-minute technical
NEW

REPLIES IN BRIEF

information, 7/- post free. 1940 Jones Handbook ;
approximately 700 pages dealing with every aspect of

The following replies to queries are given in

abbreviated fors either because of non-complianee
with our rules, or because the point raised is not of
general interest.
),mos

t

i

The transformer Is s specially
designed for the purpose and will therefore be quite
satisfactory.
H. T. E. ,(York). The article in this issue will
answer all. the- points raised by you.
B. K. (Basingstoke). A pre-set would be preferable,
and you should try and obtain one of the type which
has a locking adjustment so that the setting may be
L.

R.

(Bangor).

made permanent.
T. G. (E.C.3). The Eddystone component would be
perfectly suitable. Make certain that you obtain one'
of the latest types, as they have been modified recently.
R.

J. (Boxmoor). 1.5 volts will be insufficient.

Try at least 6 volts,

A good G.B. battery will be
adequate from the current point of view.
R. (Bletchley). Ordinary grease is unsuitable.

Use a graphite preparation and use it sparingly.
S. P. (Cambridge).

We regret that we cannot grant

you space in our editorial columns, and can only
suggest that you insert a small advertisement. We
would be inundated with similar requests if we permitted our editorial space to be used for the purpose outlined in your letter.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE

LOUDSPEAKER repairs,
make. 24 -hour service,

Speakers, Pulteney
London, N.1.

British, American, any

moderate prices.-Sinclair

Terrace,

Copenhagen

Street,

to moving coil speakers. Cones/coils
fitted or rewound. Fields altered or wound. Prices
quoted, including eliminators. Pick-ups and speaker
transformers rewound; 4/6. 'Trade invited, Guaranteed
satisfaction. Prompt service.
L.S. Repair, Service, 5, Balhain Grove, London, S.W.12.
Battersea 1321.
REPAIRS

stituted.

-The ebupon on page iii of cover
must be attached to every query.

LIN.1.1..1 i awl

aV11i11 vow 0.3...1141.1121.1141111001MIHM1111.011.

i

locate any station heard. Size 40" by 30" 2 colour heavy

Street, London, W.I.

BE TALLER !! Inches put you Miles Ahead I
Details Od. stamp.-Malcolm Ross, Height Specialist,
Scarborough.

MORSE EQUIPMENT
range of Transmitting Keys, Practice -Sets,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. 'R.
FULL

WIRELESS Code Courses.

" Book of Facts" Free.-

Candler System Co. (L.0.), 121, Kingsway, London,

Armstrong Co. have many other models of equal
interest, please write for catalogue,

Armstrong Manufacturing -Co., Warlters

London, N.5.

'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS
5/-

W.C.2.
L. W. (Sparkbrook). The unit is probably overloaded
by your 5 -valve set, The unit is intended primarily. MORSE Code easily learnt by gramophone records.
for addition to a simple two or three -valve set.
All speeds 2-15 words per minute. Full particulars.
G. J. (Stepney). Class B usually does not require
negative grid bias, and, therefore, perhaps you are Stamp.-Masters, Forest Way, Pound Hill, Crawley.
trying to use the set in the wrong manner. We cannot
deal fully with your query without further details.
NEW CHASSIS
L. A. D. (E.8). There is no frequencY to D.C. mains
and therefore we think you are under some misapprehension regarding your supply.. If the mains are 50 ARMSTRONG CO. recommending the following
cycles we think you will find they are A.C. In any economically priced Radio Chassis for good quality
case, the mains transformer will be burnt Out if con- reproduction.
-ARMSTRONG
Model AW38.-8-valve All -wave
nected to a D.C. supply.
Radio -gram chassis, incorporating the latest circuit,
.1=1,11411.0111110..04111.041111r4).11
,1141111.1
including 6 watts push-pull output. Price 1818/0 +
5% war increase.

i

Radio Map 'of the World. enables you to
Art Paper, 4/6. Limited supply on Linen, 10/6.
WEBB'S , Radio Globe-superb 12" full -colour
model. Radio prefixes, zones, etc. Heavy oxydised
mount. Post Paid, 27/6.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho
WEBB'S

Radio's Bargains.

ALL Guaranteed.. Postage Extra.

MISCELLANEOUS

-

question.
M. H. B. (Rugby). The coils are not now On the
market, but standard 6 -pin plug-in coils could be sub-

APPLICATION

SOUTHERN

S. J. B. (Bristol, 5). We refer you to our -blueprint
list published weekly.
W. A. (Riverstown). Perhaps now that the valve McElroy, World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole distester has been completed, the various details about tributors : Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
which you were uncertain have been cleared up. See_ W.1. 'Phone : 9-errard 2089.
especially the final article on the subject.
W. J. (Wellingboro'). We regret that we cannot
supply a blueprint of a receiver utilising the coil in
MORSE TRAINING
'

.

must be made on Form 786, copies
of which can be obtained on application, by postcard
only, to : The Inspector -in -Charge, AJ.D. Training
School (I-C.S./REC. 52), Brandon Steep, BriStol, 1,

E.- S. (Southwark), 36 S.W.G. enamel wire will be

L.

bore.

Short -wave -Radio, 8/6. post free.---Webb's Radio, 14,
Soho -St., London, W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

suitable at about 2,000 turns. Be careful with the
insulation.

should indicate on their applications
for which vacancy they wish to be considered-a,
CANDIDATES

Holloway,

Parcel of useful Components, comprising Con-

denserS, Resistances, Volume Controls, Wire, Circuits,
etc. Value 25/-. 5/- per parcel.
15/- SerVice Man's Component Kit.
Electrolytic

Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances, Tubular,
Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc. 120
articles contained in strong carrying case, 9" x 7' x 7",
15/- the Kit.
21/- Small Trader's Parcel of Components. 150
Articles comprising all types Condensers, Valve
Holders, Resistances, Chokes, Coils, Wire, etc. Value
85/-. 21/- the parcel.
5,/- 100 Wire -end Resistances, assorted capacities.
and 1 watt, 5/- per 100.
ORMOND Loud -speaker Units, 2/6 ; Crystal 4Sets,
5/6 ; Westectors Type W2, 2/6 ; Crystal Detectors,
2/- , Crystals, 6d. ; Marconi V24 Valves, 9d.
2/- Tool or Instrument Carrying Cases, ex Government Stock ; Wood, 9" x 7' x 7", 2/-.
SOUTHERN Radio, 4G, Lisle Street, London, W.C.
Gerrard 6653.
5/- Bargain parcel comprising Speaker Cabinet, 2
Drilled Chassis, condensers, resistances and many
other useful components. Worth £2.
Limited

number.

Postage 1/ -.---Bakers Selhurst Radio, 75,
Sussex Road, South Croydon.

BANKRUPT Bargains. Brand new 1939 models,
makers' sealed cartons, with guarantees, at less
40 per cent. below listed prices ; also Midgets, por-

tables, car radio. Send lid. stamp for lists.-Radio'
Bargains, Dept. P,W 261-3, Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

Exchanges. Wanted good second-hand
radio sets 'in exchange for brand-new 1939/40 models
leading makes with guarantees and cash adjustment.
Send ltd. stamp for list of makes. Radio Exchanges,
RADIO

610, Kingsbury Road, Erdington, Birmingham.
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

AMAZING offer. 5 -valve A.C. all -wave superhet.
chassis. Latest Mullard valves-: T.H.4.B., V.P.4.13.,
T.D.D.4, PEN.A.4, L.W.4/:350V. Ranges: shortwave 16-48. metres. Med.-wave 200-500 metres.

please note new prices of Collar() Motors. These are
due to manufacturers' price increases,
COULPHONE Radio, 22, Grimshaw Lane, Ormskirk.

COULPHONE

Radio.

Ormskirk.

Will

all clients

Long -wave 800-2,200 metres. Size- of chassis, 111"
long, 7r deep ; height over all, 83". Control tuning
at side, volume on/off at side, wave change. Provision
for pick-up. Complete with valves and knobs,
24/17/0. Special speaker, 1,500 ohms field, 10/ti.
RICE -KELLOGG Senior 12" moving coil speakers,
20 watts, 1,000 ohms, 11 ohms speech coil. Without
speech transformer, 32/6 ; with transformer tapped
3,000 ohms and 7,000 ohms, 35/-.
GRAMPIAN 10" 10 watt, 2,500 ohm energised speaker.
Heavy east frame, 15/- each. With heavy-duty
pentode speech transformer, 17/0 each. Heavy-duty

Collard A.C. Motors, 12" turntable, 27/6 ; with pick-up,

17/6.

SCRAP

speech transformers, pentode matching, 2/11 each.
ROTARY converters, complete with smoothing and
suppression, Ow or 12v. input, 240v. 40 m.a. output.
PLESSEY

2 -gang straight condensers, 1/6 each. Hitt&

:3 -gang, 2/- each.

100,000 voluthe controls, with S.P. switch,
06 each. Metal chassis drilled 15" x (i" x 13" and
x 8" a 23", 1/ti each. Push back wire, 12vds:
POLAR

.

1

ROLA P.M. speakers, latest type 7:1" cone with pentode
transformer, boxed, 14/6 each. Clock -kneed dials,

5" a 3r, with printed 3 -wave scale, ox -copper escutcheons and glass, 3/0 each. Ditto, less escutcheons,
9/6 each. Horizontal dials. with plain scale 73" x
3-3" and pointer, 1/- each. 31yds. 3 -way screened

cable, 1/6.-PLESSEY mains transformers, 350-0-350,

90

ni.a.

4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 6 amps., 861 each.
FILAMENT transformers, input 200-250v., out put
4v. 4 amps., 4v. 6 amps., 4/11 each.
G.E.C. mains transformer. American windings.

Rola 0.12 energised speakers, 32/6, P.M 65/,

42/6.

Brand new goods.

lf (1. stamp list.

Valves, S.P.210, 4/3, Universal Pentode 35/20.

EX-G.P.O. Multi -Contact Relays used in automatic
exchanges, new condition, suitable for automatic
tuning. Complete with contacts, 213, post free.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS

2/:3.

4/3 each.

your H.T. Iattcry with Mallory vibrator

converter. 12v.. 15ov., 30m.a., 18/0; listed £5/5/0.
Or Genettiotor. 12v.. 230v., 50m.a., 25/-.' Postage
O.-Aeronaut ea: Radio. 47, River Road. Litt le ham pi on.

VAUXHALL. Skeleton metal rectifiers, HTIO, 11/-:
5d. Volume
HT9, 9/, Valveholders, 7 -pin, 6d. ;
controls, 2/- ; with swit eh, :3/-.
VAUXHALL. T.C.C. cardboard containers; 8 mfd.
500 v., 2j- ; 6 plus 4 mfd. 350 v., 1,9 : 50 rafd. 50 v.,

La

Rola sin. P.M. speaker with transformer, 14,19.
Other sizes in stock.

VAUXHALL. Bar type condensers, straight 0.0005
mfd., 2 -gang, 0/0 : 3 -gang, 8;6. Full -vision thrives.

station names, 6/,
VAUXHALL. Iron -cored coils on base with switch,
terminals, circuit, 2 -gang, I.2/6 : 3 -gang 1910. 1 -watt
resistors, 4d.
VAUXHALL Utilities, 103a, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Write Mr free list.

R.S.G.B. reduced war -time subscriptions.

Details

and current issue "T. and It. Bulletin,- ts.-I6,
A slifidge Gardens, I,ondon, N.13.

6"

cone,

STRIPS

it

MEDIUM and long -wave iron -cored coil unit with
valve holder and sundry resistances, id. each (no

purposes.

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1. TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.

BANKRUPT Bargains,

Please state requirements for

quotation. Portables, dry and acemaulator types
A.C. and A.C./D.C. mains sets up to 10 valves. 10v,

chassis all -wave with SPeaker mid valves, /1.7/0.
All types of valves and service goods.--Butlin, 6,
,tanfora Avenue. Brighton.

I tine from 13 to 170 metre: .

1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit
1 Valve Short -Wave Superbet Converter Kit
1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. St perhet Converter

Kit

.

2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit ..
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

20;2.3;-

26;3
29,'-

Kit
REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4 v., A.C. Types,
.

A.G., L., A.C. S.G.'
A.G., V.H.P. (5 -pin),

all

5,3

ea.,.11.

A.C.N.H.P. (7 -pin), 7.8 ; A.C..PensI.H., 7,6 ; A.C.,'P.X.4, 7/3 ; Oct. Freq. Changers,
8/6 , Double Diode Triodes, 7;6 ; 350 v. F.W.

Rect., 5 6 ; 500 v. F. W. Rect., 66 ; 13 v..2 amps.
Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5,6 ; H.F. Pots and Var.-

Wired and

with valves.

15-w:itt- A.(1.

£2 -

£2 £6 -

6-

£5 - 6 - 0
16 - 14 - 0

OPPORTUNITIES?'
OOPORTLINtTIEIS'..

FREE!

any type circuit,
1.2 cash.

GUARANTEE-

PASS-NO FEE."

Neon., Else., Motor,
Radio and Television

Civil,

Under 3/ -

YOU MUST HAVE A
PREMIER 1940 CATALOGUE

609, Shakespeare House. 17. 18. 19, Stratford Place. W.1.

111 PAGES
- - PRICE 6d,
GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 16/311040,

vorking, 7/6 each.

Orders 5/- and over sent Post free.
dense add Od. postage.

British Institute of Engineering Technology.

Faints.

1

patios, 4,3.
Jelly Type High Voltage Condensers, 1,11f, :3,000 c.

Engineering. Building, (Wrens meet Employment, etc.
Write fcr Ibis enlightening Hand -book to -day FREE and pan free.

This coupon is available until March 23rd,
1040, and must accompany all Queries and

plain or threaded,

UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials. Direet and 100:

Details are 'given of over 115
Diploma Courses in all branches
Aero,

2;11.

Coil Formers, 1- and 6-011.

A.M.I.A.E.,
and

of

Prentli"tr 3 -band
Sub it l

S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 3S-80 metres.

;Indira quallfleatione.

7+124rES0R
A-M-.1:0\AP

Special set of S.W. Coils, 11-150

metres, 4/9 set, with circuit.

A.151.12dech.E..

]NO

Short -Wave Condensers all -brass
construction, with Trolitul insulation. IS mud'.
1.9 ; 25 mod., 1:10; 4(1 mini-., 2,'-; 160
23 ; 11/0 sold., 2:7 ; 250 1111111... 211.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 1- and 0 -pin
types, 13-26, 22-17, 11-19, 78-170 metres, 2/ -

with circuit.

Ti,), unique Hand -book above
the eon way to secure

fifE

t8 - 2 - 6
15; -

PREMIER

NGINEERING
effq:KEER1j1G,'":;

t ed.

£3 - 4 - 0
£3 - 4 - 0
17 - 0 - 0
£8 - 2 - 6

6

6-6
2-6

Black Crackle Steel Cabinet.

block letters. All orders must include sufficient postage
to cover. Hours of business : 9 a.m.-6 p.m. weekdays.

Saturdays 3) a.m.-1 p.m,

DE LUXE S.W. KITS
coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions ror
Minding and working. Each lilt is supplied with a
steel Chassis and Panel and lilies plug-in coils to

8-10 watt A.C./D.C.

each.
BATTERY double diode triode, well-known- make,

and resistance tubes, all at most competitive prices;
Send for valve lists. Please write your address in

3 -Band S.W. 2 -

Complete to the last OM ail, including all Valves and

4 -watt A .c. Anipiiller
4 -watt A.C., D.C.
ti-watt. A.C.

Church Road, Leatherhead, Surrey.

.01 and .23 tubulars, wire ends, mixed only.
4;0 dozen (not less). Special mixed tubulars, useful
sizes, our selection, 2/6 dozen.
BATTERY output pentodes, well-known make, 3/11

types in stock, including glass series, glass octal series,
metal series, hantom series, single -ended metal series,

Valve Kit, 22,6.

Kit of part -

SPECIAL

RAYTHEON first -grade valves, largest stockists, all

3 -Band S.W. 1 -Valve Kit, 14,9.

instructions.

British Mechanical Productions Ltd.,

Circuit).

2/6 each.

with all components, diagrams and 2 -volt valves.

Each Kit is complete with ready -drilled
chassis,
selected
components,
Specially
matched valves and full diagrams and

for all

black rexine, circular

fret, metal grill, size 81" x 91,- a 41", 4/6 each.

Incorporating the Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil. 11-30
Metres without coil changing. Each kit is complete,

PREMIER 1940 HIGH FIDELITY
AMPLIFIER KITS

and PANELS

fier), 3/6 each.

SPEAKER cabinets finished

with full diagrams, 29 each.

ready for use. To charge 2 volts at .1, amp., 11/9;
6 volts at 1 amp., 19!- ; 6 volts at 1 amp., 2216 ;
12 volts at -I amp.. 24'6 . 6 volts at 2 amps., 37,:8.

Chassis socket

2,500 and

MAINS units (standard telephones), fitted in metal
safety cases, A.C. mains, -input 200-250v. output
2401. 40 m.a., less valve (any type 350v. valve recti-

Coils

PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS urn A.C.
Mains. Westinghome Rect ilication complete and

4/9 dozen.

energised speakers,

Screened

tulies, 6.6 cacti.

R .C.2, 350-0-350v. 150 tn.a., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 2 amps..
4v. 4,5 amps. -15/- each. Type 11.6.4, 500-0-500 y.

1.500 ohm field, 5/11 each.

Dual Rang

Offer of

Mu. H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq.
Changers, 7,6 each, Full and Half -wave Rectifiers,
6,6 each.
TRIAD HIGH-GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, all types
in stock. Standard tubes, 5/6 each. octal Base

All sizes up to 2 meg.

VirEARITE mains transformers, 1.4.13. type, 350 -ii 6.3v. 5 amps., 6/11 each,
350v.
Type R.C.1, 250-0-250v, 80 m.a., 4v. 2.5 .amps.,
4v. 4 amps., 0/11 each. Type R.C.2, :150-0-350v.
120 /ma., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 4 amps, 12/0 each. Type

Special

A.C.; H.L.,
A.G./ H.P.,

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES

POLAR N.S.F. 1 watt resistances, 4(1. each, 3;9 dozen_

PLESSEY

Latest type Magnetic Pick-up, Auto -stop, Start

.23 mfd., 1,000 volt working, 2/:3 each ; .1 med. ditto,

TRANSFORMERS.-Bobbins (less laminations), 350-

divided spindles. length 2r with switch, 2,000, 5,000,
10,000, 25,000, 100,000, 250,000, 500;000 and 1 meg.,
2/0 each. Wire -wound 5 watt (less switch). 2,000.
5,000, 10,000, 20,000, 25,000 ohms, 2/- each.
B.I. wire -end type, bias eleetrolyties, 50 mfd. 12v.,
1;0 each. 50 mfd. 50v. 2/- each. Tubular wire, -end
non -inductive paper, all sizes up to 0.1. 33. each,

Special Offer of Record Auto -Changer Units iorA.C.
Mains by famous maindlieturer. Play 8 records.

by well-known manufact urer.
Aerial or H F.
coil.
Accurately mat died suitable Baud -Pass.
Medium and long -wave operation.
Complete

output 0 volts, 3 amps., 2,9 each. B.I. -Condensers
4 mfd., 450 volts working, resin oil filled, :31:3 each :

24 Mfd. can type eleetrolyties, 450v, working, LI- each.

WEARITE 110 k/c I.F. transformers, 1/- each.
AMERICAN C.T.S. volume controls, finest made,

.(1) E

and Rejector. Limited number only at 94/19;6,
Carriage Paid.

Suitable for replacements nt G.E.C. models, 5/6 each.

150 eta. ,4v. 2 amps., 4v. 2 amps., 4v. 2.5 amps.,- 4v,
5,6 amps., 21/- each. Type R.0.5, 100 watt auto,
step-up or step-down, 100-110v., 200-250v., 12/6 each.
All windings centre -tapped inputs, 200-250v,

RRAD

LON DON Central halt
Stores, 23, Lisle Street.
W,C.2. Gerrard 2969.
PHILIPS Step-down transformers, input 200-2411 volts,

350-0-350v., 05 m.a., 5v. 2 amps., 6.3v. 2.5 amps.

3-350-90 m.a. 4v. 2 amps., 4v. 4 amps., 1/6.
CHASSIS mounting valve holders, American, 4-, 5-, 6-,
and 7 -pin, 40. each. Octals Cal each. I.Octals 10d.
each. 7 -pin English type, 3d. each.

PR

ALL POST ORDERS TO :
1

!

Jubilee Works, 167,
wilhent 471:)

Lower Clapton Road, London, E.5.
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works,

or our NEW

PREMISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Cevtral 2833
or 60, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. 31,voldqy 23:31
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

The Air Minister announced recently that he wants radio mechanics.

Recruits selected for this specialised trade are given the rank of
Leading-Aircraftman and paid at the ,rate of 5/6 a day, plus allowances. This is an opportunity for young men, and Newnes' Practical
and Authoritative Wireless Books will help you gain the knowledge
required.

(1) THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS
By F. J. Camm
ENCYCLOPPEDIA
Compiledf by an acknowledged expert, this volume forms a complete guide, in alphabetical

order, to the construction, operation, repair and principles of every type of wireless
It includes definitions, explanations, formulx, and complete instructions on the
making and testing of various wireless components.
The illustrations include a complete series of circuits for every type of modern receiver.
7/6 net. (By post 81-.)
receiver.

(2) THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS
By Ralph Stranger
Here is a book which covers the theory and practice of Wireless Reception from A to Z,

and makes everything plain, even to the most " non -technical" reader.

Contents :

Matter and Energy. Electrified Matter. Electroific Currents. Magnetism and ElectroMagnetism. Batteries and Accumulators. Wireless Waves. Wireless Communication
and Broadcasting. Over 800 pages, fully illustrated.
10/6 net. (By post 11/-.)

(3) EVERYNIAN'S WIRELESS BOOK

By

-

F. J. Camm

A Radio Consultant for the Listener, Expert and Amateur Constructor, with Special Chapters on the Principles
of Radio Telephony, Installation and Systematic Fault-finding. With 200 Illustrations and Diagrams. General
Principles of Wireless Receivers. Testing. Special Remedies for Local Conditions. Noises, their Cause
Equipment Troubles. Short -Wave Troubles.
and Remedy.
Improving the Quality of Reproduction
Accumulators and Batteries. etc.
(- net. (By post 5/6

(4) THE MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS By Ralph Stranger
This brilliant and experienced writer on Wireless has a happy knack of making even the driest and most abstruse
topic interesting. He has a characteristic way of handling mathematics which appeals irresistibly to those to
whom previously the sublect has seemed both difficult and dull.
The book deals with : Arithmetic. Algebra. Powers and Roots. Differential Calculus. Integral Calculus.
Trigonometry. The Slide Rule. Logarithms. Efficiency. Curves and Graphs in Wireless.
5/- net. (By post 5/6.)

(5)PRACTICAL WIRELESS

MESSIMINI =manse= reseanemg emormar..,

SERVICE MANUAL

By F. J. Camm e
11

A complete, practical and up-to-date work on the testing
and servicing 61: all types of wireless receivers, packed

To the Publisher, GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd. (Book
'Dept.), TOWER !HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON ST.,
LONDON, W:C.2. Please send me by return the book
or books encircled below. I enclose Postal Order for
the necessary amount.

with valuable information for both the amateur and
professional serviceman.

With over 200 illustrations.
6 - net. (By post 6/6.)

SEND THIS COUPON TO -DAY
Ask your bookseller to get you the book or books you require at the
usual price, thus saving postage. Alternatively, send the form to the
publishers, with postal order (plus 6d. extra on each book to cover
postage), and the book or books will be sent direct to you.

.5i.

..........).

1.

P. O Value

2.

4,
No is

Name,
Address

........ ....... ,....... ®® aessmosP.W.
see16/3/40
imammesm.,

..._..

Publislaq emery Wednesday by GEORGE NEWNES, LimrrED, Tower House; Southampton Street, Strand, London, -W.C.2, and Printed in England by
THE _NEWNES & PEARSON PRINTING Co,, LTD., Exmoor Street, London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand : GORDON & GoTent, LTD. South
Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Practical 1 -Viceless can be sent to any part of the world, post free, for 17s. SO. per annum
six months, 8s. 100.
Registered at the General Post Office as a newspaper trici for the Canadian Magazine Post,
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Reading a Theoretical
Diagram

Radio Engineer's
Pocket -book

Thermion's
Commentary

Adding an H.F. Stage
or Pre -selector

Practical Hints
A Morse Oscillator
Practical Television
Readers' Letters

Combined Oscillator and Receiver

Indispensable to the Modern Handyman

THE
HOME MECHANIC ENCYCLOPAEDIA
An up-to-date and comprehensive
3/Aircraft, Television, Models,

6

NET.

By F. J. CAMM

guide to the Mechanical, Scientific and Technical Interests of the day-with expert articles
on
Astronomy, Electricity, Photography, Chemistry, Woodwork, Motor Cars, Wireless and Home Cinema
Over 600 Illustrations.

From all booksellers or by post
4/- from George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
ADYT.
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THE NORTH SEA
TTLEFIELD
Wonderful
Large size
Map of the
War in the

North Sea
With Special
4**

otsiUt4W

Photographs
You Will
Want to Keep
The most amazing of all war
maps appears in this week's
WAR WEEKLY. It shows the
North Sea --the eternal battlefield

by sea and air-where the Navy
and the R.A.F., our food, ships

THE

and

fishermen,

face

deadly

hazards every hour of the day
and night. The Map shows,
clearly the disposition of. the
Every Friday

D

WEEKLY
Acclaimed throughout the British
the best war publication !

Get a copy

Isles as

from your

newsagent
to -day.

British Atlantic patrols near the
Shetlands, the contraband control, minefields, the routes of the

convoys and U-boats,' and the
R.A.F.

reconnaissance

flights.

Accompanying the Map are a
number of stirring photographs
of the War in this area where
the fight is fiercest.

k
George Newnes, Ltd.

4
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TELEVISION
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Staff :
W. J. DELANEY, FRANK PRESTON,
H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, B.Sc.

ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
character of the movement will be stressed He gets them, however, in a distinctly
Morse Practice
the programme. An account will also novel way, and which many sufferers froth
MANY amateurs are now taking up. in
morse practice with a view to be given of the British -Red Cross -Society those tellers of interninable stories of
and its activities up to date: The producer

What happened in '02 would probably like

obtaining a post in the Services as wireless
to emulate. The play will, be produced
operator. A simple oscillator may be will be Robin Whitworth.
John Cheatle, to whose care most radio
built up for morse practice, but many " The Colonel's Been Murdered at by
thrillers are now entrusted.
listeners also wish to tune in commercial
Last "
stations so that they can obtain actual

practice at varying speeds. Thus' a good
THE Colonel's Been Murdered at Last," Cinema Organ from Glasgow
short-wave set is also a necessary adjunct "
to be broadcast on March 23rd, is a
ERALD SHAW, the Scottish cinema
to morse practice. To avoid the trouble skit on the usual detective thriller; written kJ: organist, will piay on March 23rd
of having two separate units it is possible in a somewhat facetious vein. The leading at the organ of the Paramount Theatre,
to make up a combined oscillator and figure, Colonel Wyndham Baggerley- Glasgow.- His programmes are notable for
receiver, and in this issue we give constructional details of such a unit. It must
Lulu Belle and Scotty,
be emphasised that this is not a transmitter
ballad stars of WLW,
and does not radiate signals in any way.
When the switches are operated it becomes
Cincinnati, will soon be
a simple single -valve receiver of standard
seen here in a picture
short -wave design. In the alternative
entitled " The Village

position, certain parts of the circuit are

Barn Dance," the second
picture they will have

cut out and others are connected so that it
becomes a standard L.F. oscillator, and so

made this year.

that varying pitches may be obtained a
tone -control device has been included.

The

WLW stars will be seen

with a supporting cast

In this way familiarity with various notes
will be obtained, and the practice is thereby

that includes Don

improved as the user does not become

Wilson, announcer on the
Jack Benny programme;

Latest Australian Broadcast Schedules

Jo Allen), radio chatterbox, and the Kidoodlers,

familiar with one tone.

Vera Vague (Barbara
NBC harmony group.
Lulu Belle and Scotty

VLR, Melbourne, now uses the following
wavelengths and call -signs :
Call -signs : Before 5.15 p.m., VLR3.

a r e accompanied b y
Linda Lou, their young
daughter.

After 5.30 p.m., VLR.
Wavelengths :

Before 5.15 p.m., 25.25

metres. After 5.30 p.m., 31.32 metres.
Chatteris, is the perfect club bore, and
Power : 2 kilowatts.
Frequencies : Before 5.15 p.m., 11,850 unlike most club bores, he gets his deserts.
kilocycles.
After 5.30 p.m., 9,580
kilocycles.
Editorial and Advertisement Offices :
Location : Lyndhurst, near' Melbourne.
" Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd., ,
All mail matter should be addressed to :
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, 1
Australian Broadcasting Commission,. Short
W.C.2.
'Phone : Temple Bar 4363.
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
Wave Section, Box 1686, G.P.O., Melbourne,
Registered
at
the G.P.O. as a newspaper and
Australia.
Cables
and telegrams :
t for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
" Abcom." Melbourne.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of .a
practical nalar,

suitable for publication In
PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Such articles should be 1
written on one side of the paper only, and should
contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst

The Red Cross
THE Midland Region provides for the
Home Service on Good Friday a
feature programme about the history,
rowth and development of the Red Cross.
Everybody knows of the movement, but
few could tell how it originated and exactly
under what conditions it works. Actually

the inspiration for founding it came from a
Swiss banker, M. Henri Durant, who had
this splendid humanitarian idea of non-,
combatant volunteers, under an international emblem, working for the care of
the wounded. The Geneva flag was

chosen, and it was under the

Geneva

Convention of 1864 that the terms of
service were laid down.
The international

the Editor does not hold himself responsible for
manuscripts, every effort null be made to return
them if a stamped and addressed envelope i8
enclosed.
All correspondence intended for the

Editor should be addressed: The Editor, PRACTICAL' !

readers an -touch with the latest developments, we give !

no warranty that apparatus described in our
columns is not the staved of letters patent.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and

articles published in PRACTICAL WIRELESS- is
f specifically reserved throughout the countries signa-

tory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.
Reproductions or imitations of any of these are t

therefore expressly forbidden. PRACTICAL WIRELESS incorporates " Amateur Wireless."

Royal Marines Band
THE Band of ELK Royal Marines,
Plymouth Division (by permission of
Brigadier R. C. A. Glunicke, A.D.C.),
conductor, Major F. J. Piicketts, will
broadcast on March 23rd in the Home
Service and Forces programmes. Their
broadcast will begin with the March
-known, is a pen -name for Major. Ricketts.
He wrote the famous march at Fort George,
Inverness-shire, in 1913. In addition to
military marches, Major Ricketts has

composed much popular music, and his

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of

wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep our

I

their light touch and the original way in
which his items are arranged.

fantasia, "Colonel Bogey on Parade," by
Kenneth Alford, which, as is generally

-

T WIRELESS, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

}

4

arrangements for military bands range from
symphonies and overtures to popular
numbers. For 19 years he was conductor

of the Band of the Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders ; in 1930 he was transferred
to Plymouth.
Other items in the programmef will
include Rimsky-Korsakov's The Flight
of the Bumble Bee 51and a selection from

rt
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qeoretical Diagram

This Article Will Help the Beginner to Overcome the Difficulties

Experienced in Early Stages

By L. 0. SPARKS

-

THE average beginner can get along If the would-be radio constructor has not
quite well with his first construc- yet acquired such knowledge, then in his
tional effort, when he is working to own interests it would be advisable for
one of the full-size blueprints produced by him to start reading and digesting a
PRACTICAL WIRELESS. The trouble only reliable text -book on the subject. In this
begins when the time comes to carry out direction it is well worth while sending to
some modifications, or when it is desired to the offices of PRACTICAL WIRELESS for the
try another circuit, and he finds that the small booklet which gives full details of
only help he can get is in the form of a the various radio text -books edited by the
theoretical diagram. He finds himself in Editor of that journal. Steady, diligent much the same position- as would an in- reading, plus a certain amount of practical
experienced person when faced with the constructional' or experimental work, will
problem- of reading a well -detailed map. soon enable one to build up a very useful
He is unable to interpret the various signs knowledge of radio, and once a good
or symbols into something tangible which foundation has been made, it is surprising
he could, no doubt, recognise by its shape how rapid progress can be if keen interest
or markings.
is shown in the subject.

Shorthand of Radio

Reading. the Signs

We all pass through this rather troubleOn page 28 are given sufficient convensome period, but if it is approached from tional signs for the beginner to start with,
the right angle, the deciphering of what is and by using these in conjunction with the
so often termed the shorthand of radio theoretical
diagram of a simple valve
can become quite fascinating. Unforit should be possible for a rough
tunately, however, the reaction to the receiver
practical wiring chart to be drawn. This
theoretical diagram obstacle is not the suggestion is, of , course, for practice
same in- all cases. With some beginners I purposes only, as it helps one to link
have met, the hold-up to their progress up the symbols with their actual
produced an attitude of defeatism, and no
attempt was made to master the situation.
Ignoring the valve signs for a. moment,
Needless to say, such so-called enthusiasts_- let us commence our examination at the
did not carry .on with ;the good work and, top of the other symbols-Notebook Page

Condensers
A differential variable condenser has two
sets of fixed vanes into which can be meshed

one set of moving vanes, according to the
direction of rotation of the operating

To make it quite clear that a
component of this type is required, the
third sign is used and the small centre
spindle.

curved portion indicates the moving vane.

Pre-set condensers, which are nothing
more than small variable condensers, are

used when it is required to adjust the
capacity in or across a circuit and leave it
set at the correct value. For this reason
the components are not usually fitted with

a proper control spindle but with an

adjusting screw. The fourth symbol is the
one which is used in such instances. It
should be noted that the arrow is dotted.

Chokes
The sign for a high -frequency choke,
coil or any air -cored inductance comes
next. An H.F.C. is indicated by the sign
shown, but

modern coils, which
usually have . wo, three or more windings,
the necessary symbol is not always quite so
simple.

If it is remembered that each

winding is generally shown, to indicate the
type of coil required, by repetitions of the
sign to which we are referring, it should be
consequently; lost -one of the forest hobbies No. 31. The first two signs represent variable possible to understand most coil diagrams.
going. Luckily for radio, there are the condensers, such as those used fer tuning,
When an inductance is wound around an
others who, when they come up against a reaction and several other purposes in iron oore as, for example, low -frequency
problem or obstacle, become all the more radio apparatus. The arrows indicate that chokes (L.F.C.$), L.F. transformers, mains
transformers or the field of an energised
determined to solve or overcome it. With they are variable, as the same sign as
the diagrams, for instance, they make com- first one is- also used to denote fixed con- moving -coil loudspeaker, it is usual to
parisons between the theoretical circuits - densers, but in such instances the arrow is run a few lines through or alongside the
and their wiring plans, and by the process omitted. Although it is usually recognised coil symbol as shown in the diagram. This
of tracing the wiring and applying a little that the moving vanes of a variable -con- enables-- the observer to see at a glance
sound reasoning they are eventually able -denser are connected to the low -potential that it is not a coil, such as those mentioned
to understand the symbols. If this procedure part of the circuit, the second symbol is some- above, having a simple air -core.
is adopted, there is no reason why every times used when it is required to stress the
beginner should not master theoretical connections to the- moving vanes which are, Transformers
diagrams and soon find himself in the therefore, represented -by the curved arrow.
The H.F. transformer sign simply denotes
position of being able to draw his own
that
two separate coils are used with no
circuits.
electrical connection between them.
Perhaps a word or two of advice would VM10.114.011.,011.0111.04=.1.41,41.11011.4.1m.c1.1.411414M01 direct
The same sign is also used for aerial 'circuits
not be amiss at this point. There is no
when one winding, the primary, is conquick cut to success. It is very much like
1
nected between the aerial and earth, and
JOIN- NEWNES'
learning the Morse Code, except one is ,
the other, the secondary, across the crystal
aural and the other visual identification ;
valve as the case may be. The L.F.
practice and more practice is the only way i PRACTICAL GROUP ! i or
transformer, which has to have a very
-

to impress- the various symbols on one's
mind, and until these can be retained and
recognised or drawn from memory, the
beginner must keep on with the practice.

1

1

PRACTICAL MOTORIST
The owner -driver's journal which tells you how to
repairA overhaul, and obtain the best perform-

ante from your car.
4d.-Every Friday.

Theoretical Diagrams
Unfortunately, the above advice is not
in itself sufficient to enable one to reach

the desired goal. A complete knowledge of
the symbols certainly allows the beginner
to read diagram, see what components are

I
'

valve receiver, one must know how and

why certain components are necessary, the
parts of the circuits they must occupy, and
a general idea of the essential connections.

1

PRACTICAL_ MECHANICS

The only English journal of its type. It deals
I
with every branch of Sc:ence, Mechanics i
1

Invention, Model -Making, Chemistry, Astronomy, Photography, Television.

employed and how they are connected,

but unless a fair knowledge of the elementary fundamentals of radio are also present,
the process cannot be reversed. To- draw
a theoretical diagram of, say, a simple th ree-

1

7d.-Every Mouth.
I
1

I
11

THE CYCLIST

I

i

The leading weekly for every Cyclist, Clubman, i
Utility Cyclist, or Tourist.

Join " The Cyclist" Road Club and also take I
advantage of the FREE Insurance offered.
3d.-Every Wednesday.

II

/

L.................................104M.MISIP0=1/111M/0411111.011=1.411111Wili

much higher value of inductance than its
H.F. counterpart, uses the same two
inductance signs plus the lines to indicate
that an iron core is used or, in other words,
to show that it is an L.F. component.
The next three signs are used to denote
various forms of resistance, the- first a
simple fixed resistance, or to be more,
correct, the component should be called a
resistor ;

the second indicates that the

value of the resistance is Variable (note
the arrow) ; while the third shows- a,
potentiometer which is nothing, more than
a variable resistance fitted with three
connections. Two of these are taken. to the
ends of the resistance, while the third- is
connected to a moving arm which, is so
arranged that it sweeps over the resistance
element.

(To be, continued)
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Radio in the Services
Refresher Course for the Radio Mechanic -2
By Frank Preston
All that is necessary to have a visual
riRA117 a skeleton circuit of a simple type tions mentioned should not have any
indication of the correct tuning point is a
of S.W. superhet, indicating the effect if the switch is behaving correctly.
means of watching any change in the anode
various stages ; it is not necessary to include
HAT tests would you apply to a valve current of the controlled valves. Thus, a
A.V.C., tuning indicators ovdhe power -supply
if only a multi -range meter was milliammeter included in the H.T. positive
section. Very briefly outline your reason
lead to the valves fed from the A.V.C.
for -choosing the principal components available ?
First the valve should be connected to circuit would suffice. In case of difficulty
indicated.
An outline circuit for a four -valve, plus H.T., L.T. and G.B. supplies, and the in arranging this, it would generally be
rectifier, superhet is given in Fig. 1, where voltages at each point noted. Knowing satisfactory to include the meter in the
approximate values of the chief components these values the anode current would be H.T. lead to one of the controlled valves,
are marked. Vertical broken lines are measured. If makers' data for the valve was preferably the I.F. To avoid introducing
instability the meter
drawn to divide the circuit
shou d be shunted with a
into frequency - changer,
intermediate - frequency, Those making application for enrolment as radio fixed condenser of about
1 mfd.
second -detector and outmechanics are required to pass a test. Success in this
put stages.
The meter would give
its
lowest reading, on any
A triode-hexode valve may mean immediate promotion.
In this article are particular
transmission,
is used as frequency changer, it being congiven some questions of a type which may be asked- when the set was exactly
in tune ; on each side of
sidered that this i s
generally most efficient

on short waves.

it is not suggested that any -of them have been asked-

The

circuit shown should be Jong with what can be considered suitable replies.
suitable for working down A preliminary set of typical questions and suggested
to about 17 metres ; for
replies was given last week.
lower wavelengths it
might be- desirable
slightly to modify the
connections to the frequency -changer.
Ordinary plug-in coils would probably be
used, as being most convenient in a receiver
of this type. Alternatively, it would in most

the tuning point the

needle would rise. The
lowest reading would not
be the same on all trans-

missions, but would be
dependent upon the sig-

nal strength of each. The

needle would "dip"

available the general condition of the valve most on a strong signal when the A.V.C.
could -be judged at once. If not, approxi- was at a maximum.

mate anode -current figures would be known,

DESCRPBE. two methods of arranging
variable selectivity control in conready-made dual or triple -range S.W. tuners paring the anode current passed with junction with an I.F. transformer.
Probably the most obvious method is to
different applied G.B. voltages ; the cathode
in conjunction with a gang condenser.
The intermediate -frequency transformers or anode -current supply should be switched mount one winding (either primary or
are shown as being of the 465 kc/s type, off while making adjustments of G.B. secondary) in such a manner that its position can be changed in relation to the other.
since this is found to be the most efficient voltage.
It might also be desirable to test for short- Thus, the secondary might be on a former
standard frequency for which there is an
ample choice of commercially -made I.F. circuit (by means of a small dry battery separate from the primary, this former being
and the meter) between cathode and heater, mounted on a spindle so that it could be
transformers.
cathode and grid, cathode and anode, grid rotated through 180 degrees. The idea is
LJOW would you proceed to check a wave - and anode, and also between the various similar to that employed in variometers and
1
change switch suspected of being faulty other electrodes of a multi -electrode valve. vario-couplers of 15 years ago. A corresponding but alternative method would be
if test instruments were not available ?
XPLAIN briefly how a visual -tuning to wind the secondary on a smaller former
The method 'would have to be dependent
' indicator, of any kind, could be than the primary. The two would be
to a certain extent upon the circuit and the
number of points on the switch. For devised and fitted in the circuit of any mounted concentrically and a threaded
(Continued on page 34)
example, a check could be made far more receiver provided with A.V.C.
easily in the ease of an H.F.-Det. receiver
in which a three-point switch were used for
short-circuiting the long -wave sections of
the two coils, than if the switch were of the

so a good impression could be formed. A
cases be satisfactory to employ standard, further test might take the form of com-

E

multi -gang type acting on several coils and,

perhaps, bringing a load resistor or other

component into circuit on one of the wavebands covered.

In any type of circuit, however, the

general procedure would be to set the switch

to the position -at which the contacts are

supposed to be closed and then, where
possible, to press the contacts together by
means of a length of insulated rod. Where
the contacts are inaccessible it may be neces-

sary to bridge the terminal points with

short lengths of wire.
The latter test would apply when it was
suspected that the contacts were not closing
--when working on the lower of two wavebands. If it were feared that some of the
switch contacts were failing to open,- the

test would be made by disconnecting the

leads when the switch was set to the
" open "position. In both cases, the altera-

L.

r.

GANGED

Fig. 1.-Skeleton diagram of a simple S.W. superhet.

Values indicated are approximate.
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Improved Permeability Tuning

IT is well known that the tuning of
oscillating circuits in receivers can be
performed by displacement of the

moulded core of the coi14. in the oscillating
circuit. This method serves not only for

continuous tuning, in place of a rotating
condenser, but also for oscillating circuits
which are connected in by actuating the.
push -buttons

in push-button

receivers.
These oscillating circuits are, it is true,

pre -tuned, but they are nevertheless in

many cases tunable over a large range, so
as to be able to pick up any desired transmitter in the wave -range for each pushbutton.
In order to be able more easily to achieve
ganging of a number of tuning circuits over
the whole frequency range, it is known to
be desirable that* the frequency curve
representing the relation of frequency to
core displacement should be as near straightline as possible. It is then only necessary

to take care that the frequency curves of
different circuits have the same inclination,

so that they can be brought into superposition by parallel displacement, which is
not possible with non-linear curves.

Capacity Tuning
With capacity tuning by means of
frequency -linear rotating condensers, the
adjustment to equal inclination can be

A System in which Tuning
Arrangements are Coupled
Together by Shifting a
Moulded Core

inductance therefore increases faster since

the iron core is effective on a greater
number of turns at the end of the coil.
The inductance of the coil, .moreover,

increases quadratically along the linear

part of the curve in Fig: 1.

This type of variable inductance can be
used in circuits which are to be tuned to
the same frequency as well as in superhet

receivers, in which the input and oscillator
Fig. 1 shows- the relation between the circuits have to be tuned to a constant
displacement path
of a moulded core frequency difference.
The frequency
1

and the frequency f of the

oscillating

difference between the two circuits which is,

circuit. The beginning of the curve, at the of course, equal to the intermediate
bottom left, shows the frequency of- the frequencyonay be obtained in various
ways.
oscillating circuit with moulded core at a The cores of the two circuits may be
so
distance. As the core is approached the displaced with respect to each other that
frequency falls at first slowly and then the desired frequency separation is availfaster. This drop has a linear course over able at the one end of the range.
If the
a small region and in the upper part the capacities are correctly set- it will also
he
curve bends over. The upper curvature maintained over the whole range. This
can, however, be pushed further out and displacement of the, moulded cores can,
at the same time made sharper, so that the however, only be carried out when the
intermediate frequency is small, for otherwise the range of variation 18 too limited.
4
In order to avoid this it is possible to use
moulded cores of different permeability,
or to wind one of the coils with larger pitch,

or to give it a larger diameter.

Fig. 2.-Section of a variable inductance.

achieved by equalising the inductances, straight-line region of the curve becomes
and the parallel displacement by a relative longer.
rotation of the rotors. A relative deviation Variable Inductance
of the inductance values leads to the
Fig. 2 shows how this can be achieved.
frequency curves departing from each other
in the direction of increasing frequency, A coil 1 consisting of a single -layer winding
because with a difference of inductance is first wound on the coil former 4. One or
only the frequency ratio angl ndt the more additional layers of turns are then
frequency difference of the two circuits is wound on a third of the length of the coil.
constant over the range, so that at higher When the iron core 3 is- pushed in the
frequencies the frequency difference is also

It

is,

however, also possible to use like coils and
cores for the two circuits by connecting a
coil in parallel with the coil of tilt) circuit

oscillating at the higher frequency, and
another small coil in series with it (corres-

ponding to the parallel and series

con-

denser in capacity tuning). With push-.
button receivers the latter case results in
the- advantage that it is- only necessary to
provide a single parallel inductance, and a
single series inductance for all the tuned
circuits, since the tuned circuits are, of
course, connected in individually.

correspondingly higher.

The same considerations hold for the

inductance tuning with which we are here
concerned. In this case ganging can be
achieved with frequency -linear tuning

Fig.
Curve

mediate and two video -frequency stages,
often referred to erroneously as low ON two or three occasions recently frequency stages. In the case of the sound
attention has been drawn in these receiver a high -frequency amplifying stage
columns to the progress which Italy is with two I.F.s are used, and steps have
making in the realm of television, while been taken to ensure that the frequency
other nations are marking time because of response is of a very high order so as to take
the war. Both on the transmitting and advantage of the wide band width used
receiving sides, as well as in the realm of when- radiating sound on the ultra -short
special applications, evidence is forthcoming waves_
periodically of the work that is being done_

1

showing

the relation

between the

Television in Italy

displace-

ment path of a moulded
core and the frequency
of the oscillating circuit.

in that country. Quite recently it was
brought home forcibly that a television

service is operating by the furnishing of

details concerning one of the latest types of
cathode -ray -tube receivers. The set is built
up into a neat skeleton framework with all

,the power supplies located at the base.

Although the tube face has a 14in. diameter,
its length is relatively small, -and by mount-

characteristic,

the

inclination

of

the

characteristics being brought into agreement by equalising the capacities, which
remain unchanged during the tuning, and
the characteristics being brought into
superposition by relative displacement of
the moulded cores, which are coupled
together. The advantages of this method
are as follows. No auxiliary circuit elements
are necessary for equalising the initial

ing this at the top of the cabinet with a

slight rake in the section where the picture
aperture appears, comfortable direct viewing for a large Jiumber of people is made
possible. Interlaced, scanning is employed
to reduce flicker, and the frame frequency
is 50 -per second. Magnetic scanning and
focusing on normal lines characterise the
functioning of the cathode-ray tube, while
newly -developed secondary emission valves

are used in the video -receiver section to
inductances, relative displacement of the segregate the synchronising, pulses. for

moulded cores being sufficient. Moreover,

on account of the absence of an auxiliary
circuit' element for equalising the initial
inductances, the tuning variation range is
not restricted.

controlling the time -base generator circuits.

Both the vision and sound receivers are
superheterodynes, and in the case of the
former one video-frequericy amplifying
stage is Used in conjunction with two inter-

r,----,NIMINNINI.N=11.011111!011411=1.11104104-

A Dictionary of Metals
and Their Alloys

1

Edited by F. J. CAMM:

This book is a handy and straight-i.

forward compilation of salient and useful
facts regarding dll the known metals, and!
inearly all the known commercial alloys. l
!Chapters are also included on polishing,i,
polishing,;,
I metal
metal spraying, rustproofing, metal colourcase -hardening and plating metals, as1
well as numerous instruction tables.
:The book costs 5s., or by post 5s. 4d.,
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SHORT-WAVE
SECTION
ADDING AN H.F. STAGE OR
PRE -SELECTOR
How

to

Obtain

Improved

Summer -time

Reception of Long-distance or Weak Stations.

By W. J. DELANEY.
THE longer hours of daylight which we

stations working on wavelengths close to a

are now experiencing are already desired station, and thus, in spite of the
making their presence felt in the additional selectivity, some background
reception of long-distance stations. It is interference may be experienced. In some
well known that the sun's rays have a cases this may negative all the advantages
marked effect on signals which have to given by the pre -selector and thus it is

the aerial terminal on the H.F. unit.
Reaction is adjusted in the normal manner

after a station has been tuned in, such
tuning being effected on both receiver and
H.F. unit. The H.T. and L.T. supplies
may be tapped off from any part of the

receiver which inmost convenient, whilst the

earth terminal on the unit should be joined
across to the earth terminal on the receiver.
By using an S.G. or H.F. pentode valve
additional gain may be obtained, and by

connecting a wander -plug to the screen -grid

terminal the H.F. applied to this part of
the valve may be adjusted to obtain the

desired smoothness of reaction and gain in
the stage.

The mains user (A.C.) is in a slightly
better position, as he may make use of a

much smoother reaction circuit, which will
give greater benefits in all directions. This
is the well-known electron -coupled arrange-

ment, where the cathode of the valve is
taken to a tapping on the grid coil, and
control then effected by varying
to such a circuit, namely, reaction or reaction
regeneration. By this means the gain and the screen -grid poten6ial by means of a
the selectivity of the amplifier may be potentiometer across tae H.T. supply. The
and difficult to receive until quite late at easily controlled, and thereby the maximum slight additional current taken by the valve
night. As many listeners are -now making benefits of the amplifier may be obtained. and the potentiometer may generally be
sacrificed from the receiver, but it may be
a regular practice of listening to news in
found that if the heater of the valve is
The Circuit
____.(0001-)travel a considerable distance, and in many
cases stations which have been well received
during the early evening throughout the past
few months are now beginning to fade out

worth while including a further refinement

HT+

H 7,

For the battery user, a standard six -pin

H F CHOKES

coil could be used for the tuner, with a
1----00U TPO
3 MO

.0003 to

'

002 MFO

standard- short-wave tuning condenser of
.00015 mfd, with, or without, the addition

H F CHOKE

30,000 Ct

OU,Pul

of a bandspread condenser. A triode or
pentode valve may be employed, and the

output from the anode is taken to the aerial
terminal on the normal receiver, whilst the

50,000 0

aerial is transferred from that terminal to

...L.
L

Fig. 1.-Simple, reacting scheme using a triode.

1----eourpur)

English from such stations, it is desirable

fade out entirely and signals be unobtainable on those bands, even with the most
powerful receiver. In these cases you must
turn to the bands which are not seriously
affected by these conditions. In general it
may be said that during the summer the
15 -metre band-that is, from 12 metres to

-002 MFO

factory. However, the simplest method of
obtaining the desired improvement in
normal cases is the addition of H.F.
amplification, but there are several ways
in which this may be carried out.

Pre -selection
The addition of an H.F. amplifier may

simply add punch to an incoming signal or,
by including a tuned bircuit in the amplifier,

additional selectivity may also be gained.
On account of the latter fact such an
amplifier is often referred to as a pre selector. In the simplest form an aperiodio
aerial circuit is adopted, consisting of an
H.F. choke or resistance across the grid
circuit of the H.F. valve, but whilst adding
such a stage the advantages of the additional

tuned circuit are well worth considering

and the additional expense is not considerable. Many amateurs will have a
spare tuning condenser and coil available;
or a simple coil may be made up quite
cheaply. But at the same time it is also
worth while considering -one other small
point. As additional gain is obtained by
the use of an H.F. stage it may be found in

some cases that this will bring in weak

case a separate heater transformer should
be obtained and mounted in the unit. The
tapping point on the coil should be about
one -tenth of the total grid winding, from
the earth end of the coil.

using a pentode.

Precautions
The coupling condenser in all of the
.circuits referred to may be of the small

.1.43.14,4104

variable type if desired, and this will give an

A VALUABLE TECHNICAL LIBRARY!

additional control.

If, of course, a condenser of the value specified is already
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joined in parallel with the valves in the
receiver then the additional current drain
will result in the valves being under -run
sufficient to weaken reception. In this

Fig. 2.-Similar arrangement to Fig 1, but

20 metres-will be found the most satis-

1 MFO

controlled reaction.
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to adopt some scheme to enable these
stations still to be heard. It must be
remembered, of course, that during the
summer certain bands may be found to
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included in the aerial circuit of the normal
short-wave receiver, it may be omitted
from the pre -selector stage and the anode
joined direct to the aerial terminal. In
every case the unit should be enclosed in a
metal box, effectively earthed, but if this
cannot be done, then the valve should be
enclosed in a standard metal valve screen.
The lead between H.F. unit and receiver
should be as short as possible, especially
if the receiver is a superhet, as otherwise
it will pick up sufficient energy to act as a
good aerial and offset the advantages of the
additional stage. It is not advisable to
screen this particular lead unless it is found
that it is not possible to obtain the maximum

performance from the unit without doing
so. A few tests will show whether or not
such a step is necessary. If it is, then one
of the special low -loss screening systems
should be adopted, not the standard close screened wire, which might result in much
of the H.F. energy passing to earth before
going into the receiver.
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Comment; Chat and Criticism

Musical Criticism
Our Music Critic, Maurice Reeve, Discusses
the :Hazards of Music as a Profession

MUSIC has suffered grievous harm

booked up quite six- months before the
from a haphazard and often irre- date for which it is wanted. Consequently
sponsible, and most certainly un- it is not always possible to ascertain what
co-ordinated, system of criticism. Perhaps counter -attractions there will -be on that
this is to be expected in a walk of life particular day. Not unnaturally, and for
which is run on the most superbly indivi- reasons other than perpnal choice, a No. 1
dualist. lines and which disdains every critic will obviously make his way to the
suggestion of - a central authority- or con- opera or a symphony concert rather than
trolling body. 'Tis the greater pity because to O.B.'s first recital, should both happen
few professions own a more skilful, well- to be on together. So would you or I, for
read or more devoted array of zealots. that matter. Then, sometimes, the same
The music critic is invariably a passionate critic will have two or even three recitals
lover of the art and he invariably knows the on the same evening, just hearing a snatch
programme he has come to assess " inside of each. If fortune should frown on the
out." Yet the unmitigated harm he can, recitalist it will frequently just so happen
and often does, do is profound and lasting. that his critic will attend for the poorest
I doubt whether any of them would portion of his programme. This is usually
believe it even from their most well- the first part, and many a concert giver has
informed friends. I will first deal with these been damned just on that one group of
harmful effects and then treat pf the cause, pieces, played when nerves are highly strung
- winding up with suggestions for a remedy. and fingers unresponsive and unruly,
As I said, music is individualist- whilst the remainder of the show has been
fiercely so. It is the basis, and curse, of its quite brilliant. The result ? Nothing less
life,

but whether it can be avoided is than utter oblivion,

perhaps even the
another matter. Everything is done on necessity of having to take
up some other
one's own volition and without an atom form of livelihood.
of co-operation or help. It is the same with.
Then comes, perhaps, the most tragic
the individual debutant or the renowned
society. In normal times it is nothing for part of all-that of the young artist who
to his
their
a hundred indiYiduals to give recitals in
yet is told_ there is no work to
London betWeen September and May. praise,
They are either freshmen, or freshwomen, be had because he has no money. No money
or they may be up in their second or third for giving more recitals, and advertising.
public must be told what it was the
year. But all are alike in that they are all The
totally unknown. In addition, there are the critic said. " No 'money," he gasps. " But
dozens of- concerts given by the famous I thought that if one proved himself a firstartist by winning over the critics,
visiting artists and the great orchestral class
the work followed as a matter of course.
and other societies.
I am, in your office. The daily ' this '
Now, every one of these " freshmen " Here
and the morning ' that ' say I am a
is a most passionate and ardent disciple great artist and you say
is no work ! "
of music. A certain amount of arrogance Incredible hearing, there
but, alas, often
and unjustifiable confidence can readily listened to.
be pardoned them because they have
staked their all on this appearance. After
years of study and very often the expendi- Some Remedies
ture of large sums of money, custom, a
What are the remedies for these troubles
self-centred professor and an " easy chair " and trials ? They are very difficult to put
agent decree that they must give thesb

exquisite " renderings of this and that, so
that by the time recital time comes round
there is really only one artist who is at
all worth hearing-themselves. Consequently, their performance lacks that
detached and respectful air which alone can

give it distinction. It all speaks too loudly,
of " see how clever I am " instead of "

am the devoted servant of this great
man whose music I am presenting to
you."

Apportioning the Blame
But it is with the critics that I think
the chief blame lies. And the system prevailing. Foi such a body of such skilled,
erudite and artistically minded men we
find a

strange apathy and nonchalant

boredom -at times. Few men'give such open
expression to their boredom ; few men can
pour such scorn on those whom they deem
responsible for that boredom. We admit
that it must be trying to hear the Moonlight

Sonata played perhaps a hundred times
during the season-and inadequately on
many occasions. They shotdd recognise
to a greater extent than they sometimes
do that it is their job. Aftei all, can anyone fail to be bored with their job at times,

no matter how exciting or remunera-

tive it may be ? And I should have thought
it would be much more bbring to have to
practise the Moonlight Sonata or Cho -din's

A flat Ballade for many hours during a
season and perform it many tithes, as a
successful pianist necessarily must.
I
happen to know that the enormous amount

of work that a big concerto demands,

including rehearsals before every public
performance, sometimes drives the poor
artist almost frantic. But never must he
dare put a finger wrong and, above all,

must he never dare to show either his
boredom or fatigue, in the only way he
could show such feelings-through giving

a cold, passionless, or in any way lethargic

practice in -spite of their seeming performance. He has to be at " concert
recitals because they " must get press into
obviousness.
First, a duty rests with all pitch " the whole time. Paderewski has only
notices." Nothing is possible without the teachers or schools
of music. The mere just revealed in his own memoirs the
benediction of the critics. The critics must

fact that a gifted pupil has given a recital killing effect this life had on him.
" in the West End" invariably means someNo, I am afraid many critiques
to
thing to a teacher in helping him build up yawn at one while one reads them,seem
and
his connections, even if it proves of no add, " oh, this damned Moonlight again "to!
artistic merit. When the result is a triumph Very bad luck for a young fellow, Or girl, to
in the music columns of the press it may whom it may mean the perhaps unmerited
well mean a fortune. But all teachers need stultification of their life's work and even a
be much more sober and temperate in translation to an entirely different sphere
concerning some of the fundamentals of to
their advocacy of such appearances for their of life.

say that you are this, that and the other,

all of which has to be reprinted and broadcast far and wide before anyone will
have anything to do with you.
Well, not only is it a gamble as to what
the critics will say (even Paderewski was
severely censured on his first appearance

piano playing), but it is a far greater gamble pupild. They owe each one the solemn duty
The remedy would seem to lie with both
as to whether any critics will be -there at
emphasising the fact that, for every one sides.
critics are obviously wanted,
all. The writer knows of two cases where of
who strikes the lucky number on to avoidMore
one
harassed
man having to rush
this actually happened. And it is a frequent debutant
roulette table of recitaldom, there are between two or three halls
the same evening.
occurrence for only a small percentage of athe
hundred who perish by the wayside. But Also a greater sense of responsibility
the. press tickets sent out to be used. I am
on the
afraid
they
are
much
too
self-centred
part of some of them. They should not be
Tough luck ! to put it mildly.
in
this
matter.
allowed to display their journalistic
Few walks of life have money invested
Secondly, a lot i up to the young artists at other people's expense. On thefalents
in them so promiscuously, and livelihoods
other
sought, with so few, if any, guarantees themselves, and their intimate supporters. side fewer recitals would be of great benefit
They,
too,
are
much
too
self-centred
and
to
all
concerned.
Unhappily
this
provided or asked for.,
impossible
foolishly optimistic. Their friends, who are, without a central authority. isAt
present
in
this
respect,
their
worst
enemies,
load
this doesn't seem to be
An Explanation
within
them with ignorant fulsome flattery over music's reach, desirable anywhere
as it would unWhat are the reasons ? A hall has to be their " divine " playing and their " too, too doubtedly be.

--

_
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VELENGTH

Wanted-an Announcer

services. An " apparatus room " contains
several marine wireless stations complete
with direction finders and auto -alarm
distress signal receivers

-AN advertisement appeared in the news-

papers the other day to the effect that

the B.B.C. requires an announcer at a

salary of between £300 and £400 a year.
An essential qualification is that the announcer must have had acting experience.

Complete Broadcast Station
ALSO there are a complete broadcast
station, aircraft transmitter and
receiver. One room has been electrically
screened for the testing of the selectivity,

Apparently, the belief is that an actor
does not mumbo -jumbo his words, that his
enunciation is perfect, and that he will not
rerutilate his r's. This is my chief objection

to a Scotch announcer.
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Even the late

By Thermion

sensitivity,
receivers ;

and

fidelity of

broadcast

rows of benches have been

set up for the training of broadcast tech-

Ramsay Macdonald used to get the r in the

throat and use it as a gargle. He was a

nicians, radio mechanics, and service men.

from the back of the auditorium what they understands first principles.
are declaiming. It is almost impossible with

for technicians, and a two -years course for
wireless operators, a year's course for radio

Lessons are given in the construction of
he was referring to the sphere on which work well, it takes a qualified expert to broadcast receivers, the servicing and
you and I have our being.
design the same set in such a way that it adjustment of transmitters and transmission
But it is not my experience of actors still works when it is " tidied -up." The lines.
that they are so nicely spoken as the adver- fact of the matter is that one cannot
Five separate courses are available to
tisement leads one to convey. Very few take liberties with the placing of the Marconi School students-a five -years
actors speak so plainly -that you can hear separate components of a set until one course for engineers, a three -years course
standing joke with his wurrrrrrrrrrld when

a singer to understand the words of the song.
No doubt microphone tests in any case will

be applied to the applicants, and they will
be suitably trained in pronunciation. Most
actors overdo their pronunciation. They
reduce the spoken passage to a caricature
of the real thing. Something like this :
Thee curfewer tollser thee kneller of
partinger dayer,
The lowinger herder winds slowly
o'errrr the leaer,
Get the idea ?

Fuse Values

New Australian Wireless School
has enabled the Marconi School of Wireless,
in Australia, to make a new and handsomely
appointed home at a time when the demand

for trained men is becoming increasingly
great.

Television for Palace of Soviets
j AM informed that the most powerful

I

ultra -short wave television transmitter
in the world, with a maximum capacity of
100 kWs., will be set up in the tall tower of
to many young men. In Australia several the
Palace of Soviets now under conthousands have held an experimenter's struction
in Moscow. This, together with
licence. Few, however, have the qualifiantennas system to be put up 985ft.
cations which would enable them to take a the
above the ground, will make it possible for
The study of radio makes a strong appeal

-the filaments or heaters.
In battery
receivers, where the filaments are in parallel,

Australia or scattered up and down the

high to damage the valve of the lowest

EVERY year new phases of radio are
developed.
Explorers now carry
wireless into the uttermost wilds, new
appliances appear on ships, broadcasting

world following their chosen profession.
the fuse should be of- the type which will
blow before the current rises sufficiently New Phases of Radio

Interaction

For the convenience of these last, the

COMPLETION of the A.W.A. Building, Marconi School incorporates an up-to-date
at 45-47, York Street, Sydney, theatrette.

as wireless officer on a ship, to
THE value of fuses for various types of position
operate
the
radio equipment of an airreceiver must be chosen with care.
to serve in a broadcasting, coastal, or
On the input side to mains receivers (either liner,
radio station, or to design and
D.C. or A.C.), at least 1 amp. should be island
the construction and erection of
employed, and preferably a 1 -amp. fuse supervise
transmitting stations.
should be included in each mains lead. wireless
The purpose of the Marconi School,
A .5 -amp fuse should be included in the founded
Sir Ernest Fisk in 1913, is to
H.T. negative lead of the mains section train menby
for
such positions.
of an A.C. receiver, and in all filament or
Many
of
the
senior executives of A.W.A.
heater circuits the value of fuse chosen passed through
Marconi School;
should be such that it will break down thousands of otherthe
ex -trainees are to be
before any of the valves. It will vary, found either upon the
company's, staff- in
of course, according to the method of wiring

rating.

mechanics and talking -picture operators.

IF one compares the average home con- apparatus is elaborated, further radio
structed receiver with a commercial aids to aircraft are devised. The progress

product of similar size, both for appearance thus indicated emphasises the need for the

and performance, one will find many training which is given by the Marconi
differences. On the grounds of appearance, School.
the usual contrast between the two sets is
The new Marconi School has an instructhat while the home product looks workman- tional staff of nine in Sydney (in addition
like the commercial receiver is usually
to five in Melbourne)-experienced men in
model of neatness and compact design. every phase of wireless on land, on sea and
Under these conditions the performance is in the air.
very often equal. When the home-made set
The School occupies two floors of the
is compressed a little, however, and made sound -proof building. Morse tables are
to look neat, it very seldom works as well. equipped with radio -frequency transceivers
The one word " interaction " goes a long by means of which the students practise
way to explain this phenomenon. While the sending and receiving of wireless traffic
almost anyone with a little knowledge of under conditions virtually identical with

radio principles can make an untidy set those met in the commercial operating

television programmes from the Palace

of Soviets to be received at great distances.
About thirty outlets for television trans-

missions, as well as 150 sets to receive
programmes, relayed by the main television reception apparatus in the Palace,
will be installed at different points in the
building. The large hall of the Palace,
which will have seating accommodation
for 21,000, will have a 478 square yard

screen, and the small hall will have a screen
of 120 square yards.
rem. /OH 14=1Mq 1.1.04

A New Handbook

NEWNES

SHORT-WAVE
MANUAL
5/- or 5/6 by

post from
Publishers,

the

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

I
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NEW SERIES

RADIO ENGINEER'S POCKET -BOOK
No. 29

No. 30 -

No. 31

INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR
CALL .-SIGNS

PA

Netherlands
Curacao
Y1
Iraq
YL Latvia
YM Danzig
YN Nicaragua
YR Rumania
YE Salvador
VT,
YV
ZA

Australia
Newfoundland,
Labrador
VP1 British Honduras
VP2 Leeward Is. and
Windward Is.
VP3 British Guiana
VP4 Trinidad
and
VK
VO

PJ

YU Jugo - Slavia

Venezuela
Albania

ZB1 Malta
ZB2 Gibraltar

Triode

s

Variable Mt

pentode.

Tobago

Variable

VP5 Jamaica, Cayman
Is., Turks and

Caicos Is.
VP6 Barbados
Transjordania
VP7 Bahamas
ZC2 Cocos Is.
VP8 Falkland Is.. South
ZC3 Christmas Is.
Georgia Is.
ZC4 Cyprus
VP9 Bermuda
ZC6 Palestine
VQ1 Zanzibar
ZD1 Sierra Leone
VQ2 Northern Rhodesia
ZD2 Nigeria, British
VQ3 Tanganyika
ZD3 Gambia
VQ4 Kenya
ZD4 Gold Coast, British VQ5 Uganda
Togoland
VQ6 British Somaliland
ZD6 Nyasaland
VQ8 Mauritius
ZD7 St. Helena
VQ9 Seychelles
ZD8 Ascension Is.
VR1 Gilbert and Ellice
ZD9 Tristan da Cunha VR2 Fiji
Is.
ZE1 Southern Rhodesia VR3 Fanning Is.
ZK1 Cook Is. '`
VR4 British Solomon Is.
ZK2 Niue
VR5 Tonga
ZL New Zealand
VR6 Pitcairn
ZM Western Samoa
VS1 Straits
SettleZP Paraguay
ments
ZS Union of S. Africa VS2 Fed. Malay States
ZS3 South West Africa VS3 Non -Fed.
Malay
PK Dutch East Indies
States
PA Andorra
VS4 Sarawak,
North
PY Brazil
Borneo
PZ Surinam
VS5 Labuan, Brunei
SM Sweden
VS6 Hong Kong
SP Poland
VS7 Ceylon
ST Sudan
VS8 Bahrein
SU Egypt
VS9 Maldive Is.
SV Greece
VU British India
SV6 Crete
VU4 Laccadive Is.
TA Turkey
W. WA United States of
TF Iceland
America
TG Guatemala
XE Mexico
TI
Costa Rica
XU China
U, 13E, IK
U.S.S.R.
XZ Burma
VE Canada
YA Afghanistan

Coilor
H FC Choke

De. fiReact Preset

Condensers. Cona'r.

Cone r:

ZCI

-

Means
Triode.

Mains

Yarns

Pentode.

Screened 6rid.

rxocee

1/etode

Dust Core
HP:
Choke. Tirlas former

7*z. izzds

Zl4.9.

Double
Diode
Pentode.

Double
Diocie
Triode.

th7

Transformer

Resista,?:.6-

I 11

I

11)(

re4,

...s,vatxce,

12.44z.
Pe..14,41.

Variable
Resistance.

Mains
Vari-mu Antode, Pe.,0.24

Switches,

fuse.

-

No. 32
PHONETIC ALPHABET

To avoid the possibility of the letters
of a call -sign being misunderstood, it
is usual to use the words given below
in place of the letters. For example,

G6PY would be given as G6 Paris
Yokohama.

Letters to be
spelt
A

B
C

D
E

F

G
II

I
J

K
L

M

Words to be used for
spelling

Amsterdam
Baltimore
Casablanca
Denmark
Edison
Florida
Gallipoli
Havana

Italy

Jerusalem
Kilogram (or Kilowatt)
Liverpool
Madagascar
New York
Oslo

P

Paris

Q

Quebec

R
S

T
U

X
Y

Roma
Santiago
Tripoli
Upsala
Valencia
Washington
Xanthippe
Yokohama
Zurich

Hal 1 -Wave
Class '19*

Rec

Pall' Wave
Rectifier

Indirectly
Heated
Rectifier,

Atones May Carl Crystal or Wire
L.5.
Rectther Joined

No. 33
AMATEUR WAVEBANDS (BRITISH)

Five -metre Band - 56,020-59,980 kc/s.
Ten -metre Band - 28,010-20,990 kcis.
Twenty -metre Band
Metres
.Kilocycles
Jletres
Kilocycles
20.9
14,353
21.2
14,151
21.0
14,285
21.3
14,085
21.1
14,218
21.4
14,019
Forty -metre Band
Metres
Kilocycles
Metres
Kilocycles
41.2
7,281.5
42.1
7,125.9
41.3
7,263,8
42.2
7,109.0
41.4
7,246.3
42.3
7,092.2
41.5
7,228,8
42.4
7,075.4
41.6
7,211.5
42.5
7,058.8
41.7
7,194.2
42.6
7,042.2
41.8
7,177.0
42.7
7,025.7
41.9
7,159.9
42.8
7,009.3
42.0
7,142.8
Eighty -metre Band
Metres Kilocycles Metres Kilocycles Metres Kilocycles
80.5
3.726.6
82.2
3,649.7
83.9
3,575.6
89.6
3,722.0
82.3
3,645.2
84.0
3,571,11
80.7
3,717.4
82.4
3,640.7
84.1
3,567.1
80.8
3,712.8
82.5
3,636.3
84.2
3,562.9
80.9
3,708.2
82.6
3,631.9
84.3
3,558.7
81.0
3,703.6
82.7
3,627.5
84.4
3,554.5
81.1
3,699.1. 82.8
3,623.1
84.5
3,550.3
81.2
3,694.5
82.9
3,618:7
84.6
3,546.1
81.3
3,690.0
83.0
3,614.3
84.7
3,541.9
81.4
3,685.5
83.1
3,610.0
84.8
3,537,7
81.5
3,681.0
83.2
3,605.7
84.9
3,533.5
81.6
3,676.5
83.3
3,601.4
85.0
3,529.3
81.7
3,672.0
88.4
3,597.1
85.1
3,525.2
81.8
3,667.5
'83.5
3,592.8
85.2
3,521.0
81.9
3,663.0
83.6
3,588.5
85.3
3,516.9
82.0
3,658.5
83.7
3,584,2
85.4
3,512.8
82,1
3,654.283.8 3,579.9 85.5 3,508.7

Cross
Over

No. 34
SCREWS:

BRITISH ASSOCIATION (B.A.)
Absolute

Dimensions in
Milli metres

Full

No.

Dia-

meter

Pitch

Approxi..
mate
IV umber

of
Threads

Approximate
Dimensions in
Inches

Full

Diaper Inch meter

Pitch

,

J

Note. -Wavelengths In Metres are not given for

the 5 and 10 -metre bands, owing to the narrow
band width, which would result in awkward decimal

fractions-.

0.25
0.29
0.33
0.37
0.42
0.48
0.54
0.62

0.70
0.79
0.90
1.0
1.2
1.3
1.5
1.7
1.9
2.2
2.5
2.8
3.2
3.6
4.1
4.7
5.3
6.0

11

10
9

8
7
6
5

4
3
2
1

0

It

0.070
0.080
0.09
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.14
0.15
0.17
0.19
0.21
0.23
0.25
r 0.28
0.31
0.35
0.39
0.43
0.48
0.53
0.59
0.66
0.73
0.81

0.90
1.00

362.8
317.5
282.2
254.0
230.9
211.6
181.4
169.3
149.4
133,7
121.0
110.4
101.6
90.7

81.9

72.6
65.1
50.1
52.9
47.9
43.0
38.5.
34.8

31.4
28.2
25.4

0.010-

0,011
0.013
0.015
0.017
0.019
0.021
0.024
0.028
0.031
0.035

0.0028
0,0031
0.0035 _-

0.0039
0.0043
0.0047
0.0055
0.0059
0.0007
0.0075
0.0083
0.039' 0.0091
0.047
0.0098
0.05-1
0.0110
0.059
0.0122
0.067
0.0138
0.075-- 0.0154
0.087'
0,0169
0.098
0.0189
0.110
0.0200
0.126
0.0232
0.142
0.0260
0.161
0.0287
0.185
0.0319
0.209
0.0354
0.236 -0.0394

is

recommended that for
less
Fin. diameter British screws
Association
Threads should be adopted. It was originally
proposed by the British Association in 1884, and
finally adopted by them in 1904, It is, however;
not yet the usual practice in this country to use
the sizes ranging from No. 17 upwards. Morethan

over, makers of taps,

dies, soremifiates,

usually supply sizes to No. 16.

PRACTICAL ENGINEERING
PRICE 4d.

25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
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Practical Mints
A Neat Wiring Hint

USING a sheet of copper on a wooden

.,

which can be derived from this method of

fitment, and I propose to try it out. It

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !

chassis, as I was unable to obtain

consists of using the bulb holder principle for

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE-

an all -metal chassis, the idea occurred to
me when drilling lin. diameter holes for the
valve -holders, that it would be far more

LESS" must have originated somelittle dodge

other ranges, the various resistors being in

not pass it on to us ? We pay .£1-10-0 for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item

wiring can be done away with and a conveniently quick method of scale extension
brought about.-B. A. SMITH (Evesham,

various diameters, in the wooden chassis.

"PRACTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes,

which would interest other readers.

convenient and neater if I made all the
earth returns by drilling other holes of

published on this page we will pay half -a guinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,

only, the copper sheet covering these holes,
so providing a means for directly soldering

Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
Isent in must be original. Mark envelopes
DO NOT enclose
" Practical Hints."
Queries with your hints.

the leads to the underside; as illustrated.

I

some way fitted to broken bulb cups, so that

Why

Worcester).

Operating an Overhead Switch

HAVING had to mount a mains switch

well out of reach, and as it was a

nuisance to step

NININNMOOININJ
f1.0414111111111.0MM1.1M1
WOODEN
CHASSIS

CONNECTIONS

SPECIAL NOTICE
All hints must be accompanied by the
coupon cut from page iii of cover.

iI

14110.04i11.40.MINN=...i

this scale, I then hunted round for a suitable

THIN COPPER

METALLISING SHEE
SOLDERED WITH
A VERY HOT IRON

means for making the shunt, and hit upon

on to a pair of
steps every time

I wished to
operate the

switch, I con-

trived the
arrangement

I
illustrated.
drilled a hole

through the

the idea of using a torch bulb, provided switch dolly
that I could obtain one within the limits. and threaded a
Using another meter which was calibrated piece of string
through, tying

a knot on each

side of the dolly

to prevent the
string pulling
through. A pulley was fitted

the

above

switch in order

to bring about
the upward pull

A useful wiring hint for combined wood and
metal chassis.

to switch off. If A simple dodge for operating
BRASS

PADES
e*
EBONITE

When putting this idea into effect, it also

occurred to me that here again was a

will be easier to drill if a flat is filed on

An Inspection Lamp --and Battery
Holder

by the thickness of the plywood, the

periphery of the copper sheet might soon
cause fraying of insulation, and possible
short circuit.

THEdevice shown in the accompanying

diagram is intended to be fixed to the

baseboard of a set, so that should an'

inspection bulb be desired at a moment's
notice, it is conveniently at hand. In
order to insert the battery (of the 3 -volt
type), the iron strip " A " is pulled open
(see slots " C ") and the battery is inserted

Numerous other modifications have since

suggested themselves in connection with

wiring facilities, and no doubt some'readers

will find this arrangement of use in other
directions apart from those I have
mentioned.

an overhead switch.

round one it

it.-J. W. B. EVANS (Conway).

means for neatly grummeting holes through
which a number of leads pass, since although
a certain amount of protection is provided

It should be pointed out,

-however, that a really hot iron and clean
Fluxite is essential if good soldered joints

the dolly is a

A method of using a torch bulb as a meter shunt.

in the end holders, which consist of sauce bottle caps. The battery is kept in place

by the small spring "D." The wiring is

as shown, the connections being soldered
cleaned, whilst it is advisable to scratch to check the resistance of a number of to the bulb, and the bulb to the crocodile
are to be made, the copper being thoroughly to within 2 per cent., I then proceeded

the copper in order to prbvide a better heavy current type bulbs, until I found clip.-T. N. ROCK (Stirchley, Birmingham).
one which gave me exactly 2

purchase for the solder. --,-G. F. LEADER
(Stratford).

ohms: this was rated for 3.5 volts,

but the current taken was not
Using a Torch Bulb as a Meter Shunt indicated. However, this would
IN revising some of my test apparatus, be in the neighbourhood of .25
1 I decided to include a 50 mA range for amp., so since only 50, mA will
the 1,000 ohm -per -volt meter which I flow for full scale deflection,- the
constantly use. This meter has a resistance filament of the bulb will not heat
of 100 ohms, so by applying the following up, so ensuring a constant read-

formulae it was a simple matter to deter- ing.
mine the value of the required shunt.
As will be seen from the acShunt resistor=
companying sketches, the 'shunt
1-mA (normal dissipation, full scale)
meter
fitment comprises strong brass
50 mA (required range) - 1 mA X resistance
" spades," and an ebonite cross
= i./40 x 100 = 2.04 ohms.
member which also serves to fix
Disregarding the decimal places, as this the bulb holder.
only represented an error of 4 per cent. for
There is a further advantage

IRON ANGLE
I

A

ONOFF SWITCH
SMALL
SPRING

A novel inspection lamp unit.
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N oscillator and key forms the first

essential requirement of the student

in the morse' code. The next consideration, and one which is not so conveniently provided for, is the means for
receiving a wide variety of worse signals,
the domestic radio being frequently com-

Combined Oscill

missioned for this purpose, failing the help
of an equally interested party, or the more

the advantages in the circuit design will
be apparent from the following notes.

expensive method of using an automatic

sender.

The Circuit
Referring to the theoretical diagram
given in Fig. 1, a study of this will soon

When weighing up the pros and cons of
combining the two functions it was appreciated that unless some care was exercised

in the circuit arrangement and layout,
there would be the possibility of losses

clarify the simple way in which a minimum

of switching is brought about; the wiring
being arranged to reduce as far as possible
any tendencies to interaction or the effect
of stray capacities.

arising in the receiver portion, particularly
on the higher frequencies: Therefore, to

satisfy oneself on this point, one or two
different schemes were tried out before
constructing the chassis illustrated, and

The aerial may be fed directly or through

the medium of a series condenser of the
R3

R2

.0IMFD

100,00012

C8
COOS

MFD

JACK

S2

S

C2

A2

160

Al

RI

2ma

MMFD

CI 100 MMFD

C5
1

00

C)

?

53

Cc" --"(74

HT+2

0
HT.+1

MMFD. GANGED

.41

II

c>
c>
c>
c>

6

SW.H F.C.
.0M01

C7
.01
MFD

2
c>

MFD

L.T. positive, this serving to change over
the pilot bulbs, these bulbs being wired to
the change -over contacts. To isolate the
grid and anode circuits, a point was made

J6.

00O2.

8

st

F2

to use separate switches to see that the

KEY

JACK
LT.SW. ON VOLUME CONTROL
I

E
A

Cs EDDYSTONE
BANDSPREAD

type of chassis would not be housed in a
cabinet, whilst from the design point of
view, shorter wiring is in this way made

Switching
The switch Si has one pole taken to

FD

14

toggle switches ganged together by a brass
rod and conveniently located on - the
chassis, since it is to be assumed that this
possible.

C9 ).

(

_

Tuning is carried out by a handset
condenser of 160 mmfds, in parallel with
which is a bandspread condenser unit of
the Eddystone pattern. The reaction control comprises a differential reaction condenser in a conventional circuit, whilst
it will be noticed that detection is of the
an L.F. " strapped " pentode valve.
The switching is effected by using three

PHONE

P1LOTt

preset type, this being fed into an aperiodic
winding of a standard six -pin coil.

leaky -grid type, this proving preferable to
anode -bend detection which was tried out
in an endeavour to get ideal results using

50,000,0.
C6

A Morse -code Practice L.f,
with a Single -valve'

L T.+

Fig. 1 .-Theoretical circuit of the dual-purpose unit.
rla.11.1==.14.1.00...0=M.11.1=1.114M211,114131111014 100.1011.0.E.O.M.O.M..MM041.1.0411111.1114=1.41.1M.1.110.041MINN=.11411
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I
I

I

I

I

I
I

I
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LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR COMBINED OSCILLATOR -RECEIVER
PRACTICE CHASSIS
Resistors (Fixed)
One type No. 1007 (adjustable) (Eddystone
One 2 megohms watt (Bulgin).
(Webb's Radio)).
One 1 megohm watt (Bulgin).
Pilot light assemblies
Potentiometer
Two-one
and one green (Radiomart).
One type " M " 50,000 ohms (with switch) Two type red
B206 bulbs (Bulgin).
(Erie).
Battery cord
Condensers (Fixed)
One type BC3 (5 -way) (Bulgin).
One .0001 mfd. special mica (Radiomart).
Spades, plugs
One .0005 mfd. special mica (Radiomart).
One .001 mfd. special mica (Radiomart).
Three type MP.la plugs engraved (H.T.1, H.T.2,
H.T. -) (Clix).
Two PC101 .01 mfd. (Bulgin).
Condensers, Pre-set
One type SW126 (70-100 mfd.) (Bulgin).
Condensers, variable
One type No.1131 (160 mfd.) (Eddystone (Webb's

Radio)).
One Bandspread unit, No. 1043. Complete with
knob, dial and cursor (Eddystone (Webb's
Radio)).
One type No. 2046 differential reaction (Jackson
Bros.).
Rotary switch
One type 5119 (5 -way) (Bulgin).
Toggle switches

I

Three type S137 (d.p.c.o.) (Bulgin).
Ganging shaft for above (see text) (Bulgin).
6in. length of 5/32in. brass rod. (Bulgin).
L.F. Choke

-

Valveholders

I

I

I

RUt,,t.,,,Ige.FACI,Ilpvitt)OLES

ABOVE CHASSIS

Dials, knobs

Two black wheel type knobs (Eddystone (Webb's
Radio)).

One No. 1,012 slow-motion driving head com- I
plete (Eddystone (Webb's Radio)).

3

LFC

fir

Flexible coupler
Valve

2546"

I
I

Miscellaneous

Sleeving.
18 S.W.G. tin topper wire.

6 B.A. iin. nuts and bolts (round head).
Tour Sbre embossed washers for J2 and S119.
8 round head lin. wood screws (brass).
Flex.

L1411MK 1-0M.11.1111.010.4 I 00.41M..00.141111141/1. 11.3.0,180.04=1.11.M1.140.1.0411111111.1.1.114MINliq.M.1.11111.0.M. MEDINM.(1.11.411.1.11.,r

611.11411040".....04...".....,,.ammak.m.vms,namw,

3/65
BEND

18 gauge aluminium (see text) (Paroussi).

Tungsram PP2.
H.T. Battery
One 120 volts (Winner) (Eveready).
One 2 volt 10 a.h. accumulator (Exide).

One type X147 (5 -pin) (Clix).
Brackets

2%2'

Chassis

One type CHP (5-180 metres) (Radiomart).
Coils and Holder
One set of Eddystone 6 -pin coils No. 959 (Eddystone).
One type V86 chassis mounting coil base (Radio mart).
One type X382 (Clix).

i

(Clix).
Jacks and jack plugs
One type J2 (single circuit) (Bulgin).
One type 16 (closed circuit) (Bulgin).
Two type P38 plugs (Bulgin).
Headphones
2,000 ohm (Ericsson).

One type 1009 (Eddystone (Webb's Radio)).

Socket Strip

V2.d

64

Two type R415 spade terminals (red, black)

One type L.F. 43 (Tone control choke) (Bulgin).
H.F. Choke

BACK OF FRONT PANEL

2S/81' --VALVE

S3

52

GRUMMET HOLE,

5/1e 7/13.

Fig. 4.-Drilling dimensions of the chass

.gEmo.1,...mt...11411114611.11.0110 /.111.

I.MIN

MI NNW 141101. 0.i la
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The oscillator should not require more

than about 9 to 12 volts H.T., and the

eceiver

and

[or

following are the current readings for

Iscillator Unit, Combined

proportionate increase in current.

H.T. tapping (11.T. +2) I a + s (not strapped)
12v.
24v.
36v.

A.T. tapping H.T.-F1) I a -1-s (strapped)
48v.

1.8mA.
3.0inA.
4.2mA.

7620wv:

art -wave Receiver

tappings up to 36 volts to illustrate the

Although by increasing H.T. for the
oscillator a different pitch or frequeneV

HT+2

H.T+I

.125mA.
.54mA.
1.5 mA.

(Continued on page 40.)
LT+

HT-

grid and anode connections were not made
to the two poles of -the same switch, so in

the case of SI, the remaining pole is used
for the grid return of the valve. This pole
changes over to connect the tuned receiver

circuit in the " Radio " position, whilst

in the " Keying" position, the corre-

52

SI

sponding " Tuned" audio -frequency circuit is fed to the grid.
S2 serves the purpose of changing the

anode and screen grid circuits over, so that
in the radio position, the anode is

S3

GANGING

" strapped " to the screen grid by both
poles of the switch, at the same time
completing the circuit for the' anode H.F.

In the L.F. position of this switch the
anode connects up with one side of the
L.F. tone control choke, while the other

SEE FIG3 FOR
JACKS 8 ROTARY
SWITCH 'S4'

contact extends the screen grid connection

to the 'phone and H.T. circuit in S3.
The poles of S3 are taken directly to
the 'phone jack J2, across this jack being

connected a volume control R3 and a small

by-pass condenser C8.

In the radio

R E I.

BLACK

choke.

BROwrs

1r -;
R --Ern

61

FLEXIBLE COUPLER

EY

dbc

series

connects the 'phones with the H.F. choke
and H.T.+1, whilst for the oscillator
position,

the 'phones are connected in

NO1

USED

series with the screen grid of the

valve, H.T.2, and the wiper contact
of S4.
So from this it will be seen how by

ganging these switches a quick
change -over may be made when it
is desired to compare keying with
actual transmissions.

The L.F. tone control choke
circuit is provided with a frequency
adjusting switch of the rotary type
(S4), this making it possible for

PILOT

T

R3
BAND SET

VOLUME CONTROL

Fig. 2.
J2
PHONE JACK

J6

KEYJACK

the operator periodically to change
the note of the oscillator by reason

I
I

I

of either matching a signal transmission or simply as a " Refresher."

I

Finally, the keying circuit. This
simply comprises an interruption of
the H.T.- battery connection, and
it will be as well to point out the
necessity for seeing that the L.T.lead is not inadvertently taken to
the H.T.- lead, for obvious reasons.

I

Operating Notes

a-

Now a word on the operating conditions of this circuit prior to dealing
with the construction and wiring.

In strapping the screen grid to
the anode when using it for
reception, it will be realised that

a higher mutual conductance will
result in the valve characteristic,

and this is all to the good, a

small grid swing giving an appreciably greater degree of conversion

gain, although there is bound to
occur a slightly higher anode

current dissipation ; however, on
considering the cur -refit ratings

given below, it will be seen that
this is not of much consequence.
10Mir01101011.4,01....

RUMMEI

Fig. 3.-Wiring diagram

of the complete unit.
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wave, as it is claimed that they can be

more clearly separated, and are also more

immune from the upsetting effects of

gLPARAI,

parasitic disturbances.

A Knotty Problem

``,11211V'MOT
March 23rd, 1940.

Vol. 4.

No. 195.

WHILE the British authorities have
been able to shelve many of the intri.

cate television problems with which they

were faced before the outbreak of war
provided them with an adequate excuse,

the development of the American television
service has brought to the fore these same
difficulties.

It is possible, therefore that

the British industry may ultimately
of this nature the work of servicing is made profit by making a close observation of the
simpler.
The whole shelf can be slipped solutions which the Americans will be forced
CATHODE-RAY tube television receiver
design has progressed very materially out of the cabinet quite readily after the to propound. One of the most acute
both in this' country and abroad, and the removal of one or two registering screws, problems being dealt with by the Federal
results of this work have become very and if a cathode-ray tube has to be renewed Communications Commission in the United
evident in the detail of sets which from it is the work of a few moments to release States is that associated with picture
time to time have appeared in the columns the rubber mask, remove the tube and standards. Will a picture dissection of
of PRACTICAL WIRELESS. One very marked replace a new one. Many variants of this 441 lines with 60 frames per second interfeature is the considerable reduction in the form of mounting are possible, but there laced to give 30 complete pictures per
size of the vision chassis which is called is no doubt that the whole idea is a marked second be acceptable to the set buying
upon to handle the low -input signals from improvement on the schemes adopted in public, and if so, for how long ? Fraught
the elevated dipole aerial and amplify the early days of cathode-ray tube tele- with all manner of side issues, engineers
these with the minimum of amplitude vision receivers.
and experts are agreed that just as was the

Efficient Mounting

and phase distortion to a voltage figure

which is sufficient to give full modulation
between black and white'in the cathode-ray

tube charged with the responsibility of
reproducing the radiated picture in miniature. Coupled with this is the improvement
in scanning circuits and the electron beam
deflecting equipment, with the result that

a number of units can be mounted conveniently on a single removable shelf in
the receiver cabinet. The accompanying
illustration features a modern example of

case with British television after nearly a

Satisfactory Synchronising
year's trial, the picture as seen on the home
IT is generally accepted that no matter commercial set does not in any way

how good a television nicture may be
from the point of view of brightness, contrast, detail and gradation, it will fail
completely as home entertainment unless
properly synchronised, so that it remains

approach theoretical quality of 441 lines.
From the point of view of measured detail

the figure seems to be nearer that of a

picture of 250 lines, while gradation and

contrast are well below the theoretical

this practice. A rigid metal chassis is
built up to hold the time -base generator
valves and transformers, and this part
of the apparatus is seen on the left. In

the centre is a metal cowl, inside which is
the line and frame electro-magnetic deflect-

ing coils, the former having an air core
and being strapped to the cathode-ray

tube glass neck, and the latter a laminated

iron core with wing ends so that any

tendency towards trapezoidal shaping in
the scanning field can be rectified very

readily. On the right of this is the screened
box housing the vision receiver proper in a

neat, compact form, the reduced size in
many cases being made possible by the

A very good example

of a compact

television receiver chassis
mounting, providing

also a first-class support for the cathoderay tube.

use of secondary emission valves.

A Neat Device
HELD to the front of this metal chassis

by screws and bracket arms is a

wooden board with a shaped hole through
which projects the truncated glass section
of the cathode-ray tube. The problem to

be faced at this juncture is the efficient
mounting of the cathode-ray tube itself quite steady within the cabinet mask. It maximum. It would therefore be unwise
so that it is lined up satisfactorily with the is for this reason that so much time is to talk of improved picture standards
deflecting equipment, and shows no tendency devoted by engineers to the synchronising until every avenue has been explored
to get off centre and so upset the scanning problem in an endeavour to find a fool- for the purpose of bringing the received
field produced on the fluorescent screen proof system. Some involve radical changes picture up to the quality it should exhibit.
face. As can be seen from the illustration,

a very satisfactory solution to this difficulty is to use a moulded rubber cap.
This is stretched over the circular' face
of the C.R. tube and held in tension by
four tongues with end holes slipped over
L-shaped hooks screwed to the wooden
board. The front of this rubber cap is

at the receiving end and others at the

transmitting end, and an interesting
example of the latter suggests that the line
impulses should be radiated on a different
carrier wave from the frame impulses. The
inventor proposes. that the frame impulse
signals should be

combined ,

with the

picture signals, it being arranged that the

cut out to a rectangular shape which frame signals modulate the carrier -wave up-

corresponds exactly with the final size of wards from a given datum level, while the
the television picture, and a channel round vision signals modulate it downwardsfrom
the outer edge enables this to fit in the the same datum level. It is said that by this
cut-out aperture in the front of the wooden method the framing impulses can be
cabinet. Both support and masking are employed for the purpose of automatic
therefore undertaken by this single fitting, volume control in addition to fulfdling
and the work of assembly is made easier. their normal function. The line impulses
Furthermore, with an efficient mounting would be combined with the sound carrier
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ELECTRADIX

Peto - Scott Pre -selector

for Service Signal Equipment and Gear.

yrange of an existing receiver on

A SPECIAL ILLUSTRATED LIST- N.S.S." OF THIS
SEND STAMPED
APPARATUS is NOW READY.

Keys, Buzzers, Sounders, Phones, Inkers,

HEN it is desired to intarease the- pre -selector was switched off it was found Aldis Lamps, Helios, Range -finders, etc.
possible to tune in the higher -powered

the short waves, and at the same stations on the receiver without much loss
time to introduce additional selectivity, a of volume, and then when the pre -selector
pre -selector is a valuable type of unit to use was switched on a very noticeable improve7
for the purpose. Normally this consists of ment was obtained. Apart from the
a single valve arranged in a more or less additional gain, the improvement in selecstandard H.F. circuit and the improvement tivity was extremely good. Several weak

ENVELOPE FOR FREE COPY.

RADIO

CON-

ROTARY

For A.C. Reccivors on D.C. mains. In
silence cabinet with filter. All
sizes In stock from 15 watts to
% ERTERS.

1,500 watts. Sizes : 15, 30, 50.
100. 200, 400 and 1100 watts : 1
kW.. 1l kW., etc. Also battet y operated models for 12 210
volts and 50-230 volts. All as
new delivery from stock.
sTATIC CONY E it FE It
^ct put.
to D.C.,P,
input
steel 4,
iS
230 col;
.\5'.
440
cycles, output.
volts. Set Mt ma, D.C
with vat v04, 45'-.

500 C1 ULU: .tETEitNATORS. 200 -Wall
15 volts 3) amps.. weight
7, lb. Cost Y.30. given away at £310-- cash.
220 VOLT EOOTTE AR VIER Electric Mats. covered
fibre. TB. Bedwarmer Blanket Pads. n) volts. 328.
Some 110 colts, 10 8.
A.R.P. or suoirrAv.I.VE BATTERY KITS with oat;
cabinet, panel and :ill fittings ready for wn fret. 13 x 7 x 7.
12,5 carr. paid.

Self -exciting. Tvne 52A.

The Peto-Scott
selector.

Pre -

Note tile

bandspread dial.

quite marked. An interesting unit stations which were normally blotted out
designed on similar lines, but having by- powerful stations on adjacent waveadditional gain and selectivity by the use lengths, even on the superhet, were
is

of two valve's is that shown in the accompanying illustration, and produced by the
Peto-Scott Company. A standard two-H.F.
circuit is employed, with H.F. transformers
in both the input and inter -stage positions.

The two valves are the latest " E " series
low -noise- H:F. pentodes, and a separate
mains section is included to make the unit
entirely self-contained. It is -thus independent of any voltage supplies from the
receiver with which it is used. The coil

separated and brought to comfortable
listening volume. The controls on pre selector and receiver were independent, and

sufficiently flat in tuning to remove all
difficulty of finding stations. The approxi-

Morse Sets, Keyi, Buzzers, etc.

LEARNERS' MORSE PRA 'TICE SET.

No.

Duplex with Key and Buz.!cr itld Lamp Inc sound and
visual. line plug is on base. 71-. Siemens Morse Tr: nsmitters. with key and brass -cased Power BUZZer, 17 G.
itIZZERS. small type, with cover. 1,8. 1.04N rir Buzzers. with screw contact and adjustable spring armature. 2 8. Iletty? Buzzer, In Bakelite case. 3 8. Magneto Exploders. 25', Field Telegraph Sets with Sounder.
Bela and Gaivo. etc.
KEYS. Morse Signal Ki-Ye. Pummg
Practice Keys. 3 -. 1. T.X. Practice
Key on black moulded base. a good
small key. 3 6. Ia. Long Bar Type
Practice Key. T.X.2 with cranked
bar, 5 8. 2, Superior model 11.2.
with black contact. a well finished
key on polished wood base. 7 13. 3. Operators, P.F. plated
pivot bar and terminals, mahogany base. 9 8. 4. Titre
I.V. Superior ditto. nickel -plated pivot but and fittings.
on polished base. 10 6.
MORSE INKER . Tape Strip Recorders rot table or
table. Cheap. Wheatstone Strip Hand Perforators.
151-. Paper Tape for Morse and Whaitstones. green of
white. 5d. reel. Brass Tape Reels IS mahogany case. 2 8.
111011 RESISTANCE AND RADIO PRUNES. The:
finest always Is the adjustable Browns A Reed Phone
aluminium swivel headband, tow ohms. 35 8. 1,hX
ohms, 91.43. 120 ohms. 171. Cords. 1 9.
Various Makes.
Second -band Headphones, In good order. 2.000 ohms and
4,000 ohms. 5-. 66 and 7;6. with cords.
;

Western Electric, 2.(100 ohms.

4.6.
PHONES and EXCHANGES.
mate setting is obtainable aurally by the FIELD
CORDS. We have in stock tough ex W.D. headphone
that will wear better at 16. Service 2 -pin plugs.
usual slight increase in background noise, cords
54. 2 -hole sockets. mounted. 64. Supplied with phones.
and final tuning is then easily effected by SIGNAL
LAMPS by Lucas and Aldus, for night and day
use, telescope sishts, kit and discs : for tripod or hand
the useful mechanical bandsprrad dial. use.
Heliographs Mark V. with spare mirrors in leather

Several American transmissions were heard

during the early part of the afternoon

unit is of the standard Peto-Scott type which could only be found with difficulty
divided into five bands, and covering the on the superhet, and the improved input

case, mahogany tripod A few Range Finder"'

S W WA VEMETERS;4 to 85 metres. f210 0. XicLachlan
Het. W M. 20 to 5.000 metres. 24. Gambrell. Type D. £2.
Sullivan Screened Het.. to 16,000 metres, 85--.
METERS. Weston model 3.54. Central zero 1 to IS amps..

poi. mag. dead beat. Flush panel, 2tin. dial. nickel or

Sale price 86. Cambridge Unlpicot. Reads 1 10
range from 7 to 550 metres. The appro- arising from the two -stage amplifier enabled black.
millivolt to volts and I micloamp. to milllarnes. etc.
priate band is selected by the lower switch, the signal fed to the A.V.C. section of the With shunts for use as galvo. Also a number of other
and the two controls on the left are for on- superhet to be of such a level that the galvos.
EVERSIIED MEGGERS, Direct Reading ohms to
Long scale dial, from 14101-. Bridge Meggers for
off volume control, and for" send -receiver
A.V.C. operated more efficiently, and thus meas.
low and high res. tests. Cheap. SILVERTOWN Portable
when the unit is used in conjunction with it was possible to hold these stations and Tester.
Combines Wheatstone Bridge. Gahm. shunts
and
ratios,
as new. G.P.O. Plug -In Bridge ResIstarce
a short-wave receiver and transmitter.
follow a programme through where previ- Boxes. to 8.000
ohms. Large Stock.
The tuning control is the special band - ously it had been lost for quite long periods. Portable Sub -Standard Moving Coil Meters. mirror scale,
ammeters, 5-0-5 a.. reads to 1 10 amp. in screened
spread mechanical drive which we have The complete screening of the unit prevents C.Z.
case. Tin. x 71n. x
unused..30-.
GALVOS. Reflecting Beam, by Paul. Gamreviewed in these pages before. The input inter -action between it and the receiver, MIRROR
brel!. Sullivan and Tinsley. Standard Res. Boxes and
terminal socket is wired so that either a and the only thing which was found worth Culver. Shunts, from 15.-. Laboratory Table " Kelvin "
Voltmeters. 100 to 000 volts large scale. 70',
single or doublet type of aerial may be used. while was to screen the lead connecting the Electrostatic
DI X-MIPANTA VEST POCKET
A versatile moving -Iron
unit to the aerial terminal of the superhet TESTERmulti -range meter for service on A.C.
Test Report
which was used for our test.
or D.C. THREE ranges of volts
0-7.5. 0-150, 0-300.- Black bakelite
'The unit was connected to a standard
The price of this unit is £7 8s. 6d., and 211n.
x 2lin., with pair of test lead
plugs, 19.6.
single aerial and coupled to an eight -valve the dimensions of the cabinet are 12iin. and
ELL1' BATTERY TESTERS.
communications type superhet. When the wide, 94in. deep and 94in. high.
Govt. Model 103. Mov. Coll Ammeter
:

"Composers` Records"

composers to you each week under the title

and graded rheo.. 87,8.
I I NESMEN'S DlETECTORS, 0 and I.
Calve) In leather Case. 10'llll tIZONTAL BRASS-CIASED GAIAOS, 7 B.

CELE TESTERS. Meager 3-0-3 mov. coil Mu. Case, 25....
of " Song Writers on Parade."
PETROL ELECTRIC GENERATING SETS FOR.
LIGArriNti AND CHARGHow
many
times
have
you
"
known
the
ING. FOR gut ONLY. A
on your gramophone, have you ever name of that tune "-and yet been unable
500 -watt single erns, 2 -stroke,
water-cooled. pelf -oiling Stuart
cast a, thought back on the composers who to name it ? It is not so much over current
Turner engine ;
mag. Ignt
s
sit up late nights thinking them out ? This song hits but over evergreen classics and
coupled to 5070 volts. HI amps.,
shunt dynamo, 1,000 rpm..
month the Decca Company have brought near classics. A new Decca album con210.
the actual composers to the microphone tains ten such melodies which have been
150 -watt set on similar llneS.
_
25150 volts, ft amps., £32,
in order that they may sing their own songs recorded by Harry Horlick and His Salon
21 Kilowatt and other sizes
to you. The series begins with Ross Orchestra.
RotarY
Convertors. Alternators
and
Motor
Generators,
Immediate
The
second
album
to
be
issued
Parker and Hugh Charles, who cram six under the same heading,
delivery.
it contains
EMERGENCY PA RCELS of useful
of their compositions on to one record. favourite airs as, varied
electrical and radio repair
as Brahma' " Lull- stand-by
They introduce " We'll Meet Again," aby " (Wiegenlied, op. 49,
material and apparatus. 10Ib. for 141-.
No.
4)
Post
Free.
and
the
" Blue Skies are Round the' Corner " and " Chinese Lullaby " from " East
Send now for our Bargain List " N."
" There'll Always be an England," etc.- This album of five loin. records is West." ELECTRADIX RADIOS
is excellent
Decm F 7356. They will bring other value for money -Deem F7239.43.
218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C,4
Telephone

LISTENING to the latest " hit " song

.

410,1.

Central 4411.'r t
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RADIO IN THE SERVICES
(Continued from page. 23)

spindle could be used to move the secondary

Fig. 2 shows representative connections,
although there are many possible variations
and modifications. The right-hand anode

backward and forward within the primary. is used for second detection, and is con- Another method of providing variable nected to a centre -tapping on the secondary
selectivity is to place a small winding of the final I.F. transformer, the lower end
(generally referred to as a tertiary winding) of which is returned to earth through a
on the former along with the primary and load resistor. The diode is, a rectifying
secondary ; it would generally be placed (or one-way) device, and the rectified
between the two. This winding is not (strictly de -modulated) output is developed
connected to any part of the circuit, but has across the load resistance between the
a variable resistor in parallel with it. transformer and earth. A volume -control
Alteration of effective resistance value potentiometer is wired in parallel with this

varies the damping on the tuned circuits to provide the feed to the grid circuit of
the L.F. valve. Included also in this
D.C.
circuit is a grid condenser of .01 mfd. and
Regd. Pea de Atari
WHAT would be the probable result if the a 50,000 -ohm H.F. " stopper " resistor.
ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT
bias resistor for an output pentode
The left-hand diode anode is used for
Use the D.C. AvoMinor
A.V.C. and is connected to the anode of
periodically to check up were (a) short-circuited, (b) open -circuited ?
valve performance, batIf the resistor, which is included between the I.F. valve through a .0001-mfd. fixed

AVOMINOR

and therefore the selectivity.

teries and power output.
Thus you'll always keep
your set in good trim. A

r3 -range precision - built
instrument, it tells you all
you need to know, and en-

ables you to locate speedily

the seat of any trouble.
Direct readings. No
calculations.

Fig. 2.-Typical con-

Com-

nections for a double diode used as second
detector and A. V .C.

plete in case, with
instruction booldet,
leads, interchangeable test prods and
crocodile clips.

Voltage

Current

As an alternative

the I.F. transformer the
connection shown by a

Resistance
ohms
ohms
0-1,200,000 ohm,,
0-3 megohros

0- 6 volts 0-240 volts 0- 6 m/amps. 0-10,000
0- 12 volts 0-300 volts 0- 30 mIanaps. 0-60,000
0-120 volts 0-600 volts 0-120 m/amps.

to

using the centre tap of
broken line might be
used ; the centre tap

MIMI MADE

generally gives better

Write for fully descriptive literature and
current prices of all `Avo' Instruments.

selectivity.

Sole- Proprietors k Manufacturers

:-

Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.,
Winder House, Douglas St., London, S.W.1. 'Phone : Victoria 340477.

05 MFD
Apologise for delay in delivery of some- models,
this unfortunately has been unavoidable owing to
the present great difficulty in obtaining raw
materials. However, we are pleased to announce
that we are now in the position to give immediate
delivery of our popular model, AW38, illustrated
below.

the

cathode and H.T.-,

were

short-

condenser.

-5 MS1

H.P. current is applied between

circuited, the valve would not be biased. the anode and cathode of the diode. As a
This is because there would be no voltage result, a rectified or D.C. current is produced
drop across the resistor. As a result the and is allowed to build up across the
valve would become excessively hot because .25-megohm load resistor between the
of the marked rise in anode current, and A.V.C. anode and earth. From the, upper
would probably be damaged. Additionally, end of this (which is negative in respect
serious distortion would be noticeable.
of the earth line) a lead is taken to the
Should the resistor become open -circuited grid circuits of the controlled valves. In
the receiver would be dead," because Fig. 2 a .5-megohm decoupling resistor and
there would be no flow of H.T. current a .05-mfd. by-pass condenser are shown in
through the valve. It would also be found the A.V.C. line. Components of similar
that the temperature of the glass bulb Value to these would be used to decouple
would be considerably less than usual.
each of the controlled valves.
EXPLAIN very simply, with the aid of
It should be stressed that the values
a diagram, connections for a double - indicated are approximate only, and might
diode valve used as second detector and auto- have to be altered to suit different valves
matic volume control.
and circuits.

C -R. Tube Focusing Refinement
MODEL AW38.
8 -valve All -wave Superheterodyne chassis. This All -wave Radiogram
chassis has resistance capacity coupled push-pull
output capable of handling 0 watts, and gives good

quality reproduction on both radio and gramophone, for an economical price of 8 gns. Plus

5% war increase.
Arms tong Push-pull. Speaker to match AW38
chassis, £1 : 1 : 0. Plus 5% war increase.
We suggest Model AW38 together with matched
speaker at £9 : 9 : 0, plus 5% war increase, com-

plete, represents the most outstanding value on
the market to -day.
ILLUSTRATED ART CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

ALL CHASSIS SENT ON 7 DAYS' APPROVAL

ARMSTRONG MANFG. CO.

WARLTER8 ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7,
(Adjoining Holloway Arcade)

'Phone NORth 3213

IN order to produce a really satisfactory velocities. It is therefore preferable to
television picture it is essential that the adopt any measure which will
to colbeam of electrons should be in exact focus lect these secondary electrons serve
before they
at every point of impact on the fluorescent have anopportunity of upsetting the focus
screen. Many refinements are introduced of the main beam. One scheme which has
it the electrode assembly in an endeavour achieved a measure of success is to mount
to achieve this ideal condition, but fre- on the remote side of the apertured anode
quently this is nullified by the secondary a convex -shaped electrode of non -secondary
emission of electrons at the final apertured emissive material. This has the main
anode. These electrons are released at anode potential applied
to it, and the
varying velocities and in consequence are secondary electrons passing through
not brought under the same focusing in- main anode Aperture are collectedthe
by
fluence as the main electron stream passing this electrode. This enables the primary
at high constant velocity through the constant speed electrons to progress through
aperture. The result of this is evidenced the tube's focusing, system, whether electroby an enlarged light spot area on the screen, magnetic or electro-static, and impact on
and a measure of distortion due to the the screen at a sharply defined small
irregularity of shape and random electron area as an intrinsic light spot.
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A Morse Oscillator

IT is very seldom that one finds the

prepare

Details of an Unusual Type
of Morse Practice Outfit

opportunity of taking advantage of
any of the various circuit differences

with which one meets when experimenting,

will readily suggest itself should an excep- audio output, there resulted another form
tion be realised. However, if one treats a of parasitic oscillation, this taking the
fault or inconsistency as a definite function, form of electronic feed back, and resulting
then there is no reason why something may in a most unpleasant background very
not be made of the condition which can similar to that known as threshold howl.

served as the oscillatory unit, embodying
the self excitation principle just described,
whilst the other 'phone, P2," comprised
an ordinary unmodified earpiece. This
latter earpiece was used to convey the audio

Although this whistle, which resulted signals omitted from the oscillatory unit

The

writer, adopting this idea, decided to make

to a pre -amplifier, of the type illustrated in
the combined mixer and pre -amplifier
recently described in these columns, the

ALUMINIUM

use of ,parasitic oscillation of the type
which we all know so well, and which

ie.' BRACKETS \

output from this amplifier being taken to
a pair of headphones.

comes tinder the category of " microphony."
In the case of parasitic oscillation, which

may take the form of a purely electronic
condition, a mechanical state governed by
resonance, or

The next step constituted a return to
1,
but in this instance one 'phone, " P1,"
the double earpiece unit given in Fig.

and it is improbable that a practical use

provide merits in other directions.

The ' results of this experiment

SLOT FOR
ADJUSTABLE ....,_
BRACKET

a combination of both,

showed that the signal could be
considerably attmuated to prevent
resonance distottion in the mechanical movement of the diaphragm,
/ thus permitting a more loosely
adjusted diaphragm and closer
coupling between the unit and
receiver earpiece, this providing a
z, more constant pitch.

attempts -are invariably made to eradicate

or prevent this occurring, but in the
application described, the results Of
speaker -to -microphone feed back is

the basis for an audio oscillator for

E

T. AMP

SCREENED
LEADS

TO AMP

use as a morse practice unit.
INPUT
The first experiment along these lines
consisted simply of back coupling, through

OUTPUT

-

1/4

the medium of two headphones suitably

mounted on a stand, one 'Phone being
supported on an adjustable bracket as is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
By observing the signal intensity in
TO AMP
OUTPUT

the ground for readers interested

in this scheme.

WOOD BASE

of the
unit to respond to the morse key
.-The first step in the development of the -and this was obtained by the appara'tus used by the writer-but there is no
oscillator.
oscillation is the ability

-...---RUBBER FEET

Fig

The most important consideration which arises in this form of

doubt that with a

little more critical
design on the part of the experimenter, as
for example by using separate cores for
Ll and L2, a really serviceable arrangement

COMMON
DIAPHRAGM

LI AMPLIFIER

c/

Fig. 2.-How the earpiece was split up and
provided with terminals in a further stage of
development.

HEADPHONES

Fig. 3.-Two earpieces' combined to pro_ide a
similar effect to Fig

1.

relation to such factors as the, flexibility
of the diaphragms, the distance between

the 'phones and the output power of a

through the common core modifying the
unit so that it functioned as a small L.F.
transformer, was well below the signal
strength, it had to be eradicated, and this
was simply brought about by earthing the
core of the " Transformer " or coil unit,
and so a separate terminal (E) was provided as will be noticed in the illustration
which shows also the corresponding coil
connections to the other terminals.

simple hook up two -valve amplifier, it was
soon realised that the oscillatory condition
A good deal of experimenting was carried
which, although subject to amplitude out in an endeavour to get constant
variations, could quite possibly be in- amplitude, and various other arrangements
corporated in a single unit in this way, will no doubt suggest themselves. However,
somewhat restricting the mechanical vibra- the methods adopted by the writer will

tion and thereby obtaining a fairly steady
signal.

Modifications Experiments in this direction necessi-

tated the interruption of the series coil
connection in a cheap headphone, each coil
connection now being brought out to
separate terminals as is .depicted in Fig. 2.
Now, in adapting this headphone for the

dual functions of microphone input and

..01...e.0.mm

i

PMINIP4 /0110110owl .1mm141 101.101/01

PRACTICAL
HANDBOOK

By F. J. CAMM.
iiI

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2.

oscillator and keying system.

could be evolved. It should be pointed
out; in conclusion, that when bringing the
input and output 'phones into, close proximity, care should be taken that the leads
to these earpieces are not near or parallel

to each other, and the most favourable
results will be obtained by screening these

leads, although in early test this was not
found to be absolutely essential.

Insulation should be carefully checked

owing to the H.T. circuit in which the
feed -back coil (the coil connected to the
amplifier output terminals), is connected,
and

it would be preferable for a filter

choke output scheme to be adopted in the
output stage of the amplifier. Figs. 3 and
4 provide the keying circuit and a diagram

MECHANICS

400 pages, 6/- or 6/6 by post from

Fig. 4.-Circuit diagram showing the use of the

of a non -amplifying system where the

'phones PI and. P2 (see Fig. I) are assembled
as a combined signal generator and receiver,

using a common diaphragm, the pick-up
in P2 being passed on to another pair of
headphones.
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LATEST PATENT N FJW

switch 5 acts as a mains switch for either
position. The device may also be used to

Group Abridgmen s can be obtained from the Paten Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2, either sheet by sheet as issued on payment of a subscription of 5s. per Group Volume or in
bound volumes, price -.2s. each.

Abstracts Published.
COUPLINGS. - Naamlooze
Vennootschap Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken. No. 504866.
A radio receiver adapted for use on A.C.

TWO-PART

switch a supply transformer in and out
of circuit according to the A.C. mains
voltage available.

through 180 deg.,and engages rows of TWO -PART -COUPLINGS. -Bosch Ges., R.
contacts II, III. n this latter position the
No. 502058.
mains terminals 9, 10 are connected to

A radio -screened sparkling -plug coupling
sockets 1, 4, connected to a converter, the
A.C. output of which is fed back to sockets is secured by a spring bail h (Figs. 3 and 4),
or D.C. mains by means of a converter is 2, 3, and thence -via sockets 6, 7 to ter- pivoted in a member b secured to the casing
provided with a socket plate A, B (Fig. 1) minals 12, 15. The plug and socket members a and tightened in position by a spherically are so arranged that they can only be ended lever i rotatable to press in a concave
are
mounted on the
engaged in two positions, an indicator seating p. The slot r in the lever through
back of the set
showing the kind of input current in use which the bail passes is narrower in the
and engaged by a
being exposed by the corresponding opera- middle than at the ends, permitting the
plug member
tion of the plug member (not shown). The lever to be operated at one side or the other
(Fig. 2) engaging
of its medial position.
rows of contacts

f"

III and IV in one

Fig. 3.

position, whereby

Fig. 4.

EARTH RODS.-Adie and Nephew, Ltd.,
C. J., and Fletcher, R. A. No. 502269.

the mains terminals 9, 10 are
connected through

the switch 5, and
sockets 8, 12, 11,

15 to the set mains
supply terminals

An earth rod has a cruciform, channelled,

Fig. 1.

or other flanged or webbed cross-section

and is formed by one or more suitably

nob

bent or folded metal strips. As shown in
Figs.. 5 and 6, a rod is of hollow cruciform

Fig. 2.
12, 15, while in
the other position, the plug member
is withdrawn, rotated about the shaft M
rINNIWI4MENMINI.P.MMO.M10.00.0111HIAMP.0.=.0.11MINNIIWIAM.41E=1.111111r0411.110.00.04M.11 .1M...M.11.1111011-0M.11.04.0.001.41Mr
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NEW PATENTS
These particulars of New Patents of interest
to readers have been selected from the Official
Journal of Patents and are published by permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery
Office. The Official Journal of Patents can
be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price ls.
weekly (annual subscription, 52 10s.).

3434. -Standard Telephones & Cables,

i

Ltd., and Earp, C. W. -Mechanical modulator for high -frequency
waves, particularly for radio
beacons

utilising
February 23rd.

two

/

tones.

I)

i
/

Specifications Published.

518210.-I. M. K.,Syndicate, Ltd., and
Latest Patent Applications.
Nagy, P. -Television systems, and
3561. -Cinch Manufacturing Corpora,
tion.-Sockets for thermionic - thermionic valve circuits for use
there.
valves, etc. February 26th.
3614.-Condliffe, G. S. -Cathode-ray 518214.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., and Kaell, 0. E.
tube apparatus. February 27th.
fiEelersc.tron-discharge tube ampli3537. -Duncan, E. G., Mayturn, J. A.,
and Mulparvo, Ltd. - Radio
518311.-Compagnie Pour la Fabricareceivers. February 26th.
tion des Compteurs et Material
3428.-Kramolin, L. L. de. -ArrangeD'Usines A Gaz..-Gaza
ment for automatic or manual
transmitters. (Cognate Applicaselectivity of tuning control of
tion 21326/38).
electric oscillatory circuits. Febru518221. -Ferranti, Ltd., Miller, J. L.,
ary 23rd.
and Wood, H. -Cathode-ray tubes.
3557.-Lawson, D. I. Weighton, D.,

and Pye, Ltd.---4larmonic am_ 518229. -Cole, Ltd., E. K., and Bradfield, G. -Motor -operated tuning
lysers. February 26th.
mechanism for radio receivers.
3710.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd. -High powered electron 518273. -Belling & Lee, Ltd., Disney,
A. L., and Strafford, F. R. W.-,
discharge device. February 28th.
Means of suppressing electrical
3711.-.1VIarconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd. -Wireless receiving sys-

interference by sparking -plugs of

Ltd. -- Coupling devices.
February 28th.
3462.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., Cockerell, C. S., Broils-

and Underhill, J. L.-Potentio-

internal-combustion engines.
tems. February 28th.
3712.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph 518200.-R.C.A. Photophone, Ltd.,
Co.,

ford, J. D., and Cufflin, M. H.-

meter circuits for controlling voltages for push-pull photo cell

circuits, thermionic valves, and
similar purposes.

Directional radio receiver sys- 518378. -White, E. L. C.-Thermionic
valve circuits.
tems. February 23rd.

3464.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph 518390.-Maclarty, B. N.-Thermionic
Co., Ltd., Cockerell, C. S., Broils-

i
1

I

i
,

/
,

i

1

1

i
I
!
1

I
!

i
/

valve amplifiers.

ford, J. D., and Cufflin, M. H.- 518205.-Holstensson, A. H. -Talkingmachines for playing a plurality
Plug socket, etc., connectors or
. of records in succession.
racks. February 23rd.
3574. -Philips Lamps, Ltd. -Wireless 518308.-Rudkin, E. P. -Wireless re ceiving system. (Divided out of
receivers with bandspread tuning.
518128.)
February 26th.
3645. -Philips Lamps, Ltd.-Manufacture of coils, etc., for electrical
Printed copies) of the All Published
purposes. February 27th.
Specifications may be obtained from
3433. - Standard Telephones and the Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Cables, Ltd., and Earp, C. W. - Buildings, London, W.C.2, at the
Radio beacons. February 23rd.
uniform price of is. each,.

cross-section and is formed by two metal
strips a each shaped by rolling, drawing
or folding to a tee cross-section. The head d
of each tee is formed with lips or flanges e,
the lips or flanges of one tee being arranged

within those of the other tee and united
thereto by welding or riveting.

The lower

end of the rod is tapered and the upper
end is closed by a cap h retained by a bolt j
and wing nut i which serves also as the -

means for securing the earthing wire to the
rod. In a modified construction, the two
side portions b of the, stem of each tee are
in contact and the head portions of the two
tees are also in contact. '-In another
construction, a rod of I cross-section com-

prises a pair of channel -sectioned strips
secured together with the channels outermost. Any of these constructions may be
formed from a suitably shaped single meta
strip. Fig. 7 shows a rod having a cross-

section similar to' that shown in Fig. 6
and formed from a single strip.

HAPPY MAGAZINE
HAVE you noticed how the pocket -sized
magazine is now rapidly establishing

itself in popular favour in this country ?
The latest and possibly the most well
/

known of popular magazines to follow the

I

Richmal Crompton's world-famous charac-

fashion is the Happy, which celebrates
the change over with a brilliant issue.

ter, " William," is alWays featured first
/ in the Happy, and the story about him in
1

I
-I

this number is outstanding.
At 7d. this magazine is a first-rate
war -time bargain. Men in the Services
will appreciate it, particularly as it fits the
tunic packet so easily.
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find the set acts very peculiarly, signals
being very weak, although the earth
connection is good. Having no earth
connection may seem to tend towards

tan

("pen tow

instability, but I. -find the- set, very stableunder all conditions. I'M afraid S.W. DX
is very scarce- lately; even -the Americans
being very evasive at times, although
Australia's new short,wave. transmitters,
VLQ and VLQ2; are certainly holding their

iletti5O

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the name.and address
of, the sender (not 'necessarily for publication).

I should like very much to see the
formation of a Radio Clubitt this district,
and I invite. anyone who is interested in
own.

A Fivewalve- S.W.

se Wanted:

have been a reader of yourS

Logged on 28- and 14.- mc/s

here on my, o -v-1 (home built), with
grand paper from the first number, and
have built many short-wave receivers from. a number 19 valve as det. and L.F. A
your designs, but I, and many other readers, twin cable antenna was used, 20ft. long

I think, would welcome a receiver on the
following lines a five -valve A.C. mains
short -waver, with 1. untuned Ha". Det.,
2 L.F. (pentode output), rectifier, built-in
energised speaker, and plug-in
A. G. MARTIN (Baleyh,eath).

the

proposition

to

write

to, me.-D.

SIR,-I append my log of stations heard; WATLING, 64, South Primrose Hill Rainsford.
End,- Chelmsford, Essex.

and 30ft. high. 28 mc/s (lone): WIGE ;

Proposed. Club for Plymouth

HUV ; W6RKI ; W8FGV, RXY, FXM,

SIR,-I
with other local enthusiasts regarding

would like to exchange views -

W2IYX, FII ; W3HFW, GUY, EVP,

FJV, FZZ, QCK, AEM, PUV, DXE, the formation of a Wireless Club in the
District.-W. F. NOYCE, 46,
coils.- RLT ; W9YEL, HRC, DAX, USU, . and Plymouth
Clarence Road, Torpoi it, Cornwall.
All stations heard. between
15.00 and 17.30 hours.
14 me/s (fone) : WLIJK, AVK ; W2IXY ;
W4DSY, CLK ; W8_4F, and ES5C.
0Q5A.B.

Correspondents Wanted
Back Number- Wanted:
SIR,-I am at pr: sent confined to
The 'following broadcast stations were
- hospital, and being interested in
SIR,-I should be glad if any reader who also
heard WCBX (13, 16 and 31 metres), radio, I would much appreciate a letter
has PRACTICAL WIRELESS dated Feb.

9th, 1935, which describes the construction WCAB- (13 metres), WNBI (16. metres), from any reader who cares to correspond
of the Universal Hallmark 4, would kindly WRUL, CTEA, PIT (19 metres), WGEO, with me.-EDWARD KIRBY, Ward 38,
lend me the copy for a few clays.-H. FRANK- RCA (31 metres) and TGWA (31 metres). St. James's Hospital, Leeds.
iLim (42, Harriett Street, Cathays, Cardiff). I think your paper is excellent, but I
have been a reader of your fine
should like to see the return of the " Leaves
journal for a; number of months, and
from a Short -Wave Log." column.I find it very helpful.
R. BROMELL (Solihull, Birmingham).
Books Damaged in Transit.
I would very much like a correspondent,

SIR,-I have just examined an amateur
call book and two American text-

Exchanging QSL Cards
Saigon

:

Radio

books, all of the soft -backed variety and
supplied by two different sources in this
have recently placed a standing
country who import them. Each book has
for your very fine paper. I
a permanent crease and cracked cover due haveorder
been very interested in its contents
to being folded for postage. Personally, though
I do not agree in this matter of
should I require any American publication
QSL cards. I have been a
I should place my order in the U.S.A., exchanging
S.W. listener for four or five years now,
where a request to carefully pack flat is ,but
have only about two dozen cards
always granted: It is to be hoped that
these being W9XA and W9XUP on
British suppliers will copy those of the among
U.S.A. The postage would be a little extra, 11 m., W9TNP on 75 m., two VQ4's,
but would assure that such books arrived K60QE and VK4KH on 20 in. I have
minus the crease. Considering the prices also a card from W6XBE. My report
of some of these publications, which are was first from Wales. Now, I naturally
well- worth the outlay, the purchasers at am very proud of these cards, and would
least deserve copies which arrive un- never dream of exchanging them for cards
confirming a station I have never heard.
damaged.-A. W. MANN (Middlesbrough).

who is interested in short-wave listening.
I have a 2 -valve S.W. set, and I am using

a

Telsen

dual -range

short-wave

coil.

Wishing your journal every success.R. WHITELAW,

118,

Coventry, IVarwieks.

Leamington Road,

The 30'- Three
SIR,-I would be glad if any reader who
has built the 30/- Three would get in
touch with me. I have been a reader of
your excellent paper for the last two
years, and have found it invaluable.B. JOHNSTON, c/o A. Adair, 15, Woodhouse

Street., Portadown, Ulster.

Radio Saigon, Boite Postale, 412; Saigon, French
Indo-China

Full -wave Detection
SIR,-Mr. Ford will have his little joke !
Your readers will; no doubt, appreciate that it is all a matter of terminology.
The arrangement he describes in his letter
(your issue, dated February 24th), is, of

course; not a " full-wave:"detector, but
a " push-pull " detector. He -will not, I
think, doubt the possibility of " push-

Daily Schedule
Time, G.M.T.
1L35 p.m. to 12.15 a.m. News in French.
5.05 a.m.
News in French.
5.15 to 5.45 a.m.
Light Music.
11.00 a.m.
News in English -and Music.
12.35 p.m.
News in -Dutch.
1.0 p.m.
News in French.
1.15 "to 2.0 p.m:
Music and Variety.
2.0 to 2.30 p.m.
Paris Mondial (relay).
3.0 to 4.0 p.m.
English Programme.

r

Subject to change without notice

Wavelengths
6,116 kc/s.
49.05 metres.
11,780 kc/s
25.40 metres.
1,000 kc/s.
300- metres.

pull" detection of radio -frequencies. Fullwave detection is, of course, theoretically
This morning I received a nice card
possible, but since all available detectors from Radio Saigon, confirming -my reception
are (like everything else in. this world) of November 30th last. I enclose this

imperfect, none having zero reverse current, station's programme which. may be of
they cannot detect (rectify) the " full" interest to other readers.-W. J. PARRY
wave.-" EMPIRICIST " (Ickenham).

(Bangor, N. Wales).

S.W. Reception Conditions:
IR,-I would like to report that station Proposed Club for Chelmsford

Stations Ankara-, and Helsinki

1.../ TAP on 9:46 mc/s is the only short-

SIR,-I should like to take this oppotunity of expressing my sincere
the present time. News is given in English appreciation of your excellent weekly.
wave station in operation in Turkey at

at 20.15 B.S.T. to 20.30, and the station
closes down at 22.30 B.S.T., QRA
" CorrespOndence Dept.," Radio Ankara,
Ankara, Turkey. The station welcomes
reports. Helsinki (Finland)" can still be
heard at 04,00 B.S.T., with news in
English.-C. W. HARVEY (Wembley).

I have been -a S.W. fan for about two years

now and have gained quite a lot of useful
information from this -paper. My receiver,
an o -v-2, Det. and 2.L.F., works very well
without an earth, having logged most of
the commercial American stations such as

WGEA and WCBX.. With an earth, I

PROBLEM No. 392..
A CKSON hail a good milliammeter and
1 decided to make up a general-purpose
tester. The meter read 1 mA and he worked

out the. various current shunts and series
resistors for voltage readings, and having

obtained these he connected them all to the
meter and various switches. When completed
he made one or two tests of anode current ou
his set but found that. on all the current readings
he obtained practically the same reading.
Re examined the switches and found that
these were working correctly. What was
wrong ? Three books will be awarded fur the
first three correct solutions opened. Entries

must be addressed to The Editor, PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower

House, Southampton Street, strand. London,
W.C.2. Envelopes must, be marked Problem

No. 302 and must be posted to reach this

office not later than the first post on Tuesday,
March 26th, 1040.

Solutions to Problem No. 391.
When Marshall added his auto -bias circuit lie over-

looked the fact that the grid return lead should have

been taken to the H.T. negative terminkl, but he
connected it to earth. Consequently the valve was
not biased.

The following three readers successfully solved
Problem No. 3110 and books have accordingly been
forwarded to them : D. M. Webber, Millwood, South
Brent, Devon ; W. J. Barnsley, S/27, Garbett Street,
Ladywood, Birmingham ; C. D. Sergeant, ii, Greetiway,
Chislehurst, Kent.
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BLUEPRINT SERVICE
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No. of
Date of Issue. Blueprint

CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, 6d. each.
1937 Crystal Receiver

..

The " Junior " Crystal Set
STRAIGHT SETS.

..

PW71
PW94

27.8.38

Battery Operated.

-

One -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

All -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
Beginners' One-valver

..

The " Pyramid " One-valver (HF
Pen)

19.2.38

27.8.38

PW31A
PW85
PW93

Two -valve : Blueprint, 1s.

The Signet Two (D & LF)

24.9.38

PW76

Three -valve : Blueyrints, is. each.

Selectone Battery Three 4D, 2 LF
(Trans)) ..

-

PW10

Hall -Mark Cadet (1), LF, Pen (RC))

-

..
The " Rapide " Straight 3 (D,
2 LF (RC & Trans)) ..
..
F. J. Camm's Oracle A ll-Waye
Three (HF, Det., Pen)
..
1938 " Tribaud " All -Wave Three
(HF Pen, D, Pen)
..
..

F. J. Camm's " Sprite " Three

(HF Pen, D, Tet)

Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LF,
Cl. B)

Nucleon Class B Four

(SG), LF, Cl. B)
Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)

A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
A.C.-D.C. Two (SG, Pow)

Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two
(D, Pow)

PW51
PW53

PW55
PW61
PW62
PW64
PW69

18.2.39

PW72

4.12.37

PW82

28.8.37

PW78

22.1.38

PW84

26.3.38

PW87

1.5.37
8.5.37

-

F. J. Camm's " Limit " All -Wave
Four (HF Pen, D, LF, P)
26.9.36
" Acme " All -Wave 4 (HF Pen, D
(Pen), LF, Cl. B)
12.2.38
Mains Operated.
Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

F. J. Camm's A.C. All -Wave Silver

Souvenir Three (HF Pen,D,Pen)

" All -Wave " A.C. Three (D, 2

LF (RC))
A.C. 1936 Sonotone (HI' Pen, HF
Pen, Westector, Pen)
Mains Record All -Wave 3 (HF
Pen, D, Pen) ..

3.9.38

--

PW89

..

31.7.37

F. J. Camm's Universal £4 Superhet 4
..
" Qualitone " Universal Four .. 10.1.37

--

7.1.39

-

-

SHORT-WAVE SETS.
One -valve . Blueprint, is.

.. 23.12.39

-

Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

PW34B
PW34C
PW40
PW67

PW83

PW90

PW18
PW31
PW19

PW25
PW29
PW35C
PW35B
PW36A

PW38
PW50
PW54
PW56
PW70

PW34D
PW45

-

..

PW38 A

PW91
PW30A

PW63

Blueprint, is.

-

PW86

-

--

..

23.7.38

--

---

Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans) ..
25 5s. Three : De Luxe Version
(SO, D, Trans)
19.5.34
Lucerne Straight 'Three (D, RC,
Trans)
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
Simple -Tune Three (SG, B, Pen) June'33
Economy -Pentode Three (SG, D,
&en)
. .Oct. '33
(SG, D, Pen)
..
£3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)

.

1935 £6 6s. Battery Three (SG;
PTP Three (Pen, ),

..

--

Bilar. '34

Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen)
Minitube Three (SG, D, Trans) .. Oct. '35
All -Wave Winning Three (SG, D,

-

AW427
AW444
AW450
AW 387

AW388
AW392
AW426
WM409

AW412
AW422
AW435

AW437
WM271
W511327

W31337

WM351
W11354

WM371
W51389
WM393
WM396

. . July '33
Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (HF
Pen, D, LF, P)
.. May '35

All Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen)

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets : Blueprints, 1 s. 6d. each.

..
'Varsity Four
..
The Request All -Waver ..

..

-

Oct. '35

. June '36

1935 Super -Five Battery (Superhet)
Mains Sets : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
Heptode Super Three A.C.
.. May '34

Class B)

Family Portable '-(HF, D, Ito',

_

Trans)

Tyers Portfible (SG, D, 2 Trans)..

-

-

Ultra -Short Battery Two (SG, det,
Pen)
..
Feb. '36
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) ..
Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.
World -ranger Short-wave 3 (D,
RC, Trans)

Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (D,

Trans, Super-regen)
30.6.34
The Carrier Short -waver (SG, D, P) July '35
Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater

-

(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans)
Empire Short -waver (SG, D, RC,
Trans) ..
..
,
Standard Four -valve Short -waver
° (SG, D, LF, P)
22.7.39
Superhet : Blueprint, is. 6d.
Simplified Short-wave Super
. Nov. '35
.

Two -valve Mains Short -waver (D,
Pen) A.C.
13.1.40
" W.51." Long -wave Converter ..

Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C.
Four -valve : Blueprint, 1s. 6d.
Standard Four -valve A.C. Short waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)
..

New Class I Five (2 SG, D, LF,
Class B)

WM404

(116)

.

..

WM344
W5.1340

AW355
AW438
WM390
AW436
W51313

WM383
WM397

AW453
WM380

11.W 329

---

Harris Eleetrogram battery amplifier (1/-)
.
De Luxe Concert' A.C. Eleetrogram (1/-)
. . Mar. '36
New style Short-wave Adapter

(1/-)
..
Trickle Charger (6d.)
.
Short-wave Adapter (1/-)
Superhet Converter (1/-)
_
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter
(1/-)
,.
M '36
Wilson Tone Master (1/-)..
..Jun '36
The W.M., A.C. Short-wave Con verter (1/-)
.

WM320

WM402
AW440

WM391

WM350
WM381
WM384

Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LF,
Class B)

AW447
W51303
WM367

MISCELLANEOUS.

LF, Trans)
.
£5 Sc; Battery Four. (HF, p, 2 LF) Feb, '35
The H.K. Four(SG, SG, D, Pen)..

The Auto Straight Four (HF Pen,
HF, Pen, DDT, Pen) .
.. Apr. '36
Five -valve : Blueprints, is. 8d. each.
Super -quality Five (2 HF, D, RC,
Trans)
'

AW393

WM352

Radio Unit (2v.) for WM392 (1/-) Nov. '35

Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,

W51359
WM366

Three -valve : Blueprint, is.

WM331

..

WM375
WM395
W21407 ,
WM379

Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,
Class B)
,.
- Aug. '33

--

W31386

Mains Operated.

AW370
AW421

..

WM329

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
S.W. One-valver for America
.. 15.10.38
AW429
Rome Short. Waver
AW452
Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

S.W. One -valve Converter (Price
6d.)
Enthusiast's,Power Amplifier (1/6)
Listener's 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier

WM400

Four -valve -: Blueprints, is. Gd. each.

05s. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
2HF Four (2 SG, D, Pen)

WM401

.

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.

B.B.C. Special One-valver
Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans)
Full -volume Two (SG det, Pen) ..
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen)
A Modern Two-valver
Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
£5 5s. 8.G.8 (SG, D, Trans)

AW383
WM374

Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. 8d. each.

Two H.F. Portable (2 SG, D,

CRYSTAL SETS.

" W.M." 1934 Standard Three

Home Lover's New All -Electric

PW65

S.W, Converter -Adapter (1 valve)
PW48A
AMATEUR.WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE

150 -mile Crystal Se't.

W51394-

Mantovani A.C. Three (HF Pen,
D, Pen)
.
£15 15s. 1936 A.C. Radiogram
(HF, D, Pen) _
. . Jan. '36

Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF,

PW77

"

..

AW403
WM286

PORTABLES.
Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. 6d. each.

3.6.39

MISCELLANEOUS.

Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four -station Crystal Set ..

Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) A.C...
Economy A.C. Two (D, Trans) A.C.
Unicorn A.C.-D.C. Two (D, Pen)..
Three -valve :, Blueprints, is. each.

" W.M." Radiogram Super A.C...

" ImPepn " portable, 4 (IT, LF,

..

Mains Operated.

Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

PW68

PORTABLES.

Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen) .
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen)
Four -valve : Blueprint, is.

())

PW88

1.10.38

Blueprints, ls. each.
F. J. Camm's ELF Three -valve
Three -valve :

One -valve : Blueprint, ls.

PW17

-

..

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and
Trans)) .
The Band -Spread S.W. Three
(HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)

Dept., George Newnes. Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Modern Super Senior

Blueprints, is. each.
Experimenter's Short-wave Three
(SG, D, Pow)

unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint

Three (SG, D, Trans) A.C.

PW95

Battery Operated.

Simple S.W. One-valver

PW4
PW11

PW20

-

PW60
PW73

Double -sided Blueprint, is. 6d.
Push Button 4, Battery Model .
Push Button 4, A.C. Mains Model 122.10.38

1934 Crystal Set

PW23

A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,

..
Pen)
..
Hall -Mark (11F Pen, D,
Push -Pull)

PW44
PW59

D, Pen) ..

Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.

.C.

valve) ..
.
F. J. Camm's A.C. itiperhe't 4

PW92

Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

Double -Diode -Triode Three (HF
Pen, DDT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen) ..
A.C, Three (SG, D, Pen) ..
A.C. Leader (HF Pen, D, Pow) ..
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
Unique (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) ..
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,
Pen)
.

PW43
PW42

Universal £5 Superhet (Three -

-

D, Push -Pull)

HF Pen, D, Pen (RC))

Mains Sets : Blueprints, is. each.
A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
D.C. 25 Superhet (Three -valve) ..

Three -valve :

Battery Hall -Mark 4 (HF Pen,

The " Admiral " Four (HF Pen,

Send (preferably) 'a postal order to cover the cost

of the blueprint, and the issue (stamps over 6d.

PW40
PW52

5.6.37

PW49

The " Hurricane " All -Wave Three
((SG, D, Pen), Pen)
..
.. 30.4.38
F. J. Carom's " Push -Button "
Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), Tet)
3.9.38
Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.
Sonotone Four (SG, D, LF, P)

Wireless Magazine.

Battery Sets : Blueprints, ls. each.
£5 Superhet (Three -Valve)
..
F. J. Camm's 2 -valve Superhet

Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen).
The " Fleet " Short-wave Two
(D (HF Pen), Pen)
..
27.8.38

The Monitor (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) 21.3.36
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P)' .. 14.8.37
F. J. Camm's Record All -Wave
Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
.
31.10.36
The " Colt " All -Wave Three (D,
2 LF (RC & Trans))

PW47
SUPERHETS.

PW48

-

(RC))

Push -Pull)

16.3.35

F. J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (HF
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All -Wave
Three) ..
13.4.35
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans))
1936 Sonotone Three -Four (HF
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen)
Battery All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF

indicates that the issue is out of print.
Issues of Practical Wireless ... 4d. Post Paid
Amateur Wireless ...
... 4d.
,,
Wireless Magazine
...
...1/8
The index letters which precede the BlUelirint
Number indicates the periodical in which the description appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless. W.M. to

Universal Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D,

Four -valve :

Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 LF
(RC & Trans)) ..
PW34A
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
.. 22.5.- 37
PW35
Summit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
PW37
All Pentode Three (HF Pen, D
(Pen), Pen)
..
.. 29.5.37.
PW39
Hall -Mark Three (SG, D, ?ow) ..
PW41

of the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint Number

-

W51387

WM392
WM398
WM399
WM403
WM388
AW462
AW456
AW457
W5.1405

WM406
W51408
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nected, to earth. The second winding is
for reaction and the end. is joined to the
reaction condenser. The tuning condenser
is connected across the grid winding For

In reply

an aerial coupling coil you can wind a

further coil of 20 turns on a strip of paper,
wound over the grid winding at the earth

end, connecting the lower end of this to
earth. Alternatively, the aerial may be

our letter

joined through a small variable condenser
(maximum capacity .0002 mfd.) to the top '
of the, grid winding.

Oscillator Tone

IY/E do not know of any book which Servicing

and after using it for half an hour or so it

from this office, price 5s., or by post for

" I -recently put together a small, single - VV contains only a list of, short-wave
list of
valve oscillator for morse practice. I used stations, but a very comprehensive
stations and addresses has been
an old transformer I had and it works such
admirably except for one thing, and that is included in our latest book, the-- " Shortthe tone. It is rather low- and unpleasant wave Manual." This may be obtained
begins to bore. Is there -any way of varying

5s. 6d.

the tone so that 'I can get a higher pitch
after using it for some time to relieve the Making a- Microphone,
monotony ? "-H. W. (Feitham).
" When looking through my spares box
THE tone is dependent upon the trans- I came across a single headphone -and the
former, and if it- is an old spare idea came to me as to whether I could,

'

model you could remove some of the laminations of the core in order to xaise the tone.

Could you. help me in this matter ? "--

of the existing laminations you could provide
j

THE data which you used no doubt

We wish to draw the reader's attention,to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only

suPerhets, and costs 6s, from any newsagent or by post from these offices at 6s. 6d.

-

We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasonsmulti -valve receivers.

1

raMmimMO.M.1.1114.01.0-eissimmetpdmil.0.s.-.11.4.1

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers -described in our contem-

j

poraries.

(3) Suggest alterations or- modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to querists.

A stamped addressed envelope must be,
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are -sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed

The following replies to queries are given in

1'

general interest.

(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete

I.F. Transformer. Design
formers, using some data which I found.
When completed I wished to try and avoid
changes due to moisture or climatic conditions, and dipped the coils in ordinary
paraffin wax. I find, however, that I cannot get the two transformers to tune and I
wonder if the dipping has had any effect
on them. Could ydu please ascertain this
for me ? "-W. T. R. (Holloway).

This cover's
every phase of the subject, including modern

abbreviated form either because of non-compliance
with our rules, or because the point raised is not of

for the solution of problems or difficulties j
j arising from the construction .of receivers! described in our pages, from articles appearing, j
j in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
!

!

"--I recently made up a pair of I.F.-,trans-

Wireless Service Manual,"

REPLIES IN, BRIEF
141.1.11.11M -114T,"

RULES

an easily operated form of tone control:
to- compensate.

WE publish a very good book on the
VV
subject, entitled "The Practical:

possibly, make- a microphone- out, of it.

If you use the two windings- without any T. H. D. (Monkwearmouth).
core the 'tone will be very high, and thus
by making an adjustable core from pieces gi.0.11111141M.(141.04M10.04=0,1
The volume will, of course, fall off- as the
core is removed, but this should not be of
any importance as the H.T. may be -raised

" I wish te, improve my knowledge of
wireless service repairs in up-to-date sets.
I thought you might publish :a book on this,
but if not what course would you advise me
to take ? "-G. C. (Slaithwaite).

g

with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.

A.B. (Ayr). Write to the Premier Radio Company,
whose advertisements appear in these pages.

All the points raised by you
S. W. B. (Edgware).
have been covered in various articles, but. we regret
that we cannot insert your general request in- our correspondence columns.'
H. S. (Croydon). We replied to your letter of
February 20th, but it, has been returned.by 'the-Postal

Authorities marked " Unknown."
C. B. R.,(Prestivich). We 'annot give you constructional data of the cell, but it may be obtained direct
from Messrs Bulgin, pf Abbey- Road, Barking.
L. H. (Slough, Bucks.). Messrs. Electradix may be
able to supply you, but, we cannot give any. idea as
to the price.
W. P. (Market. Drayton). The coil isnot now obtainable, having been withdrawn by the makers,
I. D. (Bushbury).

We think the condensers are

'obtainable from Radiemart or from Webb's Radio.
J. A. G. (Bilton Grange). A total of 66 volts wouldbe ample.
C. F. (Huddersfield). We can supply designs for
various types of receiver, and details will be found
in our Blueprints page.
K. T; (Bletchley), The transformer should not be
of higher ratio than .5 to 1.
L. R. (Devizes). Couple the two coils through a

applied to an air -spaced coil, probably
of the honeycomb type of winding. This

ISend your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, I
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, =
Strand, London, W.0.2. The Coupon _must be enclosed
with every query.
LO.1111.0.2=4.111.0.M.0.20.1.5101M00./.../1.0.1114.111111,41

When coils are dipped in wax the self
capacity is increased, and in your case

THE earphone alone is unsuitable as -a
mike as it would be very insensitive.
There are several methods of improving non -inductive 1,000 ohm resistor.
it, however, and one of the simplest would
G. T. E. (Barnet). Neither of the. valves is obtainnow. We suggest a good modern A.C./D.C.
be to fit a much thinner diaphragm. This able
type
of valve.
should then preferably be mounted at the
N. E. (Perth). The transformer is quite suitable,
end of a small horn or sound, collector to although you may have to fit a bleeder to obtain au
provide greater movement, but in general improved current drain.
A. (Cardiff). We cannot supply a diagram in this
the magnet system does not lend itself to a
case. We do not know of any source from,
very good type of microphone, although particular
which it could be obtained.

has a very low self -capacity and with the
trimmers which had been specified they
would no doubt have been quite.in order.
you may have omitted -to dry out the coils
tlioroughly first and thus, although impregnated, they may be full of moisture and this
will aggravate the effects of the added wax.

A- smaller padding condenser might- be
capable of giving the desired frequency

range, but if not, then turns will have to be
stripped until the desired -range has been
for experimental purposes you can find quite
obtained.
a lot ofanterest in it.

Beginner's One-Valver.
" What is the approximate cost of the

Medium -wave Coil

T, W. (Maldon). The makers will assist you if you
write to them and explain the matter.
R. E. G.
(Oxford). The alternative parts.men,
tioned would not prevent reception. We think, therefore, that you have made some mistake in the wiring.
A. M. (Kenilworth). We cannot advise- the fitting

Beginner's One-Valver, details of which,
" Could you please let me have the method the switch mentioned. We cannot suggest modificaappeared in the issue dated December of making a medium -wave coil for a home- of
without further details of the receiver.
23rd, 1939? Also, what sort and,type of made one -valve receiver?"- A. Mee. tions
G. Ri C. (Houghton Bank). A battery and 'phones
valve is
(Truro).

used in this set? "-A. G. W.

(Kilrea, Co. Derry).-

ASUITABLE coil was recently described

in series will enable you to check the windings. 1.P.
may be taken as equivalent, to Plate or,Anocle terminal
and O.S. equivalent to Grid. The S terminals are the

THE approximate cost to -day would be
for our simple one-valver. A coil secondary and the P terminals primary.
about 25s., but owing to price -fluctu- former of cardboard about 2 or 3ins. in
W. M. (West Lothian). The only people who could
ations it is not possible to quote an exact diameter is needed and for the grid winding supply details are the designers,
the General Electric
figure. A suitable valve would be the Cossor you need about 45 turns of 22 ..or 24 gauge, Company, Ltd.
J. W. S.. (siffingPourne). You will have to add
210 HF.
double -cotton -covered wire. At the end further
decoupling, or modify the 19 .T. supply lines so
of;the coil former, and separated by about that a single output is taken from the mains unit.
Short-wave Station Addresses
fin. wind another small coil of thinner
" Could you recommend to me a book wire, say 28 or 30 gauge, and use 35 turns.
1.114 1.M0411..11.4.0.04011.141.111.11111.040111.11.11.041,1.11..111.0111111.,
containing the addresses of short-wave This coil must be in the same direction as
The couppn. on page iii of. cover
broadcast stations ? How much, would a the grid winding. The end of the latter and
must be attached to every query.
copy cost and where would _I have to send to the beginning of the second winding
obtain it ? "-D. H. (Gildersome, nr. Leeds). should be, joined together and are con- i0.11.1.11111041M.I.M.01/00,000011.tlen.1141101104101600111.1)14
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COMBINED OSCILLATOR AND
RECEIVER
(Continued from page 31.)

will result, it is not to be recommended,
tike with a heavier anode current and in
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Classified Advertisements

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

ADVERTISEMENTS

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,
W.0.1. TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.
COMPLETE KIT of parts to build Lissen Hi Q Battery

are accepted for these columns

at the rate of 2d. per word (minimum charge 2/ -

Ali

each paragraph). Series discounts of 5 per cent. for 13,
10 per cent. for 26 and 15 per. cent. for 52 insertions
are allowed. All advertisements must be prepaid.

The Lay -out

bold face capitals are charged at 4d. per word.
ALL communications should be addressed to the

Short-wave receiver, 5-91 metres switched. Brand

new goods boxed, ,with circuit and instructions.
oscilliatory condition, the emission EACH
paragraph will commence with the first word Listed, £4/i5/-. Our price, 61/19/11 less valVes.
Of the valve is affected.
printed in bold face capitals. Additional words in ALL -WAVE super -het. chassis, 6 valve A.C. Latest

Now with regard to the component layout. From the cover illustratiOn and in
conjunction with the wiring diagram, Figs.

Advertisement Manager, " Practical Wireless," Tower
House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

CABINETS

2 and 3. it will be noticed that a /symmetrical

appearance is obtained whilst allocating A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose. Surplus
from noted makers under cost of manuthe left-hand portion of the chassis for the Cabinets
facture. Radiogram Cabinets from 30/, Undrilled
receiver circuit, with the right-hand portion
for the audio oscillator components.

It will be seen on referring to Fig. 2,

table, console- and loudspeaker cabinets from 4/6.
Inspection invited.
H. L. SMITH AND CO., LTD 289, Edgware Road,

W.2.

Tel.: Pad. 5891.

that the band -set condenser C2 is located
underneath the reaction condenser, and this
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
is pointed out since the earth connection
to this condenser, indicated by X, may not THE famous HALLICRAFTER SX23, released.by the
makers only in July, 1939, can still be supplied by
be quite clear otherwise.
Radio at
In the chassis illustrated, a different key Webb's
PRE-WAR PRICES.

jack was employed from that quoted in
the list of components,_ this jack being

located directly under the 'phone jack but
on the underside of the chassis ; however,
as this was the original experimental lay-

out, it has been realised since that the
'phone and key jacks quoted would be

We fortunately had good supplies delivered in August.
NO price increase on present stock of this model only,
£33 10s., H.P. terms available. Write for descriptive

booklet. -P. Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
W.1. 'Phone_:

Gerrard 2080.

LITERATURE

more conveniently mounted as depicted

NEW Edition.

convenience in following the wiring, but
as will be realised on checking the com-

Short-wave Radio, 8/6, post. free.-Webb's Radio, 14,
Soho St., London, W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

American Amateur Relay League
500 pages of up-to-the-minute technical
in the under -chassis diagram Fig. 3, Handbook.
information, 7/- post free. 1940. Jones Handbook ; which shows -these jacks in dotted lines for approximately 700 ,pages dealing with every aspect of

ponent lay -out with the diagram of measure-

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

ment Fig, 4, these two jacks are located
above chassis and fitted to the front panel.

When wiring this switch it should be

noted that turning the knob in a clockwise
direction brings about a step -by -s
increase in the inductance of the choke, as

will be seen on checking the leads " a "
to " e.'s

The switches Si, 82, and S3 are ganged by

soldering a gin. length of 5/32 in. diameter
brass rod to the slotted toggles.

The drilling details given in Fig. 4 are
for the components only, since this will
prevent confusion which could arise in

LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British,
make. 21 -hour service, moderate

Speakers. Pulteney Terrace,
London, N.1.

American, any

prices. -Sinclair
Street;

Copenhagen

REPAIRS- to moving coil speakers. Cones/coils
fitted or rewound. Fields altered or wound. Prices
quoted, including eliminators. Pick-ups and speaker
transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade invited. Guaranteed
satisfaction. Prompt service.
L.S. Repair Service, 5, Balham Grove, London, S.W.12.

Battersea 1321.

MORSE EQUIPMENT
FULL

-range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets,

Millard valves : T.H.4.B, V.P.4.B., T.D.D.4, Pen
A.4, L.W. 4/350v. Ranges:
Short-wave, 16-48

metres. Med.-wave, 200-560 metres. Long -wave, 800 -2,200 metres. Size of Chassis: 14r long, 7r
deep. Height overall, 8l,

Controls tuning at side,
volume on/off at side, wave change. Provision for
Pick-up. Complete with valves and knobs, 84/17,6.
Special speaker, 1,500 ohms field, 10/6 each.
L.F. transformer. Lissen Hi Q. Ratio 3-1. High
grade, boxed. List 0/-. Our price, 2/3. each.
H.F. choke. Lissen Hi Q. Compact disk -type with
feet. Boxe11. List, 2/6. Our price, 64. each.
ULTRA -SHORT and short-wave choke. Lissen Hi Q.
Inductance 100 microhenries. Boxed. List, 2/-.
Our price, 1/- each.
ULTRA -SHORT and short-wave double -wound low resistance choke. Lissen Hi Q. Resistance less than
.05 ohms. Boxed. List, 2/6. Our price, 1/3 each.
LOW -LOSS Ceramic valve -holders. Lissen Hi Q.
Base -board and chassis. 5- and 7 -pin., 10d. and 1/ each.
DECIMAL dial and slow-motion drive. Lissen Hi Q.
Finest short-wave dial made. Hour and minute hand.
type. Divided into 1,000 divisions. List, 12/0.
Our price, 5/11 each.
MANSBRIDGE type condensers. Lissen HI Q.
250 D.C. working. Moulded case with feet, .1 mfd.
and 1 mfd., 6d. each.
ROTARY coil unit. Lissen Hi Q. Four -band froni
4.8-91 metres, can be selected by a turn of the knob.
With circuit. Boxed. List, 15/6. Our price, 6/11.
LOW -LOSS short-wave variable condensers. Ceramic
insulation. Brass vanes. Lissen Hi Q. Minimum
capacity 5 micro -micro farads. Two types. Boxed,
with knobs. 160 manfd. List, 7/6. Our price,
3/6 each. 20 mmfd. List, 5/6. Our price, 2/11 each.
MICA condensers, Lissen. New. Boxed. All useful
sizes, OUR. selection. 1/3 per dozen.
SPEAKER cabinets, finished black rexine. Circular
face. Metal grille. Size 81" x
x 4r, 4/6 each.
SCREENED 3 -way flexible, 4 yards for 1,'6.
MEDIUM- and lone
coil units,
-holders
and sundry resistances, 9d. each. (No circuit-.)
MIXED tubulars, wire -ends. OUR selection, _2;6
per dozen.
4 -PIN base -beard valve -holders. Lissen.
2 for 3d.

4-1 Lb. transformers. Lissen. Boxed. 2/6 each.
CONE speaker unit, Lissen. Complete with reed

and chuck. Boxed. 1/- each.
SPAGETTE resistances.
Lissen.
OUR selection, 1/3 doz.
4 -PIN valve adapters. Lissen.
PUSH-PULL switches.
3 -point, 6d. each.

Many useful sizes.

each.
Lissen. 2 -point, 4d. each.
6d.

RICE -KELLOGG 'SENIOR 12" moving -coil speakers.
including the drillings for through -chassis Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph 20
watts. Field 1,000 ohms. 11 ohms speech coil.
designed and manufactured by T. It.
connections ; and as the relationship of the Apparatus,
McElroy, World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole dis- Without speech transformer, 32/6 each. With trans-

wiring holes numbered from 1 to 13 is
clearly defined in Figs. 2 and 3, it is only
necessary for the constructor to provide
these holes as close to components as
possible,
diagram.

conforming

to

the

wiring

Holes 9 and 10, however, indicated in
Fig. 3, are not included in Fig. 2 for the
reason mentioned concerning these two

tributors : Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard, 2089.

former tapped 3,000 ohms and 7,000 ohms, 35,'- each.

MORSE TRAINING

pentode speech transformer, 17/6 each.
HEAVY-DUTY speech transformers. Pentode matching,

W.C,2.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
3,000

Heavy east frame, 15/- each. With heavy-duty
each.

2/11

straight condensers. Plessey. 1/6
Ditto, 3 -gang, 2/- each.
2 -RANG

ROLA P.M. speakers.

jacks.

The miners for the chassis should be

-

WIRELESS Code Courses. "Book of Facts" Free.
Candler System Co. (L.0.), 121, Kingsway, London,

GRAMPION 10" 10 -watt, 2500 ohms energised speakers.

Speakers, P.M. and energised '4in. to 14in., in-

each.

Latest type 7r cone with

pentode transformer. Boxed. 14/6 each.
CLOCK -FACED dials. 5" x 3i". With printed 3 wavescale. Ox -copper escutcheons and glass, 3/6 each.
Ditto, less escutcheon, 2/6 each.

several Epoch 18in. - Sinclair Speakers, HORIZONTAL dials, with plain scale. 71:" x 31" and
about liin. deep and comprise any form of cluding
Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street, London, N.1.
Pointer, 1/- each.
wood strip, measuring 6in. long by at least
PLESSEY mains transformers, 350-0-350v., 90 m.a.,
fin, thick, and to finish off, these should be
4v., 2.5 amps., 4v., 6 amps., 8/6 each.
RADIO
MAP
AND
GLOBE
rounded at the edges.
FILAMENT transformers, input 200-250v., output
The 'phone jack J2 and the rotary switch WEBB'S Radio Map of the World enables you to 4v. 4 amps., 4v. 6 amps., 4/11 each.
84 are fitted with fibre embossed washers to locate any station heard. Size 40" by 30" 2 colour heavy G.E.C. mains transformers, American windings,
5v, 2 amps., 6.3v. 2.5 amps.
insulate them from the metal panel, Art Paper, 4/6. Limited supply on Linen, 10/6. 350-0-350v., 65

consequently the holes marked " F " in
Fig. 4, will require slightly enlarging, by

filing after drilling, to accommodate these

WEBB'S
model.

Radio Globe -superb 12" full -colour
Radio prefixes, zones, etc. Heavy oxydised

mount. Post Paid, 27/6.--Webb's Radio, 14, Soho
Street, Londqn. W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

washers.

It will be seen in Fig. 3 that the wiper RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS
contact of S4 is indicated by " W," and 5/Bargain parcel comprising Speaker Cabinet, 2
although not mentioned previously when Drilled
Chassis, condensers, resistances and many
referring to holes 9 and 10, hole No. 13 is
similarly treated, being shown only in the
under -chassis diagram.

In conclusion it should be pointed out
that whilst there is marginal adjustment in
H.T., it will be found that 60 to 72 volts
will be ample for H T.+1, with 9 to 12

volts for

2.

other useful components. Worth £2.
Limited
number. Postage 1/ -.-Bakers Selhurst Radio, 75,

Suitable for replacements in G.E.C. Models, 5/6 each.
WEARITE
mains
transformers .-Type R .C.1,
250-0-250v., 80 m.a., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 4 amps., 9/11
each. Type R.C.2, 350-0-350v., 120 in.a., 4v. 2.5 amps'.,,
4v. 4 amps., 12/6 each. Type R.0.3, 350-0-350v. 150
m.a., 4v. 2.5 amps, 4v. ,t :Amps., 4v. 5 amps., 15/- each.
Type R.C.4, 500-0-500i.% 150 ma., 4v. 2 amps., 4v.
2 amps., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 5.6 amps., 21/- each.
All the above centre -tapped windings. Type R -.C.5,
100 -watt auto transformer, 100-110v., 200-250v.,
reversible, 12/6 each. Type R.C.B., 350-0-350v. 80
m.a., 5v. 2amps., 6.3v. 5 amps., 6/11 each. All trans-

Sussex Road, South Croydon.

formers 200-250v. tapped primaries.

BANKRUPT -Bargains. Brand new 1939 models,
makers' sealed cartons, with guarantees, at less

and 7 -pin. 4d. each. Oetals, 6d. each. Loctals, 10d.each. 7 -pin English type, 3d. each.

40 per cent. below listed prices ; also Midgets, portables, car radio. Send 14d. stamp for lists.-Radie
Bargains, Dept. P.W., 201-3, Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

CHASSIS

mouriting valve -holders, American 4 -5 -6

POLAR N.S.F. 1 watt resistances, 4d. each, 3/9 dozen.

All sizes up to 2 meg.
WEARITE

110 k/c I.F. transformers, 1/- each,
(Continued on nage iii.

-
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(Continued from page 40.)
American C.T.S., finest, made,.
divided spindles. Length, 2i". With switch. 2,000,
5,000, 10,000 25,000, 100,000, 250,000 500,000, and
1 meg., 2/6 each. Wire wound ;5 watt (less switch),
2,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, and 25,000 ohms, 21 each.
VOLUME controls.

24 MFD. can type, electrolytics, 450v. working, 1/ each.

B.I. wire -end type bias electrolytics. 50 mfd., 12v,
1/6 each ; 50 mfd., 50v, 2/- each.
TUBULAR wire -end non -inductive paper condensers.

All sizes up to 0.1, 5d. each, 4/9 dozen.
PLESSEY energised speakers, 6" cone, 1,500 ohms field,
5/11 each.
BATTERY output pentode valves. Well-known make.

each.

3/11

BATTERY double diode triode. Well-known make.

3,'6 each.

ROTARY converters, 6v. and 12v., D.C. input, output
240v. 40 in.a. Complete with smoothing and soppres,
sion. State voltage when ordering. 'Fo clear 15/- each.
RAYTHEON first -grade valves.
-Largest stockists,
all types in stock, including glass series, glass octal
series, metal series, bantom series; single -ended series,
and resistance tubes, all at most competitive prices;
send for valve lists. All orders must include sufficient
postage to cover. Hours of business: 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
weekdays. Sathrday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m. Please write
your address in block letters.

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1.
TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.

ior

PREMIER
RADIO

Radio's Bargains.

ALL Guaranteed. Postage Extra.
5/- Parcel of useful Components, comprising Con-

densers, Resistances, Volume Controls, Wire, Circuits,
etc. Value 25/-. 5/- per parcel.
15/- Service Man's Component Kit.
Electrolytic
Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances, Tubular.
Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc. 120
articles contained in strong carrying case, If x 7." x 7",
15/- the Kit.
21/. Small Trader's Parcel of Components. 150
Articles comprising all types Condensers, Valve
Holders, Resistances, Chokes, Coilt, Wire, etc. Value

85/, 21/- the parcel.

100 Wire -end Resistances, assorted capacities.
and 1 watt, 5/- per 100.
Loud -speaker Units, 2/6 ; Crystal Sets,
5/6 ; Westectors Type W2, 2/0 ; Crystal Detectors,
2, ; Crystals, 6d. ; Marconi V24 Valves, 9d.
2/- Tool or Instrument Carrying Cases, ex Government Stock; Wood, 9" x 7" x 7", 2/-.
SOUTHERN Radio, 46, Lisle Street, London, W.C.
5/-

ORMOND

Gerrard 6653.

LONDON Central Radio Stores, 2:1, Lisle Street, W.C.2.

Gerrard 2969.
Multi -contact Selector Switches, 12/6.
EX-G.P.O. Multi -contact Relays for Automatic
Tuning. etc. Superior Models complete with Contacts,
3;6 and 4/6. Huge Selection and Bargains for Callers.
. LONDON Central 'Radio Stores; 23, Lisle Street, W.C.2.

4ierrard 2969.
RADIO

Exchanges. Wanted good second-hand
radio sets in exchange for brand new 1939/40 models
leading makes with guarantees and cash adjustment.
Send 11d. stamp for list of makes. Radio Exchanges,
610, Kingsbury Road, Erdington, Birmingham.

your H.T. battery with Mallory vibrator
converter, 12v., 150v., 30m.a., 18/9; listed £5/5/0.
Or Genemotor, 12v., 250v., 50m.a., 25/, Postage
1/3.-Aeronautical Radio, 47, River Road, LittleSCRAP

hampton.

for L.T. Rectifiers for charging
and safety, -12v. lighting, from 12/6.-Thompsons,
176, Greenwich High Road, S.E.10.
TRANSFORMERS

Radio, 22, Grimshaw Lane, Ormskirk,
Collaro AC. Motors, 12" turntable, 27/6; with pickup, 42/6. Rola:G.12 energised speakers, 52/6, P.M.
65/, d.fwd new goods.
stamp list.
COULPHONE

1

VAUXHALL.-All goods previously advertised are
still available; send now for latest price list, free.Vauxhall Utilities, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.
BANKRUPT Bargains.

Good stock of new receivers
-butlin, 6, Stanford Avenue, Brighton.

at keen prices.

Practically every type of valve.

AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK, 300
pages, 3s by post. -16, Ashridge Gardens, London,
R.S.G.B.

N.13.

UNIVERSAL VALVE TESTER, also Universal meter
wanted. State make, age and price. 44, Frankfort

Street, Plymouth.

UP TO DATE RADIO

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST
AND FULL PARTICULARS OF

Latest type Magnetic Pick-up, Auto -stop, Start
and Rejector. Limited number only at 14/19;6,
Carriage Paid.
Dual

Special Offer of

ARMSTRONG
QUALITY CHASSIS

Rang: Screened Coils

by well-known manufacturer. Aerial or ILI.
coil. Accurately matched suitable Band -Pass.
Complete
Medium and long -wave operation.
with full diagrams, 2/9 each.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS
Incorporating the Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil. 11-86
Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is complete
with all components, diagrams and 2 -volt valves.
3 -Band S.W. 1 -Valve Kit, 14/9.

Valve Kit, 22/6.

3 -Band S.W. 2 -

DE LUXE S.W. KITS
coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions for
building and working. Each Kit is supplied with a
steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in Coils to
tune from 13 to 170 metres.
1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit
1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit
1 Valve Short -Wave A.G. Superhet Converter

Kit

..

ON
EASY TERMS
11E1' ItoDEE SS10-

STRAIGHT " 10 -valve 11.4h Fidelity
4q.11 -wave. incorRadiogram chassis.
porating 2 Independent circuits, Superheterodyne and

* WE SUPPLY

on most tovoutaltle term:,
sit
well - known Bete.
Speakers, Valves, etc.,

domestic Electric EquipAll cart. paid.
inept.
Cash or C.O.D. orders sent

by retain.

Complete to the last detail, Including all Valves and

Straight: having R.F. pre amplifier. R.C. coupled push pull Triode output capable
of handling 6 watts.
(AWE( PRICE 118.44 Or

* wan
10

ORDER. and

monthly

ments of 21P -

pay -

LONDON RADIO'SUPPLY COMPANY
.1:ia'u irf,m "eldreee)

" WINDEN," ARDINGLY IIG., BALCOMBE, SUSSEX

20;23/-

The "Fluxite Quins". at work.

26/3

29/-

3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

Kit
REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4 v., A.C. Types,
A.C./H.L.,
A.C./H.P.,

A.C./L.,

A.C./V.-M.S.G.,

A.C./S.G_,

A.C./V.H.P. (5 -pin), all 5/3 each.
A.C./H.P., A.C./V.H.P. (7 -pin), 7/6 ; A.C.;PensI.H., 7/6 ; A.C.;P.X.4, 7/3 ; Oct. Freq. Changers,
8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; 350 v. F.W.

Rect., 5/6 ; 500 v. F. W. Rect., 6/6 ; 13 v..2 amps.
Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5;6 ; H.F. Pens and Var.Mu. H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq.
Changers, 7/6 each. Full and Half -wave Rectifiers,
6/6 each. TRIAD HIGH-GR#DE U.S.A. VALVES, all types

in stock. Standard tubes, 5;6 each. Octal Base
tubes, 6/6 each.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for A.C.
Mains. Westiughouce Rectification complete and
ready for use. To charge 2 volts at amp., 11/9;
6 volts at amp., 19/- ;6 volts at 1 amp., 22,16 ;
12 volts at 1 amp.. 24/6: 6 volts at 2 amps., 37;6.

PREMIER 1940 HIGH FIDELITY
AMPLIFIER KITS
Each Kit is complete with ready -drilled
chassis,
selected
components,
specially
matched valves and lull diagrams and

instruction:.

Kit of parts

with valves.
4 -watt A.C. Amplifier £2 - 6 - 6
4 -watt A.C./D.C.
£2 - 6 - 6
6 -watt A.C.

8-10 watt A.C./H.07

-

2-6

15 - 5 - 0

£6 -

15 -watt A.C.

14

0

Completely

See that FLUXITE Is always be }nu-in the

house-garage-workshop-wherever speedy soldering Is needed. Used for 30 years in government works and by lending engineers and menufaelurers. Of Ironmongers-In tins, 4d., 8d..

14 and 213.
Ask to see the FLL'XITE SMALL -SPACE SOLDERING SET-eompact but substan

complete with full instructions, 7 6.

TO CYCLISTS ! Your 'wheels will pn' keep
round and true, unless the spokes are (tea with
fine wire at the crosstnes AND SOLDERED.
This makes a much stranger who:I. It's ample
-with FLUX ITS-but IMPORTANT.

£3 - 4 - 0
£3 - 4 - 0

£7 - 0 - 0

16 - 2 18 - 2 -

6
6

Short -Wave Condensers all -brass
construction, with Trolitul insulation., 15 mmf.,
1/9; 25 mmf., 1/10; 40 mmf., 2/-, 100 mmf.,
2/3 ; 160 mmf., 2/7 ; 250 mini., 2/11.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin
types, 13-26, 22-47, 41-49, 78-170 metres, 2/. each,

Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-150

metres, 4/9 set, with circuit. Premier 3 -band
S.W. coil, 11-2.5, 19-43, 38-86 metres. Suitable

any type circuit,

Not a oasisper of crackle or groan."
Yes. my dear." replied Eh.
"Theresa only one VOY
ELUXITE elan&
To fix

Tested.

PREMIER

with circuit.

Cried 0o, " a ilia a beatittfid tone

Wired and

Black Crackle Steel Cabinet 15/- extra.

2/11.

Formers, 4- and 8 -pin, plain or -threaded,
1/2 each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials. Direct and 1001 1
Ratios, 4/3.
Jelly Type High Voltage Condensers, lmf. 3,000 v.
working, 7/6 each.
Orders 5/- and over sent Post Free. Under 5/ please add 6d. postage.
Coil

The FLUXITE GUN Is always ready to put
Plus:Ile on the soldering lob Instantly. A lit tie
pressure places the flab t quantity on the right
spot and one charging lasts for ages. Prior
le. or filled 2,6.
%trite for Free Rook on the art of "soft "
and ask for Leaflet on CASE-HARDL SING
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200 illustrations.
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Measuring Output Voltages

will also be broadcast on special occasions. county to the microphone ; hardy dales MANY constructors are content simply The starting date will be fixed as soon as men to talk of how they are getting over
the winter ; and a farmer from East Yorkto build a receiver or amplifier and the record has been prepared.

if it sounds good enough to leave it alone.

On the other hand, many experimenters " I Am a Jew "
THE tragedy of a Jewish family in
prefer, when a receiver or amplifier has
Berlin during the Nazi terror which
been completed, to measure various facts
about it. For instance, its A.C. output ; swept Jews out of their jobs and thousands
voltage gain ; noise level, etc. There are of them into concentration camps, is the
various other factors which may be ascer- subject of a play called " I am a Jew,"
tained, although in many instances rather which is to be broadcast on March 28th.

shire ; while the industrial West Riding will

also be represented. Naturally, it will be
impossible to stage a show about Yorkshire
without some reference to sport. and
Geoffrey is hoping that his listeners with the
Forces will be able to hear the voice of some
prominent member of the Yorkshire cricket
club.

elaborate apparatus is required for the This play, which will be produced by Howard
purpose. However, a good A.C. voltmeter Rose, is a translation by Geoffrey R. Recital from the North
will enable quite a number of measure- Edwards from the German of " N.N."
*TWO Northern artists are to give a recital
ments to be made, and in this issue we de- It tells the story of a Jewish ex -ray specialist
on March 29th in the Home Service
scribe a simple meter of this type which and his family. Set in the autumn of 1938, programme.
They are Dorothy Donaldson,
may be used to measure the output and in it shows how the Professor is forced to the Huddersfield
soprano, who has sung
the article is also explained how the leave his great work in a Berlin hospital
Covent Garden and toured with the
noise level may be measured. Although and how the family life not only of the at
Carte Opera Company abroad ;
not normally needed, it is quite an inter- Professor but also of his children is D'Oyly
Sydney Errington, of Leeds, the wellesting process to make these measurements completely broken up. It is a terrible and
viola player. Mr. Errington is a
and, apart from them, the ability to see on story of the shattering effects of Nazism known
a meter needle just what changes are on a number of people, working and con- member of the Halle Orchestra.
effected in output when certain modifica- tributing of their best to communal life, as
tions are made to a receiver, will be found the scientist is doing, simply for the
greatly to increase the interest of experi- of being a non -Aryan in Nazi Germany.
menting.
Haphazard changes will be
avoided and changes in output which might 66 Yorkshire "
be due to some peculiar local condition or
GEOFFREY BRIDSON is busy touring
even a modification in the transmission
Yorkshire in search of material which
will also be avoided.
should make a fine feature in the " Old
Country " series. In his programme on

National Anthems

" Art Thou Not Romeo ? "
"

ART Thou Not Romeo ? " is the

title of a " Green -Room " comedy
by P. H. Burton to be broadcast on April
3rd in the Home Service programme. This
programme will contain versions of the

famous Balcony Scene written in the manner
of Noel Coward's " Private Lives," Eugene
" Yorkshire," which is to be broadcast O'Neill's " Strange Interlude " and Bernard

B.B.C. announces that a special for the Forces on March 30th, Geoffrey Shaw's " Man and Superman." The pro-

THErecording of the British, French and will bring all sorts of people from that duction will be by T. Rowland Hughes.
Polish National Anthems is being made

by the B.B.C. Orchestra. It is intended that

this recording shall be broadcast nightly

at the end of the Home Service programme
(12.15 a.m.) ; on Sunday nights it will
be heard before the 9 o'clock News and it
Editorial and Advertisement Offices:
t " Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
! Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, I
W.C.2.
'Phone : Temple Bar 4363.
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
4
t Registered at the G.P.O. as a newspaper and ;
t for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
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Reading a Theoretical Diagram -2
Further Details Concerning the Reading and Application
of the Shorthand of Radio
By L. 0. SPARKS
BEFORE proceeding further with the ponents in radio, and as these are invariably (A.C.) from the secondaries of the mains
examination of the various signs, fitted with quite a number of terminal transformer. The third secondary winding
it would be advisable to consider sockets, all usually clearly marked, or with on this component provides the heaters of
the actual components. The beginner colour -coded leads, no difficulty should be the three valves with their required
should take the first opportunity of be- experienced in recognising, them.
voltage and current.
coming familiar with the general shapes
This particular circuit embodies almost
and markings of the components commonly Switch Types
all the symbols, and it should therefore
employed in a receiver. The amount of
Switches are one item which are made provide excellent practice. As already
experience that can be gained will, of in many different styles or patterns, but if mentioned, the coils are built up from the
course, depend on the amount of gear in they are subjected to a careful examination standard inductance sign, while the H.F.
the spares -box, but even if the stock is it is not a very difficult matter to determine choke in the anode circuit of the detector
to get their type and possibly the purpOse for should be readily recognised.
very low one should always be
Ordinary and differential variable cona good general impression of the various which they are intended. The symbols
parts by studying the plan -wiring diagrams

which appear in these pages from time to
time. It should not be difficult for anyone
to recognise a variable condenser and trace
out the connections to the fixed and
moving vanes. For our purpose, it is

sufficient to assume that there are two
distinct types, namely, those employing
air as the dielectric and those which use

various forms of insulating material such,
as mica or bakelised paper.

for the most simple types are shown in the
list to which reference was made last week.
The most common is, perhaps, the one on
the extreme right, which indicates a three-

densers are shown, and the wave changing

other signs are really

type which have to be connected with their

makes use of a three-point switch which
we have just discussed. The L.F. components, and there is an L.F. transformer,
point on -off switch so widely used for two L.F. chokes, and a mains transformer,
wave -changing or breaking the supplies are clearly indicated by their characteristic
from the H.T. and L.T. batteries. The symbols. It will be noted that some of the
small circle shown in the centre is intended fixed condensers are marked positive and
to represent the movable contact, and it negative. When these signs are shown
should be noted, that this is sometimes against the symbol for a fixed condenser
it indicates that they are of the electrolytic
indicated as a small black triangle.
The

self-explanatory, but it is advisable to become polarity correct.
Modern coils are easily recognisable by familiar with what might appear to be the
the size and shape of the screening can, two simplest, namely, the last two signs, Simple Decoupling
Quite a lot is heard nowadays of de number of terminals or connecting leads which show how to draw wires when they
and weight. One common snag which are joined together, and when they cross coupling and grid -stoppers. The former
appears to exist to a very great extent over but do not make any contact with consists of a resistance and condenser
with this component is the fact that a
,5m Choke
reader gets hold of one or two coils for
which he does not know the correct connect
tions. While vast numbers appeal to the
at
-4Query Service for help in this direhtion,

Coils

it must be appreciated that unless the

maker's name and the type number of the
component can be given, it is impossible

1-5

for the coil to be identified and help to
be given. Owing to the huge number of
coils produced, if the maker's name is

Ca

visible, it is usually worth while communicating with them, as they can invariably
supply a printed connection chart, unless
the coil is very old.
Most H.F. chokes of modern design are

co
CD

housed in a small metal screening can,
although, of course there are many types
Study thu circuit careful y and note how the various components
without such screening, but it should not
are incorporated.
be adifficult matter to recognise them, as
each
other.
Failure
to
remember
these
two combination while the latter is usually a
they are quite light, small, and only fitted
simple items might result in disastrous resistance only. Their objects are common ;
with two terminals.
results to a receiver.
they endeavour to prevent H.F. currents
As stated last week, practice is the only from getting through into adjacent stages.
Transformers and Chokes
method of becoming perfect so far as re- Simple anode decoupling is shown in the
L.F. transformers, however, are often membering and applying the signs, and it detector and H.F. anode circuits, the rehoused in cases of different material and is up to every beginner to look upon all sistance R7 and the condenser C9 and R4
shape, but again, these are invariably fitted theoretical diagrams as material provided and C5 forming the decoupling arrangewith four marked terminals for an ordinary
L.F. coupling component or five terminals

for such practice.

ments...A grid -stopper is shown between the

grid terminal of the L.F. transformer and
the corresponding terminal of the output
To this end, a three -valve circuit, plus valveholder. It is marked R9.

for push-pull, Q.P.P. and Class B units.

Practice Circuit

are naturally rather heavywhen compared

rectifier, is shown above, and
If the circuit is examined diligently, quite
although it is not as simple as most begin- a lot of useful information can be gleaned,
ners would like to choose for their initial as all the connections shown are perfectly
efforts, it is not so difficult as it might orthodox, but, of course, the values of the
appear at first sight.
various resistances will depend on the valves

These items, owing to their iron

core,

coils or condensers. The normal
markings are Plate or Anode and H.T.
positive for the primary, and G or grid
and G.B. for the secondary. On some of
the early components the terminals were
with

often marked O.P. and I.P. for the primary
and O.S. and I.S. for the secondary.

L.F. choices might seem to be similar

in shape to some transformers, but they can

be recognised by the fact that only two

valve

The circuit is a normal three-valver,
using an H.F. pentode for the H.F. stage,
which has its output transformer coupled
to an ordinary triode detector. The output
from this valve is fed into a triode power
output valve via an ordinary L.F. transformer. The fourth valve is a full -wave

employed.

Beginners would do well to try to draw
the circuit from memory, and then check
their efforts against the original, taking'
particular care to note whether the various
voltages, etc., are applied to the correct
electrodes of the valves or their associated

connections or leads are provided. Mains
transformers are about the heaviest com- rectifier which receives its operating voltages components.
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Radio in the services
A Refresher Course for the Radio Mechanic -3
By Frank Preston
WHAT simple tests would you apply to

micro-henries.-whilst the inductance of an

Were it known that a decoupling resistor

The different characteristic is

the required wattage rating would be

an L.F. transformer suspected of L.F. choke is more often in the region of passed 20 mA and " dropped " 180 volts.

being faulty ?

There are three main tests to be applied:
continuity of primary winding, continuity
of secondary winding, and insulation
between windings and between core and
windings. In some instances it might also

be desirable to check the approximate

resistance of the windings
since there may be a
short-circuit between one
or more sections of them.
The simplest tests of all

can be made by using a
pair of 'phones (or a P.M.

speaker) and a small dry
battery ; a grid -bias battery is suitable. First
the 'phones should be
placed in series with the
battery, after which one
lead from the battery

would be connected to,

25 henries.

accounted for by the comparatively few founaby multiplying the current in amps.

turns of wire, on an air core, in the case of by the voltage drop. In this case the
an H.F. choke, and the use of a far greater answer would be 20/1,000 times 180, or
number of turns, on an iron core, for an 3.6 watts.
L.F. chote. (This is only a generalisation,
since it is possible, although very unusual,
What instruments, in addition to a multi range meter, would you

Those making application for enrolment as radio
mechanics are required to pass a test. Success in this
may mean immediate promotion.

In this third article are

given some further questions of a type which may
be asked-it is not suggested that any of them have
been asked - along with what can be considered
suitable replies. Preliminary sets of typical questions
and suggested replies were given in the last two issues.

say, one primary terminal
of the transformer. The
second 'phone lead would
then be touched against the second primary
terminal. If the windings were intact a
" plop " would be heard as the circuit was
completed and broken. That is, there
there
should be two distinct " plops."
were only one, or if the noise'was faint, the
transformer could probably be considered
defective.
Precisely the same test could be applied

to the secondary, and the same method of
deduction employed. Other tests would

to have a low -inductance non -core choke or
a high -inductance air -core choke.)

windings should be in the region of 1,000

and 10,000 ohms, respectively, for the

I.F.

trans-

former a steady signal,
accurate

stage -by -stage

tests could be made. The

modulated oscillator

would also provide an accurate method of carrying
out any alignment which
might be found necessary.
An output meter would also be valuable,

Explain the difference between wavelength
circuit, so that a voltage is developed across and frequency, and give a simple rule by
it. Thus, it can be said that chokes of both means of which one may be converted into the

offers an impedance to the currents in the

other.

0 01-.4

(

Wireless waves travel at the same speed
(about 300,000,000 metres a

as light

second) and always travel at precisely

the same speed. Thus, if the wavelength
were 1,000 metres there would be 300,000
" waves " a second. The " waves " are
more correctly described as cycles, so it

may be seen that a wavelength of 1,000
metres is the same as 300,000 cycles, or

xvnr

battery and a milliammeter. At first a
The resistance of the primary and secondary

subsequent

frequency, or radio -frequency, circuits. Each

noise is loud there is probably a short-circuit.

until a mid -scale reading was obtained.

into the first, second or

if not essential, *hen making final adjustments for alignment. This is because the
but one is for use in low- or audio -frequency ear is by no means a sensitive organ for the
circuits,
used in high - purpose of comparing volume levels.

windings and between windings 'and core.
In these cases, there should be only a very
faint " click " as contact is made. If the

very low voltage would be applied, but this
could gradually be increased, if necessary,

would be a modulated

oscillator, which could be
tuned to the intermediate
frequency.
By feeding

They both function in a similar manner,

be made in the same way between the

Resistance tests would normally be made
by using a resistance bridge, but a rough
check would be possible by using an H.T.

desirable when
testing superhet receivers ?
The most important
consider

....

/se
dld
Method of testing a faulty transformer

300 kilocycles per second. This is generally
expressed as 300 kc/s.
From the above example, it will be seen
that wavelength in metres can be converted

to frequency in kilocycles per second by
dividing the wavelength into 300,000.

Thus 300 metres is equivalent to 1,000 kc/s,

types act in a similar manner to a resistor and 20 metres is equivalent to 15,000 kc/s.
variations occur in the different components in a D.C. circuit. There is much more that The frequencies corresponding to short
in use.
could be written on this subject, for the wavelengths are often given in megacycles
average small transformer, but very wide

exact behaviour is best studied in con- (millions of cycles), so 20 metres would be
Is wattage dissipation the same as power junction with the particular circuit in which given as 15 megacycles-or more correctly,
output, as applied to an output valve?
the component is used.
15 megacycles per second.
No, the two are entirely different.
Frequency can be converted into waveGive two methods of determining the length by dividing the number of kcis
Wattage dissipation is found by multiplying
together the applied anode voltage and required wattage rating of a resistor for use into 300,000, or the number of megacycles
anode current (in amperes), whilst power in a given circuit.
into 300. This can easily be verified by
When the value of the resistor was working backwards
output is a measure of the L.F. wattage
with the examples given
developed across the output load. The known, and also the current passing through above.
wattage dissipation is always considerably it, the minimum safe wattage rating would
What do you understand by frequency greater than the maximum undistorted be found by multiplying the square of the
power output. In many cases the pro- current in amps. by the resistance in ohms. changing, as applied to a superhet ?
The expression is self-explanatory, for
portion is about four to one, but there is no For example, suppose a bias resistor is
required for a valve which passes 30 mA. it refers to the process of changing the
constant factor.
H.T. current, and the resistance required

frequency of the received signal to a

Explain briefly the differences between an is given as 500 ohms. The wattage rating different frequency, which is more conH.F. and an L.F. choke, and explain in few would be 30/1,000 times 30/1,000 times 500, venient for amplification purposes. Thus,

which is 900/1,000,000 times 500 or 9/20 in most modern superhets, the frequency
An H.F. choke has a comparatively low watt. Obviously, the nearest " round of the received ,signal (whatever it may be)
inductance-an average value is 300,000 figure " value is watt.
(Continued on next page)
words how each operates.
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An Improved
Press -button Deviiie
S

Details of a Press -button Receiver
with Automatic Change -over to
Matual Tuning
MANY present-day wireless receivers

III

K may be operated for continuous manual

Sectional diagram of the improved press -button

device explained in the article.
are provided with a control for tuning.
participates in the axial motion of the
continuous manual tuning, as well
The control circuits of the motor M spindle
A. The disc T has secured to it a
as with push -buttons for selecting one or include any well-known form of station other of a number of pre -determined selecting switch (not shown), which is cord N which on depressing the spindle A
stations. In some such cases pressing in a mechanically coupled to the tuning con- pulls the locking strip VI to the right and
push-button effects the correct setting of denser D, and the switches Si and S2. thus releases any press -button which may
have been held depressed. A tension spring

the variable condenser by purely mechanical means, while in others the condenser
is moved to the required position by means
of a motor.

One or other of the push -buttons DI and
D2 may be depressed against the pressure Z1 maintains under permanent tension the
springs Fl and F2 respectively, to actuate cord N which is led over the roller R.
The arrangement described has the
switch Si or switch S2, and thus complete
a circuit of the motor M and cause the additional advantage that the press -buttons

release any station -selecting button that is
held down, and thus condition the receiver
for manual tuning.
Confusion is likely to anise if an operator
fails to actuate the extra press -button

away from the projections by means of the
spring Z. On depressing, say, push-button
Dl, the interlocking strip is pushed to the
right against the force of the tension spring

For example, the shafts A, B, and the clutch

securely in its depressed position.

which, when energised, causes the latching

The various push -buttons are usually
interlocked together in such a way that tuning condenser to be driven to a pre- cannot be operated while the shaft A is
any button which is pressed is held in its selected tuning position. The projections clutched to the shaft B for manual tuning.
depressed pOsition, but may be released Ni and N2 on the plunger of the press - Alternative Methods
by the act of pressing any one of the buttons are adapted to engage in the holes
Other methods for releasing the press
remaining buttons; an extra press button Al and A2 of the interlocking strip Vi, buttons automatically prior to a manualis provided which, when operated, will which is permanently drawn to the side tuning operation can readily be devised.
Kl, K2 may be replaced by a single shaft
permanently coupled to the condenser D,

and the control knob K, which is formed of

Z so that the previously depressed push- insulating material, may be provided with a
before attemptink to operate the manual button D2 is released, whereas on the other pair of contacts such as slip rings arranged
control, and there is also the possibility hand the projection Ni of the push- in the circuit of a valve ; the anode circuit
of the receiver being damaged.
button DI thenceforward holds the latter of the valve will include an electro-magnet

Interlocking

This difficulty may be overcome, and Manual Control
the necessity for the extra press -button
The spindle A carrying the manual
avpided, by interlocking the press -buttons control knob K is adapted to be coupled
and the manual control together in such a by the clutch Kl, K2 to the spindle B,

way that any

station -selecting button
which is depressed is released automatically

when an initial movement is imparted to
the manual control.
An example of such an arrangement is
shown in the accompanying illustration,

in which the press -buttons Dl and D2
may be actuated selectively to cause the
receiver to select one or other of two preselected stations, while the control knob

RADIO IN THE SERVICES
(Continued from previous page)

is changed to about 465 kc/s, on which
frequency the I.F. amplifkr is designed
to work.

This is brought about by " mixing "

the received signal with other oscillations.

The two sets of oscillations, at different
frequencies, are said to " beat " together,

with the result that the resultant frequency
is equal to the difference between the two.
Thus, if the frequency of the signal to be
received was 2,000 kc/s and the I.F.
amplifier was tuned to 465 kc/s, the oscilis

almost invariably

The oscillator,' whether it is one section

of a frequency -changing valve or a separate

valve, can be considered as a miniature
transmitter. Its tuning circuit is ganged
and aligned with that of the first detector,
or input, circuit so that it is always tuned

purpose of releasing any depressed button,
and the grid circuit of the valve will include

a high resistance, and will be fed with a

strong negative bias voltage.
which is geared to the tuning condenser D.
The arrangement will be such that when
The spindle A may be displaced axially the slip rings are connected together
against the pressure of spring F3 to close through the hand of an operator, the negathe clutbh and then rotated while depressed tive biasing voltage will be diverted from
to operate the condenser D. On the spindle the grid of the valve, thus permitting curA is seated a disc T, which is freely rotatable rent to flow through the anode circuit and
with respect to the spindle and is itself energise the electro-magnet.
secured against undesired rotation, and is
The mere act of grasping the manual
pressed against the spring F3 by means of control knob 'will thus cause the receiver
the connecting disc P, and consequently to be conditioned for manual tuning.
to a frequency of 465 kc/s (or any other I.F.

desired) above that to which the input
circuit is tuned.
What is an oscillatory circuit ?

This is simply another name for a tuning

circuit, .which comprises inductance and
COIL
ONDUCTANCE)

CONDENSER
(CAPACITY)

A simple oscillatory circuit.

lator frequency would have to be either capacity, generally in the form of a. coil
2,465 kc/s or 1,535 kcis in practice the with a variable condenser connected in
higher frequency
employed.

member to move to the right for the

parallel with it.

NEWNES TELEVISION AND
SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK
5/-, or 5/6 by post from

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Wide World Magazine
IT'S very easy for us in these days to
accept without question all the
blessings of radio. A traveller just back

from Australia reports that about two

years ago he walked into a house some
four hundred miles from the railhead,

and saw a man seated in a chair working
an arrangement of cycle -pedals as if for
dear life (yet not travelling an inch), and
talking into a little black box. Through-

out the interior of Australia there are
_dozens of such low -powered short-wave

wireless telephones with which settlers
keep in touch with base stations. Readers
will probably be interested to read

" Wireless in the Wilds " in the April
issue of the famous WIDE WORLD
MAGAZINE-an article which does
more than describe these little " pedal
while you talk " sets. The TVIDE
WORLD incidentally is a grand maga-

zine to send onto anyone in H.M. Farces.

4

ON YOU

VELENGTH
It is More common in older sets, and becomes

Radio and Motoring Offences
I SEE that in America, the land of

particularly troublesome when the hightension battery begins to run down. The

original, if quaint, ideas, they are using
radio to inform a motorist when he is disobeying the traffic regulations or exceeding
the speed limit. Most American cars are
fitted with radio, and it is suggested that it
should be made compulsory for every car in

that country to be fitted with a radio set.
Thus, the policemen on control duty (in

America they are mounted in a high tower
at control points ; they are afraid to come
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fault can often be cured by the wellknown method of fitting a decoupling
resistance in the detector anode lead and
by-passing this with a 2-mfd. condenser.

By Thermion

down !) would operate a low -powered radio

When two transformer -coupled L.F.
valves are employed, the trouble can often
be remedied by reversing the leads to the
secondary terminals of the second transformer. Sometimes the howling is caused
when the speaker is near to the set, by inter -

coupling between the loudspeaker leads

transmitter so that when he spotted a

screen voltage too high. To check for (3) and the first valve. In that case, the remedy
touch anode terminal with damp finger ; is to connect a .002 mfd. fixed condenser
the current will change if valve is oscillating. across the loudspeaker terminals or to emIf the'anode current fluctuates when signals ploy .metal -shielded wire for the speaker
In the latter case the metal screening
are not being received there must be a leads.
bad contact in either anode or grid circuit. should be connected to earth or high-tension
Yet another way of preventing
roof of the car, so that the motorist instead of To check, first short-circuit the anode com- negative.
howling is to connect the first L.F.
muttering unheard curses about pedestrians ponents in turn to find which, if any, is the
to the grid of the L.F. valve
would be able to make his thoughts heard. wrong. Then do the same with grid -circuit transformer
a non -inductive resistance of any
He would be able to tell them to clear out components. When the anode current to through
about 100,000 ohms. A similar kind
of the way 100 yards ahead, and thus would every valve is normal and yet reception value
is impossible, it is fairly safe to assume that of trouble to that just dealt with is fredispense with the need of a motor horn.
a component in either the grid or anode quently caused by a " mierophonic "
detector valve. The detector valve is
circuit is short-circuited.
Soldiers' Humour
sensitive to vibration, and when it receives
IT is not always easy to raise a smile in
a slight jar, a " ring " or "hum " is heard
these days, but, as in the last war, it is Intermittent Reception and Crackling in the speaker. If the speaker is near the
THESE two forms of trouble are often valve the vibration set up by the diaphragm
always obvious that our artists have risen
confused one with the other, so it causes the valve to vibrate still more. This
nobly to the occasion. Some of those
famous over twenty years ago are still with might be well to explain the difference. process goes on indefinitely, the sound
us, and readers will find the work of the Intermittent reception, that is when signals increasing meanwhile. The cure in this
leading humorous' artists of the day every come and go without there being any noises, case is to use an anti-microphonic valve week in The Humorist. The good humour is generally caused by a fault in the holder and to wrap the valve in thick felt.
of the British soldier is proverbial, for he is aerial or tuning circuits, whilst cracking Instead of felt, a good result is often
always ready to crack a joke himself, and to is more often due to a bad contact in an obtained by sticking a lump of plasticine
The method of testing on top of the glass bulb.
laugh at those of his fellows. The Humorist anode circuit.
reflects this spirit in every issue. It gives anode -circuit components has been dealt

motorist over the white line or passing the
traffic lights he could mutter " Grertcha !
wotheyelldyerthinkyerdoin ! Stop on the
nearside kerb." It is only fair that each car
should also be fitted with a low -powered
transmitter, and a small P.A. outfit on the

us the lighter side of the war-cheering with previously, and the tests described The Bleater of Bremen
If the crackling can be
those at home, and bringing a real weekly apply in this case.
tonic to every camp and Mess all over the provoked by lightly tapping the panel it is
quite clear that a connection must be loose,
world where English is spoken.
but if it is unaffected by this treatment a
transformer or similar component is probWeak Reception
defective. In the former case make
GENERALLY speaking, the cause of ably
weak reception can be traced in many sure that all the valves fit tightly in their
and that the pins are clean. Also
ways, but there are a few individual tests sockets
of the
which are sometimes necessary. The most take the same precautions in respect
Crackling
important of these is to measure the anode high-tension wander plugs.
are very frequently caused by a runcurrent of each valve in turn. A milliam- noises
high-tension battery or by a faulty
meter is required for this purpose, and down
one showing a full-scale deflection of 10 cell. A new battery would, of course,
milliamps is most convenient. Measure put things right, but a temporary remedy
the anode current to each valve by breaking might be effected by connecting a 2-mfd.
the connection between H.T.-1- and the or 4-mfd. condenser between H.T. negative
anode component (resistance, transformer and one of the positive tappings. Interprimary, choke, etc.). The current passing mittent reception is often caused in a very

IN Bremen there's a " Bleater,"
Who nightly makes us grin,
The Broadcasts which he gives are most
amusing ;

Lord Haw -Haw he is known as,

And his object's pretty plain,
And the motives which inspire him not
confusing.

He is surely not a fit 'un
To strike terror in the Briton,

All the blather which he bleats we
ridicule ;

So whenever " Hans " or " Carl
Begins his nightly snarl
We grin and say " Hello.! That Haw Haw fool ! "

can then be compared with that given on the
maker's instructions sheet for the particular
H.T. voltage used. Remember that it is the
voltage between the anode of the valve and

sharply tuned set by the aerial lead-in Does he think, poor fool, we're blind,
blowing to and fro and so changing its And don't know what lies behind
capacity to earth. The same effect would
be noticed if some wires or components

All the piffie and the rubbish which he

cates (1) too much grid bias, (2) run-down
accumulator, (3) defective valve. In the
case of all -mains receivers it might also
indicate that the rectifier valve is losing its
emission, but the H.T. voltage would then
be low. An unduly high anode current
indicates (1) insufficient grid bias (probably
a burnt -out resistance if an all -mains

common isn short-wave receivers, it does
sometimes occur in broadcast instruments.

Rot like that will never fill our mind with
doubts.

spouts ?

free to move inside the set. Although About sunken ships still floating,
H.T.-F which counts, and not the total were
battery voltage. Too low a current indi- this particular form of trouble is most With exaggeration gloating.

set), (2) a break in the grid circuit, (3)
valve oscillating, or (4).if an S.G. or pentode.

Let him boil and froth and bubble,
is wasting all his trouble,
ANOTHER cause of much exasperation HeFor
the Briton's not so easily dismayed ;
This Let him
is low -frequency reaction.
rave until he's ill,
sometimes manifests itself as a constant For we shall
receipt the bill,
whistle which accompanies all reception, and
With our signature " John Bull" : To
sometimes as a peculiar spluttering noise
show it's paid !
" TORCH."
commonly referred to as " motor boating."

Other Common Faults
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

Paderewski

A Brief l'Isunie of the Career of the Great Pianist by our
Music Critic, Maurice Reeve

IN his eightieth year, and recently elected on technical points, they always con- fervour which, from a man of his genuine
President, or Speaker, of the exiled cluded by saying " here is a great pianist and unselfish patriotism, was moving."
Polish Diet, Paderewski presents a who will conquer the world."
That this work now lies in utter ruin must
remarkable figure. He was actually engaged
They did not exaggerate. From that fill the great pianist's old age with welllast winter on a tour of the United States day until a very few years ago he was far nigh overwhelming sadness.
when he suffered a breakdown in health, arid away the greatest drawing power in the
Paderewski has always 'been a prince of
and returned to Europe, and to his con- pianistic world, and only matched in all munificence, and many are the causes
quered native land. Both there and here music by one or two of the greatest operatic which have benefited through his magic
many countrymen of his wept on learning stars. His earnings must easily create a fingers. One of the most notable gifts
the news that this most famous of living record-he has taken over two and a half was six recitals which he gave in England
Poles would probably never play again ; million pounds at the box office. And as a in 1926, the entire proceeds of which
whilst many more knelt at the station to younger man he received three -figure he handed over to the British Legion.
kiss his hand. Sure proof of the esteem and fees for social functions.
That in the Albert Hall yielded £6,000.
affection in which he is held.
Triumph succeeded triumph, tour followed The late King George V awarded him the
Sympathy for the sufferings and out- tour. In America he always travelled in a insignia of a K.C.B.E. He also possesses
rages committed on the soils of the countries private Pullman, which was drawn up in that of a K.C.M.G. given him after the war.
recently conquered by 'our "stop at noth- the sidings at his various stopping. places
But when all is said and done, it is as a
ing " enemies, inevitably takes our thoughts so that his practice could proceed without pianist that Paderewski's name will live
towards those gallant peoples' famous sons, interruption. His New York recitals had to on-the most distinguished, the most
and most particularly their musical geniuses. be transferred to Madison Square Garden, daring, and the most compelling of his
It is passing strange that Germany's as Carnegie Hall was quite incapable of time. He started off with most of the
two chief victims of aggression-Poland holding the vast crowds which flocked to attributes that any young man would
and Czecho-Slovakia-should be two of the hear him.
wish to possess as a means to acquiring
most musically gifted peoples in Europe.
fame. He always presented a magnetic
It is a case of Greek meeting Greek, but I Compositions
personality. Lean and spare, he invariably
intend to include accounts of the lives
Paderewski is also a notable composer, wore a long frock coat with a soft flat
of two very famous Czech musicians- and has many distinguished works to his collar, and big bow tie. His expression
Dvorak and Smetana-in the belief that credit, including an opera, " Manruh," spoke the very soul of the man : absorbed
my readers will be interested.
produced in 1902 ; and a symphony, first in his art but never too much so to be
Paderewski has had an astonishing heard in 1909. His " Minuet, of course, unaware of the spells he bound. A small
career. Born in Podolia in 1860, he was, is one of the most widely known and often moustache and imperial added to the
like Chopin and Sibelius, the subject of an heard compositions ever written.
dignity of his appearance. But his crownalien government. In fact, his father was
During one of his. early American ing glory was what we might call a huge
exiled to Siberia for activities in connection journeys he founded the Paderewski fund mop of red hair which has been immortalwith Polish independence. His mother of 10,000 dollars, the income of which ised in portraits by Burne Jones and
was his first teacher, and he gave his first was to be used to foster native American others. He also possesses all the platform
concerts on a tour of Poland in 1876-77. composers. Several first-class composi- tricks, and no artist of his time could
He was appointed a professor at Warsaw tions have won it from time to time.
hold a packed house in such a fever of
Conservatoire from '78 to '81 and by
The writer first heard him in Queen's excited expectancy, waiting for his appear1887 had completed his own studies in Hall in 1909. He did not play in London ance-usually ten to fifteen minutes late.
Vienna under the greatest of all piano again till 1914, when he made two appearteachers-Leschitizky. He then proceeded ances. His return in 1923, after the Great A Great Showman
to make his debut in the great European War, mellowed by sorrows and his
Volumes could be written of his playing.
capitals, reaching London in the winter of wonderful hair silvered by time, was an It was superb. No pianist has ever
'90-'91. and New York in '91-'92. On this unforgettable experience. He gave three managed to tug at the heart strings as
tour of America he gave 117 concerts.
recitals then.
Paderewski did. And it is this quality
He spent most of the war years of which gives him his title to greatness.
Sensational Debut
'14-'18 in America, marshalling the large Great showman that he was, he never once
His debut was sensational It is not Polish population there behind the cry broke the bounds of good taste or good
possible to quote the critiques verbatim, for an independent Polish State, and musicianship. He unbared the very soul
although I have them by me. No one ever touring, he raised huge sums to help the of the piano. Until the advent of another
aroused such a controversy or diversity of cause. He developed oratorical gifts of a Pole, Horowitz, in our own day, no more
'opinions. He was condemned out of hand high order. There is little wonder that, arresting or original Chopin playing had
for vices-playing with one hand after the when victory came, the newly constituted ever been heard. He could roar like the
other, and for the hardness of his tone in Polish Republic offered him its first Presi- lion or coo like the dove. At one moment
the loudest passages. Such crashing and dency. He accepted, and music lost him he would take the music by the scruff of
smashing had never been heard before (he for three years.
the neck and wring the very life out of it.
used to cut through the felts of the largest
Then, before you knew where you were,
At
Versailles
concert grand in twelve months) ; in fact,
he was the most ardent and plaintive of
his whole style was thoroughly unorthodox.
He completely won over President suitors, dwelling over every note, and
The first piece he ever played in London Wilson and the American delegation at culling the last drop of essence from the
was Mendelssohn's Prelude and Fugue in Versailles, who were, throughout the beautiful music.
E minor, and in the chorale he is said to conference, together with the French,
Liszt is reputed to be the greatest of all
have shaken the very foundations of the the warmest supporters of a Poland pianists. It was he, certainly, who set
old St. James' Hall. Incidentally, the aggrandised beyond its true ethnographical the piano on its career of triumph, and who
first of his three recitals, which constituted boundaries.
The opposition of Lloyd raised it, executively, to its present position
his first London appearance, was sparsely George and the British plenipotentiaries of pre-eminence in the concert world.
attended ; but the third was packed out, was insufficient to thwart these large Paderewski may be, considered as the

designs in all bit minor details. Lloyd finest fruit borne by that succulent tree.
It was the poetry he infused into his George speaks in the monumental work And although we have said good-bye to
readings, together with the fire and passion " The Truth About the Peace Treaty " Paderewski the pianist, no better wish
and gave him a profit of £400 on the series.

that pervaded everything he played, which of how " this charming artist beguiled the could be offered him in his old age than the
won the critics and conquered the public peace conference." And again, of how speedy resurrection of the country which
Paderewski spoke with an emotional he loved so well.
so that, in spite of much adverse comment
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D.C. Heater Circuits
Principles of Wiring of the Filament or

Heater Circuits for D.C. Mains Receivers
ALTHOUGH, under the Grid System, owing to the fact that the choke is being
many districts have now been con- partially short-circuited by the smoothing
verted from D.C. to A.C., there are condenser and the earth condenser, which
still many places which have only D.C. are in series. Therefore, when designing
supplies available. The D.C. receiver is not, a set or mains -unit for use on D.C. mains,
therefore, very popular, but many readers it is essential first to ascertain which side
are interested in the design of this type of of the main is earthed, and then take care

excessive use of shunt resistances, they
should all require the same filament cur-

In commercially designed D.C. receivers,

total resistance of 2,500. The manufacturers

rent). Assuming, for our set, the valves are

rated at .1 amp.,then in order to pass this
current from 250 -volt mains, we should
have to use a resistance having a value
,
but as the
equipment, and it is in the filament or to see that the smoothing choke is in the of 2,500 ohms (R -Voltage)
Amps:
heater arrangements that the main diffi- other lead. If you omit to take this pre- filaments and chokes have ohmic resistance,
culties occur. The H.T. supply may be caution, the chances are that you will hear we must decide what actual total resistance
practically nothing but hum !
they have and deduct it from our required

it is, of course, necessary to provide for
adequate smoothing regardless of which
side of the main is earthed, and, consequently, it is the usual practice to insert
a choke on each side, with a 4 mfd. con -

200/250v denser shunted across before the chokes.
In this way, smoothing efficiency is assured,

2.Waso.

CHOKE

as, of course, one of the chokes must be
doing its job properly even if the other is
partially short-circuited.

MAINS

400/500.

Fig. 1.-Showing the arrangement of the three wire supply system.

Types of D.C. Valves
Now, there are three types of valves

which can be used in. an " all -mains D.C.
regarded more or less as standard, but in set," as the manufacturers put it ! First,
place of the transformer winding delivering the ordinary battery valves ; secondly, the
four volts at so many amps. for A.C. heaters, indirectly heated D.C. valve ; and thirdly,

0

RES.

MAINS

0

FILAMENTS

the D.C. heater circuits have to be supplied the low -voltage (6.3 volt) so-called universal

from the mains through dropping resist- valves, which can be used on either D.C.
ances, and D.C. valves have various voltage or A.C.
ratings. If a large, undistorted output is
We will take first a three -valve set

designed for D.C. mains using ordinary
CHOKE
battery valves-S.G., det. and power.
Assuming that the first two valves are
2-volters and the last one' a 6-volter, we
with high-tension voltages of only 180 volts must first decide by what means we can
or so.
obtain filament current at the correct Fig. 4.-The circuit given in Fig. 3 is here shown
required, the lack of available high -plate
voltages can be overcome by using two
pentodes in parallel, by which means an
output of some two watts can be obtained

-1-1/441440--r--,4+

voltages.

As we cannot step down the voltage by

in simplified form.

means of a mains transformer, as we would
in an A.C. set, all we can do is to dissipate
the unwanted two hundred volts of so in the
form of heat through a suitable resistance.

of the choke will, of course, advise -you of the

parallel as in a battery -driven set. The
valve filaments possess, of course, ohmic
resistance, and being in series with the
smoothing chokes and the mains resistance, form part of what is virtually a

resistance of the filaments. We use for this

general use of distributing D.C. Current is Mains Resistance
The mains resistance must, of course, be
generated by. the power station at twice the
potential actually supplied to the consumer of such a value

400 ohms, being 500 ohms, which we must

choke resistance, or it can be determined by

a suitable measuring instrument, such as
the " Avometer "-they may very probably

Reference to Fig. 3 will show that the have a resistance of 200 ohms each, which
filaments are wired in series and not in we will assume is the case. Now for the
purpose the Ohms Law formula already
'
given., i.e., Res.
-Voltage which, in the
-Current'
Fig. 2.-If the smoothing choke is in
case
of
a
2
-volts
.1
amp. valve, becomes
the earthed mains lead its efficiency
" potential divider," across the mains.
is reduced.
Res.=
--=20
ohms.
Equally, the 6 -volt
This is clearly shown in Fig. 4, this circuit
merely being that in Fig. 3 drawn in filament resistance will be 60 ohms. ThereD.C. Distribution
fore, the total filament resistance is 100
It is preferable, for a start, to enter into another way.
ohms, plus the total choke resistance of
a short explanation of the method in
(Continued on next page)

(i.e., if your input is 230 volts, then the that it will allow
current is generated at 460 volts). This only the required
generated output is separated into two filament current
branches by what is known as the " three - to pass, no more
wire " system, the method being shown and no less. (Incidentally, as the
clearly in Fig. 1.
It will be seen that one side of the mains filaments are

is always earthed, but not necessarily the
negative side. Usually, on one side of the
street, the negative leg is earthed, and on
the other side, the positive. It will be clear
from Fig. 2 that if the smoothing choke
happens to be in the earthed mains lead
(whichever side it may be), then the smooth-

ing efficiency is being seriously reduced

wired in

the

series,

voltage

ratings are of
no
importance

except for palmlating resistance

values, but in
order to avoid

Fig. 3.-The filaments of D.C. values are wired in series.
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Now, indirectly heated D.C. valves differ

is also particularly prone to hum pick-up,
from the battery valve, in that whereas in etc:, and it is usually advisable to carry out
the
latter
the
filament
is
also
the
cathode,
deduct from the total resistance of 2,500 in the former the cathode is a separate the wiring of. this in " screened " wire, or,
in exceptional cases, it might even be found
ohms.
which encloses a separate heating necessary to enclose the entire detector
Consequently, the correct value in this element
called the " heater." When the stage, with its associated components in a
case for the mains resistance is 2,000 ohms. element
is connected to an irregular supply separate screening -box ; earthed, of course.
The next poiht requiring explanation is the heater
becomes hot, and transmits its heat to
Another difficulty frequently encountered
necessity for the two shunt " resistances it
which are shown in Fig. 3, connected the cathode, causing it to emit electrons in such a set is the presence of H.F. currents
(Continued from previous page)

directly across the filaments of the first two
valves. It will be appreciated that as the
anode current of the last valve passes down
the filament lead it must also pass through
the filaments of the other two valves, unless
we provide for it an alternative path. The

shunt resistances are this alternative path,
allowing the anode current to pass round
the circuit, but not through the two valve
filaments. As the first two valves are of
the 2 -volt type, it will be clear that a
potential difference of 4. volts will exist

a steady stream. Obviously, if the superimposed on the mains which, if
heater-fed from an irregular supply- allowed to get into the receiver, may cause
in

were itself allowed to emit, the electron
stream would fluctuate in sympathy with
the fluctuation of the supply current, thus
causing considerable hum. As this type of

valve is designed for an irregular filament heating current, there is obviously no point
in smoothing this supply, and therefore the
smoothing chokes are connected in the H.T.
circuit only, and not in the L.T.- circuit as
in the case of battery valves. This difference is apparent from Fig. 4, which shows

reduced selectivity, modulation hum, etc.
The smoothing chokes are, of course,
designed to deal with low frequencies and,
consequently, they do not offer much
opposition to these unwanted currents, and,

the only satisfactory method of keeping
these out of the set is to use a special high frequency choke in each mains lead before

the L.F. smoothing chokes, as shown in

Fig. 5. An earth wire connected between

two 1 mfd. condensers shunted in series
be advantageous,
anode current of the last valve to be 20 the skeleton circuit of a three -valve set across the mains may
but this depends
between points A and B, and assuming the

milliamps, the value of the shunt resistance
arrived at by dividing the voltage
difference by the current, thus:

entirely upon local
conditions, and can only

02-200 ohms.

periment. In fact, no
definite rule can be laid
down regarding earthing

.is

.

be determined by ex-

A further point to be borne in mind is
that the filament of various valves of the
same type, even though the average rating
will.be 20 ohms (in the case of the 2v. .1
amp. type) may, individually, vary quite

00000
L .4.

n

in

A

ar.e.soKs.5.

meter should be connected across the
filament terminals to ensure that it will

as

0+

00000'J

has to be replaced for any reason, a volt-

permitted to ftrfw, and the valve may be
overrun, causing it to lose emission more
quickly than it normally would. On the
other hand, if the new valve has greater
resistance, then less current will flow, and
the valve will be slightly overrun, causing

set,

L.3.

considerably, and may be anything between
18 and 22 ohms. Consequently, if a valve

actually be running at two volts. Obviously,
if the filament resistance of the replacement
valve is less than that of the original valve,
the total resistance in circuit will be

D.C.

a

C2

S

using indirectly:6
heated valves. The
heater circuit is
connected directly

to the

mains

(through H.F.

choke, perhaps, as
Fig. 5.-A circuit using indirectly -heated D.C. mains values.
will be explained
later), but a breakdown resistance must still be used, its value some instances the earth connection
perhaps distortion and generally un- depending, of course, on the characteristics tapped on to the mid -point of the two
satisfactory results. Furthermore, it will of the valves used.
condensers may be better than the ordinary
be appreciated that any fluctuation in the
earth connection through a dbndenser to the
mains voltage will cause a similar fluctuation

Screening the Detector Stage

in the voltages applied to the filaments,
As the current in the heater is unwhich are not, of course, designed to smoothed
D.C., stray couplings are likely
withstand any such fluctuations, and in
order to avoid premature deterioration due to be present, the results being particularly
to this cause a special regulator lamp can unpleasant in view of the fact that the
be connected in series with the mains H.F. ripple found on D.C. mains is usually
resistance, which will take care of a con- at a much higher frequency than that found
siderable mains voltage fluctuation per- on A.C. mains. The detector stage is always
most troublesome in .this respect, but
mitting only the correct voltage to enter the
the difficulty can be minimised either by
into the filament circuit.

Providing for Grid Bias

wiring the heaters in such a manner that the
detector valve is last in the negative end of

chain, or if this is not practicable, a
Grid bias must, of course, be .provided the
2-mfd. condenser can be connected, with
is
a
simple
this
for, and fortunately
entirely satisfactory results, between the
matter as the voltage -drop across any detector
heater and the negative or earth ohmic resistance in the negative side of the line as shown in Fig. 5. The detector stage
filament circuit can be utilised for the
purpose. As has already been pointed out,
the resistance of the filaments causes a

potential difference of 4 volts between points

A and B in Fig. 3, and, therefore, if the
grid return lead is taken to point A, the

filament-in other words, 4 volts bias is
being applied to the last valve.

As the valve will in all probability require
more than 4 volts, a further small resistance
can be connected in the negative lead, which
will give the necessary further voltage drop

and, consequently, more bias, or alternatively, as the negative choke possesses

the set will operate much better with no
connection to earth at all ! It will be
appreciated that one side of the mains is
already earthed by the supply company,
but even if the negative main is not earthed,

a very large capacity exists between this

main and earth, which is effefively in
parallel with the smoothing choke, rendering

the use of a local earth mmecessary. If
an earth wire to the negative side of the
set is used, it must be remembered that
this side of the set is in direct connection
with the supply main and, consequently,
it is essential to isolate the mains from

earth by utilising a fixed condenser as
shown in Fig. 5. Reverting for a moment
to the matter of keeping out H.F. currents,

it may be mentioned that this subject
assumes particular importance in the case
of a superheterodyne set. H.F. currents in
such a circuit may be responsible for introducing whistles throughout the tuning

range, these whistles being of a nature

grid of the output valve will automatically

be 4 volts negative in respect to the

negative side of the set ; or in some instances

)(:)

such as would render the set almost entirely

WD

As in A.C. design, abttomatic grid -bias
can be arranged for' by connecting resist-

KZ>

useless.

T

resistance, a portion of the choke winding
can be tapped off and used for obtaining Fig. 6.-Automatic bias is obtained by a resistance
and condenser in the cathode lead.
further bias, as shown in Fig. 3.

ances in the cathode leads as shown in
Fig. 6. As the anode current of the valve
must pass through any resistance in its

cathode lead, voltage is developed, across
the resistance and a difference in potential
exists between each end of it. Therefore,
(Continued au page 53).
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Practical flints
Small Condenser Construction
WHILST experimenting with small con-

rIAM.11411111.11.1.114111111141110104

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !

densers and resistances, I hit upon
the idea illustrated. It will be seen that the

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRELESS" must have originated some little dodge
which would interest other readers. Why

only requirements for the construction
of a number of condensers of different

values are as follows :
(1) A few short lengths of different gauge
bare copper wire.

(2) A length of glass tubing (internal
diameter, fin. approximately).
16 GAUGE
COPPER WIRE

not pass it on to us ? We pay £1.-10-0 for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item
published on this page we will pay half -a guinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by

sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
"PRACTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
sent in must be original. Mark envelopes
" Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose
i Queries with your hints.
?1,041MINNIIMN 1.,.1/4111P1

r1414.0111110.114 ,141111111111111.M.1111.111.04111.1 1.1.1.11=P04111111411/

SOLDERED

SPECIAL NOTICE
All hints must be accompanied by the
coupon cut from page iii of cover.

Y4"

WOOD
GLASS
ASS
TUBE

SCRE

i011.11104M114104/00111.11.11M.1111011.11.01104=111.4M1.041

apparatus with which they are to be connected. The resulting arrangement is shown
in the accompanying sketches.

On referring to these sketches, it will
be seen that two brass rods A, B

(obtainable from a well-known stores) are
fitted between plywood end mounting
pieces, these end pieces being secured
to the wall by aluminium brackets of home
construction.

To fit the meters to the rods so that they

may he moved along easily, at the same

time affording a good contact with the rods,

a few angle slides were formed from 16 gauge aluminium, as shown by Si and S2
in the inset.

Contact is made to the brass rods by

crocodile clips, consequently any number
of connections may be made, and I have

found this very convenient when it has been

necessary to include H.F. chokes in series
the off position. The device should be with these leads for various tests.
firmly mounted upon the soldering bench
To ensure that the rods are insulated

SOLDERED

and the sliding plate well greased so as from each other, the wood supports are

COMPRESSED
SILVER PAPER

to ensure its easy action.-G. W. ARNOLD only drilled through sufficiently to hold the
(Ilford).

LEAD

rods in place after taking into considera-

tion the resilience due to the length of
the fitment. This is also indicated by a
TIsi. my radio " Den " I make a point of small diagram insert. - S. L. FENTON

A Sliding Meter Rack
A novel method of making small tubular
condensers.

1.

keeping the test

clear and independent of the
(3) Some silver paper, and a few tin. table where I carry out constructional work, and in this
wood screws.
When the silver paper has been com- way I find that my work is
pressed-by the aid of a nail or a strand of facilitated, whilst it is better
16 -gauge wire-heat the tube and silver from the experimental point

36'

paper until red hot, care being taken to see of view.

that it does not bend or warp, allow it to
The test bench is therefore
cool and complete by winding the wire set against one wall, and as
and soldering same-to short all the turns the shelves are well away from
together. The screw constitutes one method this, the room at the back of
of contacting with the solidified silver the bench is allocated usually
paper.
to test gear, which invariably
Great care should be- exercised when seemed to get in the way as
compressing the paper to ensure that no the bench is not very wide.
cut fingers are sustained through slipping.
To get over this trouble, I
-R. W. Sit rnrsorr (Bournemouth).
decided to construct a meter
rack which could be used for
A Switching Stand for a Soldering more than one meter, keeping

Iron

these out of the way, although

THE accompanying sketch shows a device making it possible for them to
which I have made and find most be commissioned at a moment's
useful. It operates the switching of the notice, and brought up to the

METHOD OF F XING
AND INSULATING

This sliding meter ack facilitates testing work.

current to my

electric

soldering

iron simply by the

removal or replacement of the iron
itself.
It will be seen by
the sketch that

when the iron

Experimental Valveholders
WHEN trying out experimental circuits,

SWITCH IN

much time may be saved, and a
better layout obtained, if the valves are

'ON' POSITION.

t

wr

is

replaced the point
is pushed against

the projecting plate
and so switches on

the electricity. If
the operator desires

to switch off, the
iron itself engages
in the " V " skit
in the plate and
by pulling same the
switch is thrown in

SOLDERING IRON
PLUG, IN BASEBOARD

used without the usual valveholders. By
leaving the valves in their packing boxes,
upside down, connection to the Naive legs
may be carried out by means of flexible
leads fitted at the end with sockets. Quick
changes and mobility are the main features
of this idea.-G. SANDERS (Hendon).

LAMP SOCKET.

By using this soldering iron stand the switching
of the current -supply is
semi -automatic.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SERVICE MANUAL
By F. J. CAMM.
From all Booksellers 6/- net, or by post 6/6 direct

from the Publishers. George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Deal.),
Tower House, Southampton St., Strand. London, W.C.2.
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IT has already been mentioned in these
simple triode valve with L, T., H.T. and G.B.
applied. When these voltages are at a

A VALVE VOLT

Modification of the grid -bias would, however, result in a change in the anode current,

A Simple Unit which May be Use
Audio Outputs
By W

pages that for really accurate measure-

1
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ments of very weak voltages a valve

voltmeter is necessary. This consists of a

certain level no anode current will flow,
and thus a milliammeter included in the
anode circuit would show a zero reading.
and if the modification consists of a reduction

of the grid -bias the anode current would

This, then, is the principle of
the valve voltmeter, and the instrument
increase.

may be used, with certain modifications,
for measuring an audio voltage output on
exactly similar lines. For this, the input
to the voltmeter is connected to the output
terminals of a receiver under test, and the

when using the instrument, a potentiometer
is connected across the H.T. supply, and to
prevent the H.T. draining away through this
control an on/off switch is included in series
with it. This switch is part of a two -pole

switch, the other section of which is used

to switch off the L.T. supply when the

anode current of the voltmeter is set to zero

instrument is out of use.
The meter included in the anode circuit

'receiver the applied audio voltage will have

maximum of 1 or 2 mA, and in the instrument which is depicted on our cover this

by means of an adjustment of the H.T. or
G.B. Then when a signal is tuned on the

should be of a sensitive type reading a

the same effect as a modification in the
grid -bias voltage, and accordingly the

week, and for which wiring details are
given on this page, a 1 mA meter was

anode current will change. If the meter is
suitably calibrated in voltage re -dings, then

The Circuit
The input to the voltmeter has to be
isolated in order to use it for the tests

proximately 7 lin. by 5in. An ebonite panel
was provided, and a small baselfoard fitted,

Layout

The entire instrument was included in a
small home-made cabinet measuring ap-

on which the valveholder and fixed condensers were mounted (Fig. 2). Battery
cords were fitted so that external batteries
could be used, although there is no reason
why the batteries should not be included
inside the case if so desired.

The potentio-

meter is mounted at the side of the meter,
and a pair of input terminals are mounted

on the edge of the panel, with the two -pole
switch fitted be-

tween them. The

Fig. 1. - Theoretical
circuit of the voltmeter. Note the in elusion of the fixed
condensers so that
the meter may be
used for output
measurements.

layout is not
critical, and provided that the

50,000..C1

main essentials
already mentioned
are adhered to, the

unit may be

mounted in any
desired form.

Calibration
The first stage
after completing the

instrument

I MFD

is to

calibrate the dial,

and for this purpose

the unit must be
joined to a reliable

voltage
(A.C.).

source

A mains

transformer

fed
from the A.C. mains

INPUT

may be used, and

preferably the outputs from the trans-

former should first
be checked with a

I MFD

good A.C. volt-

meter. If, however,
a really well -made
transformer is employed the outputs

sufficient in many cases. The exact value

may be found on trial with the particular
I

valve you decide to use. In order to adjust
the H.T. and obtain a suitable zero -setting
Lwow.

pnoilut

winding, or alternatively use the centre tap, and one end .of a winding, and from
the voltage which this should give, again
make a note of the current reading. In
this way it will be possible to draw up a
small calibration curve or chart, showing
INPUT
RESISTANCE

LC

ESI

Course, depend upon the valve, and the
range of H.T. voltage which is employed.

mentioned, and this is easily carried out by
including a fixed condenser in each lead.
A value of 1 mfd. will be found suitable for
this purpose. The valve should be of the
small -power or good L.F. type, that is, one
which has a reasonably steep slope in the
anode -current grid -volts curve. The H.T.
may be quite low, a total of 12 volts being

exact setting. Next use another secondary

employed. The total reading will, of

it will be possible to see the exact output,
and also to see the effects of improvements
which are made when circuit alterations or
modifications are made.

to the mains. The meter needle will rise,
and a careful note should be made of the

74.

may be taken as reasonably accurate.

Adjust the meter to
a zero setting by means of the potentiometer,

and then connect the low -voltage transformer terminals to the input terminals
on the meter and connect the transformer
0411011.111

AMPLIFIER
UNDER
TEST
VC

the exact current readings for a given
A.C. input.
With the lower voltage
inputs the H.T. should he adjusted to a
higher value, and it should be remembered
that the H.T. applied to the valve and
the voltage applied on the input side of
the voltmeter are very closely tied up.
Thus, when measuring very small A.C.
voltages, such, for instance, as you might
require to do when testing the output of a

gramophone pick-up, you should increase

the H.T. A few moments test with the

instrument, using different H.T. voltages,
and by testing various items will enable
you to see exactly how it works and what
voltages are necessary for various ranges.

It should be understood, of course, that
the meter readings which are used are in
volts, not in milliamps, although this is
the normal meter scale.
When an ordinary transmission is tuned
in the needle will fluctuate with the signal,
and thus to obtain accurate measurements
to enable improvements in a circuit to be
ascertained, a constant frequency must be
used, and this may quite easily be obtained

by using a constant frequency record,
or if the H.F. section is being adjusted
then a signal generator must be employed.
If the latter is not available, and adjust-

ments are to be made in the II.F. section
of a receiver, the only satisfactory plan

will be to tune in to a station and only
use the " silent " periods in the trans-

mission for the test purposes, as these will
provide a steady current reading. Many
other uses will occur to the constructor of

this particular form of valve voltmeter,
provided that it is borne in mind that the
input circuit is designed for A.C.
The

omission of the two fixed condensers will
convert it into a D.C. instrument, and as a
further refinement a potentiometer may be
connected across the G.B. battery so that
this may also be adjusted in conjunction
with the H.T. control.

Measuring Noise Level
Incidentally, for those who

are so

inclined, the voltmeter may be used to

ow p.mmo.11411141M.(1
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'METER

INPUT

TERMINALS

Fig.

2.-Practical

wiring plan of the
voltmeter.

:1 to Measure
J. DELANEY

.

METER

measure the noise level of an amplifier.
For this purpose a non -inductive load
resistance is connected across the input
terminals having a similar resistance to

50,000.0.
I MFD
CONDENSERS

the microphone or other component which
is normally connected there. A similar

resistance is then joined in place of the
loudspeaker, this resistance also being

equivalent to the normal load used with
the amplifier. If now the
amplifier is switched on a

)AD
STANCE

reading will be obtained on
the meter. Knowing the
Fig. 3.-How to connect
the meter for measuring
the output.

HT.+

LI+
G.B.GB.+

rated output of the output
)LTMETER

stage the ratio

of

the

level may be expressed by the formula :
noise

noise volts 2
wattage output =
load resistance.
Taking an example, suppose our amplifier

indicates .03 volts.
Therefore 30 watts = .03

1002

db = 20 logio .03

which means that the noise level of that
particular example is 65.266 below the
rated full output of the amplifies.

55

rated at 30 watts, and that the meter

= 20 (log. 03 - log 55)

EDGE -LIT TUNING SCALES
for the tuning indicators of radio
receivers and for other purposes,
which are illuminated by total reflection

mounted directly on the tuning
condenser spindle 10. The shade
7

is

detachable

to

render

the

trated, rectangular or other shapes may
also be employed, and, provided that the
surface area is not too large, they can be

receiver.

Station

illuminated effectively by a single lamp.

Names
The station

Fig. 2 shows an example of a tuning
indicator for a radio receiver which is

names and/or

only a relatively small proportion of the
light from each lamp is utilised, unless

other markings

provided with a pointer 19 that moves in a
straight line. The glass tuning scale is

etched or otherwise formed on

and 15, separated by a gap which is covered

bounded by the cabinet wall 13 and is
divided into two rectangular panels 14

la are, of course,

provided to direct
substantially all the rays through the edge
of the panel. In the case of large panels,
it may be diffictilt to maintain the intensity
means is specially

the back of the

by a strip 16 of opaque material.
Strip lamps 17, 18, are arranged in the
gap between the plates, so that the panels

dial in a manner

of the illumination uniform all over the

such that light

panel.
These

drawbacks may be overcome
simply and cheaply by arranging the lamp
or lamps in an aperture or apertures
within the panel itself, or in the case of

a

escapes through the markings and causes
them to appear illuminated.
Although a circular dial has been illus-

lamp accessible from the front of the

of light within the panel are quite common
to -day. Usually, the lamps are arranged
round the outer edges of the panel so that

WO

= 20 ( - 3.26331
- 65.266 db

using the following formula; :

has 100 ohms output impedance and is

TRANSPARENT edge -lighted panels,

= 20 (2.4771 - 1.7404)
= 20 ( - 1.5229 - 1.7404)

and volts = V 3,000 or 55 approximately.
This may then be expressed in decibels by

14

panels by arranging the lamps between

the panels instead of round the edges.
In this way, more light from each lamp
is utilised and, for a given light intensity,
less lamps are needed.

i7

A section of a circular dial for a radio
receiver, arranged in this way, is shown
in Fig. 1. in which a glass disc 1 is provided

with a central aperture, and is arranged
between a spacing ring 2 and a bezel ring 3,

and secured to the cabinet of the receiver
by screws 5, 6. The aperture in the glass,
which accommodates a single lamp 8, is
provided with a shade 7. The lamp 8 is
carried by a holder which is mounted in
an aperture in the hub 9 of the pointer 9a.
Leads 11 and 12 to the lamp may engage
sliding contacts on the hilb or, as in the

15

example shown, they may comprise flexible
conductors.
In the present case, the pointer is
11M0411=1 NMI NIA

Figs.

1

(left) and 2 (right) show

the arrangement of the edgelighted dial.
11.0.1111.11MA ,MPI

1.04/11.1.1/011Mirl )1

19

are illuminated by total reflection of light
within the glass. The strip 16 is readily
detachable to permit access to the lamps
from the exterior of the cabinet.

I
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of cell has a somewhat restricted frequency

characteristic, generally of the order of

IgT A721
ALLV/2ECSV
LS
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10 kilocycles per second. Another point
to be considered is that the voltage applied
between cathode and anode is rather
critical. If too high, and the cell is
subjected to comparatively intense illuinination, a glow discharge will occur inside the

cell, and this will tend to destroy the

It is interesting to
recall that in the very early days of low
photo -electric surface.

definition television, the gas -filled cells
then being employed were purposely

Vol. 4.

No. 196.

task with the aid of a cathode-ray tube
This tube is arranged to be fed
WHEN dealing with the deflecting monitor.
signals derived from the camera
conditions of an electrostatically - with
plate, so that the scanned picture
operated cathode-ray tube there are two signal
reproduced is a replica of that radiated
important points to consider. First of all bo
by
the
station.
Synchronisation difficulties
comes the question of whether the individual
not arise, for it can be arranged that
plates of each separate pair are truly do
and tube are fed with deflecting
parallel to one another, and then it must camera
derived from the same time -base
be ascertained whether the two pairs of currents
generator source. Furthermore, the scheme
plates are really mutually at right angles lends
itself to remote control, enabling the
to one another. For many purposes the operator
to be separated from his camera,

A Deflecting Consideration

degree of accuracy attaching to these two when such a course is found to be expedient
factors is the limiting item in deciding the 'as a result of the type of transmission being
suitability of the tube for the work involved, undertaken.
and very rigid tolerances are set so as to
enable the designer of the apparatus Photo -electric Cell Technique
incorporating the tube to be sure of the
THE development of the various forms
accuracy of working. Many attempts
of photo -electric cells is proceeding
have been made to approach this question apace, in order to fit in with the new
of uniformity of electrostatic field between demands of industry consequent upon the
deflecting plates so as to meet special cases,
and although the new ideas as a rule add
to the complication of the electrode system

" flashed " before a transmission started so

as to ensure that they were functioning

satisfactorily. This rather drastic treatment may have served its purpose, but made

the service replacements more frequent.
Provided the absolute quantity of light is
not being measured, however, these cells
are admirably suited for the detection of
light changes and have been employed
quite extensively in talking -film equipment,
being mounted on the sound head to serve

equally well in either variable density or
variable amplitude modulation..

Practical Applications
WHEN using the high vacuum type of

photo -electric cells there are certain
factors which have to be obsegved, depend-

ing upon the particular use to which
individual cells are to be applied. Modern
technique has shown that in a vast majority
of cases it is preferable to employ vacuum

type cells complete with secondary emission

as a whole, it is often found that this is

justified by the improved results obtained.
A typical example of this is furnished by
the deflecting system design whereby each

pair of parallel plates is replaced by two
pairs of right-angled shapecl plates, which
when mounted in position form a hollow

box through which the electron beam

passes, with a narrow slot in the centre of
each side to ensure that the plates are not
touching one another. In addition to this,
four wire electrodes are positioned inside

the array, and by suitably arranging the
potentials applied to both plates and wires

An interesting eiample
of the form of screening

undertaken when using
cathode - ray
photo -electric cells for
television purposes.

the distribution of the electrostatic lines large
of force is such, that within a square area
in the centre, the deflecting field is straight
and uniform. The adjustment of such an
arrangement is somewhat critical, and

would be applicable only to those cases

where this uniformity is absolutely essential

for accurate working.

View Finding
WHEN using an electron camera, either
in the studio or for external scenes,

the operator seated on the dolly truck is
able to follow exactly whatever action is
taking place by confining his attention to
the optical image formed on his viewfinder. It is arranged that this picture
is exactly the same size as that focused adjustment of production methods designed multiplier, as this reduces very consideron to the signal plate of the television to serve war needs. Because of their ably the amount of auxiliary apparatus
camera, and this simplifies all adjustments, constancy of action and consequent inter- required and ensures a large output with
and ensures that the field of view and changeability, vacuum type cells are a high signal to mush ratio. One point
focus is kept correctly. Originally, this employed wherever possible, but the which is frequently overlooked is the
view -finder picture was upside down, so increased output provided by the gas -filled necessity for providing complete electrothat the operator had to reverse everything cell makes it ideal for certain purposes. static screening for the cell, and potentiomentally, but subsequent improvements in The filling of inert gas provided in these meter unit, which provides the voltages to
the optical arrangements produced a cells plays its part in magnifying the original the individual multiplier stages. At the
picture which was the correct way up. photo -electric current because of the same time the screening must not obscure
It has been found in practice, however, ionisation by collision process, whereby the light which has to activate the photothat cases arise where the optical scheme the atoms of gas and primary electrons electric cathode surface. An example of
does not prove satisfactory. For example, undergo numerous impacts within the how this can be carried out in practice
under conditions of inaccessibility of the glass -walled space, and so release secondary when large -surfaced cells are to be used is
scene, those occasions where fog is prevalent

electrons which add to the primary stream. furnished in the accompanying illustration.

or infra -red light is to be employed, and In this connection it must not be overlooked A metal shield surrounds the cell except
to meet these cases it has been suggested that the ionisation process is not in- for a fairly close -meshed grid placed at the
that the operator performs his camera stantaneous, and in consequence this type front.
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Radio Tra
, plan to bring traffic signals
into cars in the form of distinctive
tones corresponding to the " stop "

AOVFAN

Control

c

Recorded Messages
The small ,highway transmitting unit,

which may be mounted on a telephone pole
or a traffic -light stanchion, makes use of a

and " go " lights, may in time make an
auto -radio a legal requirement on every magnetic tape sound recording device by
one of the nation's 30,000,000 cars, which continuous repetition of a traffic
or a safety message may be broadaccording to the men behind the plan in bulletin
cast. A distinctive sign placed on the
America.
street or highway in advance of a given
In its present form, this traffic -control
system uses the existing car radio tuned to
550

radio zone calls attention of motorists
to the radio system which they are approach-

keis, thus making the system im- ing and tells them the frequency to which

mediately available for the 6,000,000 ears

to tune their set.
now equipped with auto -radios, though
By means of this device, traffic can be
eventually a special small set would be re-routed to secondary thoroughfares from

ELECTRADIX
PETROL ELECTRIC GENERATING

SETS for Lighting and

Charging.
Half h.p. DEFLECT COUPLED.
150 watts D.C., 1,300 r.P.m.,
2 -stroke water-cooled 1-cyl. EnOn
gine, magneto ignition-.

bedplate with 30 volts 5 amps.
Dynamo. £12. 75 Larger size

Petrol Electric Sets.
kW.
500 watts, 2 -stroke water-cooled
1 h.p., 1 cyl. engine on bedplate direct -coupled to 50/70

avnoldtsoill0 taas.21D6..C. Dynamo, magneto ignition, fuel
3/9

MILLIAMMETERS. -

New.

Ferranti Tuning Meters.
of panel type, as illus., 8 m.a., full
scale. Plain scale and lin. needle with
mica panel, back lamp and bracket.
Used as voltmeter with extra resistance. Great bargain at 3/9 post free.
15 -DAY TIME SWITCHES. -Verner
1 amp., 5 amps., 50 amps.. 100 amps,.
200 amps., cheap, 20/-.
DIX-MIPANTA
VEST
POCKET
TESTER -A wonderfully versatile
moving -iron multi -range meter for
service on A.C. or D.C. jobs. No projecting terminals. THREE ranges
of volts 0-75., 0-150, 0-300. Used for
MILLIAMPS reads 12 m.a and 75
m.a. In black bakelite case. Measures
only 2lin. by 21in. with pair of test
leads and plugs. Leaflet " N " gives
full information. 19/6.
METER MOVEMENTS -Full size, moving coil P.M.
3foik oarda4pituingaiallo,m5e-i-m, paodset 171. ti -range testers.
For

employed with fixed tuning to the highway crowded highways, preventing jams before
safety -signal frequency.
cars have a chance to pile up ; drivers can
By the use of this system the driver, be warned of speed limits or of emergency
instead of letting his attention wander from in case of fire or accident ; doctors can be
the roadway in his search for traffic signals paged on the road or pedestrians can be
in unfamiliar territory, would hear a warned of an impending change in traffic
MOVING COIL RELAYS. -These
pleasant low tone as long as the lights ahead lights. The robot can give oral warning SUPERSENSITIVE
on really tiny currents from photo -cells, etc..
were green. When red " comes on, in.all of such impending changes to drivers and work
and a small rectifier can be used for A.C. For panel
use,
the
small 2in. flush Lesdix meter
cars on that section of the roadway an pedestrians also.
type W1 works on 50 micro amps.
interrupted high note would be heard, like
This new highway traffic control system
Handles 150 mills. on main contact, 55/-.
a crossing signal. If desired, relays could using auto -radios is being developed by
UNUSED X-RAY VACUUM TUBES.
-New Government Hospital Surplus.
be installed which would switch on the car William S. Halstead and S. K. Wolff, whose
7 ins. dia. bulb.
Big solid Tungsten
Electrodes. Emission guaranteed. COST
instrument board. Cars thus equipped laboratory is in the RKO Building, Radio
£5.
SALE
15,-.
Packing
2/6 extra.
and operating over a test section of New City, New York, in collaboraticn with Dr.
LIGHT AND RAY CELLS. -Selenium,
York City highways were described over McClintock, director of the Yale University
10/6 ; Electrocell, Self -generating,
Raycraft outfit with relay and amplifier.
the NBC Blue network recently.
Bureau of Street Traffic Researc h.
55/- Photo -Cells for sound on. Film and
:

;

.

D.C. HEATER CIRCUITS
(Continued from page 48)

by taking the

grid -return lead to the

bottom end of the cathode resistance, the
grid is automatically negative in respect to

naturally only an '' ornament." but in any
event, it does not prevent the passage of
D.C. and does not reduce, to any appreciable

extent, the voltage available for the anode

circuits. When the set is connected to
the cathode to the extent of the voltage A.C., however, the rectifier conies into its
" dropped across the resistance. A small own and converts the alternating current
condenserusually 1 mfd.-should in each to a pulsating unidirectional current which,
case be shunted across the cathode resistance

after smoothing, is suitable for the anodes
in order to provide a low -impedance path of the valves. It will be appreciated that

to earth for any unwanted H.F. or L.F. in such a circuit the smoothing must be
currents which may be present in the circuit.
The formula for calculating cathode resistance values is :
Grid -bias voltage required
x l'000 .
anode current in milliamps

Zxceptionally comprehensive, partly due

bias with an anode current of 15 milliamps,
the formula becomes :
Resistance=10 x 1,000 -666 ohms.

as

to the fact that only half -wave rectification
is employed. It is necessary to point out

that a " universal " receiver of this type

does not comply with the various electrical

Ray work, R.C.A., 25/, Beck, Angle
Prisms, mounted in carrier, 5/6.
STORAGE. -You may have charging facilities and
want to install high capacity steel accumulators which
will hold their charge almost indefinitely.
A.R.P. EDISON HIGH CAPACITY STEEL CELLS
at half price for stand-by lighting, 120 a.h. to 300 a.h.
at 20'- to 25/-. Makers' Price is £5. Ask for leaflet.
A.R.P. ACCUMULATORS for stand-by H.T. at (id.
per volt 3 amp. hours. In 24 volt unit crates, glass
cells. 12/- each. Can be parallel charged off 12 volts.
L.T. POWER BATTERY:6 volt 18/36 amp. 3 non -spill
C.A.V. cells. Bargain, set in wood box with lid, 10/-.
ALARM BELLS. -Small and large. Battery or mains
D.C. or A.C. 10in. gong. Domestic Bells and Fire Bells,
cheap. Please state wants. Single Bell Wire, 1,6 per
100 yds.
EVERSHED MEGGERS.-Direct Reading ohms to
megs. Large scale dial, from £4/10/-. Bridge Meggers
for low and high res. tests. Cheap. SILVERTOWN
Portable Tester, Combines Wheatstone Bridge, Galvo,
shunts and ratios, as new. G.P.O. Plug-in Bridge
Resistance.
DECADE RESISTANCES. -High and low resistance
bridges. Needle and mirror spot galvos. Multiplying
shunt boxes.

In the ease of a valve requiring 10 volts regulations when connected to A.C. mains,

Signal Work and Training Aids for Navy, Army & R.A.F.

transformer the set is, of course, connected
directly to the mains.

1/3. DittoD.3. 60 ohms, with cord,
1.000 ohms, with cord,
2/.. 2.000 ohms Earpiece, with

in

the absence of the usual mains

L.It. SOLO PHONES. -For buzzer morse. Single
Earpiece, 40 ohms, with cord,

15

Universal Valve for A.C. or D.C.

r,._...,i1NM141411414=..0.Mi...11.M.,=i01,41M.0.11

Mains
The third type of valve, namely, the

" universal " low -voltage valve, is a form
of indirectly - heated valve, the heater of
which is designed to work directly' from
any supply, whether A.C. or D.C., either
with a mains transformer or alternatively
by means of a breakdown resistance, thus
permitting the construction of a receiver
which will operate from either D.C. or
A.C. mains without serious complications.
Such a receiver is, of course, an attractive
proposition to a constructor who, although
now on D.C., shortly expects to be changed
over to A.C., but it is not essential to use

the special universal valve -ordinary indirectly heated D.C. valves can be used.
The only unconventional point is the

rectification of the supply for anode current

when the set is connected to A.C. mains.

This is, however, quite a simple matter if it
is borne in mind that a metal rectifier offers
very low resistance to current passing one
way, and, consequently, very little voltage

drop will occur through this component
with direct current passing through it.
Under these conditions, the rectifier is

A VALUABLE TECHNICAL LIBRARY! I
NEWNES SHORT-WAVE MANUAL
1
1
1

5/-, or 5/4 by post.

PRACTICAL WIHELESs ENCYCLO-

1

PEDIA

7/6, or 8/- by post.

SIGO_LERSI
HEADBF PHONES
PILOT

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK
or 5/6 by post.

order, 2,000 ohms and 4.000 ohms

TELEVISION AND SHORT-WAVE HAND-

5/.

24.0660aonhdm6.,6,476i.th cords. Western Electric,

BOOK5/.,

or 5/6 by post.

FIELD PHONES AND EXCHANGES. -5
to 20 lines. Morse Keys. Buzzers. Morse
Practice Signal Sets. Aldis Signal Lamps.
Morse and Wheatstone Inkers and Tape.
220 -VOLT FOOTWARMER Electric Mats, covered
fibre, 7/6. Bed -warmer Blanket Pads, 220 volts, 12/6.
Some 110 volts, 10/6.
200 TRUE -TWIN CAMERASCOPES, 2 lens viewers,
1/- postom EfrreEe.
-Lens Calibrator for testing focal

THE HOME MECHANIC ENCYCLOPEDIA
3/6, or 4/- by post.
SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS

3/6, or 3/10 by post.

COILS, CHOKES AND TRANSFORMERS
PRACTICAL

WIRELESS2or,2

L.R. DOUBLE HEADPHONES.
Pilot Signallers 120 ohins.Phones.
All leather headbands with slide
adjustment chin strap and 4ft.
cord, 3/6. Sullivan 120 ohms,
Aluminium Headbands. 3/9.
RADIO PHONES.-Browns,"A"
Reed Phone, aluminium headband. 4.000 ohms, 35/6. 1,500
OhMS, 21/6.
120 ohms, 17/6.
Cords, 1/6. Various Makes. Second -hand Headphones in good

b
post.
SERVICE
VICE MANUAL

6/.., or 6/6 by post.

lceonsgtth000f LfAensioVh microscope stand, fine adjustment.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK

6/-, or 6/6 by post.

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS, TABLES AND
FORMULA

ELECTRIC DRILL STANDS. -Massive Wolf Geared
rise and fall with counterweight. Suitable large or small
machines, 7/6, carriage forward.

SHORT-WAVE MANUAL

ALL -WAVE CRYSTAL SETS for plug-in coils. 2 tuning condensers, semi -perm. Detector. 716. Why bother
to make one ? Small Boudoir Model, eie.

3/6, or 3/10 by post.
51-, or 5/4 by post.

5/- EMERGENCY PARCELS of useful 'V.

WIRELESS TRANSMISSION FOR AMATEURS

3/6, or 3/10 by post.
DICTIONARY OF METALS AND THEIR

stand-by electrical and radio repair material
and apparatus, 10 lbs. for 5/-. Post Free.
Don't forget to send for Bargdin List " N "

ALLOYS

5/-, or 5/4 by post.
All obtainable from GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,

lower House,Southampton Street, St rand,W.C.2

I

MP

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
Telephone : Central 4611
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NEW SERIES

RADIO ENGINEER'S POCKET-BOOK
No. 35

No. 38

WOOD SCREW PROPORTIONS

STANDARD "WOOD SCREWS

No. 37

TWIST DRILLS FOR WOOD SCREWS

With Side Lips
Diameter For Wood or Metal. and Centre for
Wood only.
of Neck
of
or
Screw. Shank.
No., etc.
DiaSize.
DiaNo.
(or)

size)

meter.

.066
.080
.094
.108
.122
.136
.150
.164
.178
.192
.206
.220
.234
.248
.262
.276
.290
.304
.318
.332
.346
.360
.374
.388
.402
.416
.430
.444
.458
.472
.486
.500

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

'

19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32

51
46
41
35
30
28

-A
,.;

6

r

04 .

23
18
14

.....

3P
,.=

.196

9
4

2

.209
.228
.238
.250
.266
.281
.295
.316
.323
.339

1

0

B
E

Go

H

.

$

M

174

0

P

nc=,

.067
.081
.096
.110
.128
.140
.154
.169
.182

R

{ ST

'348
.358
.368
.377
.397
.413
.421
.437
.453
.468
.484
.500

U
V

.5
..-,

g

X
Z

a1/64
7j18
16/82
64

3126//64

1/2
33/44

'.-515

Slot.

No. of
Screw
Gauge

meter.

0

2/18

.312

11/32

.343

3/8
3/8

.375
.375

14
15
10
17

13/32

.408

18

7/16

.437

20

.05784
.07100
.08416
.09732
.11048
.12364
.13680
.14996
.16312
.17628
.18944
.20260
.21576
.22892
.24208
.25524
.26840
.28156
.29472
.30788
.32104

16/32

.468

21

1/2
1/2

.500
.500

22
23
24

meter.

-----

-----

1

2
3

4

.125

1/8

5/32

.156

3/16

.187

5
6

8

.218

7/32

9

1/4

.250

9/32

.281

10
11

12
13

19

All dimensions in parts of an inch.
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Suppressor -grid

PARASITIC

STREAT...

"

I

EMISSION STREAM

Reaction

SUPP
4.L14 -.4"GRID

4olor

ofmlrsir
flamei

Obseri7ations on a New Type of Circuit
suppressor - grid injection the theory of the suppressor -grid form
being so widely used in varying of reaction, the first noticeable feature is
forms of circuit application, for the absence of any E.M.F. at this grid, the
example H.F. modulation and keying in reaction circuit consisting purely of the usual
transmitters (peace time), coupling for a magnetic coupling with series reaction conWITH

separate oscillator, gain control, etc the denser to a conventionial tuned (leaky)
majority of readers will be conversant grid circuit. Considering this arrangement,
with the basic principles involved.
it then becomes apparent that the original
The suppressor grid was originally intro- purpose of the suppressor grid is partially
duced for the purpose of preventing instability arising through electrons bumping "
off the anode and returning to the control
grid, but in the inevitable course of experimenting which followed, the above variety
of uses soon evidenced the further advantages to which this grid could be put.

It will, no doubt, have been noticed

how, in previous articles appearing in this
journal, the screen grids of both H.F. and

L.F. pentodes were used as a means for

met by the path to earth which this circuit
presents to the unwanted electrons leaving
the anode.
Although there is no attractive influence
to the electrons emitted from the filament
or cathode by the usual H.T. supply, suffi-

provided being then furnished with suitable
dials for the purpose of more precise
logging.

8 ...,..

values of resistance and capacity, and the
values of rl and r2 are, therefore, optional,
50,000 ohms being a satisfactory value for
the circuit given in Fig. 1:

Readers may care to try out various

Fig. 1.-Circuit
UT

TO PHONES
OR AMPLIFIER

22 MMFD

I00 MMFD
EACH

y (CERAMIC)

that should the reaction coil be directly

jC0 I MFD

100 MMFD

,-

in the suppressor -grid system of reaction.

can be " refined," the two controls so

HT.+

00016 to0002 MFD
H.F.0

CORRECT RELATIONSHIP
TO EARTH

Fig. 2.-Diagram showing the path of electrons

connected to earth by either discarding or
shorting the reaction condenser, the maximum flux density is obtained in relation,
of course, to the applied anode and screen
thus it will be seen that should a
cient feed -back results to provide a magnetic voltage,
resistance be inserted in this
flux in the reaction coil which will interact variable
with or without the reaction conwith the grid coil, thus bringing about the circuit,
and in either positions indicated
increase in sensitivity due to negative denser,
by rl, and r2, the sensitivity of the reaction
resistance.
60V

S

COILS INDICATED N

PEN.
7 PIN

diagram showing

in

skeleton form the
theory of the suppressor -grid system of
reaction.

IMO

.1

The next point in the design concerns

the question of feed -back and hand -

capacity effects in so far as this arrange-

ment compares with the more usual reaction

circuits. Owing to the absence of a direct
H.T. load to the suppressor grid, the

TS MFD

MFD

Obtaining Stability

CC016
MFD

tendency for feed -back through this medium

1

Lt -

STANDARD SPIN COILS

signal injection and reaction, but in recalIn an endeavour to reach either the
ling these methods to further example the positive influence of the anode or a path to
trend in circuit dpvelopment, the principles earth, many of the electrons collect on the
adopted with the screen grid should not be suppressor grid and flow through the reaction

circuit, the rest reaching their goal, the
grid scheme about to be described, the anode, but all this being governed by the
fundamental difference being evident on screen grid circuit and potential. It should
considering the action of the screen grid be mentioned here that in the tests
on the characteristics of the valve, particu- standard plug-in coils were used and
larly in respect of the conversion gain.
standard components.
As the gain is immediately dependent on
It follows then from these preliminary
the ratio °Noreen grid to anode current, notes on the scheme adopted in Fig. 2,
other factors being consistent, a potentiometer is thus frequently employed in the
S.G. feed to control the gain; consequently, I WIRELESS TRANSMISSION
whilst there are definite advantages to be
had by using the screen grid as a means for
FOR AMATEURS
negative feed -back, it will be apparent
confused, theoretically, with the suppressor -

that a well developed circuit is necessary

Edited by F. J. CAMM

amplitude is then dependent on the combined factors of gain control and reaction

Explaining how to Learn the
Morse Code : Applying for a

to warrant the method, since the signal

sensitivity.
From this one can readily see the merits
offered by a circuit where the advantages of
screen -grid reaction can be obtained with the

Licence : Building and Operat-

ing a Transmitter. Illustrated
by Many Practical Diagrams.

independence of the two functions-gain

Price 3/6 or 3/9 by post

and sensitivity.

The Reaction Circuit

Now, glancing at the circuit given in

Fig. 1, which also gives in skeleton form

From Giorge Newnes, Ltd. (Book
Dept.), Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2.

11

is removed, the inter -electrode capacity

providing the only way in which this
might be brought about, consequently with
a reasonable element of decoupling, and, in

the case of circuits *here there is a good
component of H.F., carefully determined

screening, etc., 'phone lead capacity effects

will prove less likely than in a more conventional anode or even screen -grid reaction
circuit.

With regard to smoothness of reaction

control, it can be said that, in view of

the suppressor -grid circuit having essentially the same principle as any other form
of magnetic coupling, the conditions which

govern the degree of interaction are the
same ; therefore, it is only fair to state here

that no particular advantage was noticed in
this respect. However, as it is proposed at a
later date to detail fully the construction of
a receiver in which this scheme is embodied,

the writer will have in the meantime, an
opportunity for determining more closely
this consideration in conjunction with one
or two other rather interesting circuit

functions connected with H.F. gain and
negative feed -back tone control.
In a receiver which is designed for accurate

logging, any controls which assist in this

direction, however many they may be, with,

of course, discretion, are to be desired, so
it will be apparent that in T.R.F.i circuits,
an H.F. pentode with or without variable mu characteristics can be made to fulfil
to a very appreciable extent this requirement.

W.R.H.
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New Applic tions
of the Heptode

TO A.P."'PL.

Fig. 2.-One

Applications of the
Valve to Detection and A.V.C.
Some

method

of obtaining A.V.C.
4. voltage from the

21)

second detector.

AVC

THE heptode valve, with its many prior valves can be the tunable radio - input impedance comparably high. It
electrodes, lends itself to a great frequency amplifiers, the first detector, and will be observed that during the positive
variety of uses, some of which are

one or more of the I.F. amplifiers. The
A.V.C. circuit includes filter network 19
Referring to Fig. 1 of the accompanying for suppressing pulsating voltage comdiagrams, there is shown the final trans- ponents in the A.V.C. bias. The A.V.C.
former 1 of a superhet, primary and circuit functions to vary the amplification
secondary circuits 2 and 3 are each reso- of the pre -second detector valves in a sense
nated to the I.F. value. The second detector to maintain the I.F. carrier amplitude at
embodies a valve of the heptode type, and the input circuit 3, substantially constant
described below.

is represented by the numeral 4.

The valve

has a cathode 5, an anode 6, and grids
which are arranged in succession in the

over a -wide range of carrier variation at the
signal collector.

half -cycle the voltage of electrodes 7-8 is
sufficiently positive to attract the electrons
close thereto. Since the anode potential

is considerably higher than that of electrodes
7-8, the electrons come under the influence

of the anode, and are attracted into the

anode circuit. The voltage developed across
resistor 12, by the anode current flow there -

through, may be made to be substantially
larger than the applied input voltage, by
choosing a sufficiently higher control -grid --

electron stream flowing between cathode
anode transconductance between anode 6
Functioning as a Rectifier
and anode.
and electrodes 7-8. If the magnitude bf
Grids 7 and 8 are strapped together and
Considering now the operation of the resistor 12 is high (of the order of 0.5

are connected to the high potential side detector, let it be assumed that grids 9, megohms) the anode voltage across the
of the input circuit 3 ; the cathode 5 is at 11, and 10 are free. In this state of the resistor bears a linear relation to the input
voltage. In this way there is provided
a linear detector having gain.

6

2,y0DEr. 1
f0
ff

0

TO I. F

AMPL

Increasing Detector Gain

--16

Now if the fourth grid 10 is earthed,

the voltage across resistor 12 per applied

input volts may be increased ; that

The explanation for this action may be
stated to be as follows. When electrodes

2
TO I? F -I F. GRIDS

-714

is

to say, the gain of the detector is increased.

5

7-8 are positive, a virtual cathode is
established between grids '7 and 10. This
virtual cathode varies in intensity, and is

/8

equivalent to placing an input voltage in
the cathode circuit. Another way of view-

VC

Fig. I.-Second detector an

A.V.C. section of a

superhet.

ing the action is to consider grid 10 as
accelerating the electrons

towards the
anode 6, since the grid 10 is positive with
respect to the virtual cathode. The positive
potential on grid 10 is provided by contact
potential; and also by the potential difference between anode 6, grid 10 and the

ground potential, as is the low potential detector valve, no anode current flows
.side of the input circuit 3. The grid 9, unless the electrodes 7-8 are at a positive
adjacent the cathode, is connected to earth, potential with respect to the cathode.
while the fourth grid 10, disposed between Hence, when the electrodes 7-8 are zero, cathode.
grids 7-8, is also earthed. The electrode or negative, in potential no anode current
Still further gain may be had by earthing
11, which is actually a rod, functions as the flows. This means that the valve 4 then the first grid 9. Contact potential, as well
anode of a diode rectifier for producing functions as a rectifier, because anode as the potential difference between anode
A.V.C. bias. The anode 6 is connected to a current only flows during positive half -cycles grid 9 and cathode, establishes grid 9 at a
positive potential point, of approximately of the input waves. Since the electrodes positive potential with no input signal.
+250 volts, of a current source (not shown) ; 7 and 8 consist of open mesh, or are open The slightly positive grid 9 (approxithe anode circuit includes the load resistor wire cylinders, electrons which are attracted mately 1 volt) draws electrons from the
12 having a magnitude of approximately by these electrodes pass through the open- cathode 5 ; the electrons pass through the
0.5 megohms. The audio voltage developed ings of the electrodes to the anode 6. Thus, mesh of grid 9, and accumulate between
across resistor 12 is transmitted to the the current which electrodes 7-8 draw from electrode 7 and grid 9. This produces a
following audio amplifier 13 by the coupling the input circuit may be kept low and the virtual cathode state. The positive potential
elements 14.
on electrodes 7-8
attracts electrons so

that anode 6 can

A.V.C. Bias

then attract the
electrons. Hence, it

The A.V.C. bias may be provided by

feeding the amplified carrier energy to the

diode rectifier comprising anode 11, cathode

5 and load resistor 15. The condenser
16 has a low impedance to currents of

TO A. F AMR

I.F. carrier frequency, and is connected

-12

from anode 6 to anode 11. The load resistor,

connected to ground from anode 11, has

developed across it a direct current voltage
whose magnitude varies directly with the

(
>7

amplified I.F. carrier amplitude. The I.F.
by-pass condenser 17 shunts resistor 15,

and lead 18 functions as the path for

impressing the voltage across resistor 15
upon the signal grids of the signal transmission valves feeding the detector. Such

AVC

Fig. 3.-In this arrangement the I.F. currents are fed through condenser 161.

will be seen that
each of the earthed
electrodes acts to

draw electrons towards the anode 6.
The total effect is
an increased audio
voltage across load

resistor 12 ; the rela-

tion between input
voltage and the
latter being substantially linear.
(Continued on page 60)
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19,320 ohms in round figures. To this

must be added the four ohms H.F. resistance

of the primary, which is in phase with it.

Open tce Pjicujjjcyn

We have now over 60 times the impedance

of the coil by itself, to be added to its
inductive reactance, to make the total

impedance, and, what is more, one being
inductive reactance and the other a resistance, they must be added vectorially (in
quadrature), and this means only an ohm
or two -I needn't work it out -difference
caused by the impedance of the primary
EK1AF,
KA1AF,
CW,
LB,
LZ,
ME
;
coil itself, compared with what is reflected
10 -Metre DX
UK3AH, UE3KQ, KX, U3BC, BP, BX, from the secondary. It is quite evident
I am a very keen short-wave DQ ; U4AL, AM ; UK5KW, U5YH, U8ID, that the impedance of the primary itself
listener, and I log many calls on the U9ML.
is in comparison quite negligible. -A. 0.
amateur bands. On Sunday, February
7 me/s C.W.: WI, 2, 3, 4, 8 ; W5HUC, GRIFFITHS (Wrexham).
18th, I was amazed at the number of MH ; 6NNV, 9BRD, BVS, CDU; HH2PB,
amateur 'phone stations which could be 3DN; CM7AC, MV; K4ESH, PY2BE,
Back Numbers Wanted
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All fetters must be accompanied by the name and address
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

heard on 28 mc/s from the 6th and 7th 4BR ; U3GI.
SIR, -May I inquire through your paper
districts of U.S.A.
Thanking you for a very fine weekly
whether any local readers have any
Between 17.00-18.30 (G.M.T.) I heard paper, anittrusting that you will be able
the following : W6LES, 6RK, 6CQQ, to continue to keep " ham " radio alive issues from Volume 13 (except Nos. 327,
6MYS, 6QXA, 6LVX, 6LSN, 6QNW, during these difficult times.-JoRN D. A. 324, 322, 319 and 316) which they would
like to dispose of ? I intend to have
6TSF, 6REE, 6NVU, 611K ; 7FTV, 7EKR, HALL (West Bridgford, Notts).

Volumes 13, 14 and 15 bound as soon as
possible and I will call for any back issues

7BKD, and 7HLB.

DX conditions at the week -ends have
been very good for the last two or three
weeks, and I have also logged XE1AM,

as soon as I receive an address.
Again I would like to extend an invitation
to all neighbouring short-wave fans to call

1GG ; LU1DO, LX1ITIJ, K4EZR, K6ROJ,
60QM ; 1112P, 2K, 7G and NY4AD.
My RX is a Sky Buddy, and the antenna
is an indoor one, about 25ft. long. I would
like to hear from any other reader interested
in 10 -metre work. -J. M. GRAHAM, Karnes
Villa, 2, Kelvinside Terrace West, Glasgow,
N.W.

on me sometimes for a chat, as I am now

home for good. (See PRACTICAL WIRELESS
for October 14th, 1939.).--W. G. ANDREWS,
17, Lingfield Road, Broadgreen, Liverpool, 14.

Correspondents Wanted
SIR, -As an old reader of your excellent

A Radio Club's Shack

paper I want to get a training in

Morse, and I should like to get into touch
with any interested reader in this locality

SIR, -I enclose a photograph of the

transmitting section of the Clayesmore

who is willing to give me a helping hand to
attain a degree of proficiency.

Radio Club, taken before the outbreak of
of a 4 -valve
war. The apparatus

The formation of a local Morse Club,
or radio club, appeals to me and I should
be pleased if any readers interested would
communicate with me. -M. J. TAYLOR,

(including rectifier) receiver, and short-wave
superhet converter in the rack. The

6L6G C.O. and modulator is on the right.
All this was constructed by 2CGD.
One of our late members, John Davies
(2CRW), whose card figures prominently
on the wall, is now serving as a wireless
operator in the R.A.F.-A. W. G. WILSON
(2CGD) (Iwerne Minster, Dorset).

38, Caerphilly Road, Cardiff.

CR0/0-ns

.A corner of the Clayesmore Radio Club's shack,
taken before the transmitter was dismantled.

Full -wave Detection
Impedance of H.F. Transformer
Primary
refer him to Section D 24 of the Admiralty
cZIR,-Regarding the letter of Mr. D'Arcy

N...)

Ford on the above subject, I would

Handbook of Wireless Telegraphy, 1938,
Vol. II, where he will find a description of

s111, -May I call attention to the impres-

sion that might possibly be conveyed
the working of two types of H.F. full -wave to a really earnest student of wireless who
The
description
is
followed
by
rectifiers.
is not content with skimming the surface,
remarks on the definite advantages of the but wants to get- down to fundamentals
usual
with
certain
circuits -coupled as
(alas, there are very few of them) by a
disadvantages principally as to power statement regarding the impedance of the
consumption and matching of the valves. primary of an. H.F. transformer, in a
Further, if I remember correctly, I have recent article. There would be a very large
seen mentioned in an older text -book a rise in its impedance at the resonant point,
copper oxide rectifier (commercial) de- compared with that of the coil by itself.
signed expressly for medium -frequency I append a calculation, based on a case
which might easily happen in practice, to
full -wave rectification.
I would also mention that no theoretical show what this rise can be. If we assume

grounds could be stated for the impossibility a primary of 50 microhenries, having a
of H.F. full -wave detection. It is certainly series H.F. resistance of, say, 4 olitns,
not normally necessary in practice -hence coupled to a secondary of 200 microhenries
its disuse. -THOMAS P. TAYLOR (Cam- with an H.F. resistance of 10 ohms, the
coupling factor being 70 per cent., we have
bridge).

the data for calculating the increase. In

case the inductive reactance of the
A DX Log from West Bridgford this
primary at a wavelength of 300 metres is

SI11,-In view of the improvement in

DX conditions now being experienced,

314 ohms.

With the secondary figures, and the

I enclose my log for the last few weeks : coupling factor as given, there will be

14 mc/s 'phone and C.W.: PY2NO, thrown back into the primary from the

7VB; . YV5AK, ABY ; ZC1A, PK10G,

secondary, at 300 metres, a resistance of

PROBLEM No. 393.
LL had an S.G., Bet. Power

receiver which had worked quite well
MRSHAA
except for a rather poor tonal response. After
reading a few articles on the subject he
decided to fit a tone -control, and he had read
that this could be included in the detector
anode

circuit. He

therefore obtained

a

20,000 -ohm resistor, and joined this across
the detector output cirenit, connecting one
end to anode and the other to earth. When
he switched on, however, it failed to function
he expected. Why was this ? Three
books will be awarded for the first three
Entries must he

as

correct solutions opened.

addressed to The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,

George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southamp-

ton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Envelopes
must be marked Problem No. 393 in the top
left-hand corner and most be posted to reach

this office not later than the first post on
Monday, April 1st, 1940.

Solution to Problem No. 392.
When Jackson connected up his shunt and series
resistances for his multi -meter he confused the
connections and had the voltage series resistances
across the meter, and accordingly there was very
little difference to the actual meter reading.
The following three readers successfully solved
Problem No. 391 and books have accordingly been
forwarded to them : J. Smith, "Rose Cottage,"Fiskerton, Notts. ; G. A. Doherty, n, HillviewAvenue,
West Kirby ; L. Smith, 17, Dryden Grove, Acocks
Green, Birmingham.
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No. of
Date of Issue. Blueprint

CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints. Gd. each.

1937 Crystal Receiver

..

.
..

The " Junior " Crystal Set

-

27.8.38

PW71
PW94

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
Ail -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
..
PW31A
Beginners' One-valver
.
19.2.38
PW85

-

The " Pyramid " One-valver (HF
Pen)

..

Two -valve : Blueprint, Is.

..

The Signet Two (D & LF)

27.8.38

PW93

24.9.38

PW76

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

(Trans)) ..

PW10

Sixty Shilling Throe (D, 2 LI'

..

22.5.37

Summit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) ILAll Pentode Three (HF Pen, D
(Pen), Pen)
..
.. 29.5.37
Hall -Mark Three (SG, D, Pow)
Hall -Mark Cadet (D, LF, Pen (RC))
F. J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (HF

-

16.3.35

PW34A
PW35
PW37
PW39
PW41
PW48

Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All -Wave

-

Three)

..

Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans)) ..
1936 Sonotone Three -Four (HF
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pent,

Battery All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF
(RC))

..

The Monitor (HF ?en, D, Pen) ..

The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P) ..

F. J. Camm's Record All -Wave

13.4.35

PW49
PW51

PW53

-

21.3.36
14.8.37

Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
.
0.10.36
The " Colt " All -Wave Three (*,
2 LF (RC & Trans)) ..
18.2.39
The " Rapide " Straight 3 (D,
2 LF (RC & Trans))
.. 4.12.37
F. J. Camm's Oracle All -Wave
_ 28.8.37
Three (HF, Det., Pen)

PW55
PW61
PW62
PW64

PW69

111

PW72
PW82

PW84

26.3.38

PW87

F. J. Camm's " Sprite " Three
(HIP Pen, D, Tet)
..

The " Hurricane " All -Wave Three
((SG, D, Pen), Pen)
30.4.38
F. J. Camm's " Push -Button "
Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), Tet)
3.9.38

PW89
PW92

Four' -valve : Blueprints .1s. each.

Sonotone Four (80, D, LF, P)
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
Beta Universal Four (SG, D,
Cl. B)

.

1.5.37
8.5.37

.

-

Nucleon Crass B *Four (SG, D

(SG), LF, Cl. B)
..
Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)

Battery Hall -Mark 4 (HF Pen,

..

D, Push -Pull)

--

F. J. Camm's " Limit " All -Wave
Four (HF Pen, D, LF, P)
.
26.9.36

PW4
PW 11

PW17

PW34B
PW340
PW46
PW67

" Acme " All -Wave 4 (HF Pen, *D
(Pen), LF, Cl. B)

12.2.38

PW83

..

3.9.38

PW90

The " Admiral " Four (HF Pen,
111. Pen, D, Pen (RC))

Mains Operated.
Two -valve :

Blueprints, ls. each.

A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen

PW18
PW31

A.C.-.1a.C. Two (SG, Pow

Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two

PW19

(D, Pow)

Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

Double -Diode -Triode Three (HF
Pen, DDT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen) ..
A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen) ..
A.C. Leader (HF Pen, D, Pow) ..
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
Unique (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) .
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,

-

A.C. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HF
Pen, Westector, Pen)

Mains Record All -Wave 3 (HF
Pen, D, Pen)

..

Four -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,
Pen)

A.C.

Hall -Mark (HF Pen,

Push -Pull)

7.1.39

PW23
PW25
PW29
PW350
PW35B
PWSSA

*

Pen)
..
F. J. Camm's A.C. All -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HF Pen,D,Pen)
" All -Wave " A.C. Three (D, 2
LF (RC))

Mains Sets :

PW38
PW50
PW54

PW56
PW70
PW20

D.

PW45

--

PW43
PW42

31,7.37

PW44
PW59

16.1.37

PW60
PW73

Universal £5 Superhet (Three valve) ..
F. P. Camm's A.C. Superhet 4 ..
F. J. Camm's Universal £4 Super het 4
_
" Qualitone " Universal Four ..

Push Button 4, Battery Model .. }22.10.38

PW95

Push Button 4, A.C. Mains Model

Blueprint, Is.
Simple S.W. One-valver
Two -valve :

Battery Operated.

Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen).
The " Fleet " Short-wave Two
(D (HF Pen), Pen)
..
Three -valve :

-

PW91

-

..

PW30A

-

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and
Three

..

PW63
PW68

1.10.38

Blueprints, is. each.
PW65

..

PW77

3.6.39

Blueprint, is.

"Imp" Portable, 4 (D, LF, LF
(Pen)) ..

Home Lover's New All -Electric

MISCELLANEOUS.

PW86

-

CRYSTAL SETS.

Blueprints, 6d. each.

Four -station Crystal Set ..
1934 Crystal Set
150 -mile Crystal Set

..

--

23.7.38

..

AW427
AW444
AW450

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.

One -valve : Blueprint, le.

B.B.C. Special One-valver

--

..

Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans)
Full -volume Two (SG det, Pen) ..
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) ..
..
A Modern Two-valver
..
..

---

Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

£5 5s. S.G.3 (SG, D, Trans)
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans)

..

.

£5 5s. Three: De Luxe Version
(SG, D, Trans) ..
19.5.34
Lucerne Straight Three
rib;
Trans) ..
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)

Simple -Tune Three (SG, D, Pen)June '33
Economy -Pentode Three (SG, D,
Pen)
..Oct. '33

" W.M." 1934 Standard Three

(SG, D, Pen)
..
£3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)

1935 £6 Os. Battery Three (SG,

---

Mar. '34

D, Pen) ..
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen) ..
..
Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen) ..
3Linitube Three (SG, D, Trans) .. Oct. '35
All -Wave Winning Three (SG, D,

D, Pen)

.

.

£15 15s, 1936. A.C. Radiogram
(HF, D, Pen) ..
.. Jan. '38

211F Four (2 SG, D, Pen)

..
..

--

Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,
Class B)
- Aug. '33

Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,

LF, Trans)
..
.
£5 6s. Battery Four (HF, D, 2 Li) Feb. '35
The H.R. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)..
The Auto Straight Four (HF Pen,
HF, Pen, DDT, Pen) ..
Apr. '36

-

All Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen)

Trans)

New Class B Five (2 SG, I), LF,

.

. July '33

Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (HF
Pen, D, LF, I')
.. May '35
SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

..

..

'Varsity Four
..
The Request All -Waver ..

-

Oct. '35

June '36

1935 Super -Five Battery (Superhet)

Mains Sets : Blueprints, le. 6d. each.

Heptode Super Three A.C.
.. May '34
" W.51." Radiogram Super A.C...

-

Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF,
Class B)
..
Family Portable (HF, D, RC,
Trans) ..
Two H.F. Portable (2 SG, D,

-

WM329
WM888

WM375
WM395
W31407
W31379

W31359
W111366

WM363
WM367

Tyere Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans)..
SHORT-WAVE SETS.

Battery Operat ed.

Blueprints, ls. each.
S.W. One-valver for America
.. 15.10.38
Rome Short -Waver
Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Ultra -Short BatteryTwo (SG, det,
Pen)
..
. Feb. '36
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) ..
One -valve :

Three -valve : Blueprints, le. each.
World -ranger Short-wave 3 (D,

..

.

Experimentes
r' 5 -metre Set (R,.

-

AW429
AW452

-

WM402

-

AW355

AW412
AW422
AW435

Superhet : Blueprint, le. 6d.

AW388
AW392
AW426
WM409

AW437
WM271
WM327
w3,(337
WM351
WM354
WM371
WM389
WM393
WM396

Simplified Short-wave Super

Nov. '35

MISCELLANEOUS.

WM400

S.W. One -valve Converter (Price

AW370
AW421

Listener's 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier

WM331

WM350
W31381

WM384
WM404
WM320

WM344
W111340

6d.)
..
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)
(1/6)

AWN.°

AW438
WM390
AW438
WM313
WM383
WM397

Mains Operated.

Blueprints, le. each.
Two -valve Mains Short -waver (D,
Pen) A.C.
13.1.40
" W.M." Long -wave Converter.,,
Throe -valve : Blueprint, ls.
Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C.
Four -valve : Blueprint, Is. Gd.
Standard Four -valve A.C. Short waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)
..
Two -valve :

A.W393

AW447

Trans, Super-regen)
.
30.6.34
The Carrier Short -waver (SG, D, P) July'35
Four -valve : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater
(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans)
Empire Short -waver (SG, D,
Trans)
Standard Four -valve Short -waver
(SG, D, LF, P)
22.7.39

Blueprints, ls. 6d. each,
Super -quality Five (2 HF, D, RC,
Class B Quadradyne (2 SB, D, L/P,
;
Class B)

WM374
W31401

Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.

RC, Trans)

AW387

Blueprints, le. 6d. each.

65s.Four (80, D, RC, Trans)

41W383

Mantovani A.C. Three (HF Pen,

QP21)

-

Blueprint, is.
S.W. Converter -Adapter (1 valve)
PW48A
.AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE

Class B)

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

Four -valve : Blueprints, ts. 6d. each.

Portable (HF Pen, D, ten) ..
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen)

A W403
WM286
W31394

PORTABLES.

F. J. Camm's ELF Three -valve

Four -valve :

Mains Operated.

Blueprints, Is. each.
Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) A.C...
Economy A.C. Two (D, Trans) A.C.
Unicorn A.C.-D.C. Two (D, Pen)..
Two -valve :

PORTABLES.

Three -valve :

Four -valve :

unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept.. George NewneS, Ltd.. Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Modern Super Senior

Blueprints, Is. each.

Trans)) ..
The Band -Spread S.W.
(HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)

PW38A

27.8.38

Experimenter's Short-wave Three
(SG, D, Pow)

PW88

23.12.39

Blueprints, is. each.

of the blueprint, and the issue (stamps over 6d.

Three (SG, D, Trans) A.C.

Double -sided- Blueprint, ls. 6d.

Five -valve :

PW34D

PW40
PW52

Blueprints, le. each.

One -valve :

indicates that the issue is out of print.
Issues of Practical Wireless ... 4d. Post Paid
Amateur Wireless
4d.
Wireless Magazine
...
1/3
The index letters which precede the Blueprint
Number indicates the periodical in which the description appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless. W.M.to
Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost

5.6.37

A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..

SHORT-WAVE SETS.

of the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint Number

Wireless Magazine.

F. J. Camm's 2 -valve Superhet

PW78

1938 " Tri band " All -Wave Three
..
.. 22.1.38
(11F Pen, D, Pen)

PW47

SUPERH EPS.
Battery Sets : Blueprints, 1s. each.
£5 Superhet (Three -Valve)
..

Four -valve :

Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LF
(RC & Trans)) ..
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)

Universal Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D,
Push -Pull)
..

These Blueprints are drawn full size.
Copies of appropriate issues containing descriptions of these sets can in some cases be supplied at
the following prices which are additional to the cost

..

--

Radio Unit (2v.) for WM392 (1/-) Nov. '35

-

Harris Eleetrogram battery amplifier (1/-)
.
De Luxe Concert A.C. Electrogram (1/-)
Mar. '36
New style Short-wave Adapter
Trickle Charger (6d.)
Short-wave Adapter (1/-)..
Superhet Converter (1/-)
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter
.
.. May '36
(1/-)
Wilson Tone Master (1/-)..
.. June '38
The W.M., A.C. Short-wave Con verter (1/-)

-

AW453
WM380
WM352
WM391

AWS29
W31387
WM392
WM398

WM399
WM403
WM388
AW4t32
AW456
AW457
WM405
WM406
WM408
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voltage rating by the total filament current
in amps. This may be expressed as follows :

in reply
6Jmitii,

Resistance (ohms) =

Supply volts-rated volts of the valves
Total filament current in amps.

American Valve Data
"I have been given an American valve
which I have been told is quite in order. I

`jour letter

should be glad if you could give me the
characteristics of this particular valve, the
number of which is 6E5.

I do not know the

maker's name."-H. E. T. (Lowestoft).
THE 6E5 is an electron -ray or cathodeMains Interference
Using Old Panels
ray tuning indicator. It is of the 6.3
"I obtain my electricity from the local
"I have one or two old sets at home in volt .3 amp type.
supply system, the house being about which ebonite panels were employed.
I
100 yards away from the overhead system. am thinking of building some new receivers Modulated Oscillator
" Wheri looking through a c4talogt-te
In damp or foggy weather the cables cause and should like to use up the old panels, but
very bad interference with my all -mains I should not use all the holes on them. I recently, I saw reference to a modulated
commercial receiver. The interference comes
through the mains, not the aerial, as

believe there is some material sold for filling

oscillator.

Could you explain briefly what

up these holes and should be glad if you this is and how it is used."-W. S. R.

crackling continues when both aerial and could tell me its name and where to get it." (Cardiff).
THE apparatus is used for receiver test
earth have been removed. I am told that ---S, R. (Harringay).
purposes and consists of some form of
there is no cure for this, but if there is I
THE usual material is Chatterton's
should be very grateful if you would let me
Compound obtainable from any good oscillating valve. If a valve is made to
know what it is."-J. S. (Lincoln).
electrical dealer.
Alternatively, if the oscillate and the output is then connected

to the aerial -earth terminals or to any

THE fact that the trouble only occurs

in bad weather would tend to indicate

poor insulation which would give rise to
radiated interference not interference via
the mains. In that case, and bearing in

part of the H.F. side of a receiver, the oscilla-

RULES

removal of aerial and earth might not be

for the solution of problems .or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
in our pages, or on general wireless matters.

radiated, as it could be picked up on the

(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete

mind the proximity of the mains cables, the
conclusive proof that the interference is not

actual wiring ofthe receiver, or even on the
loudspeaker leads. In such a case the only
effective cure is to enclose the entire
receiver in a metal box, or alternatively to

line the cabinet with thin metal foil and
earth this. If the interference is mains
borne, then a standard suppressor consist-

ing of a condenser network across the
mains input leads should prove satisfacbry. Messrs. Belling Lee can supply
suitable apparatus of this type.

tion will be passed from stage to stage and
in such a form it is suitable for testing the
noise level in a receiver and several other
factors. It is useless, however, for ganging
or lining -up purposes, and also for testing

We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only

the L.F. sections of a receiver. Accordingly,
some form of modulation has to be employed

We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasonsmulti -valve receivers.

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contem

and this breaks up the valve oscillation so
that an audible, or L.F., note is obtained.

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to

modulating.

It is possible to make an oscillator self-

poraries.

commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to querists.

A stamped addressed envelope must be
for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear

REPLIES IN BRIEF

enclosed

the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed

with queries as they are dealt with by a

/

abbreviated ferns either because of non-compliance
with our rules, or because the point raised is not of

separate department.

Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Howe, Southampton Street,

Centaur Three

The .following replies to queries are given in

Strand, London, W.C.2. The Coupon must be enclosed

general interest.

F. H. (Musselburgh). The component mentioned was

vnth every query.
a special wave -trap device designed for a periodical
" Could you please inform me where I
not now on the market, and we regret that we have no
can obtain coils for the Centaur Three, LMINNIIHINEMENNII04014!1./m/INIMEN141M01141011i details
of the special receiver, and therefore cannot
they are of the Unigen type, and also the panels are of the polished type you could assist you in obtaining working results.
E. W. (Radford). You cannot combine the units
Metaplex baseboard ? "-A. C. (Enfield).
use ordinary heel -ball. If there are many
we have no details of the outputs of them now
THE Unigen coils are produced by Messrs. holes, or you wish to use fresh ones which and
available. The makers may still be able to assist you.
Wright and Weaire, of 740, High Road, may run close to the old ones, it may be
J. A. C. (Tottenham). The book will be issued in due
It is not yet ready.
Tottenham. The Metaplex baseboard is a desirable to use a very thin piece of ebonite course.
(Plymouth). The set was the A.C. Leader 3,
Peto-Scott product.
on top of the existing panel and this would andR.aG.blueprint
is still available, number PW.35C.
avoid filling holes and yet would still give Details were reprinted
in our issue dated January 7th,
1939, but the original numbers are now out of print.
you a thick substantial panel.
Removing A.C. Ripple
V. S. (Birmingham).

As the set is an American
"I should be glad if you would tell me of
commercial model we think it desirable for you to get
into touch with Webb's Radio who may be able to
an effective method of getting rid of a bad Filament Resistance
the faulty part and suggest the cause of the
A.C. ripple in a current. The E.M.F. is
"I am trying to make up a small port- replace
other trouble.
only small and an L.F. choke does not suit. able in which I shall use ordinary 2 -volt
H. H. R. (Liverpool, 18). The device is merely a
The current goes to the filaments of some valves, but I wish to use a large pocket - standard sensitive receiver with a frame aerial. Two
readings are necessary to obtain a true
battery valves so I must have it a lot smoother lamp battery for the supply. This gives 3 separate
direction.
than it is at the moment."-P. P. (Kenton). 'volts, I understand, and I should like to
R. C. (Meorgate). We have no details now available
IN general it is not practicable to attempt know what resistance I must include in order regarding the coils.
J. R. (Clacton). At least 66 volts would be required.
1 to operate the ordinary type of 2 -volt to drop the supply to 2 volts."-C. V.
You might obtain oscillation down to 36 volts, but it is
battery valves from an A.C. supply. The (Reigate).
doubtful.

thin filament responds to the slightest
variation in the supply and thus hum is

THE valves will, we assume, be con-

K. E. R. (Bedford).

The second valve cannot be

in push-pull owing to its totally different
nected in parallel in the ordinary way. connected
characteristics. Both valves must be as nearly alike

almost impossible to remove. A very high This means that you need 2 volts at so
inductance choke would probably cut down many milliamps to feed them, the total
the ripple to negligible proportions, but a current depending upon the particular
perfectly smooth D.C. supply must be valves in use. The value of the resistance
used if you wish to obtain hum -free recep- can be calculated by dividing the difference
tion with 2 -volt type valves.
between the supply and the filament

as possible.

r=1.0.=.1411M.11.1111MI.MI!.=.114Iii.M.M04.0041=1.0.MEII

The coupon on page iii of cover
must be attached to every query.

THE ONE AERIAL FOR THE MODERN SET

pm

INVISIBLE

AERIAL
PIX, LONDON, S.W.4.

I

Nlit1.,==.0111.4..M41.0/.11.1111.11411riFM11.11-,-,-1

Neat
Efficient

Blends with furnishings
Self -Adhesive

Double Length

316
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Classified Advertisements
ADVERTISEMENTS

the

H ome-made Dials
home-made

receivers or items

MANY
of test equipment are often marred

each paragraph). Series discounts of 5 per cent. for 13,
10 per cent. for 26 and 15 per cent. for 52 insertions
are allowed. All advertisements must be prepaid.

paragraph will commence with the first word
printed in bold face capitals. Additional words in
bold face capitals are charged at 4d. per word.
ALL Communications should be addressed to the
Advertisement Manager, " Practical Wireless," Tower
EACH

House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

CABINETS

so far as concerns their final appearance
amateurish -looking

dials.

Rough

markings on thick paper never look well,

and it

is

are accepted for these columns

at the rate of 2d. per word (minimum charge 2/ -

est Benc
by
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worth while spending a little

time in getting a really good-looking scale

or dial and some of the following ideas
may be turned to account in this direction.
Photographic prints may be made in'very
good black and white from celluloid protractors or similar scales, or from well -

drawn or typed .figures or letters on thin
white paper. It may also be possible in
some cases to cut out letters and numbers
from magazines or periodicals printed on
art paper, and thus to build up quite a
presentable scale.

D.C. Supply changing from an A.C. supply

WHEN
to a D.C. supply some experimenters experience a difficulty in knowing

how to adapt the mains unit or mains
section of a receiver. In general all that
is normally required is to cut out the
This leaves the
rectifying portion.
smoothing section consisting of a choke and

A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose. Surplus

Cabinets from noted makers under cost of manufacture. Radiogram Cabinets from 30/-. tindrilled
table, console and loudspeaker cabinets from 4/6.
Inspection invited.
H. L. SMITH AND CO., LTD., 289, Edgware Road,
\V.2. Tel.: Pad. 5891.

LITERATURE
NEW Edition.

American Amateur Relay League

500 pages of up-to-the-minute technical
information, 7/- post free. 1940 Jones Handbook;
approximately 700 pages dealing with every aspect of
Short-wave Radio, 8/6, post free.-Webb's Radio, 14,
Soho St., London, W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard 2089.
Handbook.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any
make. 24 -hour service, moderate prices -Sinclair
utt eney Terrace, Copenhagen Street,
Speakers,
London, Ni.N.
REPAIRS

to

moving

coil

speakers.

Cones/coils

fitted or rewound. Fields altered or wound. Price,
quoted, including eliminators. Pick-ups and speaker
transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade invited. Guaranteed
satisfaction. Prompt service.
L.S. Repair Service, 5, Balham Grove, London, S.W.12.

Battersea 1321.

MORSE EQUIPMENT
FULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph,

designed and manufactured by T, R.
two condensers (one on each side of the Apparatus,
McElroy, World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole disWebb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
choke). The choke must be left in circuit tributors:
W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard- 2089.
to provide smoothing for the D.C. mains
which are not generally smooth enough to
MORSE TRAINING
permit of their' use without some such
WIRELESS Code Courses. "Book of Facts" Free. device. The only point to be watched is Candler
System Co. (L.0.), 121, Kingeway, London,
that the receiver or mains section was not W.C.2.
previously designed to have an output in
NEW CHASSIS

excess of 250 bolts.

Accumulators should

of course, have to be used for the heater,:

ARMSTRONG CO. recommending the following
economically priced Radio Chassis for good quality

reproduction.

NEW APPLICATIONS OF THE
HEPTODE

(Continued from page 56.)

Modifications
The detector amplifies the I.F. carrier

AW38.-8-valve All -wave
Radio -gram chassis, incorporating the latest circuit,
including, 6 watts push-pull output. Price £8/8/0 +
5% war increase.
Armstrong Co. have many other models of equal
interest, please write for catalogue.
ARMSTRONG

Armstrong Manufacturing Co., Warlters Rd., Holloway,
London, N.5.

amplitude of A.V.C. action in Fig. 1. It is
also possible to derive A.V.C. bias from a

resistor 20 connected between the low
potential end of input circuit 3 and the

earthed cathode. This is shown in Fig. 2.
An I.F. by-pass condenser 21 is connected
across the resistor 20. Upon the electrodes
7-8 assuming a positive potential, current

Model

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
Speakers, P.M. and energised 4in. to 14in., inEpoch 18in. - Sinclair Speakers,
'Pulteney Terrace. Copenhagen Street, London, N.1.
3,000

cluding several

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE

flows through resistor 20 developing a direct

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS
RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 83, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1. TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.
COMPLETE KIT of parts to build Lissen Hi Q Battery

Short-wave receiver. 5-91 metres switched. Brand
new goods boxed, with circuit and instructions.
Listed, £4/15/-. Our price, 81/19/11 less valves.
ALL -WAVE super -het. chassis, 5 valve A.C. Latest
Mullard valves: T.H.4.B, V.P.4.B., T.D.D.4, Pen
A.4, L.W. 4/350v. Ranges: Short-wave, 16-48
metres. Med.-wave, 200-560 metres. Long -wave,
800-2,200 metres. Size of Chassis : 144" long, 74"
deep. Height overall, 84". Controls tuning at side,
volume on/off at side, wave change. Provision for
pick-up. Complete with valves and knobs, 84/17/6.
Special speaker, 1,500 ohms field, 10/6 each.
L.F. transformer. Lissen Hi Q. Ratio 3-1. High
grade, boxed. List 6/-. Our price, 2/3 each.
H.F. cheke. Lissen Hi Q. Compact disc type with
feet. Boxed. List, 2/6. Our price, 6d. each.
ULTRA -SHORT and short-wave choke. Lissen Hi Q.
Inductance 100 microhenries. Boxed. List, 2/-.
Our price, 1/- each.
ULTRA -SHORT and short-wave double -wound low resistance choke. Lissen Hi Q. Resistance less than
.05 ohms. Boxed. List, 2/6. Our price, 1/3 each.
LOW -LOSS Ceramic valve -holders. Lissen Hi Q.
Base -board and chassis. 5- and 7 -pin., 10d. and 1/each.

DECIMAL dial and slow-motion drive. Lissen Hi Q.
Finest -short-wave dial made. Hour and minute hand
type. Divided into 1,000 divisions. List, 12/6.
Our price, 5/11 each.
MANSBRIDGE type condensers. Lissen Hi Q.
250 D.C. working. Moulded case with feet. .1 mfd.
and 1 mfd., 6d. each.
ROTARY coil unit. Lissen Hi Q. Four -band from
4.8-91 metres, can be selected by a turn of the knob.
With circuit. Boxed. List, 15/6. Our price, 6/11.
LOW -LOSS short-wave variable condensers. Ceramic
insulation. Brass vanes. Lissen Hi Q. Minimum
capacity 5 micro -micro farads. Two types. Boxed,
with knobs. 160 m.mfd. List, 7/6. Our price,
3/6 each.

20 m.mfd.

List, 5/6.

Our price, 2/11 each.

MICA condensers, Lissen. New. Boxed. All useful
sizes, OUR selection. 1/3 per dozen.
SPEAKER cabinets, finished black rexine. Circular
face. Metal grille. Size 84" x 94" x 44", 4/6 each.
SCREENED 3 -way flexible, 4 yards for 1/6.

MEDIUM- and long -wave coil units, with valve -holders

and sundry resistances, 9d. each. (No circuit.)
MIXED tubulars, wire -ends. OUR selection,

2/6

2 for

3d,

per dozen.
4 -PIN base -board valve -holders.

Lissen.
Boxed.

4-1 L.F. transformers. Lissen.
2/6 each,
CONE speaker unit. Lissen. Complete with reed

and chuck. Boxed. 1/- each.
SPAGHETTI resistances. Lissen.
OUR selection, 1/3 doz.
4 -PIN

valve adapters. Lissen.

Many useful sizes.
6d.

each.

PUSH-PULL switches. Lissen. 2 -point, 4d. each,
3 -point, 6d. each.
RICE -KELLOGG SENIOR 12" moving -coil speakers,

20 watts. Field 1,000 ohms. 11 ohms speech coil,
Without speech transformer, 32/6 each. With transformer tapped 3,000 ohms and 7,000 ohms, 35/- each.
GRAMPIAN 10" 10 -watt, 2,500 ohms energised speakers.
Heavy cast frame, 15/- each. With heavy-dut3

pentode speech transformer, 17/6 each.
HEAVY-DUTY speech transformers. Pentode match.
ing, 2/11 each.

straight condensers. Plessey.
Ditto, 3 -gang, 2/- each.
2 -GANG

1/6 each.

P.M. speakers. Latest type 71" cone with
pentode transformer. Boxed. 14/6 each.
ROLA

5" x 34". With printed 3 -wave
Ox -copper escutcheons and glass, 3/6 each.
Ditto, less escutcheon, 2/6 each.
HORIZONTAL dials, with plain scale. 74" x 31" and
pointer, 1/- each.
FILAMENT transformers, input 200-250v., output
CLOCK -FACED dials.

scale.

4v. 4 amps., 4v. 6 amps., 4/11 each.

MAINS transformers, Plessey. 350-0-350v., 90
4v.. 2.5 amps., 4v., 6 amps., 8/6 each.
MAINS transformers. G.E.C. American windings,
350-0-350v., 65 m.a., 5v. 2 amps., 6.3v. 2.5 amps.
Suitable for replacements in G.E.C. models, 5/6 each.
MAINS transformers.
Wearite.
Type
11.0.1,
250-0-250v., 80 m.a., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 4 amps., 9/11
each. Type R.C.2, 350-0-350v., 120
4v. 2.5 amps.,

Radio Map of the World enables you to
current voltage across it for use as A.V.C. WEBB'S
locate any station heard. Size 40° by 30" 2 colour heavy
bias. The electrode 11 is left free in such Art Paper, 4/6. Limited supply on Linen, 10/6. 4v. 4 amps., 12/6 each. Type R.C.3, 350-0-350v. 150
Radio Globe -superb 12" full -colour m.a., 4v. 2.5 amps, 4v. 2 amps., 4v. 5 amps., 15/- each.
Otherwise the detector circuit WEBB'S
ease.
model. Radio prefixes, zones, etc. Heavy oxydised Type R.C.4, 500-0-500v. 150 Ma., 4v. 2 amps., 4v.
functions as in Fig. 1.
mount. Post Paid, 27/6.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho
2 amps., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 5.6 amps., 21/- each.
All the above centre -tapped windings. Type R.C.5,
The arrangement in Fig. 3 differs from Street, London, W.1. 'Phone: Gerrard 2089.
100 -watt auto

that in Fig. 1 only in that the I.F. carrier

transformer, 100-110v.,

200-250v.,

reversible, 12/6 each. Type R.C.B., 350-0-350v. 80
energy is applied to diode anode 11 through RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS m.a., 5v. 2 amps., 6.3v. 5 amps., 6/11 each. All transcondenser 16'. The latter is connected LONDON Central Radio Stores, 23, Lisle Street, W.C.2. formers 200-250v. tapped primaries.

between the high potential side of input
circuit 3, and the anode 11. The detector

operation is otherwise the same as explained

previously in connection with Fig. 1.
These circuits were developed in the
R.C.A. Laboratories.

Gerrard 2969.
Multi -contact Selector Switches, 12/6.
EX-G.P.O. Multi -contact Relays for Automatic
Tuning, etc. Superior Models complete with Contacts,
3/6 and 4/6. Huge Selection and Bargains for Callers.
LONDON Central Radio Stores, 23, Lisle Street, W.C.2.
Gerrard 2960.

mounting valve -holders, American 4 -5 -6 and 7 -pin. 4d. each. Octals, 6d. each. Loctals, 10d.
each. 7 -pin English type 3d. each.
1 WATT resistances, Polar N.S.P. 4d. each, 3/9 dozen.
CHASSIS

All sizes up to 2 meg.

110 k/c I.F. transformers, 1/- each.
(Continued on page iii, cot. 1.)
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS
(Continued from page 60.)
VOLUME controls. American C.T.S., finest made,
divided spindles. Length, 2}". With switch. 2,000,
5,000, 10,000, 25,000, 100,000, 250,000, 500,000, and
1 meg., 2'S each. Wire wound, 5 watt (less switch).

10,000, 20,000, and 25,000 oluns, 2/ -

2,000, 5,000,

each.
24 MFD. can type, electrolytics, 450v. working,

1/ -

each.

B.I. wire -end type bias electrolyties.

1/6 each ;

50 ofd., 50v, 2/- each.

50 mfd., 12v,

TUBULAR wire -end non -inductive paper condensers.
All sizes up to 0.1, 5d. each, 4/9 dozen.

speakers, Plessey V cone, 1,500 ohms

ENERGISED

new. 5/11 each.
BATTERY output pentode valves. Well-known make.
3,11

each.

BATTERY double diode triode.

3/6 each.

Well-known make.

converters, 6v. and 12v D.C. input, output
240v. 40 ma. Complete with smoothing and suppression. State voltage when ordering. To clear 15/- each.
RAYTHEON first -grade valves.
Largest stockists,
all types in stock, including glass series, glass octal
ROTARY

series, metal series, bantam series, single -ended series,

and resistance tubes, all at most competitive prices

send for valve lists. All orders must include sufficient
postage to cover. Hours of business 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
weekdays. Saturday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m. Please write
your address in block letters.
RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1.
TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.
SOUTHERN

Radio's Bargains.

ALL Guaranteed. Postage Extra.
5/- Parcel of useful Components, comprising Condensers, Resistances, Volume Controls, Wire, Circuits,
etc. Value 25/-. 5/- per parcel.
15/- Service Man's Component Kit.
Electrolytic

Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances, Tubular.

Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc.

120

articles contained in strong carrying ease, x 7' a 7",
15/- the Kit.
21/- Small Trader's Parcel of Components. 150
Articles comprising all types Condensers, Valve
Holders, Resistances, Chokes, Coils, 'Wire, etc. 'Value
851-. 21/- the parcel.
5/- 100 Wire -end Resistances, assorted capacities.
and 1 watt, 5/- per 100.
ORMOND Loud -speaker Units, 2/6 ; Crystal Sets,
5/6 ; Westectors Type W2, 2/6 ; Crystal Detectors.
2/-; Crystals, 6d. ; Marconi V24 Valves, 92.
2/- Tool or Instrument Carrying Cases, ex Government Stock ; Wood, 9" x 7" x 7", 2/-.
SOUTHERN

Radio, 46, Lisle Street, London, W.C.

Gerrard 6653.

VAUXHALL.-All goods previously advertised are

still available; send now for latest price list, free.Vauxhall Utilities, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.

PREMIER%
Special Offer of Record Auto -Changer Units for
Mains by fa 'nous manufacturer. Play

A.C.

Latest type Magnetic Pick-up, Auto stop. Start and Rejector. Limited number only
at £4,19,6, Carriage Paid.
records.

Special Offer

of Dual Range Screened Coils

by well-known manufacturer. Aerial or B.F.
Accurately matched suitable Band -Pass.
coil.
Medium- and long -wave operation.
Complete
with full diagrams, 2/9 each.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS

Incorporating the Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil. 11-86
Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is complete
with all components, diagrams, and 2 -volt valves.
3 -Band S.W. 1 -Valve Kit, 14/9. 3 -Band S.W. 2 Valve Kit, 22 6.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS

Complete to the last detail, including all Valves and

other useful components. Worth £2.
Limited
number. Postage 1/ -.-Bakers Selhurst Radio, 75,
Sussex Road, South Croydon.
SCRAP

your H.T. battery with Mallory vibrator

converter, 12v., 150v., 30 m.a., 18/9; listed 65/5/0.
Or. Genemotor, 12v., 250v., 50 ma., 25/-. Postage
3/3.-Aeronautical Radio, 47, River Road, Littlehamptmn.

Radio, 22, Grimshaw Lane, OrmskIrk.
Collard A.C. Motors, 12" turntable, 27/6; With pickup, 42/6. Rola G.12 energised speakers, 52/0. P.M.
65/, Brand new goods. ljd. stamp list.
COULPHONE

THE largest range of Radio and small Electrical
Switches and everything for discerning amateurs,
experimenters and dealers. Standardised by leading
Wireless Manufacturers-Rulgin, Barking.

2613

available
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L

MULTI -CONTACT

Relays.

Ex-G.P.O., as used in

automatic exchange. condition as new, small size,

suitable for automatic tuning for press -button control,

heavy platinoid contacts, .2/6, post 3d. ; 2 for 4,-,

r

post 6d. ; 3 for 6/-, post atl.
Dial WI, ingWESTON (501) and E. Turner (009),
Coil Milliampmeters, as new. 0 to 5 ma.. 17;6 ;
0 to 25 rd/a., 16/6 ; 0 to 50 m/a., 15/- ; 0 to 250 in/a.,
15/- each.
TRUVOCE

Public Address Horn Speaker Units, 15

ohms speech coil, 6v. field, 15/-, post 6d.
2,800 revs., double A.C. Repulsion motor.
headed spindle, reversible, 110-250v.,
'
50 cycles, single
phase, ,ti.3/5/-, carriage forward.

flat twin, air-cooled, complete with all accessories, in
good condition, 17/10/-, carriage forward.
Terms : Cash with Order.

ALL GOODS SENT ON THREE DAYS' APPROVAL
AGAINST CASH.
GALPIN'S ELECTRICAL STORES, 75, Lee High Rd.,

29;-

.

Kit
68/ REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4 \
A.r. Types,

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES
R.S.G.B.

reduced war -time subscriptions.

Details

A.C. H.L.,

and current issue " T. and R. Bulletin," Is. -16,

Mu H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq.
Changers, 7,6 each. Full and Half -wave Rectifiers,

" H.A.C." one -valve Short-wave Receiver, famous
for over 5 years, now available in kit form ; complete
kit of preeision components, accessories, full Instructions, 1216, post 6d., no soldering necessary ; descrip-

A.C. L., A.C.,S.G., A.C. V.-M.S.G.,
A.C.. M.P., A.C. V.H.P. 15 -pin), all 5 3 each.
A.C. H.P., A.C. V.H.P.
7 6 ; A.C. PensI.H., 7,6 ; A.C. P.X.4, 73 ; Oct. Freq. Changers,
8;6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7'6 ; 350 v. F.W.
Rect., 5 6 ; 500 v. F. W. Rect., 6'6 ; 13 v..2 amps.
Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5 6 ; H.F. Pens and Var.-

6/6 cacti.

TRIAD HIGH-GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, all types
in stock. Standard tubes. 5 6 each. Octal Base
tubes, 6/6 each.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for A.C.
Mains. Westinghouse Rectification complete and
ready for use. To charge 2 volts at amp., 11:9
volts at, 4 amp., 19/- 6 volts at 1 amp., 22/6 ;

Ashridge Gardens, London, N.13.

SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT

tive folder free on request-A. L. Bacchus, 109,

Hartington Road. S.W.8.

Extevnal

12 volts at 1 amp.. 244; 6 volts at 2 amps., 37.6.

CONTROL PANELS

PICK-UPS

(Controls both

GRAMOPHONE MOTORS and
Collaro A.G. Gramophone Motors
Auto -stop.
100-250 v. 12in. turntable.

Rum -free.
A.C./D.C. Model
..
52/6
Collaro A.G. Gramophone Unit
Auto -stop
Complete motor and pick-up.
and start
77,6
A.C./D.C. Model

Internal and External speakers

by slight angular movement
of plug.
PRICE
I/ -

53

Will tit any tone -arm

ANOTHER SPECIAL OFFER
Piece Xtal Pick-ups

With arm. Famous make. Output 1.7 v.
35/ Response 40-8,000 cycles
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS. All complete with
Output Transformer. Rola din. P.M.'s, 12/6 ;
sin. P.M.'s, 16/6; 10in. P.M.'s, 22,/6; G12 P.M.'s,
66/, Energised Models. Plessey, Sin., 2,500 or
7.500 ohm field, 7/6;
750 ohm field, 7/6 ; Gl 2

British Mechanical Productions, Ltd.
1, Church Rd., Leatherhcad, Surrey

Energised, 59/0.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers all -brass
construction, with Trolitul insulation. 15 mint,
'I 1; 25 mnif., 1/10 ; 40 tomf., 2/- ; 100 mmf.,
2/3 ;

100 nunf., 2/7 ; 250 mint., 2/11.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin
types, 13-26, 22-47, 41-49, 78-170 metres, 2/- each,

Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-150
Premier 3 -band
S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86 metres. Suitable
any type circuit, 2/11.
with circuit.

metres, 4/9 set, with circuit.

Cell Formers, 4- and 6 -pin, plain or threaded,
112 each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials. Direct and 100: 1

Under 5:-

dea.,-.:e add W. postage.

YOU MUST HAVE A

Till. unique Uneasiest
shows the easy way to
secure

A.N.I.C.E.,

A.M.I.A.E.,

A.M.I.R.E., and similar qualifications. WE GUARANTEE-.over
NO150
PASS-NO
Diploma
PEE." Details are given of
ewtrses in all branches of Civil, Mech., Elec.,

Motor, Aero, Radio and Television Engineering, Building, Government Employ-

ment, etc. Write for this enlightening Handbook
to -day FREE and post free.

British Institute of Engineering Technology,
409, Shakespeare House. 17, 18, 19, Stratford Pl.. W.I

PREMIER 1940 CATALOGUE
- - PRICE 6d.
GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY!

111 PAGES

until April 6th,
1940, and must Occompany all Queries and
Hints.
is

;

single 22 gauge, 3/-, post ski.
SILVERTOWN Horizontal Galvanometers, jewelled
movements, 5/- each. post tel.

Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

/tilers 5/- and over sent Post Free.

This coupon

Telephone Bell Wire, all brand new,
150 -yd. coils, twin 22 gauge, 4/-, post tel. 250 -yd.
coils, single 18 gauge, 4/-, post 1/-; 300 -yd. coils,
STANDARD

Lewisham, London, S.E.13. Telephone : Lee Green 5240

3

working. 7/6 each.

1

taeful as

Keying Relays, 5/- each, post dd. Also a few only that
needs points, which are easily fitted, 2/6 each. P/F.

Kit
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit

1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 20/1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit 23/1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter

Jelly Type High Voltage Condensers, Dor. 3,000 v.

COUPON

or 20 amps., 6/- each, post 1/..
EX-G.P.O. Glass Top Relays, Ttipe B.

STUART TURNER .2t h.p. Portable Engine, petrol,

Ratios, 4/3.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

garages, etc. 200/250 v., 50 cy. 1 -ph. supply 5, 10,

coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions for
building and working. Each Kit is supplied with a
steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in Coils to
tune from 13 to 170 metres.

Premier Pick-up Heads

Bargain parcel comprising Speaker Cabinet, 2
Drilled Chassis, condensers, resistances and many
5,'-

Light Check Meters, for sub -lettings

ELECTRIC

ALL POST ORDERS TO : Jubilee Works, 167
Lower Clapton Road, London, E.5. atelecrnt 472
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or our NEW
PREMISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Centro/ 2833
or 50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. Macaulay 23S1

THE INSTITUTION OF RADIO ENGINEERS
Conducted by

THE INCORPORATED INSTITUTION OF
RADIO ENGINEERS LTD.

PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATION
The next examination of the Institution will be held in
London and Manchester on the 17th and 18th April, 1940.
All particulars and application forms can be obtained
gratis from The Secretary,
39315, Bury New Road. Manchester '7.

The Principles of Parachutes
FASCINATING FACTS
ABOUT THE MODERN
LIFEBELTS OF THE AIR
Ever since the first parachutist, sick and dizzy from

his 2,000ft. descent, reached earth safely in 1797,

man has been improving the modern lifebelt of the air.
A most interesting article in the April PRACTICAL

MECHANICS tells how the stability of the modern
parachute has been obtained, describes the sensations
of making a " delayed " drop, explains the technique
of a parachute descent, and reveals science's latest
wonder-the aeroplane weighing 1,800Ibs. which was
safely dropped by parachute!

Diagrams

" pilot "

showing how the
chute,

and

tnain

parachute, are released from
an aeroplane by compres4ed air.
TENSION ON CABLE AUTOMATICALLY

RELEASES PILOT PARACHUTE FROM
CONTAINER AND OPERATES'EJECTOR
MECHANISM OF MAIN PARACHUTE

PILOT 'CHUTE CONTAINER

MAIN PARACHUTE IS
EJECTED BY COMPRESSED

AIR AND PULLED CLEAR

*CHUTEU
OF
SP STREAM By PILOT

COMPRESSED AIR APPARATUS

FOR FIRING PILOT CHUTE
CONTAINER FROM AEROPLANE

Other Special Contents of the April PRACTICAL
MECHANICS include:

SIMPLE EPISCOPES

Artist's impression of a combined " pilot " chute, and main parachute,
fully inflated after being released from a t winengined monoplane.

In the April

PRACTICAL
MECHANIC

Constructional details of two easily -made
projectors

MODERN EXPLOSIVES
How Nitrogen, the " explosive" element
makes modern warfare possible
SOAP -MAKING AT HOME

SIMPLE PHOTOMICROGRAPHY
CHEMISTRY FOR BEGINNERS

THE VICKERS ARMSTRONG
WELLINGTON

HOLLAND'S WATER DEFENCES
How they were built

The Magazine of Modern Marvels.

Order a copy from your
newsagent to -day.

George Srnwes,
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